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U.S. SCIENCE.AND TECHNOLOGY.UNDER
BUDGET, STRESS

THURSDAY; DECEMBER 10, 1981

' HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, °

Washington, D.C.
The co mittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:30 a.m., in room 2318,

Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Don Fuqua (chairman of the
committee) presiding.

Mr. FUQUA. The committee will be in order:
I would like to welcome our distinguished witnesses today and.

thank all those in the audience for their support of efforts to sus-
tain the scientific and thchnical vitality of this country through
this period of bfidget stress.

I, personally, have strong respect for the President's determina-
tion to break the spiral of inflation. I have supported his notion
that strong Federal budget restraint was a means to achieve this
end I -have even understood his sense that expectations had to be
changed suddenly and dramatically.

However, there are crucial long-range considerations which go
beyond the shifting politics of this year s budget deficit. This com-
mittee's special stewardship for the Nation's science and technol-
ogy enterprise has taught us that there will be bpdget issues before
the Congress in whicli the long-range considerations should weigh
as heavily as iri science and technology. Preserving continuity in
the progress of scientific knowledge and in the development of
technology is an ivestment
proven over and o er to offer payoffs beyond oui wildest dreams.

in the future. This investment has

This is, of course, where the President's goals of strengthening
this Nation's security, enhancing its productivity, and building its
innovative capability clash with his goal of sudden change in budg-
etary assumptions.

We must insist on a reasonable balance anfong those goals.
There will be no`security or leadership in a technological world for
a nation that is willing, for short-term expediency, to interrupt the
training and careers of it.T most talented scientists and engineers,
or abandon its most promising technical endeavors.

Today, the committee is beginning its inquiry to whether the
administration, through budget and other actions, is striking the
appropriate balance. We will continue this with further hearings in
February and through the budget authorization process next year.
We will work ,elosely with our Senate colleagues who share our
concern for the vii'ality of science and technology.

(1)
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4 feel confident that the recognition Of the need to inject long-
ratige thinking into the short-range budget number juggling will be
recognized on a bipartisan basis.

We will place heavy reliance on the advice of the country's cien-
tific and technological leadership in this process. They k4ow as
well as yve do that budget stress is a fact of life, and that tem-
pered or self-serving demands will have little credibilit

However, 'initiatives like that of Dr Press in convening e un-
precedented October National Academy meeting on science budgets
are cif enotmous value to us. The process started there will help us
cealistically assess the extent of damage to the health of science

- and technology, and seek ways to avoid and repair in the future.
. The central question of Our hearings is whether the ,need for

long-term steadiness in technology investment.is holding its own
against short-term budget expediencies. There are some who say
that tthere is evidence building that indicates the answer is "No

We have heard many anguished voices claiming that current ac,
tions and policies are disrupting proven national laboratories and
interrupting promising and productive programs.

We want-to know whether the budget stress is upsetting the very,
Government-university and , Government-industry relationships
which had catapulted this country into undreamed of postwar tech-
nical leadership.

Our Witnipses today care allout the health of science and technol-
ogy as much as any in this country. I am hoping that they will be
able to guide us as to whether our fears are justified ggerat-

-. ed.
I hope 'also that they will be able to advise us on vv ys wf can

insulate the long-range integrity of Qur scientific andIeehrr1ogical
progress from the rapidly changing 'budget politics and theories
which seem so often to dominate the political stage,

Mr. Winn.
Mr. WINN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I want to join you in welcoming our distinguished
nesses here today. I must confess that I don't feel that the title
.S. Science and Technology Under- Budget Stress" is an entirely

appropriate caption for this hearing.
It implies that some sort of catastrophe has struck U.S. science

and technology. This is simply not the case. Perhaps a more appro-
priate title would be "U.S. Science and Technology Within a New
Federal Philosophy."

I have had an opportunity to review Dr. keyworth's statement
this morning and I want to congratulate himin advancefor it.
It is a very thoughtful statement on ttie administration's philos-
ophy bn science and technology policy. )

This is the rust time in my 15 years in Congress that I can recall
tiny administration' so plainly but firmly statftig a comprehensive
course for our Nation's science policy, Frankly, it is long overdue.

During this long interval, an attitudephas prevailed that the
More Federal tax dollars spent on science, the higher the quality of
science we receive. This has not proven to be true.

Some have felt that science research and its share of the Federal
budget could operate in a vacuum. This, also, has proven false.

N
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Instead, it is titi1 appal ent that suppo for science and techriol-

ugy is undeniably bound to the health of the national economy as a .
IA hole The comprehensive policy that Dr. Keyworth is presenting
today' reflects ill's prudent view. .

Certainly the changes in longstanding policy being proposed by
the administration are startling in their boldness. But There is no
reason to reject them out of hand That is why I 4jp concerned
w.ith the attitudes being displayed by sonic of my colle,ifues in the
Hous6

Some.in the House-seem intent upon sponsoring a seriej of hear-
ings designed to attack the boldness of the administration budget.
initiatrves This has 13,een spread across almost 'all committees of
the House. ' ..

I trust that this meeting today will not fall into that category
and that IA e ill giNe an impartial hearing tu a new comprehensive
approach to science policy.

Mr Chairtnan, I look forward to the testimony from our distin-
guis-hed NA, itnesseh today'and trust that they will provide us with
sorm fresh insights as to how a creative science policy can mesh
with the new economic realities of our Nation today ..

, Titank you, Mr. Chairman .

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. W.inn
[Without objection tht statements of Mr. Walgren, Mr. Brown,

Mr Hollenbeck, and Mrs Schneider, will be included in the re.cord
at this point] . .

STATI MEN I OK HON Dot G WALuitEN

I loin in conthwuding you, Mr Chairman, for taking the initgitit to hold this
important hearmg

Over the hist nine iliontlis. the Congress has worked hard on the President's
budget. irkluding the extensite thangt sent up in Merch artd again in September
Wt lgot detuted mut h time to the questions or the economy and econornit polity in
general And, we haLl- als0 detuted many hours to specific issues and questions ton-.
Lei tong indft idual Federal programs. intluding the many science and technology
programs of the different agenties v.hiLh pttform and support researth and kLelop-
ment

The one thing whiLh has not, tn n iew, received sufficient attention is this Ad-
ministration', twerall poli> for butane aind technology While we have been ton-
erned with the hpUll fiL apacts of the many and varied Luts whiLh the President

has proposed. we hate nut :sufficiently analyzed their 4..umulative effeLlz, And, while
wr. Lou dtalt with the ,hort-term effeLts uf the proposed tuts, we hate nut ..-xant-
med,in depth their lungp. i m implkations fur the Nation's leak,rship position ii
stieulti and te.thnology A, Chturnian of the Subtommittee with ukersight respunsi-

lit N tur tht Office of Stet-11.e and Technology Polity, I ant personally conceined
that-the Administratia itself may nut hate dotw suffkientty tat'eful analysb of
these broader issuOss '

liuui wi.th*the OSIT Director, the National Academy of ticience
Pre:sick BE, tind tlw formet OSTP and NSF Ditector is exact ly the right !mum lot
'mil at ton lobk fomatti to hearing the Liews of the distinguished wit-

,ses NN hli I h.ui wan Fuqua has broarbefore us today, and to participate in the
dist uss,on of the tital question, winthWe drastit budget t tits nmessarily raise
ail of us in the Congtess

.71! 111.MI.,N I 01 E BRO%%N, ift

Chcurtun I ani exttenwlt, pleteced that the St ience Ad"TeLhnolow, Comma-,
tee hidos still examine the -.nesse, catowd bt disruptive no chantns of,this year s
luddLor pros. e.; S SCience WI Technology I congtatulate you lin stheduling
th(t h r ings itil ni lwkim, forward to identifying volys u maint.uning and pro
metinc; ,t,ntinuou, his.11 quality effort in :scienge and tc it thi, countly
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The Reagan Administratiposals for drastically cutting `science and tech-
nology R. & D funding, although devastating in their effects, have forced this Com-
mittee. Congress, and the scientific community to examine the broad role and value
of science and technology support Although C,ongress has clearly not given the Ad
ministration the total extent of cuts a sought, the effects have been dramatic, if

'only in the threat the proposals presented. , ,
In the coming several yetilv it is clear that the Administration 4ill continue to

seek more and more cutsThe-farreachingeffects_oLthis kind oT program should be,
and are, at the very foundation of the interests of this Committee

The United States is suffering economically from its schizophrenia over what the
proper role of g6vernment is'in supportmg research, development, and demonstra-
tion The U.S. still has the strongest basic research base in the world, and wile this
base is threatened by the policies of the Reagan Administration, so too is offi*ono-
my threatened today by our nation's competitive disadvantage resulting from insuf
ficient support of new technologies

The termination or curtailment Of programs to help U.S innovation and produc-
tivity are an example a a major switch in public policy that has been made without
public debate or consent."' believe that the government 'can be a part of the solution
to the needs of society, although I certainly do not wish to indicate blind support for
ongoink programs I hope that no artificial boundaries between the research and de-
velupment continuum, ibasic research, development and demonstration) will be em-
phasized, leat one part of the scientific and technological enterprise be cannibakized
to feed another. , -..... l .

I look forward tu addressing some of these issues today, and to a continuing darllog
with the scientific .cummunity on hoNv best to educate_ ourseLves and the public on'
the importance of science and technology. , i

Thank you, Mr Chairman , ' .. .

STATEMENT OF HON HAROLD C. HOLLENBECK

Thank yuu, Mr Chairman I look forward to the testimony today of our three dis.,
.tinguished guests, Drs. Keyworth, Press, and Stever. As the current and former
Presidential science advisors, these gentlemen have keen insight on the impact of
current budget stress on the health of American science and technology

As the Ranking Republican on the Space Science and Applications Subcommittee,
I am particularly interested in how the recent additional budget cuts will affect our
civilian space program. As you know, we recently authorized $6 17 billion for the
fisin year 1982 NASA..budget. This budget funds the programs that are the back
bone of NASA, namely, development of the Space Shuttle Orbiter, Atlantis; space
telescope, various planetary exploration programs including the Galileo orbiter and
probe, and the Venus Orbiting Imaging Radar mission, technology utilization and
space applications, which have moved a numberkf NASA-derived spinoffs into the
private marketplace, and aeronautical reSearch and technology. ,

If further budget reductions, are to be implemented, then we have to evaluate
their impact on various space programs and NASA centers. Our Subcommittee has
yet to formally hear how NASA will apply moneys from a substantially reduced
budget, however, much speculation has been circulated. The specttilatibn is alarm. \
ing and includes. closing,the Ames and Lewis Research Centers; abolishing all plan-
etary exploration programs, eliminating the manufacture of a ath space shuttle or-
biter, curtailing all aeronautical research and technology programs and closing the
Deep Space Tracking Na,twork, essentially turning offthe Voyager spacecraft

I am sure other memjoers of the Committee feel as.! do and hope that the impact
will not be as severe ag,suggested. I for one, simply Will not support a budget that
will totally destroy past worthwhile efforts and passibly jeopardize continuing note-

, worthy achievements. I urge all members to carefully consider all implications, M
eluding social, economical as well as political as Congress addresses the President's
revised budget for fiscal 19r2 and beyond. We must use caution and guard against
irreparable harm to the United States' leadership position in Science and Technol-
ogy affairs,

In the current budget crimate all agencies involved in U S science and technology
pol&cy must extensively review all prograMs Objectives and goals must be estab-
hsh . By identifying prionties, we will be eliminating programs that have shown
-law tionable returns and results. In turn and perhaps more importantly, we will
maximizing our limited manpower and resources to their greatest extent

i

Finally, Mn Chairman, we should remember that with passage of the Economic
Tax Recovery Act of 1981, Public 14,w 97-34, business and industry were provided

9
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4, 0.1(11 Itl,% fo alccs1 , nsp(:. I es, aic I( and di ielopinent In these da vs
lesponsibiltts. I tall on On It icatc scilor hi bcconle a leader in suppou Of

turthet stientific advancements\ mi nibet of the rec'unirnittev. I sland teacly to help establish budget priorities
tat N .k SA as veil as all other t&el al agencies invoiced in science policy fulmation
Eta Iii I anl lOnimitteed ."51t h ill the scope of reasonable funding levels to work to
maintain and fustet excellence in 1.1 S scientific ancl-technulogicil advancements

STA I EMI, \ r t) Mits S( JINEI1wit

Iha uk s.uu Mu haii filan I apt)! ec tate the upput t unity to lwar today how the.,
\drum istratton plads to direct ou: sc lent die reseatch programs -iv ithin a I united
body t I behece the AdministratIon's gualto establish national priorities fur the .
allocation of scarce f:esearch dollars -is a good one and deserves support It is &lean
that me can no lunge; afforl thi haphatard decisionmaki'ng that has chat acterved
federal spendmg af the past

How 0:er, a; M7.3nibet s of the Science Committee, weThave two particular responsi-
bilities- va, intht everci.se our own tesponsible judgment concerning w'hat should be
our national prior ities fur research then we must determine what budget lecels
are needed to accomplish the agenda we set forth

My comet n with some f the priorities evressed thust.far is nu secret 'I believe
thdt Ailketitlating almost bur entire eilergy budget in tlie area of nuclear power at
the , vpviise ut a w idt iange ut other energy technologies will distort our choices in
the Latin A balanced unergv research program, effectively administered, would beV,
a mut it bettet investuielkt bur our energy Independence and would have the support T
Ul al( AnIerican people We are reining in our pliotovultaics program at the same
tinw the Japanese art accerating their own investment in that technology. The ex-
ited, agree that we are on the edge of a breakthrough in photovoftaic researchif
we gic c up now, we may be importing that technology from ale Japanese in five.
Nears

I ant also concerned with the scale "of the cutbacks insour civilian tesearch pro-
grams, which could put us eien further behind qur competitors in Japan and West
Germany It is important, to remember that more than half out reuarch is for mili-
tary purposes, while the Japanese and West Germans, for example, are free to con-
centrate algiost all ut their research incestment in civilian technologies If we fall
turthet behind in our commitment to cis than research, we may begip to lose the
c.ompt titice edge that our high technology industries have gicen vs in international
trade .

Finally, we must insure that the buagets fer uur research programs are adequate
td support the tasks we assign them If we want to base our environtantal stand-
ards on the best available scientific knowledge, we cannot calor to cut in half the
research budgets that sustain those standards

We'cannut underestimate dhe wet tousness of our task. Our investment in sciener
IS an investhient in the futurethe decjsunis we make today utill have a profound
effect on the Aoices we have tomorcow

Without ,u'bjecton, photographs and recordings will be permitted
,during the hearing.

Gu'r first w itness Dr.. George Keyworth, the birector of the
Office vf Science and Téchnology Poli,cyl.Executive Office of the
President. -

We are happy to have you Pack again and would- be, happy to
, hear 3rour testimony. I might inform the members 4that, Dr.

Key w ortl3 has another appointment- later in the morning and we'
will have to make sure that he is through in time to make that and
we will cooperate and get you out on time. -

We are happy to hear from you.
[The biographical -sket,ch of Dr.'Keyworth follows:]

DR GEORGE A KnwOstli II, DittEcTott, Orrn E or SCIENCE AND Tm nNotouv POLKA

George A Keyworth, II wai born in Boston, Massmhusetts un Noveinher 30, 1339
Upon completion of high school.. in the rBoston are& he eatered Yale University and
received his B S degree in physics in 1963, went on to pursue his Ph D in physics at
Duke University vtduch was awarded in 1968.

.r.
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Dr Keywurth joined the I.os Milli-Ws Scientific Laboratory scientific staff in 1968
and devoted his efforts unul 1974 tu the development of an experimen,tal program to
use polarized pulsed beams uf neutrons and polarized targets to study detailed reso-
nance structure in fission This work represented a major breakthrough in the ex
perimental arid theoretical understanding of resonance fission, in addition to provid
ing a new technique for nuclear spectroscopy.

In 1974, Dr Keyworth embarked upon a -path of scientific leadership at Los
Ahimos- concerning development of ...oraprehenswe ad unaginattie_progranuiti
weapons physics, He recently received international recognition for his work in this
area

In 197a, he becarsne responsible fur the direction of several hundred scientists and
technicians whose research encompassed weapons physics, basic research in nuclear
and condensed matter physics, astrophysics and space sciences, satellite-based verifi-
cation uf nuclear test treaties and, later, diagnostics of underground nuclear'tests
conducted at the Nevada Test Site.

In 1960, Dr Keyworth was appointed Acting Division Leader of the Los Alamos
Laser Fusion Division prior to its being combined with the Physics Diyision, all of
which came under his direction, in March, 1981

While at Los Alamos he served on numerous committees, including the LAMPF
Long-Range Planning Committee, LANL Weapons Data Committee, WNR Program
Ad% isory Committee, DOE Fusion Data Committee, Organizational Committees for
international conferences in nuclear physics, and the University of California Selec-
tion Committee for Director of Los Alamos National Lab9ratory

Dr Keyworth is the author and co-author of some 2FC Acientific papers He holds
membership in the American Physical Society, the American Association for the
Advancement uf Science, Signe Xi Honrary Scientific Society, and the Cosnios Club
of Washington '

He is listed in American Men and Women in sciences, 12th, 13th, 14th editions,
and Who's Who in the South anti Southwest.

On May 19, 1961, President Reagan announced his intention to nominate George
A Iteyworth, II to be Directqr of the Office of Science and Technology Polky, Ex-
ecutive Office uf the Presiderft. The Director serves as Science and Technology Ad-
viser to thb Ptesident His appointment was confirmed by a unanimous vote of the
Sedate on%tuly 24, 1981 He was sworn into office on kugust 6, 1981

Dr Keyworth is married, has two children and resides in McLean, Virginia

S'FATEMENT OF DR. GEORGE A. KEYWORTH II, DIRECTOR,
OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY, EXECUTIVE
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
Dr. KEYWORTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am both,pleased and honored to be here today, pleased to have

an opportunity to discuss the 'Reagan administration's science
policy with you and honored to appear ,before this committee with
two of my.distinguished predecessors.

In its stewardship of Federal support of science and technology,
this committee has had a significant impact on die course of our
scientific development.

And Frank Press apd Guy Stever have each played an important
rolenot only as science advisors, but throughout their careers

As you have requested, Mr. Chairman, I would like -to present
my comments at this time as a summary of a longer statement to
be submitted for the record.

Let me begin by making a point that may appear obvious.
Science policy is not made in a vacuum. It is an exercise in prior-

ity setting and decisionmaking that must be carried out in the con .
text of othtr national policies such as those concerning national se-

. curity, international relations, energy, social services, and the econ-
omy.

For example, science policy, made without considering economi`t
policy, is irrelevant. This is especially true in the present adminis-,
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tration, where the President's economic recovery prograin is 're;
versing many policies Of longstanding.

This cotmtry has been plagued for years by an unacceptable level
of inflation, high interest rates and a runaway Federal budget.

Complex and often unnecessary regulations, as well as inad-
. equate incentives to encourage investment and growth in the pri-

vate sector, have reduced' our productivity and international com-
l. petitiveneis.

All of these problems are interrelated, of course,"and can be over-
come only by a_ 6,ordinated effurt invok ing tax policy, regulatory
policy, fiscal policy and other measures.

Within the context of today's national interests and economic
policies, what should be the role of the Federal Government In sci-
ence and technology?

What shoold be the framework and guiding philosophy of our na-
tional qcience And'avImology poliey?

Certainly, a science policy foi- the 1980's cannot be and should
'nut be Te based simply 'on growth for growth's sake. Even in a
period uf affluance and sustained economic growth, throwing
muney.at problems has not proved to be an effective strategy. - .

In fact, it has often been responsible for furthering ,mediocrity
rather than stimulating excellence. But, particularly in these
'times, we must sharpen out focus and Make a toncerted effar to
allocate our resources in ways 'that support the most superior,
promising a'nd relevant efforts.

I am proposing a Federal role in R. & D. which is 4ppropHate to
the 1980'sappropriate to a national mood which caIls for in-
crelsed igo r And Acceptance of responsibility by individuals and
org nizations in the private sector ana decreased involvement by
the Federal Government in many of our affairs. This is-the direc-
tioh in which wa-are. moving.

,The Reagan administration places great value on our country's
scientific and technological strength. Supporting science is a neces-
sity for all great nations, and ceetainly for the United States.
, Success in achieving villually all of our national goals for the
1980'smore N igoro us economic growth, enhanced national secu-
rity, a stronger competitive position in world markets, better
health and quality of life for all our peoplewill depend in large
Part un knov,ledge4And technological developments which can come
onlY from scientific research.

We must realize ttlatsscience and particularly basic research is a
critical factor in deter.mining our ability and readiness to meet the
problems of the unforeseeable future.

I am Armly convinced that the condition of U.S. science ist gener-
i ally healthy. That health is reflected in the excellent and exciting

research taking place in many diverse fields, such as high,energy
physics, agricultural 'Sciences, astronomy, geophysics, fusion, laser
chemistry, bion1edical research and engineering, communication
optics, Snd mictdelectronics.

I these and'a broad range of other fields, U.S. sciede is regard-
ed as 'gnat to or more advanced than any in -the world. ,

In thy statement for the record I have indicated a number of
facts' to substantiate_this, but I will point to theincontrovertible
evidencê of the awarding of Nobel Prizes..



In the last 10 years, American scientists have won or shared nine
prizes in cbemistry compared to,six for all other countries.

In physic's, it is 19 U.S. awards to 9 foreign. In physiology or
medicine, there were 20 U.S. awards to 8 for foreign 'scientists; and
in economics the count was 9 .to 5 in favor of the United States.

The total for the past decade; 57 Nobel Prizes for U.S. scientists
compared to 28. abroad, more than double the number for scientists
from all other countries combine&

First, let me emphasize again that this administratiou'views
basic research as a vital investment with a good return and be-
lieves that, as a contribution to overall national security and eco-
nomic strength, we must maintain health across the sPectrum of
science, Striving for excellence and eminence in all these fields.

However, as I have stated before, there are a number of good
-reasons why we cannot expect to be preeminent in dll scientific
fields, nor is it necessarily desirable. The idea that we can't be first
across the spectrum of science and technology is not simply a func-
,tion of our currrent economic situation.

Rather, it is a recognition of changes that have taken place since
World War II and the realities ot todayls competitive world. .

This recognition leads-to the conclusion that, in science and tech-
nology, as in all endeavors, available resources must be identified,
comparative advantages assessed, tough choices made, and prior-
ities established, before resources are allocated.

Perennial issues for policymakersincluding science policy-
makers.are how big the budget pie should be and how it should
be divided. -

I am convinced that if we are to make the most productive use Of
our scientific resources, we Must ask about the best apportionment
of research support between the public and private sectors and also
about the apportionment among scientific fields and activities.

My perception is that the Federal Government has not always
done as good a job as it could and should in making these decisions.

Difficult decisions have been postponed based on the assumption
of future growthin the-size of the Federal R. & D. budget.

'We must now face up tO the difficult choices because we know
Federal expenditures for science cannot and will not continue to
grow in the way they bave in the previous three decades.

I believe the discipline of making such hard choices will ulti-
mately benefit science, just as the occasional pruning of a tree can'
promote, rather than retard, its health.

While this is not a popular notion, budget stringencies force us to
think more deeply about how and why we make choiceS and whetb-
er we are in fact using our resources to best advantage.

I recently commented to a fellow scientist who also had been, en-
gulfed in the management of science that my own experience leads
me to believe that the best overall quality of research may not
occur in times of accelerating support but in times of moderate re-
straint that force qualitative decisions.

After a moment s thought, he reluctantly concurred pointing .but
that an environment of accelerating support is, however, much
more fun.

Reductions in support of a research area do not necessarily lead
to a proportional reduction in research output; by exercising dis-

1-3
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Lrimination within a discipline, the best and most productive re-
. sprch can continue to be supported. .

With this apbroach, the serendipitous nature 'of scientific discov-
ier

,
y s not denied. A selective emphasis and'deemphasis, taking into

account past productivity, present vitality, and future promise, is
simply good management of public funds,

Besides exercising discrimination in the support of research
areas, w e must also insure that our research activities are properly
capitalized Even if it means reducing the number of participants
in some areas, we cannot continue to assume that equipment and
facility needs can be deferred to a better, future budget climate.

The scientific and technological community must learn to partici-
pate in this assessment by playing a more forceful and critical role.
Through advisory groups, peer review, testimony before the Con-
gress, and other .mechanisms, scientists and engineers must exer-
cise the same discrimination that is required in the daily execution
of their research.

To those ho may still hope for constantly growing budgets
across the board, let me say thisthat time has passed and we
need the scientific community's best and most thoughtful judgment
and advice to Maintain the health of our science and technology
base. -

To those w ho object to such undertakings, and to all my scientific
colleagues, I must say that if scientists do not make such choices,
others will, but with less acuity.

My views on how we should approach the task of selecting high-
quality science haw not been a secret. They can be summarized in
one worddiscrimination. By this I mean application of specific
criteria to discriminatifig between scientific areas that are most
promising and those that dre less promising through the criterion
of excellence and pertinence.

Excellence should be the basis by which one judges the quality of
sciencethe excellence of investigators, the excellence of the field.

In scientific endeavorso we should, above all, advocate an un-
abashed meritocracy.

We must be sure that there is an open door for all to achieve the
merit and excellence needed for the best sclence, and then support
the individuals, groups, and institutions who succeed in walking
through that door. .

For applied research where we have a specific objective in mind,
a second criterion must be added, that of pertinence.

While both these criteria involve value judgments and thus the
possibility of error, the criterM can be reliably applied at their ex-
tremes, thus leading us to emphasize the most promising avenues
and to deemphasize those judged to be less proinising.

Both excellence and pertinence imply attention to results. What
gives us the most return for the dollars spent

There have been moments since I came to Washington when I
wairried about the tendency to get caught up in percents of budgets
and percent increases in budgets while forgetting that we are inter-
ested in resultspast, present, and future.

These principles relate to support of science by anyonepublic
or priate, Government-s,industry, individual or institution.
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While this px in iple may nut sound new to many of you, I think
you will find it more stringently adhered to by this administration.
than has been true in the past.

Let me now turn to some specific issues that are of concern to
this administration and to the Congress.

Mr Chairman, in the statement I am 'submitting for the record
yuu will find A discussion of issues I consider important such as
thut-e imuhing defense, science and engineering education, inter-
national cooperation in science, facilities and instrumentation and
new institutional demands, including those related to the role of
our Federal laboratories.

These are significant science policy issues we frave been con-
cerned with and deserving of your consideration.

Mr chairman, I haNe tried to lay out for this comnittee the phi-
losophy guiding the adranistration's science policy.

I would like to emphasize that we perceive R. & D. as a means to
achieve necessary national objectives. For that reason, I have
talked at length today about the adminiStration's efforts to stimu-
late a strong economy and to provide appropriate inmitives for pri-
vate sector expansion.

I also stress the need for discrimination in science and the rolb of
the scientific community in the formation of sdience policy. I be-
lieve it is, % itall) important for the community to take a realistic
sie v. of the current economic situation and to recognize that the
growth that science and technology have enjoyed for SP many years
cannot contintre.

This is certainly no tragedy and is not likely tcr do harm to the
current health of American citizens, but the community must
accept its, responsibility for considering priorities- within a con-
gifT.niarbudg-e-t- and must lie willing to identify areas for both in-
creased as well as decreased support.

While this may not be a pleasant proCess it is hardly unusual.
We do it as individuals and we do it as a Nation. If the scientific
community can accept those ground rules, it will be in a strong po-
sition to share with the Federal Government the responsibility for
allocation of recourses.

Finally, I certainly must acknowledge the key role of the Con-
gress as a partner in this policy enterprise. This committee in par-
ticular has demonstrated thoughtfulness and leadership over many
years as the Nation's science and technology nee& and objectives
have changed.

I look forward to continued productive cooperation with you
during these important times.

MI Chairman, I would be happy to respond to questions at this
time. .

[The prepared statement of Dr. Keyworth followsj
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STATEMENT OF DR. GEORGE A. KEYWORTH, II
DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
BEFORE THE

COMMITTWON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
U.S. BOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

December 10, 1981

I an both pleased ana honored to be here today. Pleased to have on

opportunity to discuss the Reagan Administration's science policy with you,

aria honored to appear before this Committee with three of my distinguished

predecessors.

In its stewardship of Federal support of science and technology, this

Cormittee has hem a significant impact on the course of our scientific

'development. And Frank Press, Guy Stever, and Ed David h ch played

important roles -- not only as science advisQrs, but throughout their'

careers.

\N

ECONOMIC CON-TEXT

Let' me begin by making a point that may appear obvious -- science

policy is not made in a vacuum. It is an exercise in priority-setting

and decision-raking that must be carried out in the context of other

national policies such as those concerning national security, international

relAions, energy, social services, and the economy. For example, science

policy, made,without considering economic policy, is irrelevant.

This is especially true in the present Administration, where the President's

economic recovery program is eiversing many policies of lohg standing.

1 '7
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This country has been plagued for years by an unacceptable level of

inflation, hign interest rates and a runaway Federal budget. Complex

and often unnecessary regulations,
as well as inadequate incentives to

encourage inv4stment and growth in the private sector, have reduced our

producttvity ana international c)mbetitiveness. All of these'problems are

interrelated, of course, And can be ovrcome only by a coordinated effort.

P
Thougn reaucing Fede'ral spending has received the mosL attention,

ot,er aspects of the President's
economic recovery program have important

implicatittns for science and technology.

--In tax policy, it has been estimated
that incentives under the

Economic Recovery Tax Act and other Administration actions will stimulate

an additional f3 biljion in corporate R&D
spending over the next five

years.. Most of this is expected to go for applied research and

development.

--Ir regUlatory policy, unnecessary barriers to innovation are being

renoved. As the burden of government regulations is reduced,

corporations will not find it necessary to conduct broad "defensive R&D"

--timed at regulatory compliance--and will
be able to use these funds for

mote productive channels 'of research.

--In fiscal policy, Federal R&D has teen strongly influenced

by the stringencies of our current economic conditions. There are

priorities and limits, and RO--for all its recognized worth--must

-1 'contend and compete. Considering the magnitude of the overall

bud%et cuts, nowever,
I believe that most R&D, especially the _

research area, has fared quite well.

.2 74> 0 S2 2
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sohever, we cannot realistically expect tci.accelerate spending for R&D

in a period of fiscal austerity. Support of science and technology--

especially basic research--is a long-term investment that represents an

essential'element in the foundation of a healthy economy. TO finance -

Invescents in science, both iaxpayers and corporate.executives must feel

sufficiently secure economically to invest in the future. We need a strong

eco^orly that encourages risk-taking and can afford appropriate funding

of science by both government and the private sector. By helping-the'

PreslJen't acnieve his-economic goals, we best address the cause of science

' ant technology.

Within the fontext of today's national interests and economic policies,

what should be tne role of the Federal Government in science and technology?

what shokd be the framework and guiding philosophy of our national science

and tecnnology bOlicy7

I believe that today's Federal role in science and technology must be

6e -different from t'hat which has prevailed since World War II. What's more,

I believe that a changing world as well as changing national goals call

for changes in science policy. Certainly, a science policy for the 1980's

cannot De and shoul4 not be one based simply'on growth for growth's sake.

Even in a period of affluence and sustained economic growth, throwicg

money at proolems has not proven to be an effective strategy. In fact,

it has dYten been responsible for furthering mediocrity rather than stimulating

excellence. But, paricularly in these times, we must sharpen our focus

and make a concerted

sir

effort to allocate our resources in ways that support

I
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the most superior, promving and relevant effOrts.
I am proposzng

a Feaeral role in RSD which is Ippropriate'to the 1980s--1ppropriate

to a national mood which cal'ols for increased vigor ana acceptance

of responsibility bj, individuals and organizations in the private

sector ano decreased ilyolvement by the Federal government in

many of our affairs. This is the direCtion in which we are moving.

and : will touch on it in more detail later in my statement.'

SCIENCE CONTEXT

The Reagan Administration places great value on our country's scientific

and technological strength. SuppOrting sCience is a necessity for all

great nations, and certainly for the United States. Success in achieving

virtually all of our national goals for the 1980's--more vigorous economic

growth, enhanced notional security, a stronger competitive position in

world markets, better health and quality of life for all our people:-will

depend in large part on knowledge and technological duelopments which ca..,

come only from scientific research. ,

Science is a critical factor in determining,our ability and readiness

to meet the problems of the unforeseeable-future. No one can tell at this

time what all the problems of our society will be. But we tan be sure that

many of then will be inextricably tied to science, and that our future

problem-solving capability will depend on the depth and breadth of our scientific

knowledge, particularly upon the type of hrepthrough that comes froal,

basic researck.
4
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L am firmly convinced t',...the condition of U.S. science is generally

healtliy. That health is reflectea in the excellent ana exciti'ng

research taking place in many diwerse fields, such as high energy

pnysicS% agricultural sciences, astronomy., geOphysics,

laser chemistry, biomealcal research and englaeering, comm9ni.cat1on

optics, ana microelectronics. In these and a broad range of other

fielas, U.S. science Is regarded as equal to or more advanced

than any in the world. Consider the following:

--The United States spends more money on research and development °

6an any other country in the world and has more scientists and

engineers engaged in tho e activities than any other free world
z

nation.

-

--The ratio of research and develoment to gross national product in

the United States .coripares favorably to 'that of other major

industrialized countries. In 1978/ for eAample, that ratio in the-

United States,was 2.23 perc nt coppared to 1.93 p-ercent for Japan

and 2.37 percent foc west Germany. The ratio in the United States

is risingr and we expect will have reached 1.37 percent in 981.

--The United States remains strongly competitive in the area of R&D

intensive products'. They are an increasing prOportion of J.S.! exports

ahd contribute positively to the U.S. international tracia. balance. The

tI
trade surplus which,the U.S. has enjoyed in R&D-intensive products has

grown from $6.7 billion in 1962 to S39.3 billion in 19n. Scientific

research has contributed heavily to the development of such products.
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-.The award of NoDel Prizes provides, another measure of the heilin

science. In the last 10 years, American scientists hawe won or shared

9 prizes In CherIlstry compared to 6 for allother countr7ies. In ohySics,

it is 19 U.S, awards to 9 foreign. In physiology or medizine, tt)ere were

20 U.S. awards to.8 for foreign.scientists; and inoeconomi'cs the count

wds 9 to 5 in fdvor of the U.S. The total for the past decade 57 Nobel

Prizes for U.S. scientists compared to 28 abroad, more than double the

number for scientists from all Other countries combined.

Furtner,'we expect th base of support for science to.bro'aden. Industry

is Preaay key performer of scientific research. It accounts for nearly

half of the total U.S. R&D expenditures and is the most dynamic element

in our overall R&D effort with almost d doubling of industrially supported

R&D oyer the pot five years. A new 25 percent tax credit on incremental

R&D expengitures Dy inastry is expected to encourage the trend toward

even greater industrial expenditures In R&D.

Notwithstandlng tfle general hedlth of U.S. science, some real concerns

must be addressed. All of us here are uncomfortably Giliar with

so I will simply cite briefly severA' of the more pressing ones:

-.Research related to many areas of national defense must be enhanced

if we are to ensure our military strength and readiness.

:-The declining 'state of elementary and secondary education in mathematig

and science is precluding careers in science dnd engineering for many

good students% threatening the future supply of people needid for

these disciplines.

22
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--The increasing sophistication ana cost of instrumentation has placed

our unlArsIties in a critica, position both in teaching and conducting

research.'

--Changing population age distributions affecting both university

students and faculty endanger a principal mecnanism that universities

have for maintaining their health as performers of rOsearcb, the constant

Infusion of brignt, young talent with fresh ideas and perspectives.

I will return to these'issues later. First, let me eMphasize agIin

triat Ctrs Administration views basic research as a vital Investment with
4

a good return and believes that,, as a contribution.to overall national

Securitf and economic strength, we must maintain health across the .

spectrum of science, striving for excellence in all these fields.

However. as I
have stated before, there are a number of good reasons

why we cannot expect to be preeminent in all scientific fields, nor is it

V necessarily desirable. The idea that we can't be first across the

spectrum Of science and technology is not simply a function of our current

econdnic situation. The fact is that immediately after World War 11

tnis country was alone in developing and pursuing technology. Since

then the rest of tne world has been catching up--with much help from us.

Japan and Western Europe have achieved technological competiveness, lf -

not parity. This is healthy for the world and for its stability. We

should look on this as a major success of our social values and recognize

that economically strong and competitive democracieS in Japan and Western

Europe favor our national Interests. However, it follows that, because

of tne'diversity inherent in industrial democracies, there are certain

23
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areas of sCience anC te.hnology that are more pe:tinent to other Countries

tnan to us. It is in these areas that others will AttemPt to be world
.-

leacers. '8ut, there are areas where the U.S.,is a leader and muIt

cemain. so. This realization does not represent either a defeatist
.

.attitude nor a lack of confidence in Aperican scienti;ts-and ngineers.

Rather, it is a recognition of the realities of tOday's competitive world.0

This recognition leacs to the conclusion that, in science 4nd technology,

3s in all endeavors, available resEurCes must be identified, comparative

acvantages assessed, tough 'choices made, and priorities establilied,

before resources are allocated.

/':::) RESOURCE ALLOATION IN SCIENCE . .0

Perennial issues for policymakers--inclusling science policymakers--

are how big the budget,ple should be And how it should be divided.

I am convinced that if we are to make the most productive use of

our scientific resources, we must ask about the best aoporfionment of

research support bet.veen the public and private sectors andalso about

the apportionment.among scieptific fields and activities. My perception

is that the Federal Government has not always done is good a job as it -

could and shouldin making these decisions. Difficult decisions have

been postpOned based on tne assumption of future growth in the size of

the Federal RED budget. We must now face up to the diffi-cult choices

because we know Federal expenditures for science cannot and will not

continue 10 grow in the way they have in the previous three decades.

I

4
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In this time of economic restraint we need to make tough decisions

_tougher thanfwere necessary during eras of rapid growth. There is an'

2neltable tendency whep budgets are increasing to add resources to the

best research areas, but not to take money away from less productive

research areas, even if thty have passed the dais of their most important

and exciting work. We can no longer afford that luxury. Similarly, in

tight budget times, there is a tendency to avoid tough decisions by

applying cuts uniformly across all fields. We can no longer allow

ourselves tnis easy way out of hard choices.

I believe the discipline of making such hard choices will ultimately

benefit science, just as the occasional pruning of a iree can promote,

rather than retard, its health. While this is not a popular notion, budget'

stringencies force us to think more deeply about how and why we make Choices

and whether we are in fact using our resources to best advkntage. I recently

commented to a fellow scientist who also had been engulfed in tbi management

of science that my own experience leads me to believe that the best overall

;quality of research may not occur in times of accelerating support but in

times of moderate restraint that.force qualitative decisions. After a

' moment's thought, he reluctantly cdbcurred pointing out that an environment

of accelerating support is, h4ever, much more fun.

Reductions in support of a research area do not necessarily lead to a

proportional reluction in research output; by exercising discrimination

within a di5cipline, the best and most productive research can continue

25) .
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to be supported. with this approach, the serendipitous nature of scientific

discovery is not denied. A selective eephasis and deempnasis, taking into

accoUrit past productivity, present vitality, and future promise, is simey
6

good management of public funds. Beside% exercising discrimination in

the support of research areas, we must also enstfre that our research'
'

activities are properly capitalized. Eveh if it means' reducing the number

of participants in sone areas, we cannot continue to.assure that

eotPiPme?t and facility needs can be deferred to a better, future budget,

climate.

The scientific and technological commjnity must learn to participate

in this assessment by Playing a mope forceful and critical role. Through

aa'.71ssory groups, peer review, testimony before the Congress, and other

mechanisms, scientists and engineers must eXercise the same,discrimination'

that t;eduired in the daily execution of their research. I do not believe

that there are inherent scientific difficulties for experts in a given

discipline to identifS. areas to deemphasize as well as...those meriting

new emphasis. Rather, the real difficulties arise from the psychological

co,and sociOlogical aspects oi the issue. It is necessarily more

difficult when the assessment spans several fields and parochialism

inevitably interferek. Yet, I blieve judgmental decisions can

be Tade more effectively plan we have in the'paSt.

6

To those who may still hope for constantly growing budgets across the

board, let me say this -- that time has passed and we need the scientific

community's best and most thoughtful judgment and advice to maintain the

4
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health of our science and technology'base. To those who object to such

undertakings, and to all my scientific colleagues,,I must say that if

scientists do not make such choices, others will, but With )ess acuity.

11
P

PRINCIPLES FOR ALLOCATION itt SCIENCE

I ",,;
Hy views on how we should ipproacn the task orseLectiligohIgh quaiity

,

science have not been a secret. They can be summarized in one word--

discrimination. By this I mean application of specific criteria to

discriminating between scientific areas that are most promising 'and

m,

those that art less promising. The first criterion must be excellence.

Excellence shOuld be the bis1s by which one judges the quality of science

--the excellence of investigatcw:s, the excellence of the field. In

scientific endetvois we should, above all, advocate'an unabashed meritoCracy.

We must be sure that there is an open door for all to achieve the merit

1%.

"and excellence needed for the best science, and theupipport the individuals,

groups, and institutions who succeed in walking through that door.

For applied research where we have a specific objective in mind,

a second criterion must be added, that of pertinence. While both these

criterra involve value judgments and thus the possibility of error,

the criteria can be reliably applied at their extremes, thus leading

us to emphasize the most promising avenues and to deemphasize those judged

to be less promi,ing: ;

4

BOth excellemce and pertinehce imply attention to results: What gives

us, the most return for the dollars spent? Thire have been moments since

2 7
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"1*-cae to Washington wnen I worried about the tendency to get caught

up in percents of'budgets and percent increases in,budgets while forgetting

Ahat we are interested,in results -- past, present ana future.

These principles relate to support.of, science by anyone--public

p'rivate, government Or industry, individual or tnstitution. From the

perspective of my Office, and of the Congress, we must also discuss

prihciples for the division of public and private sector roles and

relationships.

Many of Ve principles for publici/ersus priilate sector roles are not

new. In general, the private sector will not support an adequate level

4
of research because of the inability of a firm to capture many of the

benefits, and because'of uncertainty; risk, and the need for large-scale,

long-term investments. Private instflutions also skew their investments

away from bas:c or longlterm research toward'applied and short-term

research and development, esfiecially in a business environment

characterized by a perception of capricious regufation and continuing

high inflation rates..

Argurents for a government role in civilian PLO apply mo'st strongly

to basic research. While some basic research is supported by the private sector,

the results of basic research do not generally show up direttly as new products

or productidh processes, but as information and knowledge that are eaily and

widely available to everyone. Thus, there is less incentive for fiv-ms to support

4
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basic research. Basicvresearch warrants government support because

it 1s,an Investment in the futurein a better quality.of life, better security,

a, better economxe.and simply better Understanding. In addition to its general

societal benefit, basic research is essential to the conduct of many activities,

such as defense and space, for which the Federal Government has responsibility.

It should thus be a component part of the research bUdgets of,all government

agencies whose missions depend upon a strong scientific and technological

hase.

While basic research should besupported by the private sector

wherever possible, government has a key, necessary role in assuring that

the support of funaamental research ts adequate. 'Decisions become nore

complex, however, as we try to decide on what constitutes an adequate level

.of support.

Before deciting that Federal support of any area is appropriate, we

want to ensure that the va1ue,of the benefits we expect the nation to derive

justify the cost to the Federal taxpayers. These ire not easy judgments to piake.

Because of this difficulty maily have proposed tying support for basic research

to some opier factor such as GNP,'or assuring that there is some specIfied per-cent

growth each year. I do not believe such an approach is wise, because it does

not relate to the quality of the basic research itself. While decisionmaking

may not be easy, we should not derogate from our responsibility by adopting

,rules of thumb that tie the support of baic research to some rigid external

facto'r.

2 9
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With the difficulties of making sdch judgnents in mind,,,le.t me suggest

some guidelines. First, because of the nature of basic research and

the Inherent uncertainty of ;ts appliution, wide-ranging support

across fields and subfields of science should be maintained, thus

providing the country with a capability to take advantage of important

breakthroughs'quickly and to respond tb changing needs.

, Second, research supported by missiop agencies should generally encompass

both basic and applied research in disciplines appropriate to the execution

of the mission.

Thi.rd, government support of basic research, to the extent such research

is carried out in educational institutions, influences our ability to meet

our future scientific and technological manpower requirements. Thus manpower
-

requirenents ant researsh support policy ire interdependent:3nd should be

coordinated. Increasing participation by the private sector in this process,

stimulated by tax incentives for academic research support, will .strengthen

this link.

Finally, there is less justification for a Federal Government,role

in applied research and development, except in areas of dominant Federal

responsibility such.as defense, space, or particular aspects of the regulated
'w

nuclear industry.0 There are also of shared responsibilift such as health,

education,vand agriculture, where the broad societal benefits justify sone Federal

involvement., The case for government support of development,ts weak, except

for areas where government is the sole or dominant buyer.

:le
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We should not subsidize technological development and demonstration that

s within the capability or respodsibility of the private sector to

aUpport. While this printipie may not sound new to niny of you, I think

you will find it more stringently adhered to by this Administration than

has been true in the past.

Let me now turn to some specific issues that are of concern to this

Administration and to the Congress--defense, science and engineering

education, innovation, international cooperation in science, facilities

and instrumentation, and inst,itutions of science.

SPECIFIC ISSUES

Defense

We have made it clear in earlier statements that the Adminjstration

considers two areas--industrial rejuvenation and national defense--to be

critically dependent on near-tern acivances in science and technology.

Those priorities are evident in our economic policies and in our RLD budget

proposals. We expect industrial progress to be fueled primarily by the Tore

favorable economic climate for investment provided in The Economic Recovery

Tax Act, and we plan to ensure our defense needs by direct governnent

R&D funding. Specifically, we have proposed to increase FY 82 Department of

Defenie RLD by 21 percent over 1981., Within that funding, we also plan

an increase of 15 percent in basic research funding within DoD.

I wish to make it,clear, however, that these are long,overdue Increases

and they represent a carefully considered evaluation,of RED needs and

411
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opportl,nities in defense areas. In recent,years we have.deferred attention

to a number of pressl,ng defense
needsboth technological and operational--

ana we must nom make sone substantial
commitments to support restoration

mo of an adequate defense R&D base:
But precisely because defense needs

are so broad, we still face hard Choicesfin
what needs we can reasopably

meet.

Basically, we look to science and technopgy to provide us with .

tecnnologicil superiority in defense. As a free nation, we cannot match,

cur potential adversaries in terms of manpower
or deployment oemateriel.

,Our abiliti to develop a "stealth"
technology to protect aircraft is an

example of a' way to substitute
superior technology for sheer numbers.

To pUrsue this objective we must support programs and institutiont

ehat seek, nurture, and capitalize on the kind of new knowledge that

supports development,of new technologies.
We will Continue to evaluat'e

our overall science and technology program --both civilian and militaryto

make sure that the flow of both knowledge
and personnel is adequate to

meet future defense needs.

Science and Engineering Education

Certainly one of the critical parts of the science and technology

Infrastructure is the nation's education system. We are, today, experiencing

shortages of qualified personnel in several specific areasnotibly computer

science and some fields of
engineeringand are told that these shortages may

extend to additional technical fields in coming years. These shortages result

primarily from the,good health and vitality of some very productive industries,

which are growing rapidly.
Unfortunately, the accompanying high demand fOr

-of
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for the best young talent is having a deleterious effect on our nation's

universities. Not only are the universities finding it increasingly difficult

to recruit and retain faculty, but they also find it increasingly difficult to

attract graduate students, becauSe,industry is quite willing to)hire 6or

engineers and computer scientists,at hig'h Salaries.

8lit, although this situation has serious national
implications, it is

primarily one of a marketplace working As it should, and does not require a

massive Federal response. In fact, in the very few years that this situation

has been developing, we have seen substantial private sectOr concern and

response. 'Industry knows all too well' that it is critically dependent

on a healthy unsversity system, both for new knowledge and new talent.

Leaders In engineering fields and high-technology industries are actively

seeking new mechanisms--ranging from increased private sector financial support

of education to stimulation of new resources from State gOvernments. As I

pointed out in ny statement to this Committee on October 7, this is a problem

P
that must, and can be worked out by those who suppIy xcientific and engineering

manpower and those who utilize it. If there are questions of the quality

and future availability of technical manpower -- and there are such questions

=. it clearly is in the best interests of the "consumer" to take the

necessary actions, to ensure that its needs are met. And in this case,

V the needs of industry, the demand on the academic community to meet those

needs in a way that promotes continued academic
excellence, and the needs

.of the Nation for technological growth are genecally congruent.

33
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Underlying turrent proolems with the quantity and qual\ty df trained

wentific anc engineering manpower is the weakne#, overall,_in our counery's

elementary and secondary school'preparation in mathematics and science. Since

WO there has teen a nationtide trend toward reduction of high sthool graduation

requirements in mathematics and science. In response, colleges have reduced

,their math and scienceirequirements for admission. By the age of 15 or ,16,

most students have made a decision that effectively cuts them off from future

careers in science and engineeringwhich just happen to represent the fastest

growing career opportunities.

Contrast this practice with that of other industrialized countriesJ°

In Japan nearly all college-bound'students take three vience and.fOur math

courses during high schoof. West Germany is similar, and emphasis in the

Soviet Union upon science and technolggpin elementary and secondary

schools is even greater.

While I don't necessarily endorse the philosophies that gutde those

other systems. I am Impressed with their pragmatic commitments to science

education. And it Seems obvious to me that this is an area in which our

system is deficient. The causes art not at all clear. But,II suspect

that the most important determining factor is`the public attitude toward

education and toward scienceand technology.

Despile the AdMinistration's real concerns in this area, improvement

ff f

in this unfortunate situation Is the responsibility of the schools

themselves and of the communitie that ruh them. It is up to thytate
,

and local governments to decide what kinds of specific resources should

pd-795 0
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be provided for science and mathematici education in the4r schools--and

to provide them. This diversified responsibility should also encourage

the local assistance ana participafion by industry and professional

groups in developing adequate programs Zn science and mathematics

education.

INDUSTRIAL INNOVATION

There i54increasing evidence of decline in innovation Vn industry

parallilrig the decline in the health of the economy and increasing Federal

regulation. Long-term investment and risk-taking have suffered at the

result of economic uncertainty, and sesearch and development have focused

on incremental changes in existing products and on meeting regulatory

requirements as the result of incre'asing corporate conservatism and Federal

regulatory activity.

The economic vitality and international competitiveness of this Nation

depend On a strong, innovative industrial sector. It is the policy of this

Administration to strengthen the induserial seetorand to stimulate its

innovativeness, not through direct Federal 'Subsidies and intervention in

corporate deciS'ion-making, but through the provision of incentives and

elimination of disincentives. Accorddrigly, The Economic Recover? Tax Act

signed by President 'Reagan earlier this year, contains R&D tax credits,
'

accilerated depretiation schedules and other incentives designed to stimulate

ineased corporate investment in research, development, and innovation.

In addition, we are working with this Congressional Committee and others to

fashion patent legislat.ion which assigns td private sector organizations

35
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0the rights to t ents developed under Federal R&D funding. Over,the next

sevekal months, e willebe pirecting increased attention to these and

other incentives*designed to increase innovation.

Similarly, I am increasing my involvement in Administration efforts

to lighten the Federal regulatory burden on the private sector. We feel

that an effective approach to making Federal regulations more rational.is

to strengthen the scientific basis for regulatory decision-making. Recently

I was appointed to the President's Task Force on Regulatory Relief, cha;red

--by the Vice President, and Asked to chair a regulatory work group on science

and tecnnology including the heads of thefive environmental, health,

and safety regulatory agencies. We intend to use these mechanisms and others

to improve, through science, the,rational bases for establishing reyulatory

priorities.

Inyernational Cooperatio'n,in Science

c Let me now turn to another areainternational cooperation in science.

Scientists have traditionally led the way in searching-out those around the

world whose work was allied to4theirs. Certainly the United, States benefitted

tremendously before WorlA War II,from the interaction of i.ts scientists

with European scientists, and we benefit today from the healthy competition

among scientists of all rations.

' Particularly in areas of basic research, international cooperation,

today offers us some welcome opportunities to share expensive frontier

research that otherwise would be impractical to pursue. We should embrace

the opportunities to Join with other nations inisharing the high costs of

36
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modern facilities and instrumentation. Juit as American scientists travel

elsewhere to do research, ye have lonTwelcomed foreign astronomers to our

observatories, foreign oceanographers to our ships, and foreign physicists

to our accelerators, and we will soon be carrying foreign satellites in our

Space Shuttle. We are all richer for the experience.

40

Our genera) policy with regard to investment it) these and other, more

elaborate, Joint projects is that we will give priority to those projects

that best serve our national needs.
rl`

Facilittes and Instrumentation

I mentioned earlier the need for the scientific community itself to

share responsibility for establishing research priorities in the many

'fields of science and engineering. I think it likely that the various

ccmmunities will be called on to make similar decisions about new

'facilities. Across many different disciplines in universities,

equipmeht and instrumentation for both research and instruction are'

Outdated and obsolete, am mysel-f convinced of the serious needs for

Modern equipment in our research universities.

But, I am not convinced that the sotution lies with the Federal government

alone. I believe that the communities themselves, workimg with their

supPorting agencies, must decide which of their needs are most impiirtant and

how best those needs can be met. For example, a university may be forced

to decide whether its equipment needs are important enough to,justify an

offsetting reduction in some other category of support--or possibly in

3 7
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the number of projects supported? Sucti decis(ons are not easy, but

scientists should participate such judgments. It seems clear thdt

a more sustainable'ratio of capiti totoperating funds in our research, support

must be achieved. Fcir this reason, the Eeonomic Recovery rax Act contains

tax incentives for industrial equipment contributions to academic institution-s.

It Is intended that these incentives will help to Increase the role of the'

private sector in maintaining 4nd upgrading the quality of un''Iversity research

eqJipnent and facilities.

Institutions of Science

,I am concerned, is I know you are, about how well the various institutions

that oe rely on for reseBrch and development are prepared for the future.

In particular, universities and federal laboratories, important natiorfal resources

and key to our overall science and technology base, are faced with re-evaluating

their roles.
'

The universities immediate problems are financial. Because of large

commitments to fixed costs of faculty salaries ana maintenance of facilitiesi

''many are poorly positioned to adjust to current and projected decreases in student

populations'. That, P lus the ever-present problems of shifts in course

enrollment -- such as the current high demand for courses in computer science

and engineeringmay force some structural changes in higher educasion. For

example, Liniveruties, which have traditionally responded to demand and pala

higher salaries to medical and laVi faculty than to other faculty, may be forced

to further perturb the concept of equality among professors by raising engineering

'faculty salaries to attract new engineering professors and to keep those they

have from leaving.
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Some institutions may also fi.Q.d that the tenure system, coupled with

AN*lowAurnover in most ulti positions, comnits them to maintain a large,

aging facufty unsuited to today's -- or tomorrow's -- instructional

needs. In the absence of growth in faculty size, hiring of new, young faculty

members becomes pearly impossible. This can have serious impacts on the.

integrity of the institutton itself, and we may see, some attempts to

modify the tenure system to restore some flexibility to the schools.

f

The Federal Government is unlikely to intervene in this proems.,

even though it has a stake in the cootinued health of univeriity research

and avssoctated education. Instsad, I see the government's primary role as a

supporter of leeded research. The universities, along with the science

and engimeeting communities, must assume responsibility for creating a

campus environment in which the bestilr'esearchers want to work and teach, br

take the chance that a deteriorating quality of life on campus may drive
..

thIresearcher elSewnere. .The current tug-of-war between industry and

universities for molecular biologists is a striking indication of the

pressures that scan develop.

The role of the Federal laboratories is differeni again, because

they are creatures of the government. But many of them are noW more than

30 yean's old, their original misskins in some Cases long ago accomplished

or outdated. A large amount of Federal R&D funds goes to these labs.

Can we honestly say that all of It is well-spent acording to the criteria

of excellence and pertinence? I intend to concentrate on this issue\

during the coming year as we examine the role of these institutions,

3.9
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lobk at their missions, and evaluate the returns on our investments.

Ofte thing we snould be thinking about, however, is 4bw changes in the

Federal labs could complement changes In univeksitieg.. Perhaps the,Tabv--

may be able to augment the research opportunttio-4t-leversities

. through brolder use of the,Ir extensive facilities. Tht labs, like the .

ablvers,Ithed, can'P'lay' an important role in preserving and enhancing our

natjonal capability fo produce new science and technology and to train

new scientists and engineers. However, one cavedt: the-Federal labs

should not slip into a situation where they are competing with private sector

research. That means they must have'clearly defined missions of importance

to the count-ry.

CONCLUSION

Mr. Chain;nan, I have tried to lay out for this Committee both the

philosophy guiding the Administration's science policy as well as our

positions on some'specific issues. I would like to emphasize that we

perceive R&D as a means to achieve necessa-ry national objectives. For

that reason I have talked at length today about the Administration's efforts

tb stimulate,a strong economy and provide appropriate incentives for private

sector expansion. And, I have discussed the appropriate role for government in

science -- where, as in defense or basic research, government has 'a clear

responsibility, and where, as in commercially oriented development, it does

not. I want also to make the point that we believe this division of responsibility,

coupled with the variety of incentives being pr.ovided. to the private sector,

will encourage and stimulate economically and socially beneficial innovations

on a broad scale.
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I have also stressed the need for discrimination in science and,the role of

the scientifit comrunity in the formation of science policy. I believe it

is vitally important for the'community to take a realistic view of the

current ecbnomit situation and to recognize that the growth that science and

techpology have enjoyed for so many years cannot continue. This is 4ertainly

no tragedy ahd is not likeW to do harm to the current health of American

science. 8ut the communiti must accept .ies responsibility for considering

priorities within a congiraineol budget and must be willing to identify areas

for both increased and decreased support. While this ray pot be a pleasant

process, it is hardly unusual; we do It as%individuals and we do it as a nation.

If-the scieritific community can accept-those ground rules, it will be in a

strong position to share with the Federal GovArnment the responsib(lity fbr

'allocation of resoprces.

4r-
,

Finally, I, certainly must acknowledge the key role.of the Congress asl a

,pariner in this policy enterprisr. This Committee in_particular has

demonstrated thoughtfulness and leadership over many years as the Nation's

science and technology needs and objectives have changed.' I look forwardt

to productive cooperation with you during these important times.

Mr. ChairAan, I would be hanky to respond to iuestions at this time.
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Mr FUQUA Thank you ery much, Dr. Keyworth: You have me4-
tioned the Government responsibility in basic research and soorth.

Has the Government done a very good job in managing its basic
research abtivities over the last number of years?

Dr KEYWORTH I think the Government -has done a reasonable
job, perhaps even a good job. The point that am trying to make is
that I believe the Government can do a considerably better and
more responsible job in the future. .

Mr FUQUA. In the fiscal year 1982 and 1983 cuts that are under
discussion and coming up now, do you see a series of years, say
1984 and 1985 as well, as:requiring further cuts in the R. & D.
budget before a period of stability is reached or will we reach a
period of stability prior to that time?

Dr KEYWORTH. Mr. Chairman, I worry about this as I know you
do, because periods Of fiscal constraint can be beneficial over rela-
tively short periods, in my opinion.

I, will simply point out that to separate growth .in the Federal
support of science and technology from growth in the Nation's
economy is in my opinion not realistic, but I do have serious con-
cern about maintaining the health of the science and technology
base of this country over extended periods of intense fiscal con-
straint, and I think it points again to the simple fact that if the
country's economy deteriorates over a long period of time, our sci-

.ence and technology will necessarily follow.
Mr. FUQUA. In the field of science and engineering education,which I think is very critical to our science and technology struc-

tUre that we have in the country, you suggest in your statement
that the responsibility rests with local schools and communities.

Ypu do not feel that there is a strong Federal role in providing
leadership in these areas Omanpower training?

Dr. KEYWORTH. I think the Federal Government has a clear and
permanent role in the leadership of American education. It is cer-
tainly maximum at the college and graduate levQ1 because we the
Federal Government are the principal supporters of the research
that supports this training.

On the secondary school level, for example, and lower, high
schools and primary schools, I believe very strongly Chat the Feder-
al Government also has a role, but that the primary role rests in
the hands of the State and local governments.

Dr. FUQUA. You mentioned that we have all been very proud of
the number of Nobel Prize winners that we have had in science
and medicine and all the scientifiC fields,and you cited that in
your testimony.

That came from investments we made in basic research in years
past. Do yoli think the courses that we are following nowc.would
result in a deterioration of the quality of scientific work and, say,
the number of awards?

I know We have no lock on the Nobel Prize winners, but we have
historically led the world in the number that have received that
prestigious award. Do you think that 10 years from now, 20 years
from now, that we will see an erosion of that support?
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Dr. KEYWORTH. MI. Chairman, I believe fervently that a concen-
tration on quality can improve the overall strength of the Ameri-
can basic research activity.

However, we must be realistic in observink thFilief6aTd-activit-y
in other parts of the world. For example, Japan to this day has a
very imall activity in basic research.

I personally discussed with the Priine Minister of Japan, and the
Minister responsibile for science and technology their present in-
terest and emvrging interest in trying to build a basic research ca-

- pability in Japan.
I think necesarily the rest of the free world will expand its 'activ-

ity in this area and, therefore, I expect that the sort of majority
position that we have maintained in the past may not be as large

However, I emphasize that the health and quality of our scientif-
ic base I think can continue to flourish and increase with an em-
phasis upon qyality.(

. Dr. FuStrA. Thank you.
Mr. Winn?
Mr. WINN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I Think I will pass on my questions and give the

rest of the committee a chanoe, and ask that you recognize me at
the end..

Mr. FUQUA. Mrs. Bouquard?
Mrs. BOUQUARD. Tharik you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Keyworth, what is your view of the science advisor's *rdle in

determining the applied research and technology development bud-
gets of the R. & D. agencies?

I aM sort of concerned about what your priorities were in having
a say in these budgets. For instance, do you intend to appeal the
OMB cuts in DOE's nuclear fusion or fossil energy programs and
how do you feel about the cuts ih NASA's programs?

Dr. KEYWORTH. My role has been a quite clear one. I have served
as An adviser to those elementsW the White House that have been
involved in preparing and discussing the fiscal 1983 cuts in all
areas that encompass sciene and technology.

, The specific ones to which you4refer, I have been intimately in-
volved with and I will simply apologize for the fact that since we
are in the midst of the appeal process, I would rather not comment
at this time on my specific stance.

Mrs. BOUQUAW I notice that our support for fusion R. & D. is
dA)pping. in spite of the administration's rhetoric about saving the
nuçIear option.

e R. & D. is being taken out and we are not having the part-
neiship with industry which has been so important, and I think it
is a very vital element of our international trade policy.

'Dr. KEYWORTH. I certainly agree with your interest. However,
' our support of nuclear energy has addressed one principal objec-
Jive, restoring health to the nuclear industry to an extent that will
allow nuclear energy to compete with otter eneror sources.

.1 contend that much Of the role that ,the Federal Government
has played in the past in support of nuclear energy is tantamount
to the role of a dead hand oh the, activity of private enterprise.

We are trying, in other words, to target our spending in support
of nuclear energy as directly as we possibly can, and we have been

See,
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in very close consultation and partnership with the private sector,
utilities, the nuclear industry, et cetera, in trying to assess these
directions.

Mrs BOUQUARD I held hearings in my subcommittee this week
on the issue of electric energy systems and storage, where the ad-
ministration has told us that there will be zero funding for these
programs, that they sfeel there is no Federal role in developing
technology to transmit or store energy. ,

We Itnow very well that our allies are going to take the ball and
run with it and this is another area where we are going to lose out
on the balahce of payments. ,

It is true that there are tax incentives for industry to expand,
but this only helps for short-term R. & D. But for the long-term R.
& D , 20' or 30 years, there is not sufficient incentive or money in
the private sector to take the ball on this R. & D. work.

Dr KEYWORTH. I think the Federal Government and ,this admin-
istration is proposing a very healthy and *realistic support of long-
term energy R. & D. I think the private sector is carrying an in-
creasingly important role in the support of primarily short and
m idterrn activities.

I think the principal concern and differences between our admin-
istration and previous administration's invelve this midterm area.
We are watching today the actions of private industry in taking
new directions drid pursuing new directions in energy R. & D., and
I will saythat I think we are totally encouraged at the actions and
directions* that we see occurring today.

I think the Federal Government is supporting a very healthy,
stable. and adequate long-term basic researth capability to support
energy R. & D., in summary c,

Mrs. BouQuAao. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FUQUA Thank you, Mrs. Bouquard.
Mr. Flippo? -,

Mr FLIPPO. It is a pleasure to have you here, Dr. Keyworth.
In the Washington Post you were reported to have recommended'

against the continuation of NASA's planetary program. Is thistrue?
.

Dr KEYWORTH. I would welcome an oPportunity to elaborate
somewhat on that rather crisp statement attributed to me.

The answer goes back to the word "clisCrimination" that I used
as the, center theme in my testimony,We have produced a new era
in space science with the new capability of the Space Shuttle.

I offered that as a statement and followed with the statement
that planetary researchplanetary exploration has dOminated the
American space science program for more than the last decade.

We desire to support a strong space science program across the
three general aws of what I will call space science: Planetary ex-
ploration, solar:Mrestial scien e, and astronomy and astrophysics.

Mr FLIPPO How do you f e a out the Galileo project? Have you
supported it to 8MB?

Dr KEYWORTH I have discussed the Galileo project extensively
with OMB I think it is a good mission. The question of whether we
can afford it is under consideration now.

Mr. FLIPPO. Have you specifically supported it to OMB?
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Dr. KEywcsam. 1 cannot comment on the role that I have taken
as an adviser to the administration_on a specific budgetary issue
under ConsiVration at thii time. Excuse me.

Mr. FLIPPO. You talk about the health of U.S. R. & D. and its
percentage of GNP. Are you including in your figures R. & D. for
the military when you talk about the-growth?

Dr. KEYWORTH. Yes.
&Mr. FLIPPO. How does the growth of R. & D. as a percentage of

GNP compare when you remove R. & D. for the military?
Dr. KEYWORTH. Are you speaking in fiscal year 1982 or 1983?
Mr.4-FLIPPO. You made the statement in your testimony that

R. & D..expenditures over the last several years had compared fa-
vorably with other nations and I was just wondering if you were
including military R. & D. in your statement on page 5 in the
middle, e you note that the ratio of research and development
to GNP,* the United States compares favorably to that of other
industri nations.

c I am wondering if you include Jnititary R. & D. in those figures.
br. KEYWORTH. Yes, I do.
Mr. FLIPPO. How would it compare "'you removed military

R. & D.? I think a reference to Japan should remove military R. &
D. Japan has no military R. & D. and I was wondering how well we
are doing if you eliminate that?

Dr. KEYWORTH. I hiye in front of me the new science indicators
that addressed total research expenditures, not R. & D. expendi-
tures, which I believe will address the point that you are trying to
make.

I see from 1960 to 1981, with a couple of exceptions, a constant
increase in constant 1972 dollars.

Mr. FLIP,P0. Well, I note on page 16 you say that we need to re-
store an adequate R. & D. base, and I think your reference there is
to military or defense R. & D.

How do , you classify military H. & D. or defense R. & D.? Today *
we are greatly dependent upon civilian nuclear power, but during
the efforts of the thirties and forties, nuclear 4cience was closer to
military R. & D., wasn't it? _

Dr. KEYWORTH. ThatAs` a good point. That is why I emphasize
that I believe all the mission agencies should support a substantial
level of research in those disciplines appropriate to their mission.

The Department of Defense supports, and I believe the fraction
will grow in the future, an excellent basic research program. MIT
and Cal-Tech were built largely with DOD funds.

Mr. FLIPPO. Mr. Chairman, I would just conclude by saying that I
agree with your statement that science policy made without consid-
ering economic policy is irrelevant, and I think that economic ,

.. policy ,without regard to science policy is also irrelevant. .

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. ,-'

Mr. FUQUA. Thank you.
Mr. Weber?.
Mr. WEBER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have a couple of areas that I would like to ask Dr. Keyworth

about, and I realize some of this is speculative. One area, initiated
by Congressman Ritter When he was a member of the committee, is
putting risks and hazards into perspective. He has legislation deal-
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ing with that subject which this committee is probably going to
work on next year.

I wonder if you have looked at that legislation and what your
comments might be on putting hazards and risks into perspective
and, more specifically, comment on Congssman Ritter's legisla-
tion.

Dr KEYWORTH I have been appointed to the Task Force on Reg-
ulatory Reform, because of the recognition of the impoRance that
scientific bases play in a rational regulatory decisionmaking proc-
ess, and it is becoming a major activity of myself and my office.

We have been working with Congressman Ritter on his bill. We
have been discussing the objectives and I believe that we, with
joint effort, are coming up with a bill that the administration can
enthusiastically support.

Mr ,WEBER So you expect to be supporting the kitter bill at
some point?

Dr. KEYWORTH. Yes, ldo.
Mr WEBER. The second area I would like .to ask about involves

one of the trial balloons, or leaks, or whatever you call it, that we
haw been reading about lately in the area of the National Science
Foundation budget.

I supported the budget levels that the administration asked for
last tithe and would like to do so again. However, the committee
disagreed with the administration's contention that we should zero
out the science and engineering education area.

Now we hear that that again is possibly going to be proposed by
OMB or witoever proposes those thirtgs.

Can you give me your thinking on science and engineering edu-
cation, what the Federal Government's role should be in that area?
Why do you feel that such a program is 'a less virtuous pursuit
than some of NSF's other activities?

Dr KEYWORTH I have been spending a considerable amount of
my tirrie on this subject. I wish to point out that this administra-
tion perceiv es the Government's role in science and engineering
education as an important one!

However, I spoke of discrimination. The administration posture
on the National Science Foundation budget for science and engi-
neering education was one based primarily upon a value judgment,
a measure of the excellence of those programs, not of the NSF's
role in sCience and engineering education.

We believe that fellwshipp are in part a Federal responsibility: I
have encouraged ,the Wational Science Board Ao identify-Juturc-di
rections that the National Science Foundation can follow in im-
pros ing uur education base, and I was just informed yesterday, in
fact by John Slaughter, that they are proposing and trying to de-
velop a program in §upport of improved secondary school science
education.

Mr WEBER I appreciate your perspective. I would like to endorse
your comments on the graduate fellowships. My State is host to
high technology organizations about as much as any. I fiave talked

ith people at Honeywell, 3M, and Control Data and they believe
that the fellowship is extremely valuable, and if any, program in
NSF deServes expanOon, it should be that one.
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One controversy that ranges throughout this committee, whether
it involves synfuel plants or Clinch River or any other project is
the administration's policy that aPpears to favor npt R. & D. but
actual commercial-level projects.

I would like to get your thoughts on that if I could, -
Dr. KEYWORTH. I think it is clear that our administration feels

that the Federal role in demonstration should be minimal-7-even
approaching zeroexcept in those areas where the Federal Govern-
ment is the primary recipient, such as defense, for example.

The exceptions I think that are presently perceived can be attrib-
uted to specific considerations such as the nuclear industry.

Mr. WEBER, I would like my silence to indicate that I am out of
time, not that agree with that.

Mr. FUQUA. 2hank you.
Mr. Gregg?
Mr. GREGG. Well, to follow bn that question, Doctor, if one a:c-

cepts that logic, and also the logic which you earlier related that
the nuclear industty must be competitive and that your participa-
tion in the nuclear industry is to create a competitive climate, I
can anticipate that the administration is notigoii-ig to support the
Clinch River reactor in 1983.

Dr. KEYWORTH. I personally support, as does the administration,
the Clinch River enthusiastically for a specific reason. The nuclear
industry is suffering today from the impediments that have been
imposed by theFederal Government over a period of time.

I think that it is a Government responsibility to remove as easily
and as quickly as possible some of those burdens that have been
imposed upon the 'industry.
, I think the Clinch 'River, a midsize breeder project, is a technical
development project that is an appropriate Federal responsibility.

personally have never seen it as the dichotomy that it is so°
often perceived as.

Mr. GREGG. I guess this isn't the proper time to debate that. As
we go into 1983, do you anticipate that rumors we hear nOw are
accurate that research and development in areas such as solar, con-
servation, fossil fuel, are going to be cut by 50 percent?

Dr. KEYWORTH. I think it is possible the admjnistration will pro-
-

pose specific cuts in .these areas where the short-term payoff is
greatest, yes.

Mr. GREGG. Does your office support that?
Dr. KEYWORTH. Yes.
Mr. GREGG. I would just represent from my viewpoint that I was

probably one of the administration's strongest supporters on thig
committee lait year, but I don't believe that going back into those
areas which have been cut dramatically ins&the last budget go-
around is going to be worthwhile or receivTmuch sympathy, at
least from Myself. I will leave it at that.

How do you think that we can improve the R. $z D. efforts of the
general activities of the Department of Energy? What are your
thOughts in' that area?

Dr. KEYWORTH. By focusing, would be my answer, by trying to
focus on those areas where the payoff is greatest, whete the tech-
nology is not likely to be pursued by the private sector, and I think
that is a succinct description of the administration's energy polity
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and ay) role that the Department of Energy plays in fulfilling that
policy.

Mr. GREGG. Thank you very much.
Mr. FUQUA. Mr. Skeen?
Mr. SKEEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would,like to follow up on that same line of thought because

the interim report from the Energy Research Advisory Board on
the R. & D. needs of.the Department of Energy, states that due to
the pressure for near-term technical solutions' to energy programs
and the rapidly rising costs of operational research facilities, the
funding of basic research has been declining and is inadequate to
meet the lorig-term needs of the Nation.

I would like you to expand on that statement.
Dr KEYWORTH Thank you, because my office has paid particular

attention to the role of the Office of Energy Research in the De-
partment of Energy.

In the first place, some of the best basic research that is conduct-
ed in this country'is supported by the Office of Energy Research
and we have ,been extremely concerned about the health of the ac-
tivities in that area.

I think that when the President's budget submission for fiscal.
19g3 is proposed in January, those who share that concern will be
pleased and will see the actions that our administratien. has taken.

Mr SKEEN. We are getting down more to a priority system than
we have had in the past, rather than trying the scattergun ap-
proach to solving energy problems?

Dr. KEYWORTH. I think you just stated it better than I have.
Mr. SKEEN. Thank you. I wasn't trying to do that.
Thank 6,ou.

'Mr. FUQUA. Mr. Walgren?
Mr WALGREN I want to welcome Dr. Keyworth to the commit-

. tee.
Mr. Chairman, if I might, I have an opening statement.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, it will be made a part of the

record.
Mr, WALGREN. Dr. Keyworth, with respect to the National Sci-

ence Foundation and your expressions of your views on science
education and the support thereof, I wanted to ask whether you
have been rethinking the role of the Federal Government with re-
spect to science education, particularly .through the National Sci-
ence Foundation?

All the evidence that I see presented to my subcommittee is that
there must be a Federal 'role in this area. The quality of students,
particularly thinking now at the secondary level, the quality of stu-
dents in their initial exposure to science as they come into college
and come out of the secondary level is just woefully 4acking with
respect to the initial training in science that is necessary even if
they are to have the option to pursue a scien4c career.

And there are people on the boards of college trustees that have
made that point again and again.

How can we solve that problem if we don't have some strong
goals and programs coming from the Federal leN,e1 that will help
upgrade the secondary level of education in science in this country?

4 8
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Dj. KEYWORT1L I think the answer is there must be a Federal
role. I think there must be a partnership between States and local
goyernments and the Federal Government. .

I think that the Federal Government has played an important
role in the past and I will point to the curriculums development
that the National Science Foundation funded in the sixties, which I
think had a substantial benefit.

We are trying to encourage in this case the National Science
Foundation to examine that role carefully and to propose a role
that they should carry out in context of today's problems. We are
concerned.

We are also concerned that the paths we have been pursuing in
the last few years are not the paths that we need to pursue to ad-
dress this critical problem that you describe.

Mr. WALGREN. As you know, the curriculum development effort
has been eliminated. I believe we all should question at all times to
try to improve things, but it strikes me that what Nve hear from the
administration so far are voices saying that this program has been
ineTfective and, therefore, we are eliminating it becatise of our yiew
of the Federal Government as notbeing properly involved here.

Is there anything that you can replace or do you have any sug-
gestions what we could replace these programs with for those that
you have criticized as ineffective in the past?

Dr. KEYWORTH. I feel presumptuous in responding becalfse I am
not an expert in education. I have encouraged the,National Science
Board to pursue possible initiatiYes, and we have brought in a
large number of educators and professionals to discuss this with us,
and we are trying to identify prokrams that will be most effective
in thewst. A program with a title is not a program of effective-
ness.

Mr. WALGREN. Well, I certainly would agree with that, but I
would really like to underscore the fact that these programs have
made some contribution. It would seernlo me that if we are losing
these people wholesale because they have no decent exposure to
the development of science at the secondary level, before we elimi-
nate what little progress we are making on that level we ought to
have Strong programs to put in their Place4that would meet the
need. Ferhos I could submit something further in writing.

Mr. F,UQUA. Yes. We may have some questions to submit.
Mr. Dunn, yoti have got about 1 minute.
Mr. DUNN. One question, then. You mentioned 57 American sci-

entists, Nobel Prize winners, versus 28, from all other countries in
the last 10 years.

Do you have any idea how many of those were doing research
that was federally funded?

Dr. KEYwortm. I am going to have to respond from speculation,
because I do not have the facts in front of me, but I suspect that
the majority of that research was either totally or in part fupded
by the- Federal Government, because the Federal Government is
the primary funder of this type of basic research.

Mr. DUNN. I thank you.
Mr. FUQUA. As I mentioned at the beginning of the hearing, pr.

Keyworth does have a meeting starting shortly and he does have to
leave at 11 o'clock. We thank you.
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I apologize to the other members who did not have a -chance,to
ask questions, but, we may submit some for the recoid and maybe
you can respond.

Thank you 'very much for coming.
Dr. KEYWORTH. Thank you.
Mr. FUQUA. Our next witness is Dr. Frank Press, the president of

_the National Academy of Science, and former' SCience Adviser to
President Carter.

Dr. Press?
(The biograPhical sketch of Dr. Press follows:1

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF DR. FRANK PRESS

Frank Press was born in Brooklyn, New York in 1924. He received hig undergrad-
uate degree in physics from the City College of New York, and advanced degrees in
geophysics from'Columbia University in 1946 and 1949, when he joined the Colum-
bia faculty, becoming associate professor in 1952, working in the areas of geophysics,
and oceanography In 1955 Dr. Press was appointed professor of geoplrsics at the
California Institute of Tdchnology, and two years later becathe direc r of its Seis-
mological Laboratory He was named in 1965 as the head of the then dpartment of
Geology and Geophysics at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (VIIT), which,
under his leadership, expanded into planetary sciences, oceanography, interdisci-
plinary studies, and the joint program with the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institu-
tion, and was renamed the Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences. In 1977 he
was apoointed by President Carter as the President's Science Advisor and §irector
of the Office of Science and Technology Policy. In January, 1981, he returned toMIT where he was appointed Institute Professor, a title MIT reserves for scholars of
special distinction Dr Press has been elected as the 19th President of the National
Ac demy of Sciences (NAS), where he will assume his new office on July 1, 1981.

Di Press is recognized internationally for his pioneering contributions:in geophys-
ics, ceanography, lunar and planetary sciences, and natural resource exploration,
but skis primary scientific activities hatle been in seismology, and the study ,of theea 's deep interior Recognizing the importance of long-period surface waves in
stilying the earth's structures, he developed the theory for these waves and the in-
str1mehtation to record them Today the analysee of seismic surface waves and free
osci lations are among the most powerful techniques for studying the structure and
properties of the earth's crust and deep interior. Dr. Press also saw the need to de-,
velop techniques for geophysical studies of the moon and planets, using landed ob-
servatories Author of 160 scientific papers, he is also the co-author of the textbook
"Earth," widely used in courses in both American and foreign untversities.

Dr Press has been a leader in major national and international projects. He
helped organize and gave impetus to the International Geophysical Year, the first ..-
coordinated worldwide attempt to measure and map various geophysical phenom-
ena, a decade-long effort that involved international explorations of Antarctica and
the oceans Mt Presain Antarctica is named for him. Dr. Press provided leadership'
in research efforts on earthquake prediction in the United States, and in interna-,1 ,

tional cooperation with Japan, the USSR, and the People's Republic of China.
As NAS president, Dr Press will continue a long career of public service, in addi-

tion to his distinguished scientific work He served on the President's Science Advi-
sory Committee during the Kennedy Administratioh and 'on the Bakes and Ramo
Presidential Advisory Committee during the Ford Administration. He was appoint-
ed by President Nixon to the gational Science Board, which is the policy-making
body of the National SNence Foundation,, and he also served on the Lunar and Plan-
etto Missions Board of he National Aeronautic% and Space Administration. Dr.

.. Pidss participated in the oilateral science agreement negotiations with the Soviet
Urhon, and was a member of the US. delegation to the nuclear test ban negotia-tions in Geneva and Moscow. .

Major initiatives of his Washington service as OSTP Director and Science Advisor
during the Carter Administration included increasing the Federal commitment to
the support of basic research, the introduction ()Mew niasures to spur industrial
inndvation, joint research ventures involving industry, the university, and the gov-
ernment, and regulatory reform, particularly in improving the scientific basis ofproposed regulations Dr Press was largely responsible for the U.S.-China scientific
cooperatiOn agreements in 1979.

- '
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Dr Press is a member ot sevehil prolessional organizations, and is a former presi-
dent of both the Seismologiull Society of America and the American geophysical
(Non He sas elected to the National Academy of Smerices in 1958, the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences in 1966, and the American Philosophical Society In
192,1 he was elected as a foreign member of the -Fret+eiritrademy of Sciences He is
the recipient of-numerous honors, among which are the Gold Medal of the Royal
Agronomical Society. the Arthur L Day Medal of the Geological Society, and the
Bowie Medal of the American Geophysical Union He was awarded the Department
of the Interior s Public Senice Award in 1971 and NASA's Distinguished Pt bite
Service Medal in 1973 Dr Pret, has received 11 honorary doctoral degrees His
unique distinction hes perhaps in the dual contribution of the impact of his scientif-
ic work on the development of modern geophysics and the influence of-his personal
leadership in national science planning and administration

, Dr Press is married to the former Billie Kallick of-St_ Louis The Presses have
mo children and one grandchild

\

STATEMENT OF DR. FRANK PRESS, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ACAD-

EMY OF SCIEM'ES. AND FORMER SCIENCE ADVISOR TOTRESI-
DENT JIMMY CARTER

Dr. PRESS. I am most pleased, Mr Chairman, to have this oppor-
tunity to review with your committee the implications of current
reductions in budgeted levels of support for many areas of federally
sponsored research and development and the impact upon the
American scientific enterprise of continuing uncertainties about
futUre prospects for funding.

These hearings can also serve as a constructive assessment of
whether these budget actions imply a ghange of Federal policy in
this area': While Dr. Keyworth's rer6arks are fresh in mind, I
would like to make a few comments. I admire him for the courage
and enthusiasm with which he has tackled his job. It is a difficult
one. I assure you.

I agree that we are the world's strongest nation, scientifically
and ,technically, but I think the issue before_us is whether or not
we are doing the right things to hold that position.

agree.with Dr. Keyworth that we should protect the basic re-
search as an appropriate Government function and that we should
transfer funds from unprqductive efforts into more productive sci-
entific enterprises. .

I also find merit in statements he has made elsewhere concern-
ing the need to improve scientific instrumentation in research labo-

ratories, particularly in the universities,,and I am concerned, as he
is. about scientific manpower.

But the latest science indicators show that total Federal expendi-
ture for R. & D. in constant dollars is less in 1981 than in the 4ate
1960s. In constant dollars, basic research budgets have shown little
growth over this period.

On October 26 and 27, in collaboration with many of my col-
leagues, I convened a conference at the National Academy of Sci-
ences on the Federal research and development budget for 1982
and the future The conference has, I hope, set in motion an in-
formi.d dialog between public officials and representatives of the
scientific aqd technological comminity As you have requested, Mr
Chairman, I will summarize the results of that .gonvocation at the
Academy, and with your permission include in 1fie record as an at-
tachment to my testimony a more detailed statement on the delib-
eration of that conference as well as a list of' the attendees includ,

a)
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ing nearly 100 university officials, laboratory directors, industrial
research executives, scientists, engineers, and individuals experi-
enced in public policy.

Also present were congressional staff, including several from this
committee. The conferees were'br,iefed by the President's Director
of the Office of Science and Technology Policy, a senior representa-
tive from the Office of Management and Budget, and officials of six
governmental departinents and agencies with major research and
development programs.

The conference consensus was reached on a number of findipgs
and conclusions. Consensus was reached by all in attendanoaethe
industrial sector agreeing with the university and Government
sector In my testimony I will highlight only the most salient con-
clusions of the conference. I urge you to read carelully the attached
detailed summary statement and commentary on the conference.

From these discussions emerged the following matters of consid-
erable significance.to the future health of American science.

It is clear that like other sectors of our society the nation's scien-
tific and technological enterprise has been hurt by the problems of
the economy inflation, high ,interest rates, industrial stagnation.

Efforts by the Congress and recent administration to combat the
effects of these ills on basic research through some real growth
have unfortunately not allayed the problems. Further, as a per-
centage of the gross national product, national support for research
and development has declined since the mid sixties.

Dr Keyworth believes that inforination to be flawed, based, as it
is on a controversial indicator, and it may be. Nevertheless, re-
search support has not grown since 1967 in the face of the inflation
inhgrent in the research enterprise. Scientific advances become in-
creasingly expensive, so many fields of science are now especially
sensitive to decreases in funding.

Instability and abrupt changes in funding also have severe nega-
-tive effects. For example, these factors can cause the breakup of re-
search teams, which take years to assemble, leading to poor use of
hitrestments in experiments involving large facilities such as accel-
erators, spacecraft, oceanographic vesfels and other instruments.

The intrinsic relationship between the performance of basic re-.
search and the training of scientists and engineers to carry out
such research, means that instability or abrupt, changes in support
levels also can cause future critical personnel shortages.

Conference participants were fully aware that the Nation must
pass through a period of restraint in public expenditures and that
the impact of this adjustment must be shared by those in the re-
search community who receive Federal support.

At the same time, conferees underscored the necessity for recog-
nizing that scientific research is an activity from which all sectors
of society benefit. Scientific and technological advances are impor-
tant to the Nation's future economic_health and security, and no
significant sources of support exist for the collectOe benefit basic
research provides,except the Federal Government,

It is especially noteworthy, in this regard, that expenditures in
basic research have, over time, consistently produced benefits in
three critical areas of national concernpublic health, economic
development and national security, for example, antibiotics, hybrid
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corn, computer Inemories, transistprs, integrattd circuits, to men-
tions just a few.

Participants in the conferencelioted increasing industrial sup-
port for research and development, including outlays for research
carried out at universities. Industrial executives cautioned, howev-
er, that it was-unlikely that increased industrial support of univer-
sity-based research and development would offset proposed reduc-
tion in Federal expenditures announced by,'administration officials,
and it was unrealistic to make such un,assuniption.

Moreover, it was further noted that industry will likely fociis its
support on a few fields or disciplines. Oniy the Federal Govern-
ment provides across-the-board support in tbasic research and this
has long been accepted as a legitimate role.

In recognition of those long-accepted principles of the Federal
role in support of research and development, conferees concluded
that if further reductions are required in the President's fall
budget program, this process should not volve a simple across-
the-board cut in all budgetary accounts.

They proposed alternatively that thej adminiStration and the
Congress should:

Make budgetary adjuStments that maintain support of the basic
sciences by reallocating funds between research and development,
and between agencies;

instruct the agencies to maintain the strength of science in
agency budget allocation;

Direct that a larger part of increases in the national security
budget be applied to the -funding of basic research essential to the
maintenance of that security; for example, in the computer sci-
enAs or solid state physics;

In recognition of the importance of the Nation's scientific and en-
gineering manpower pool, continue graduate student support
through research grants, fellowships and traineesbips;

Recognize the need to revitalize the instrumentation 'and facility
tase on which future scientific and technological advance depends.

Mr. Chairman, a recurring theme throughout these discussions
was -toticognition that the- Nation's scientific base has suffered more
than a decade of neglect with little or no real growth, and that the
above steps are essential to maintain the competence of staff and
the quality of work being performed in the Nation's laboratories.

The conferees also called fbi- the initiation of an evaluation of
the institutional system for supporting i-esearch and development
Government laboratories, the Fecifiral funded research centers, and
the universities.

I suspect that the first major concern that must be dealt with is
one of credibility, that is, the growing uncertainty within the scien-

-tific and technological community about the Federal Government's
long-term objectives for supporting fundamental* research. A series
of events extending backt for a number of years has led to the cur-
rant climate of confusion and uncertainty. F4deral support of basic
scientific i'e6earch in constant dollars has remained static since

The instruments for researth and the laboratories are aging;
attempts to recognize and ameliorate the 'problems have not met
with success. During the past year support for social and behavior-
al science research was Specifically targeted for reductions, suggest-
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ing policy decision to reduce the Federal role inthese area of re-
-search.

The Fetleral role in support of science education has been
brought into question. And budget cuts are proposed for.fiscal year
1982 and 1983. Hopefully, we will see a call for improved quality
rather than elimination of programs.

If these reductions are actually' imposed at significant levels or
without a sense of priorities (for example, greater emphasis on re-

, searsh rather than on certain appropriations for development, sup-
port for more productive rathen than less productive institutions, et
cetera), damage could occur to the Very institutions which have
kept U.S. science preeminent over the last four decades.

The major circumstances leading to erosion of Government sup-
port are well-knownl-diversion of resources to support the war in
Vietnam, impact. of spiralling inflation, and the growing demands
of an ever-increasing array of Federal programs for a larger share
of the Federal budget.

These faotors alone, however cannot fully explain the current
enxiety that, exists over the future of 'American science. In the cur-
rent and recent administrations, knowledgeable officials have testi-
fied to the continuing health of American science. Cprtainly these
statements have a basis in fact. We publish aNsubstantial share of
the world's scientific papers and our scientists are recognized as
leaders in most scientific disciplines. The capabilities of American
labbea,tories continue to contribute at the growing edge of innova
tion in most'scielitific areas and American scientists continue to re-
ceive the overvthelmigg share of Nobel prizes. Even though Ameri-
can technology increasingly has been challenged by other industri-
III nations, our leadership in, fundameital research remains the
world standard of excellence.

I think that is the point. If you ask the NoSel prize winners, as
your opmmittee has done, to compare,the vnanner ollloing science,
the envii-triment for conducting scientific research today to thpse
days when they were the most productive, I think you will learn
that they have serious concerns about the current environment for
research,

Perhaps the greatest anxiety of those engaged in pur scientific
and technological endeavors stems from the increasine difficulty of ,
maintaining this enterprise with a nearly static level of constant
dollar funding.

The ability of the Nation's scientists and engineers to contribute
their full potential is impeded under these circumstances. Iany
high quality investigators pre denied sufficient support; many out- "I.&

.standing research, proposals are not funded at all; often the. 'ine
period of grant support is inadequate to permit successfpl 'Object
completion; as a result, trainin&the next generation of scientists
and engineers has suffered. . *At the same time, indirect ,posts of research, the-intnSsing
burden of Eesponding to governmental administrative require-
ments, and-associated difficulties in funding highereducatiön have
cut heavily into the absolute amounts available for actual research.

If these,conditions describe a steady trend of events in the course
of our national affairs, then indeed a substantial basis exists for
the 'anxieties manifested by the scientific community concerning

\*
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how -long American sclience can sustain a pOsition worthy of ,our
great Nation, ,

Mr', Chairman. for i5 years we have professed' to recognize the
imriortance ,of Federal support of scienee, but ha`ve riot acted on
that recbgnition in an organieed,,carefully thought out manner,'

TodaY, we should (a) first recognize that our efforts do not com-
port witha policy of continued strengthening of the Nation'sS. &
T. base, and (b) seek, either to implement that policy, or face' the
alternativepolicy options with which we must graPple in a tiMe 'of
static or declining Federal support oe science. These alternative
policies could place unforeseen stress and diSlocation upon an en-
deavor in v,vhich stime growth is *vital to the exploration of new op-
portunities. -

My hope, of.course, is that we am experiencing a temporary con-
straint upon publi, expenditures for science durnig a finite period
of fiscal austerity ajid that these constraints are imposed within a
strategy of mrnianzing damage. However,_ After 15 years of no real
growth in the,support of R. & I arii not sanguine about such a
temporary state of affairs. Certainly, the trend is not easilS, revers-
ible unless the President ,and 'the Congress cooperate to rekindle
the Nation's thithusiaism and supebrt of the scientific and techno-
logical innovations _that offer opportunities for new discoveries,
new industries, solving national problems, and fostering our social
and economic well-Being.' , .

Some years ago, in 1978, I.had occasion to ask a number of public
officials to identify outstanding research qUestions including those
-with prospbctive significance for contemporary social problems and
issues. The listof respons,es, attached as an 'appendix, well illus-
trates the conseguences that conld floW from continued vigorouS
support of basic research by Covernment agencies 6nd by industry
and business.

Let me, cite-some examples cif the questions on' the unfinished
agend.i in science that adequata funding might enable us to tackle
Can we discover antiviOl- agents, t6- com4t viral diseasesdrugs
that would have as important an effeti on mankind as did the dis-
overy of antkbiotics. Such a discove7y would also provide a better
understanding oft,ow cells minimize mutations under norrnal and
imposed environmental stress.'What axe the mechanisms by which
hormonal substances reduce growth? What are the matter and
ener* mechanisms of stars, quasars, pWsars, black holes9 Can ma-
terials be found that exhibit superconductivity at rooM tempera-
ture? How can we,enhance productivity by automation and artifi-
cial intelligence? Can new materials he developed that would
lessen our dependency on critical or strategic elements? These are

4the kinds of issues we rrlight tackle with adequate support 'of our
-scientific 'enterprises.

'The conference held at the Academy,orf October 26' and 27, and
your hearings, whichivill undoubtedly exterid'into the next session,
can begui the dialogqe needed to address.the uncertainties faced by
our scientific and technical enterprise and, offer us the opportunity
to bring a greatei measure of 'stability to the budgetary process. It
is in that vein that I offer for your cOffsicieration a series of recall-
mendations to aid in restoring prOgram stability and predictability'
to our nationai,scientific enierprjse. These recornrnendations, if fol-
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lowed, would gu far toward reaffirming our commitment to the
policy that continued sound investments in fundamental research
by the Federal Government are essential to 6ur national goals. I
'present them to assist in establishing a planning...framework for
your conimittee's consideration and'debate as you pursue the task
at hand.

I propose, a 10-year compact among Government, idustry, and
universities to establish new national goals for support of science
as follows:

(a / The basic scientific research budget for the Federal Govern-
ment should increase each year at a rate that would cover inflation
and permit 1 or 2 percent real growth. This annual rate of increase
would respond to the need for Stability and preoictability in estab-
lishing long-term planning goals and also provide for the intrinsic
inflation in the costs of doing science as new methods and tech-
niques emerge This might be considered the base program for all
scientific fields.

th) In addition, another 1 percent annual increase should be pro-
vided to support special targets of opportunity in particular fields,
or for areas of research related to particularnational needs, and to

provide supplementary funding to assist in meeting costs for essen-
tial instrumentation and plant facility needs. This would be a
means of assigning high priority to certain significant fields in
which the pace of discovery is particularly swift.

(c) The scientific community and the Government will cooperate
to find ways of transferring funds from the less to more productive'
areas or institutions supported by Federal research funds, By cut-
ting indirect costs, reducing regulations, and improving efficiency,
through longer-term awards, it would be reasonable to expect an
increase in annual productivity equivalent.to as much as 2 percent
support.

(d) Industry should commit to 1 percent growth that is about $50
million/year, n top of its present contribution to unik,ersity re-
search in recognition of the tremendous boon that industry re-..ceives from this kind of research.

(e) To assure continuation of adequate support of graduate educa-
tion in science and technology, a cooperative partnership including.
Government, industry, and universities is proposed. Under such ,an
arrangement:

(1) The NSF and the mission agencies would stipport a coordinat-
ed program of national research fellowships and traineeships. NSF
would provide support for an overall program of merit, much along
the lines of the current activity, mission agencies would "coinple-
ment the NSF program by establithing fellowships to encourage ca-
reers in areas where special scientific and engineering manpower
needs exist, such as toxicology (EPA), combustion science and engi-
neering (Energy), and computer's sciences, and integrated icircuits*
(DOD, NSF),

(2) Industry would be encouraged to establish additional fellow- .

ships in fields where its needs are greatest. Recipients,could be se-
lected in collaboration with a Federal agency, such as the NSF or
by an independent group to insure a national competition of merit.

A compact between Govetnrnfmt, industry, and Ithe univergities,
encompassing the above initiatiVes, could assure the stability, pre-
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dietability, and real g,rowth needed fur a strong U.S. effort in sci-
ence and technology. It need not be an expensive program, some-
w here on the order of $600 million per year, jf some astute trans-
fers are made from development to research in the overall Federal
research and deNelopment budget. That is the equivalent of two
B-I bombers.

I would recommend, Mr. Chairman, that responsibility for ci.zry-
ing out these initiatives, especially the last two items, 'which re-
quire close surveillance and comprehensive overview, should be as-
signed to the Director of the Office of Science and Technology
Policy.

The approach I have recomthended recognizes that a strong scj-
entific and technological enterprise is closely bound up with our
status as a great nation, with a healthy society and a strong econo-
my. This approach also reinforces our existing practice of relying
upon support of individual research projects and shared responsi-
bility between the public and private sectdrs for the performance of
fundamental re-search.

The pluralistic nature of this institutional arrangement has
given us a flexible+ system cif research and deve1opmentThi4 has
provided the incentives for individual, excellence. I urge that we
continue the basic systeM which has served us well over the past
several decade, but also introduce modifications and improve-
ments that the times require.
, Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

[The statementkof Dr. Press follows:]

at '
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STATEMENT Or DR FRANK Putss, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ACADEMYOF SCLENCES

a= most pleased, Nt. Chairman, to have this,opporcunity to

review with your committee the implications of.current reduction

in budgetig.levels of support'for many areas of federally spOnsored

research and development, and the'impact upon' the American sc%entific

enterprise of cmaLnuing uncertainties about tUture prospects for

funding. These hearings can also serve as a Constructive assessment

of whether these loyget actions imply a change bf Federal policy in

this area.

On October26-27, in collaboration with many of my'colleagues,

I convened a conference at the National Academy o4 Sciences on the

Federal Research and Development Budget for 1982 and Future Years.
6

Although this convocation called together members of the scientific

and technological community to address the problems arising from

reductions in and uncertainty about curreit Federal support of

sciences, its purpose also was to survey circumstances of the t)st

fifteen years, which have seen no growth in funding of scientific

research and government funded R&D, 'during a period in which the

iiftrinsic costs of doing science continue,to increase. The conference

has, I hope, set in,motion an informed dialogue between public officials

and representatives of. the scientific and technological community. As

you have requested, Kr. Chairman, I will summarize the results of that
%

convocation at ihe Academy and with your permission include in the

record as an attachment' to my testimony a more derailed statement on the

deliberation of that' conference as well as a list of the attendees.

5 8
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The conference attendee-Included Aarly 100 university officials,

laboratory directors, industrial research executives, scientists and

engineers, and individuals experienced'in public policy. Also present

were Congressional sti'ff, including several from dais committee. The

conferees were briefed by the PresIdent.!,s Director of the Office of

Science and Technology Policy, a Senlorl representative from the Office

of Management and Budget, and officials of six governmental departments

and agenhes with major research and development programs. At the end

of the conference, a consensus was reached on a number of findings and

conclusions. In'my testimony, I will highlight only the more salient

conclusions of the conference. I urge you to read carefully the more

detailed summary statement and commentary on the conference attached

to my testimony.

From these discussions emerged severalihatters of considerable

significance to.the future health of Ameiican science. It is clear

that,like other sec;Oil of our society the nation's scientific and'

technological enteoprise has been hurt by6the p,roblems of the

economyr inflation, high interest rates, industrial stagnation.

Efforts by the Congress /and recenr Administrations to combat the

effects of these ills on basic research througn some.real growth

nave unfortunately not kep.'t pace with the problems.

Further, as a percentage of the Gross National Product, national

support for researca and development has declined since the mid-1.960's.

=mmaIR
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Because of lack of reil growth in research support over the years

in the face of.the intrinsic inflation inherent in the research

enterprise, many fields of science are now especially sensitive to

decreases in funding.

Instability and abrupt changes in funding also have severe

effects. For examOle, research teams, which take years to assemble,

are broken up and investments in experiments involving large facili-

Cies such as accelerators, spacecraft, oceanographic vessels and

other iistrunents are pothly used. Because ofaithe intrinsic relation-

ship between the performance of basic research and the training of

scientists and engineers to carry out such research, instability

or abrupt changes in support levels also can lead to fbture critical

peisomnel shortages. Of

The participants in the conference were fully aware that the

nation must pass through a period of restraint in public expenditures

and that the impact of this adjustment must be shared by those in

the research community receiving Federal support. Ac the. same time,

they underscored in their discussion the necessity for recognizing

that scientific resesrch is an expenditure fromNhich all sectors

of society benefit, that scientific and technolOgical advances are

impOrtatt to the nation's future economic health and security, and

that cliere are no significant sources of support for such a collective

benefit other than the Federal Government. It is especially noteworthy,

in this regard, ;hat thoia expenditures in basic research have, over
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time, consistently produced benefits in three critical areas of

national concern -- public health, economic development and

national security.

Participants in the conference noted that industrial support

for.revearch and development cias increasing, including outlays for

research carried out at universities. Industrial executives

cautioned, hovever, that it was unlikely that increased industrial

suppor university-based research and development would offset

proposed reddC-tion in Federal expenditures announced by Administration

officials, and it was unrealistic to make such an assumption. Moreover,

it vas noted further that industry will likely foctis its support on .

a few fields or diAciplines. Only the Federal government prbvides

an across-the-board support in basic research; and'this has long

111been accepted as a legitimate role.

Since basic science and engineering are lmng-term investments,

the cogerees urged that the government plan carefully for their

support and chat such plans'be protected from abrupt change.

In recognition of those long accepted principles of the Federal_

role in support of research ts.d development, the conferees concluded

that if further reductions are required in the President's Fall Budget
.1

Program, this process should not involve4a simple across-the-board

cut in all budgetary accounts. The conferees proposed alternatively

that the kministration and the Congress should: s
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-- Make budgetary adjestments that maintain
support of the basic sciences by reallocating
funds between research and development, and
between agencies;

-- Instruct the agencies to maintain the strength
of science in agency budget allocation;

-- Direct that a larger part of increases in the
national security budget be applied to the
funding of basic research that is essential to
the maintenance of that security;

-- In recognition of the importance of the nation's
scientific and engineering manpower pool, con-

, tinue graduate student support through research
grants, fellowships and traineeships;

-- Recognize the need to revitalize the instrumen-
tation and facility base on which future scientific
and technological advance depends.

Mr. Chairman, a recurring theme throughout these discussions was

recognition that the scientific base of the nation has suffered a

decade of negle.ct with little or no rial groyth, and that the above

steps are essential to maftttain the competence of.staff and the

quallty of work being performed in the nation's laboratories.

In viewing the future beyond,1982, the conferees called for

aaceiptance by the gotrernment orseveral princiPles. ft was agreed

that a strengthened mechanism is needed through which the scientific

and engineering communities can provide continuing advice to the

government on resource allocation and assist in the analysis of the

impact and benefits of alternative shorter and longer term budget

strategies for government investment in science and engineering.

62 ,
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The conferees also called for the initiation of an evaluation of the

institutional system for supporting research and development, including

the mechanisms for allocating resot'Irces ab'id evaluation of the need

for some facilities. Finally, the conferees urged that policies at

all levels of government should be established which will assure

the continued flow of an adequate supply of scientists and engineers

into the nation's research endeavors.

Mr. Chairman, it appears to me that we must once again reaffirm

the credo so aptly outlined in the 1945 report, Science, The Endless

Frontier, that the advancement of science is unquestionably in the

public interest and that support of baic researchjs a legitimate

responsibility of government. Thequestion faced by the Administration'

and the Congress'is not whether we support resea'rch, for that decision

lies behind us. Today, the question involves a search for redefinition

of the means and mechanism &Jr determining aPpropriate levels of

support under current and future fiscal circumstances..

I suspect that the first major concern that must be dealt with

is ,une of,tredibility,ti.e., the growing uncertainty within the

scientific and technological community over what are the present

long-term objectives of the Federal government for'supporting funda-

mental research. 'A series of events extending back forla number of

years has led to. this current Climate of confusion and uncertainty.

Federal support of basic scientific research in constant dollars hls

6 3
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remained sta:tic since 1967.. The instruments for research and the

laboratories are aging and various attempts to recognize and

'ameliorate the problems have not met with success. During the

past year support for social and behavioral science research vas;

specifically targeted for reductions, suggesting an implicit policy

decision to reduce the F role in these areas of research. The

Federal role in support of science education has been brought into

question. Hopefully, we will see a call for improved quality raaler

than elimination of the program. Added to these are the proposed.-

reductions fOr fiscal year 1982 and for further rouncis of budget Cuts

in fiscal year 1983. If these reductions are actually imposed at

significant levels or without a sense of,priorities (e.g., greater

emphasis on research rather than on certaih appropriations for

development, support for more productive institutions, etc.). damage

could occur to the institutions of science, wh?ch have made the

U.S. preeminent Over the past four decades.

The major circumstances leading to the erosion of this support

are well known. The diversion of resourceS t'o support the war in

Viet,Nem, the, impadt.of stfiralling inflation and the-growing demands

of an ever-increasing array of Federal progratos for a larger share

of the Federal budget. This situatlon cannot of itself fullY explain,
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however, the current anxiety that exists over the'fucure of Aterican

science. in the curTenc and recent Administrations, knowledgeable

officials have testified to the continuing health of American .

science and certainly these statements have a basis in fact. We

publish a substantial share of all scientific papers and our

scientists are recognized as leaders in most scientific disciplines.

The capabilities of American laboratories continue to contribu& at

the growing edge of innovation in most scientific areas and American

scientists continue to receive the overwhelming share of Nobel prizes.

Zven though American technology increasiNgly has been challenged.by

other industrial nations, our leadership in fundamental research

remains the world standard of excellence.

Ijowever, responsible leadership requires not only recognition of

OMX prestht position but also trends which might cause.serious erosion.

In sPite of our apparent strength, there remains an underlying uncer-

i.ainty about our national scientific endeavor considered in the

broader context of other social and economic tr&ibles. There are

many manifestations of these trends. First and foremost are the

economic pressures of the ever-increasing technological competition

of other industrialo.zed nations. Added to 'this are the worldwide

rise in petroleum prices and the inability)of domestic petroleum

production .to keep apace of domestic Consumption. There is some
,

public concern, less today than a decade ago, about the ri;ks atlas

4
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haza-rds ariing from :he uses of techr:ology. 'I.believe there is

growing public recognition of the Social and physical amenities,

which science.and,technology hav&provided to,otrr society.
,

Perhaps the greatest anxiety-of chose engaged in our scientific
,

and technological eaeavons stems from the increasing difficulty
,>

.

of maintaining this enterprise with a nearlY static level of (constant

dollar) funding. The ability of the nation's scientists and engineers

to contribute their full potential is impeded under these circumstances.

Many high quality investigators a're denied sufficient support; zany

outstanding research proposals are not funded at all; often the time

periog of grant support is 'Inadequate to permit,successful project

compjetion; as a result of all of this, 'training of the next generation

of scientists and engineers has suffered. At the same time, the

indi;ect costs of research, the increasing workload burden of responding

to governmental administrative requirements, and the associated

difficulties in the funding of higher education have,cut heavily

into the absolute amounts available for actual research.

If these, conditions describe a steady trend of events in the

course of our national affairs, there is a substancial basis for the

anxieties manifested in many parts of the sciengific community about

how long American science can sustain a position worthy of a great

nation such as ours.

*a,
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Mr. Chairman, for fifteentyears we have professed a policy

recognizing the importance of tederal support of science, but have

not acted on it in an organized, wel1 thought out manner. Today,

we should (a) first recognize that oUr best efforts have not kept

pace with a policy of continued strengthening of the nation's S&T

base, and (b) seek, either to implement that policy, or face the

alternative policy options with which we must grapple in a situation

of static or, dic)ining Federal support of science. The implication

of this latter alternative can place unforeseen stress and dislocation

upon an endeavor in which some growth4A vital to the exploration

of aew opportunities.

A basic dilemma that we face under a policy of reduced budgets

for science and technology is.a conflict between assu;ing support

for the highest quality ;cientific endeavors and at the same sime

supporting broader national goals of strengthening academic capa-

bility for science at all levels throughout the nation. I will

recall for you the instructions of former President Johnson in-a

-1965 statement to his cabinet on this subject, - He sitid:.

67
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,

"At preient, onehalf of the Federal expenditures
for rekearch go to 20 major institutions, most of
whichofere strong before the advent of Federal
research funds. During the period of increasing
Federal support%sitice World War II, the number of
institutions carrying out research and providing
advanced education has grown impressively. Strong
centers have developed in areas which were previously
not well served. It is a particuaar purpose of this
policy to accelerate thil beneficial trend since the
funds.are still concentrated in too few ifistitutions
in too few areas of the country. We want to find
excellence and build it up wherever it Is found so
that.creative centers of excellence may grow in
every part of the nation."

These remarks enunciated a policy of continuing growth in Federal

research very shortly before annual support levels for science reached

their peak level. Under that policy the Federal Governcent supported

not only.the best of the scientific enterprise &it as well_the

relatively next bests all in order to achieve a wider geographic

distribution. American science hat, of course, always been perfcr;ed

by a wide array of institutions. Basic research is carried out in

universities, industrial and governmental laboratories and by

4

noriprofit organizations and has been supported by private foundaltions,

by industry and by governrient. Under4ing this polity is the belieP
e -

. '
,

that improvement in the quality of American science s Alosely tied to
1,

_

widespread use of public Xunds to--support the scientific enterprise.

. ,

Such a practice was possible with a budget support Oolicy of,generll

growth in Federal expenditures.
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4
I submit, Mr. Chairman, that under today's circumstances of

finanAttausterity'and the growing "national consensus that this,

may prev,ail.for iome years, it may be,necesakto reexamine' this

piuralistic cornerstone of Fegeral_s4ence policy. Under continuing

e.
tight budgetary constraints, if AmeriEin science is to ,continue in a

proaactive and healthy pattern we consider essential for,maintaining

Sur comparaCivetechnologfcal strength, a reevaluation oay be

$

required of the compromise between egalktarianism a d elitism that
,

has charaterized past pederai funding policy for science. Such a

S'
compromise max no longer be realistic, However, the consequences of

< "I

Stith t reevaluation ,can,,as kou may well imagine, create great stress

within theAmeficin scientiflt enterprise.

My hope is, of course, that we are experiet;Cing astemporary

_ATI:train= oponpublic expenditureffor scrinieduring a finite

period of fiscal austerity. =I.gope'that these constraints,are '

imposed within'a strategy of ditimizing,damage, HOwever, I am nkt

sanguine about such a temporary state trf affairs afnet-fikteen years

-of no real growth.in the suppotof research or R&D. Certainl;',

the trend is.not,easily reversike unlessthe President ane;he

.Congreas jointly cooperate to rekindle theilaion's enthuaiesm and

support of the opportunities that selentific and technological
;

inmovations4offer for pew discoveries, new industries, solVing

national problems,and fostering our-social-Ind econonic,welt4ein8.

.
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'There is no need for me to address to this Committee a detailed

justificationpfor why the health of science and the well-being of our

society are closelY linked. in your deliberations you are constantly

made aware of the coRtributions that research and technological

applications have made to economic-and social progress and of the

rearkable panorama of scientific frcntiers in which U.S. scientists
41c

are effectively engaged in exploration. Much has been accomplished,

'but the major fields of science continue to offer many opportunities

for fruitful investigation.

40
SOCe time ago, in 1978, I had occasion to ask a number of public

officials to identify.some outstahding research questions including

those with prospective important relationships to contemporary

prOblems and issues in society. That list, which is attathed as an

appendix, well illustrates the consequences that could flow from the

continued vigorous sUppOrt of basic research by many agencies of the

government and "by our nation's industries and.businesses.

The-frontiers in science remain exciiring. Many of these

have been aptly described in the first-and second five-Year Outlook

reports submitted by the Academy for the Administration and the Congress.

I ;Jould like to cite from the surmdry observation of the just

released publication of Outlook II,, example; of the excitement that

pervades_many areas pf science, not only because of the remarkable

success of pur scientific endeavors in extending the frontiers of

knowledge but also in terms of scientific contribuciona to the

spawning of new industrial enterpiises.
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"The chapter on Sun nd Earth describes the remarkable ingenuit;7,

dAreful planning% and clever instrumentation that has been used to

gain further insight into the phyAits of the sun and the manner in

which the sun's radiations govern the properties of the gaseous

layers surrounding the`earch, determining' their chemical composition

and the nature of both:"the magnetosphere and the ionosphere.-- with

important'd4plications for radio communieation. Solar energy, a

fraction of which Is directly used for plant photosynthesis, is

largelyAbsorbed at the earthlusurface, from where it ultimately

stoke; the engine-Arhirh areatesrtreather IA the lower atmosphere.

Nevertheless, the extent to which meteorological phenomena,are

determined by variations in the emanations from the s n remains

uncertain."

"The chapters on Chemical Synthesis of New Materials and

The Science of Macromoiecules suige'st that chemists have the gift's'

-

"of wizards, -capable of creating in the laboraary any stable Chemical

strdeture that can be imagned. the chemical properties of such

newly syliZhesimed umterials are fairly predictable, bur predictions

of their physical properties are still smmewhat chancY. S4rprise

is still the order of the day. Nevertheless, a suOiciedt basis

of understanding has been estap.ished to suggest that synthetic

chemistry trill have an ever more productive future in tailpring

mo1ecu10 cc; order for the.diverse purposes ofartik)

7
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"4 recurring theme In che chapters on basic science and on
. ,

technology is the way in which the findings and the instrumentation

developed f4 one area'a science find applicatian elsewhere."

"The first Five=tear Outlook portrayed the manner in which che

_development of solid state physics and the'computer and communications

in'dustries have gone hand in hand, eech stimulating and making the

other'possible. A not dissimilar circumstance has'existed in the

field related to synthetic polymers and their various applications

in fibers and plastics."

"As indicated in che chapter, Directions in Nutrition Research,

much of_our current unaerstandini of the-functioning of.41tamin D

is traceable co decades of work on the stereocciemistry of organic

molecules, on the kinds Of molecular rearrangements occasioned by

the absorption of light, and on the diverse physical instrumentation

now employed to help decode the structure of molecules. Or note

the statement in the chapter, On Some Major Human Diseases, describing

the kaleidoscopic interchange of ideas from one research area to,

another:

'Sato could have predicted...that studies of the
genetics of skin transplantation in mice would
provide a principal olue,to understanding

rheumatoid arthritis &Min; that a variant
in the structure of the sulfonamides developed
as antibacterial agents would make possib,le
management of glaucoma of the eye, or thk the
combination of a viral infection and inappropriate
formation of an antibody to some structure on the
surface of one's o;:"./n cells could give rise to a >=1/

family of diverse diseases?"
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"Such occur no less in the physical sciences and

in
e
the development of new technology. For example, the theory of

plate tectonics provides a meaningful framework for resource

exploration of commercially useful minerals and hydrocarbons.

Yet chit great new synthesis of geophysical-understanding-owes its

creation to the curiosity of paleontologists about the shell struc-

tures of almost microscopic creatures fOund in cores drilled in the

ocean floor, to painstaking surveys over the ocean floor to detect

magnetic5.olarities in seabed rocks, to inquisitiveness about the

.. -

geography of the Hawaiian Islands, to matching ttkora and fauna

in different continental borders, to a maze of waWins tte properties

of chemical isotopes, and to the imaginative application of that

work to the dating of ancient rocks and sediment4."

"It is an inspiring fact that lasers, invented out of the iniights

afforded by quantum.physics, have spawned new arts and technologies.

- They enable-much more precise alignment of untold 'different phYsicar

arrang.e&nts, including tunnels build under riverbeds or drilled

through mountains. Lasers are the basis for one approach to

controlled fusion, are used to repair damaged retinas, and are at

the.heart of the instrumentation which makes possible the detection

of fleeting intermediates in chemical syntheses. They also are Used

to drive photochemical synthetic processet in theyehoratory and

may soon find Similar commercial application."
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"In sum, the scientifle enterprise will be seen as an extraor-

' dinarily dynamic system. The practitioners of each field successively

attack in increasIngly sdphisticated fashion the layer of questions

revealed by previous research. Id,the process, they find:hew surprises
.

and unst4pected arrangements which generate more question as well as,,

tore Opportunities for applications to human welfare."

ft is evident from this survey that American science is a system

with tremendous poteneial for expanded 'scientific produCtivity. The

concerns and doubts addressed,in my remarks today are associated

primariiy with the ever-widening margins between increasint costs

of doing science and levels of funding made available for this purpose.

Ttle,conference held' at the Academy on dctober 26 and 27, and your

hearing's..-which ill undbUbtedly extend over,into the next session,

can begin the needed dialogue for addressing the uncertaintirs faced

bY dur scientific and'technical enterPrIse and offer; to us the

opportunity for bringing a greater measure of stability to the

budgetary process. It is in that vein thit I offer for your con

sideratioh a series of tecommendations to aid in restoring an order-

- of progyam stability and predictability to our national scientific'

ente9rise. It should go far .towards reaffirming our commitment

to the policy that,Amontinued sound investments in fundamental
,

,research by the.Federal government ate eSsential to our,national

gdals. I present ese recommendations to assist.iri7establishing

a'planning framework for your committee's considetation and

further debate ah you return next yearkto tWe task at hand!

o

e
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I propose a ten-year compact between government, industryband

universities to establish new national goals for support of science

as follows:

4

(a) The basic scientific'research budget for the Federal

government should increase each year at a rate that

would cover inflation'and permit Il or 21 real growth.

This annual race of increase would'respond to the need

for stability and predictability in establishing long-

term planning goals and also provide for the intrinsic

inflation in the Costs of doing science as new methods,

and techniques emerge. This might be considered the

base program for all scientific fieldsl,

(h) 'In add'Won, another II annual increase would be

provided te,supporc special targets of opportunity

in particulir fields, or for areas of research related

,

to particular nationaneeds, and to provide supple-

mencary funding co assist in meeting costs for such

items as essential instrumentation and.plant facility

needs. This category May be considered a means of

.
.

assigning high priority to certain fields in which

,

the pace of discovery Is particularly high and

a

signiffcan .
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(0 Within present levels of program supporc,"lhe scientific

cocmunicy and the government will cooperate to find

ways of transferring funds from tbe less productive

areas or institutions now supported by Federal research

funds"to the,more productive ones. /ncreased pro-

duccivity could be accomplished by reducing indirect

costs, reducing regulations and-improving efficiency

through lonier-term dWards.. A reasonable target

'should have the result of increasing annual supilort-

by as much as 2%.

,(d) A commitmeni _from industry of 1% growth (i.e., about
4 -

$50 million./year) on top of their present,cdntribu-

tion to univeraity research.

(e) To.assure continuation of adequate support of graduate

education need4in science and techgology, a cooperative

partnership indiud4ng government, industry and

universities is proposed. Under such an arrangement:
-

(1) The NSF and the mission agencies should suppoit a

coordinated program of national research fellowships

and traineesN,ps, with NSF providing support for an
. -

overall prognam f merit, much along the lines of the

current activity, with mission agencies ccimplementing

the NSF program by establishihg fellowships chat

7 6.
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will encourage careers in areas where there are

known to be special scientific and engineering

- manpower needs. Examples would include:

toxicology (EPA), combustion science and.
%

engineering (Energy), and.compucer sciences and

integrated circuits (DOD, NSF):

(2) Industry should be encouraged vo establish

additional named fellowships in fields where

their needs are greatest. Selection of awardeeSts

who would be recipient of these fellowships could

be managed in collaboration with a Federal agency,

such as che Nacional Science Foundation or by an

independent group that would administer the fellow-
.

ship program to ensure a national competition of

merit.

Such a compact between gowernment,induscry and, the universities

encompassing the above initiaties could provide the commitment for

assuring the stability, predictabilityt and real growth needed for a

strong U.S. effort in science ana technology. It may deem to be.an

expensive program, but it need not be so, if some astute transfers

are made fibm development to research in the overall Federal research

and development'iudget4



'7 3

It would be my recoLdation, Mr. Chairman, that program

responsibilit?r for carrying out these new initiatives should be

assigned as a 'task to the Director, the Office of Science and Tech

nology Policy, esPecially with regard to the last two items, which

would require close,surveillance and exercise of a comprehensive

overView.

I end my remarys by saying that the approach I have recommended

recognizes that a strong scientific and technological enterprise is

closely and intrinsically bound together wita healthy society and

(strong economy. It also would reinforce our existing practice of

relying upon support of individual reseaycb Projects and a shared

responsibility between the public and private sectors for the

4erformancf of fundamental research. The pluralistic nature of

this institutional arrangement has given us a flexible system of

research and development'and has provided the incentives for

individual excellence. =I urge that we continue ch: basic system

which has served us well over the past several decades, but also

introduce modifications and'improvements that the times require.
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APPENDICES TO STATENENT

PRESENTED BY

Dr. Frank Press

President

Natilnal Academy bf Sciences

before the Committee on Science and Technology

House of Representatives

December 10,11981

1. CONFERENCE ON THE FEDERAL REiEARCH AND,DEVELOPMENT BUDGET

FOR 19§2 AND VUTURE Y,EARS, October 26-27, 1981 SUMARY

STATEKENT'OF CONFERENCE CONSENSUS

3. LIST OF CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS

4. BASIC RESEARCH QUESTIONS FOR WHICH SUPPORT IS DEMED

DIPORTANT TO THE NEEDS OF THE COUNTRY AS IDENTIFIED BY

PUBLIC OFFICIALS IN 1978
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::NFZF:ZiCE C.s :SE
PESZ13Ch AND :EVELOFIENT BUDGE:

FCR 1982 ;NO 747UPS YZA3S

SUI!AFf

b=ief, the Purposes of the 4eetinc, held Cctober 26 and 27,
1931, at the National Academy of Sciences in '.;ashington, O.C., 4ere tot

obtain factial Information on federal budgetary plans for FT
198: and beyond, from government officials directly concerned
with science policy and 4ith civilian.research and development
budgets;

develop an inforned dialogue among conference participants and
with agency officials about the impacts of the prospective
reductions;

Propose budgetary alterna.tives, forFT 1982 and for future
;taro; and,

consider Initial:Inc reviiWo of tne insti--'onal structures
and procedures for supporting research and development in-the
national laboratories arid In the universities.

During nis welcoming remarks to the conferees,'Or. Frank press,
;resident of the 44tiona1 Academy of Sciences, stressed that he had
convened the meeting because he belleven all could benefit from an
intorsed dialogue, and, seco6dly, that he did not view the conference
IS the basis for confrontation .witn officials representing the
deoartments and agencies. :r. Press also stressed.that he 4aq acting
as a convenor of a number of tey officials in government ith leaders
In reseafCh and devtlopoent, and that it was not a neeting of the
Academy.

Cn Cctoter 26, tho conferees mot 4ith representatives from six
governmental 'leper:tents anC a'gencies. A number of conference
participants served as panelists for discussion. CeMMents from the'
:loor followed each panel presentation. Cn October 27 the confeiees
net in executive session, at 4hIch time they adopted a consonvis
statement, t:ho consensus statement and the list of participants are
attached,l

:his summer: firs: discissos tne current and prospective budget
.-1-ans, as pC.sented by the covernmen'tal representatives and as shodn In
the analysis :1 :C. %;:llis Shapley, consultant ,to the AteriCan

80
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Association for tr.. Adlancesent at science. becondlY, it describes
impacts -- imsediate and meyond -- of the prospective budgetary

reductions. Fin.allY,,it reports on possible involvements by the
scientific and technical community in governmental decision.making.

,

CURRENT AND.F2CSFEC:IvE BUDGE: ?LAMS4

Owe-view-11-111-;I:ZILI.9udget IZI_ITA_1111121

-The Ft 1962 budtret ;resented by the Administratioon in March 1581
<reduced the totals graocsed for rsearch and development by the
_orAviaus Administration, nut It generally maintained the principles of
:federal 0 sooftsiallItY far longer-tern research and those a;clied
research a- revelogsent aCtivities that support recognized federal
misotans such as national security. The exception in the !arch budget

,

to these principles was the severe reduction in support tor basic
research In 'the social sciences. However, in September, the
Aolnistration proposed a further reduction in the FY 1982 budget
tdalC,so-called 12 percent across the board tut." That proposal would

, - .rodnoe the $42.2 bfllicn of nO appropriations request of the !arch
budget tr $3., billion -- $1.0 billion !rot: the Department of Defense

ind $2.1 billion from all other procrams. Cf the $47.2 bilIton,
. 6 billion is ascribed to basic research and that amount would

boe''Ut hi about $600 million.

in Constant 1980 dollars and"applying the Administration's annual
' idallatloM-rate of 91, the percentage difference between the 1960 budget
iand the proposed,Septerbor budget is: :go, 1.717.; mA8A, -77.; OCE, -297.;
rtIVT--1714 US, -191 (5t2,, ':=181). Tor basic research, the overall
tiductiom is 11%.

he present actions o! the Congress on the FY,1987'aPpraPriations
edneSts call Aar reductions tram the March budgets of looser

Initude, I :eduction of about $1.0 ,''"on 'ram total RED

anding and ',icon fron the DCO budget. '4hile some other reductions

eve been-made by the approrrlatiaAs Co==ittites, there have also been

'ncreases-totalling about 8200 millian. :he Congressional actions are
t,tortOletetthe government is currentl/ operating on a ccntlauing

t salution,,,empoyerang agencies to expend at levels and rates cansistent

with-9id-1 appropriations levels. The Adminbstration, however, has
furthig 14st:o0tet agencies tm expend at rates cnnsistent with the

PrOPoSed .aptelber revisions to the 1582 budget. :ha Administration

-oropOses--ta set these lvels formally throuch the deferral ;recess, and
deferrai,rsquests were being sent to the Congress by the Administration

Aal lat. cetabokr. Tht resolution of the 1982 appropriation process
tegUire-oUch-foarthervdiscusslon between the two governmental :ranches.

.,-Zivera/pacaltli,gantS, at the Cotaner 26-21 Conference, including
indirated that-the 011t0000 will be

--',:negotiared, end that Alto confereWshould not assume that the 127.
;AZeduc%10.:ZmPlal's Will be enacted as such.
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The Admstration, thro.sch the Execstive office of the ?resident,
vas represented'hy :r. George A. Keyworth, director ad the Offive of
Science and Technology policy, and rr. Frederick Khedouri, the
Associate Director dor Natural Resources, Energy, end Science*ln the
Office of danagoment and Spdget. Or. Keyworth cautioned against
assum,ind the eorst ;ossible scenario concerning the budget. Fie
indicated t,at he flt that, overall, science was healthy; that theAdministrat n would stdll adhere to a philosophy of supporting
reseaich; hd that it would tare a more' critical attitude toward
demonstration prograas, especially where the civilian sector might be
expected to do the job. he felt greater,attention needed to k. placed
on identification of research areas of maxisum promise, with the
assumption that these would be supported. Nal:staining ,the strength of
top reseirch universities, sToporting high quality research, and
responding to instruaentation needs were all urged by Dr. reyworth.

r. rhedouri acknowledged that the budget outcome foc 19112 is
unclear;,there will be negotiation and the lap between the
Administration and Congress will narrow. The Administration's aim is
to establish targets and to stick to goals; there will be active, not
passive, response by the Administratfmn to revisiona of targets, by the
Congress or by revised economic forecasts. This eill registre two to
three years of hard budget decisions. He indicated that the usual
budget process sight have tc be abridged over these years, but that the
framework for research would be protected. He advanced the notion that
:roe his persgective the issue was about a change in Fate of growth of
the budget rather than absolute reductions. hr. rhedouri asserted
that, overall,'there .as sone real growth in research; and that basic
science was faring well compared tc demonstration *rid social Programs.

s One/should not assume, however, that there can be, or should be, sore
ann'more science support iron ihe government. The scientific community
could help in reallocation.

?Itsearch_141=21

The research and development lenders from XS,F, NASA, and the
7epartnents of Energy and Health and Hunan ServiceS (N:H) made a number
of. ;dints concerning the budget proposals, including that they are
using different tactics to cope with the proposed reductions.

;4ationaL_Soienza_Illin/atIon. The 457, for example, 4.s attempting to
shield bacic recoarch in the mithitmatical, physical, and engineering
sciences to a greater extent than,some other areas because of the
underfunding over a decade in these disciplines. 7r. John Slaughter,
7ir4cto: of the NSF, said that the (ational Science ?oard (45B) and koy
MS? exocurives recog.nize,45F's critical role in resoarth and that in
this period of tight funding the catalytic effect of 45F funding -- in
prompting funp.ng by ot!ser agencies, industry, and, other private

92-795 0-82--6 682
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'4
SCLIrC.S tewis ext.:ors:lot aneemplasis. The NSF 4111 support

the social s.oes. Tte statement of the xsa on

social sciences 4as stresseo.

Fortrer, tte *SF tas ccaritaued,to. be.cortgerned abc4t
,lastrtmentstion anc has lei tn interagenCy group comsadering ways to,

increase irstz.meltation fu'r.ding. 4SF LS atVCIdlag.1:t11
formlas, soch as ratio's of the existing.grants renewed to

, new ores traced. 4

noderto thoughtfil these tact_cs, there realiStically, be
sloolficant ;affects-or. sone!. actially avaliable'and the hature, ot dhat

Os finded, Fc: example, is NSF's case, scmg 60 Percent of its grant,
moody is Committer tc p'ro:ects having another fear or ,more to run.

,erotau4,41 In1,5mtcl_AdminsLII:uaz. NASk li terminating, nr
Prossly redueho,.sPecific programs, rather than applying

across-toe-board cuts. 4hich program to cut is a derivative ot toveral
Aeriables, Including the long7term gain'for soleoca generslly as, fop-

example, the broad gain in astronomy promised by the orbiting tater .

this recite of the Space Telescope. iians !ark, eputy Administrator:Of
NASA, rade several Comments about the budget situation. It is

Pertly. true that Shuttle costs are :educing funding for science. T1:ere

are igvere problers'Of Inflation, exacerbated by the lack of technical
not:tsmen a-A skilled .cr'sers, "affectino not only t'he Shuttle but all

aerospace proctreret, e.g., Atlas Centaur launch vehicles. YASA

recognizes :net procurement atd deTelopment costs associated with the
Shuttle obscure other elements of the budoet sod has sought ahd

received foot ObB an agreement that the Shuttle be budgeted separately,

from the rest of te agency's pregrams.' ,

'
4 4

NASA has tr.:1 lIS that it cannot opitttea planetary Program with

only oPe project etch tecade, and teat this activity should be

supportgd properlY or act at al:. Other researc.h' rise...ors, e.g.,

au:one:tics research, tre beizo.dieved in a simile: itshIcn. bark said4

that he ant "---rstrator Beggs dec.t the advice of the scientific

CO2MJMItY. ;11:;: regard to cooperative missions, such as the Solar

?oleo: Ion, it was ' cenerate diplomatic sup,ort, since 4

in. the bitare: rottext i'an! agreemcnts are honored neither by the

40ed5lates nor Sy the 1'4:ogee:Is. Mark shared t.e frustration of

, .

:costa; support fOr pro;ects 4ith Interigency
funding. s4ch as the

4aticna: :caanic Satellite Syster,-azd the
difficulty of turning the

hilh ruf:Jc ittecest In space tnto noiltIcal and hadcetAry strength for

the c0000so.

:to 7,41az. ohe tudeetar:> situatipn O.
he 00:

romplicated :le aztounced plan
4,,the kdoinistration to atclATish the

dere:trent. "Zhete,are no regisions,And" Alvin Zra.vet;;Ace, zectc: -

cti,ahe '44'-e c= :nercy 1,,esearch*,
ncsemetclnc ;referred

sltermatlies. At 7,c&5eilt.
a.canC; plan,is tO effect a percenta;e,

,

4

4-

;
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reductfla across III tlemente of tthi including the Isrge
,coamirolel-stsle dancnSteStions, theJk.asic entruy sciences. and the
high-enercy ohYsiok Progran0.

,Thw Zaergy Eegeaich Advisory Board hss begun to Icok at the tutre
rolls of the nation/6. labor:stories. 4CS recognizes thag univor§itiesuse sew_

lancratories,.such as comouters.
The tviTtsunctrtainties crt4i'liind&OtO'im,the basic sciences and the.
inttre od the Oeosrtment art stverely hamiparitals t'he.ability of
laborstorl directors and individaaa so4ent.ists to plresearch
orograas.

r .
,:',,icartnen: of ,t,leallbLall -Innen ServlIkl.' Dr. Edvard Brandt, 4adltantSecretary fo n susnarizing the situation at NIS. said that herecognlzes that the trogosed budget ;eduction vj.11 severely affect the
;0.1107 0= sulMortinliin ade4rate number:of nee resi'arch grants,eechyear and training drihiciafor research carters; it will certain
'a==ect IS aeOt4. Fenons,,thi,lity in,bicoedical research. boreover.Dr. Brindc acktowledged :hit the Current year cot vas sri:ere because of
the coisitsents to continuing czants: and that lewel or reduced funding
would affect ,444.a biomedical research. Over several years, the inpactof redcceS budgets could he seYere and the curFent ;cm:. of S000 nev
averts each yea: could act be met. He offered no solutions.,The.,
bepartnent is not tlanninu for drastic teloonses'to the mrciTied budget
reductions, e.g., e"-"-ation-vf an :(1A'4nstitatei Oecanse of the low
liSel.thood ,that such a ste; would be 'sustained. ,,
;emertmezt of Zefe-se., Tr*: a cross--agency gersrective, there is
little likollOcci thit teduetnons .n'tasi'C' research funding vill be 6Offs4.4, holly or in parc4 nY In'cneases in DOD.fundinc for basic'research. :he reasons inclup the unguenessofle' DOD mission encl.:,
nor. heavily, the stworalApa:4-o? consttainet_spending that :op nov
wishes to recout.,:7C0 increases vill be 4crutihiced ny tongress;
fcrthor, suet-air:tn.; bgsic research under the comblned oressure, of
antict;ated reouctionstio che rate of grovth,of the DOD budget and new
or-rntensified develogmeamotipgrans will be difficult.ale
Dther A"ceasler

A

It els no:ed that che effetts ol the costs extend nOt Only to the
innediste ;Ines of the ;larger, sore visible.%5 agencies,,but may'bein fact, are% -- 20;* seie:e dor the soller

age:tales; fcr-examp1., a
prorosed SO rercent reduction in S2A's : search budget; a 15 tercentcut in IOAA's budget; antic forth. A :tenger is that in'the effort, to
restore funding f,or the nore groolneit't-eroarch agencies that those ".severe cuts in the snaller, less visible agencies-nay be sustained.

:t eas Also noted that sone research 1 the rsul2%of
-71.c-4y:wicking" emu say n4 lost through 'eat seem, on first order, to benon-research cuts. :his riggybaeking Is ;sr .cularly illustrated inthe social sciences; democzs- 1.01f5ios. icondoists in asseabling

.4.
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titional asonomi: :occults,
iltsr,opol.octets is tate:national exchange

Programs. 5:4 sc fort-, depelC ol
o;rer. programs as tte framewor !or

:telr resetrct :$ activit.es ate redacel in scope, the

affect st social science research wi:: be severe.

TI-e'affects of federal audget
-- namely :he proposed

,Senteaser Levels :- can be examined is several Jays: by the effects os

t.". basic r4icarct enterprise,
per sep by the effects on natiosa2:

Coals, incl.:din; national secaritf.
isr,roved productivity, availability

of adequate :timber of scientists ass eigineers, and by the atility of

the indastrial 34: entea/or to offset redactions is fedora: 2&D work

It! strPort. :hese, asd many i:U.1er effects wer4
addressed by many of

tZ'e ccsferees. A nJober"of Oi ma:or poists made by conferees are

soma:as/red itelow.

=ells 22, sne ef,11. Elterorise

American sciatce, especia;ly its
basic research comps:telt! is mot.

.1.70:aised'as otteraili health!. i.oyever;, sliPPage has teen ta<ing

;lace is :rete years. Tta: is revea:ed is Several Jals, suc!", as the

ar Ion. /1s-a-vis other
reseaott nations, .of the historic Americas

leas rshis is lign energy physics ild is astronooy. irttally so part

-of a . cadal strategy for space sFience research prepared is 1975 has

seen d le. X-ray astro.nomy may in future years be dominated by

observa icsal'wor'A cf Zuropean atd .7.apanese Astronomers. :the.: natioss

will se nding missions to :alley's Comet: the Z.S. will not. :n

tios-ese cy p.ysics. isrcpeans are 'leading in reporting experimental

reso;:s. as!, witt-the money invested is sew Soropeas facilities, tha:

domisaf.ce .1:: contis4e as! prosably :n ani case", tte

isplicetiots af. reductiols Is basic research support need to be faced

4arly. S.:stained reductioss over several years :ead to a :ajar

'thas:e in Yse position vis a vis Suropeas nations and :aPas.

Some particapaSt, in the,corference
dtd not sSere tte view that the

research ste:prise as generally 'seal:Sy asd stressed that it Ls zo7e

dragile than plalners is .astisotcs
They further cited the

claiitt of life is tte laboratory here asd the contrast In laborasori:

conci:icns and resources is she :sited States ;is-sr-v.1s .

.3.4.roce. :he OehavIcr of ste fundis; agencies is another ildicatoricf

Pret:ems for ts4,:esetron est,Ofprise.
S4staised 4nderfasding of "

research has :any ramifications.
:ne:ourcome, given prospectr for

furt7'er rediac----S is s.:ccessive
4.scal years, Is cohservatiss in .

fatding ettensed
established operations may do tester; new,..

OecPle will Se detied procramt aso lost. it is a of:sconce:tics. st:saY.

:sat 4s:es:ire:cos .hcse
fusding ts sicipped for a fey years can then'

some,tacA.
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JA
Soar agencies by 'dirt.. of fheir misiiots are more vulnerable to

current end future re;uct,ions. For exaMple, isr, ulth most of itt money
allocated for grants, haS-'less''lrx"."-y In reSnonding to cuts than
'does :35:, uhion conducts a more heterocenecus redearch Prograo, one
that includes not only basic science but also development and
demonstration nrograms. +hile there is greater flexibility in some
agencies, there are also :rest pressures to continue Investments in
large Scale demonstration plants. :hese pressures dill iievitably
affect those agencies supporting longer-term research.

Sox* at the conference strissed the 'multiplier effects of budget
cuts, statin; that the system vas in many days taut., that small
changes, 4; or loud-, in funding had nronounced impacts on ill aspects
of research, finding for procurement, man;o4er and training, and so on.

lista-chelletilS-1.10 -he Daneoe is done hY =he
smatches" betdeen the dynamics of government actions and the tine

constants of the research systes. Itvernnent budgets change
drastically, In amounts and vithin aonths. The nAlic research system
penerally operates in considerably loncer4time frames, typically
severll years; that is, the.time needed to conduct an txnerimental
Orogram, to Ccnst:oct Zarge facilities, to develop research teams that
can ;rook harmonicusly and effectively, for a oraduate student to
coaplete a thesis. when aismatches occur between the timing of budget
reductions or redistributions and those time constants of research, the
effects can me severe -- in sunk costs lost, in incompleted theses, in
aborted car'rers in science and engineering. :he majority of research
perforsers have no reserves; universities have leiS funds to support
transitions betuen ;rants.. :he results are severe dislocations uhen
mrecinitate 'budget changes occur. Leverage effects are a consequence
of. these mismatches; that is, relatively small cuts havlac greatly
magnified effects, in research productivity and in tine lost.

Instrz'Ten*a-'2.n. :nstrumentation of research universities is nog in
:mitt had's:tape, dith apparently no imzediate prospects dor relief.
Students are using onsolescent equipment. 7he first of several efforts
over the coming years inilhded to reduce this problem, a ;75 million
request by the 3SZ, vas delited In the :larch hudoet. An interagency
effort to share tn. burden of instrzmentation ftading hat prodsced an
agrfpeoont among lecartnent and agencies that the instrumentation
nroolem is serious; but, :factIlse cf funding pressure, the outcome of.
an? Pronosed hudgetary imitiative is i; doubt.

lanmgair. :ho decline in the nupoer of Ph.O's in physics is
of difficulties in the research syszer., ttven than, at tne

;ban:rata level, training and education commingle dith hasic research.
:espite a rouoh doubling of,tne ;17? (1572 dollars) since 195Z and a
substamtial increase in the dorking age ponzlation, the nu.tver of 9h.O.
Craduates in 'physics decline in the near future to pre-srutnis
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littees. :tat declite dl:ect:i afftet t.te country's natiOnal

securiiy, that is, in havf-o si'''-'.nt scientific and technical talent-

to oevelor oi teietse tecnnologies. .-

1:' tralnInZ Tra.;:01 -ill :e cesizer schstantially. foreoeer, the

movernten: tas to rai tc cope diik-the alreacy evident decline to the
numher of ;',f1IG:1214 training to: a nasio 0: clinical research career.

:iota: kite; the conference, the-iSF fello.shop sumport programs -4ere

reinstated by Cdf. in,the TY '2482 rig,last.;

Zte tudoet red.xtions are alreaAr severely

affectimz tte national,ltmorttor.tes. Siven future some

lahoratories la4 L-e vootzal:y dosoantled or creatly reduced. :nizue

canaItles nay be icreversitly damagec; this, thesmantlinq of
rrcortss in plan-etizy science ray impoverish the Zet 2romulsion '

laboratory , even thouch :PI has ;tight the zorId a lesson in quality

control. -:he role or the national laroratories needs examination,

imcladtno ttte natice s gut/ity of tnet: ttsic research that is done

and their relations vith the research universities.

;=-tctE za_la=1;.- ;,211r1:_n2:

Sesea:ch -- haste Jon in the,natural, social, and ince:Ito
sciences-- is toe sa:o in-vestment in the future use of its

:t$CQCC,03, loSt .:1:fitl; 10 ;r0vIdlf.g !Irtlie =06,-ne4

tichnolcgles .110 t!.e, valne of tecreasin;:y restofC.ted

resources. .1!2/Cto adequate investments tz intellectual capital, there

may he contintln; artsInn in the'country's atillity to compete

intertaTional.y I- lion :eon:to:coy :he rea: ,:r.myth of U.S. =random; of

hastc resea:: over a :en-yetiperiod tas heen less one.: that Od jn;an,'

.4st ;C:oany, tn: :tta on ex'zenoitures for research and

deielopsent in tte countries, s.ct as th04.4entaired in

SOlenre * o:r, were zited, aad si;:ortec w:th firtt-hahd

noservItions, :7 stry and acate'llc.rartizipants. Several

conferees stressec tnat futare International commetiti/eness reqaired

acre. not ...inn, Inlestoent IA nesea000 04 the oovernteet and hy

intidtry. A conin.et 4:ov of trained lel:over f'or f.Saustor and'

versities requ'zes a overnmettally suprorted research effort

:here src,a:t he coll,theration het.een tove;n'tent, tte znove:sttles,

an: trdostoy:
totitudieal chances ..,eze necessary to a more

2! collar-oration. 'e,t tax measures recez:ly enacted

+LI: help. tft, :hen zonsit4ring hoth ;tavern:tent and iedistry

investmett, it s:ocll te :cert. in tilt "that the oroportioe of tte

lational ten; ttoecoe: to ?..E:2. Is deo:Ing In the !.!etted

States it,compacison to 'S0^4 other industriefnationi.
Tilationshims of tte hddoet actions to dedense and_ostocnal secn:Ity, ,

:ere od to t!-e con!eoses. ::te effect ot' sosa-nec'tiont

tddnets In hanLd zeseat.t., oannc.e: availahl:-t: and the aenertl

ceo4ledre ttse on t;e\Attoot he ;rondo:toed.

.4
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Indistry coinles directly to tte basic re'search systen in its
rolcstn dith the heal", go.4-s,e etzcation; that is, in assuring the
tozziniing prod 4-- of people trailed it resettoZand dully
ooVversant .ith °----ers of f,ndsmental sciezce.

a tumber cf specific agreeoents betdeen ;articular
4niversities and industries exist o: are being arranged, the amount of
support ty industry for ace-deals research particularly ado university
dscatica generally is lixely to be ,4'-ed. :hus, a tripling Ale: the
next decade of. Ind4strial support cUrrently directed to uolvers.t/-----
nese,: research moo::: aiout equal the proposed federal cut in ?ED
finding to: one lett. :here is no indication that Industry can oh-wIlL
have t!lit capacity tc substitute for the covernment's historical role inthe support of oasic research. :t Is A misconception to believe that
the scale of changes being proposed in tte federal fazding vill be
offset by Indust:vs activity on camptisas or in its own laboratories.
Further, it snould te .Cipt In mind that industry will likely focus its

,Incroased support of research in universities od a few fields or
disciplines, such as electronics aod geology.

DECTSICNS:tNYOLMG :HE SE: Con:UNE:Y.

As a /lost princiPle, the conferees agreed that several years of
red4ctions in basic research funding vill be damaging. However, given
:mkt overall cafgetary reductions VIll occo: In TT 1982, the issue Is

to manage budget redistributions as to protect tts basic
tosearch system.

A numger of the attendees at the conference asserted that a process
or dial.etme needed to be restored to t!'e budget process. The root
issue is oarticipvtion t! ::112 scientific community itself in the
decisions tsat aro :ale; A teasurt of due process is needed. 8ariogthat, .e will get second-rate Science, second-rate technology, and
oecooe a 'second-raze docld rover, said one participant. The problea to
cc faced, it vas noted, is that the research system is nov entering a
tegative pr'r...th cycle. Hod can de set to prod.mtivity in research in a
Period of..c.tromic negative grovtn7 el

There is again a 'mismatch problem: netween t!..a day-to-day, often
ctisis envitonmInt of gov,ernnental decision narti:17 anll the ability of

. the scientific community to mobilire and to prepare consentient
advice. ".:hativer -he d'ff'--'"es advice and judgments -- on :he
quality of programs, relative importance of nifferent fields and

1,....,subsets eitian fields, and so foriS -- are critical. NASA, for
..exa*Mple, deeds advice -- political and sried-$'"- -- as to what sort of'
iostitut,lot it shoul.g, te. Toter agencies, such as, DOE, don't $iave good
Standar-1i as,C what to sopport. For example, how many fellowships
s?oold there,be and in dhict fieldly

$
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E'or Its ;art, t-e ;esear:- t: needs s ","e-,rnotice of
lett:rt.:es fro: ore+.iis ruoretarf t: to allow rorrectIo-s.:Ln tte

h.,:trar of trao,:ate altents aczerted, faroltJ OosIt-rts cfferet.
gzrctaset, ta:or exteriments, and so on. :oes tte

goetrnteht, for extlole, relleve ttat "cri's.ts ounce:Ito," similar to

'the re;.seo _sa,ea :_m'Ses.tember, 1.11 rec.:: for several Yealts.3,

Zr all, what is teedeo is j n itteract.t/ , continuing exchange of

is:torsi:Ion between tnt controm nt's ftscal and sclence colic! offIcers

atd tte scien-.'-- and encIneering rommunit . lo adequate reCbenIan to

accoar.I.sh tnAt 104 ex.:V:5. AS a corollary there Is now no apoarant

.to manage "an order:: retreat" fro= t'e .resent RE: effort, In Iteg

-of "brote forre" methods. ;s an examole, can finds be set asIde to
rctvIrilifor ter=,tnation of ;rants, wnIch, dnIle s=all In amount, would.

lesse- the dIslocatIons of a translt:on, uten It occurs, !rot f4ll

fandlni to no 'funding' '

As to taCtIcs, One way to conserve finds for L'aSiC research, to

t!:* nter:rise, say be to cotbIne 'eh* toparnoen:'s retreat fro=

levelottent and de=onstratIon programs -- those e"-^-s that tr.:vete

sector snould dc, exce;tin; tzose that are lo costly and, long term,

sarn tzsIon, :mat ir.dastry catt:bt su:oort them -- ..ttn Increased

f.:ndlo; for :as::: researco.

$ovesber -;31

* *
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SiATEMENT

The conference on ressearch and development was a meeting on
October 26-27, 1581, of. about 100 university officials,
laboratory directors, industrial research ex,ecutives, scientists
and engineers, and individuals experienced in public policy, who
were drawn together at the invitation of Dr. Frank Press,
President, National Academy of Sciences. The conferees met to
discuss the impact of the prospective budget reductions proposed
by the Administration upon the Nation's scientific research

pabilIties. Officials of the Administration discussed,their
proposals with-,the group. ObserTirs from the statt of the
Congress and the press were present. The conferees i:ached
consensus on the following:

The problems of the economy - inflation, higth 4nterest
refsrates, industrial stagnation - have eroded arch and.

cr

deveropment just as they have impacted other sectors of our
society. The participants in the conference understand that
the natign must pass through a period of restraint in public
expend/tiros. Tiet the proposed reductions in the
Presi,dentes September or Fall Budget will do irreversible
damage uhless longer term research, in ebntrast to
development and demonstration, is protected.

It is the view of the conference that continued sound
investments in research and development by the Federal
Government are essential to our national goals, including
public welfare, a strong national security, and a enewal of
growth in productivity. Much of our economic growth over'
the list three decades is directly attributable to research v
and development that has been supported by botB government
and industry and ev,en earlier investments in research. ,
Because of the importakt relationship between research,
technology and increased productivity, the expressed goAs
of this Administration for a strong economy and improvfd
national security demand more, rather than less investment
in basic research. Yurthermore, the intrinsic relation '

between the performance of basic research and the training.

of scientists and engineers makes continuing strong support
necessairy to prevent tutors critical personnel shortages.

o

s
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3, Within the cirrent support by the govern:meth of research and

development, nearly $40 billion, less than 15% represents

basic scientific and engineering research. Support of

scientific research is a public expenditure from which ell

sectors of'society benef,it. Basic science is a'tong-term
investment, and depends op government support. There art no

significant sources of support for such a collective benefit

which caii replace the Federal Government.,

-o
Instability and abrupt changes im funding have severe

effects: research teams are broken up; investments in '

experimente involving large facilities sucf: as accelerators,

spacecraft, oceanographic' liees'els and other instru4ents are

poorly used. The continued flow cif new rtsearchete into

our industria.X and university labOratories is be'ist

saintpined by their stable and continued participation in

university based graduate research.'

.0" Because of low investments in research over a decade and

high inflation, many fields of science are new especially

sensitive to decreases or increases in funding. The

conference urges that the 96 vernment plan carefully for the

support of the natural sci4Dces, engineering sciences and

social sciences, and protedlifFiluch plans from abrupt change.

In the March budget riNksions the Administration recognized
the general, long accepted principles of the Federal role in

support of,eesearch and 'development. There is special

concern for defense and renewed growth in productivity.

-he proposed reductions in the President's Fall Budget

Program would establish a6-overall,percentage cut in all the

,various budgetary accounts: The conference strongly
recommends instead that the' Administratign and Congress

should:

View research and decelopMent across the entire,

government, making budgetary adjustments or

reductions that maintain the basic sciences by

reallocating funds between research and
development;

77't
- :netruct Departmtnts and Agencies to maintain
'the strength of science in agency budget
allocations.:
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- Direct a larger pact of the increased budget for
national security to the funding of basic research
that is essential to the maintenance of that
security;

- Recognize that the scientific base of the nation
has suffered a decade of little or no growth and

' must be strengthened in order to maintain
coapetence in the nation's laboratories;

Recognize that education in the sciences is
inextricably linked to research and continue
graduate'studemt support through research grants,
felloihips, and traineeships;

- Recognize the need, to revitalize the
instrumehtation and !stifles base on which future
scientific and technological advance depends.

Those principles should be,applied to the budget for 1982
. -and beyond.

o A much strengthened mechanism is needed through which the
scientific and engineeking communities advise on resource ,

allocations and analyze the impacts and benefits of various
shorter term and longer term budget strategSes for
government investment in research and development.

It is timely to initiate an, analysis and evaluetiOn of the
institutional system for the support of research and ,

developmeht including the distribution of resources, the
continued need for some facilities, grant mechanisms, etc.
There should be input into this review from the scientific
and engineering communities in universities, the national
laboratories and industry. Further,,review must look across
Departments and Agencies to achieve the most,productive
allocation of resources.

The strength of the nation depends on the continued supply
of scientists and engineers. A large number of the best
young pedple must be attracted into these disciplines for
Careers in industry, the government, and universities.
eolicAes at all levels of government to insure the continued
flow bf scientists and engineers must be developed. The
education of the nation's youth in science and engineering
recuires priority attention not only by the rederal
Government, but also by citizens and officials at the state
anelocal levels and,also by the private sector.

The growing relation between universities and industry are
laudible and the nation can only benefit frt.., these
partnerships. Yet such a relation cann el. become a
substitute for the strong governm4nt-university paotnership
ih support of basl,c research which now 04iSts. Th.
industrial members of the conference strongly support the
continued investment ih basic reseerch by tne gove vment.
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Astronomy anci Astrghysics

What is the'n'ature of the universe?
How did it originate? Is it expanding, 'contracting or in

a steady state? How large and how old is it?

Is there intellig'ent_life elsewhere in the universe?

bliat are the matter and energy mechanisms of stars --
quasars, pulsars, black holes?

What is the nature of a solar flare' How is the energy stored
and how is it released?

How do planets evolve and what Are the cormon processes
that shape the environnents of the Earth and the planets?

r,

How does the material-pervading the universe collect to torm

complex organic molecules, stars, and'galaxies? Research in

this area can provide increased understanding of fundamental
natural laws and the origins of the universe.

410
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shjy29f al.: Social

1That is the nature of intelligence?

How do we think?

What are the individual and cumulati've effects of
lation on domestic productivity? ',This research will provide4
sound technical basis for'assessin; the benefits and cost of
proposed, as well as existing. government regulations.

What are the factors contolljng cognitive development? for
example, t w can the large number of component processes involved
in reading and understanding a paragraph be characterized? Research
on this question should provide new knowledge onqte PrOcesses
involved in reading and comprehending text. Such work is moor-

('

tent in providing a basis for improving the techniques for teaching
people to read and comprehend.

t -

What are the rechanisms responsi6le for sensory.signal processing,
neural merbrane phenomena, and distinct chemical operations of
-nerve Junctions, Research in these areas will extend knowledge
of perception, behavior, and the chemcal functioning of the neivous
system.

What%are the factors -- social, economic, poliAical, and culture --
wnich 3overn population growth, High pdpulation growth rates in
the de, aping countries impose an economic burdZn which too often
etce*d th ains m)de by development. Social and biomedical
reealch on fe, efficacious, and culturally acceptable contia-
cept6S ould herefore be of great benefit.

4
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Biology and MicrobiolOgy

./.
Can we discover;a011...v.axal agents to combat viral diseases?
The developnent of such drugs woUld have as large an effect
on mankind as did the discovery of aptibiotics.

What are the mechanisms by which cells repair damage to their

genetic material? This information will provide a better

understanding of how the cells minimize mutations as rqfult

of normal and iMposed environmental stress.

How do cells change during growth and development? Advances

ihd understanding in this area should provide insights into
the development of cell specializition and, perhaps, the aging
process.

What are the molecular mechanisms by which genes are regulated
to produce specialized products, and. what new infbrmatidn is

required to exploit the new DUA recombinant technology? This

work may lead to improved knowledge of gene action.
\\

Can microbiological research develop organisms which can convert
crude organic materials, such as conmon cellulose, into livestock

feed? Th bility to convert common'cellulose to feed-stock

would signifi ntly increase the availability of high-grade

animal protein human consumption.

What predisposing fac rs govern cellular differentiation and functio

in plants and animals? ccessful reseatch directed towacis this
questron can provide an un.. standing in plants of factrs responsi- .1

ble for drought tolerance ancl. inter hatdiness and.in animajs ..the. -

mechanisms govetning the'develbp nt of fat and lean tissue.

What are the mechanisms by which home 1 substances regulate grodth

anCreproduction in plants and animals? nswers to this vital ques- 4

tion could help solve many perplexing prob MS, e.g., conception

and embryonic mortality in animals and contr 1 of Post-harvest

*pening of fruits and vegetables. .

In our ee6-system affecting man and animals, how o microorganisms

gain resistance to antimicrobial drugs and what m chanisms affect

the maintenance and transfer of such resistance? Research to provide

an understanding of bacterial resistance to druo4 used in their

control is_essential for the protection of human and animal health.

*
th
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What are miichanisms withinetody cells hich provide ininunity
to disease? Research tn how cell-medigted immunity engthens
and relates to other knolin mechanjsms is needed more adequately
protect humans andTbnimalS from disease.-

,

How can genet.ic improvemencof crops for impoved performance
under stress conditions be accelerated? Research is needed to
identify, more rapidly, useful gene ,sources ?Or increasirig
photosynthetic efficiency and resistance.to environmental
stress.

What are the sical and blochemic.al factors associated with
secondary cambi differentiation? The secondary cambium of a
tree divides to fornS identical cells which are capable ,of becoming .
either phloem or xylem cells. 3tudies at the Uorth Central
Experiment Station are directed toward identifying the physical
factors and biochemical signals which direct cambial development
And difflerentiation. Such information will provide essential
clues on the formation of wood.

How,can utilization of the forest resource be enhanced through
manipulations at the level of the pliant cell, and througli single-cell
biodegradation? Tree cells can be stimulated to produce oleoresins,
natural biocides, sp cific carbohydrates, and Organic acids.. --
Cell morpho,ogy suc as fiber length cv be altered to affect paper
properiies. Sngef.cefl protein, hydetcarbonsoacids, vitamins,
steroids, and alcoh ls can be produced through biodegradation
of tree components.

Can tbe microbiology of the gatrointestinal tract of ran and animals
be controlled? Researth on thil -important question is needed to
understand the contribution of microbial activity to general health
and its ffect upon nutrient utilization.

What are the quantitative differences between minimurn human
requirements for nutrients and those amounts needed for optimum
physical, behavioral and mental fuktions? Research in this area
will contribute to the attainment of maximum physical fitness
and 4longer, more vigorous, productive life.

ala

-
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Combustion is ide ttfan recorded history, yet it is poorly

understood in ient tic terms. It is important that better

t

understanding ach eved for all aspects of combustion, in

order that ou fossi, fuels can be used with maximum efficiency
and,RinimnaerseempaCt on the eniironment.

i

To what ester) can Pser-induced chemistry be used as a practical.

synthetic to' / Research in this area could lead to processes

for preparir purelproducts with a low energy input and low

environrnenta ideeffects,
,r

For many ap,lications, solar energy is impractical because sunshine

is interm) ent, 6nd energy storage is wasteful and expensive.

Basic rese ch it needed to develop ways in which sunlight can

produce St rableffuels. *One possibility is to'fnimic but improve
on,photosytithet4 Processes: with emphasis on increased efficiency

and produ Is sinipler than carbohydrates. Another approach is the'

use of suillghtto promote reactions which decompose water to

hydro9en nd orcYgen.

The liqu factioh of coal is currently done by converting the complex

coal st cturetto simple molecules, then re-combining these into apj-

propriat fuel. The process is capital intensive and energY

wasteful% Relearch is nBeded on means to transform the coal into

useful ! iquid'fuels by a more direct route. This will, involve

much gtiater insight into the structure of coal and its reactions ''..-

dur/ng the transformation process.

H
,:,(

A do catalysts work? Research on this question can lead to more

.

econoaical ways to produce hydrogen and to convert coal to useful

lige' s and gases.

What i
i
s the chemical basis of life? Where and how did it originate?

4s alarbontbased chemistry a prerequisite for life/ Does gravity

play :i sigrttficant role in the development and maintenance of life?

(Cansimple 'chemical reactions be discovered that will generate
visible radiation? .The results of research on this question may
lead:to inexpensive lasers for communication and industrial uses.

Can new homogeneous catalysts be prepared that Ail catalyze

chemical processes important to the chemical industry? Research in

this de,eacould make it possible to make specific molecules needed

in industrial processing techniques with minimum energy expenditure

and without the creetion of unv.antedmolecules that may pollute the

enVironmeiPt. .

How dd erizymes work? This research should help discover how enzymes

selectively catalyze and contrOl the chemical reactions carried

oirt by living systems. The results of this research should extend

knowledge on how to synthesize molecules in.living,cells.
-- ,

I

Nhat mechanis.as of herbicidal action, at tht cellularjevel,

iferes onsible for weed-killing effectiveness? Understanding

these mec s is essential to improylag technologies for

reducing the $6 billion ar,..ial crop losse. caued by weeds,

To what degree can conventional celical pesticides be replaced

by novel chemicals such as pheromones and 'insect growth regulators

for forest insect pest suppression? Developmert of such chemicals

would profide means of protecting the timber rexource with minimal

adverse environmental effects. .

10
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Earth, Oceans and Atmoipheric Sciences

At what r4e will atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations
increase as a result of increased use of fossil fuels? What
effect will increasing carbon dioxide levels have gn climate?
How will this change the glogel social, economic.and political
structure? How_might the'impact be mmeliorated?

Can a'predictive capability be developed regarding geochemical

traniport processes in the accessible regions of the earth's
crust? Successful research directed toward this question would '

have major impact on expansion of the Nation's resouree base, and
would be of vital importance in resolving waste (nuclear and
non-nuclear) problems,

What is the nature of climate? What are the processes that
control climate? How far into the future can you predict it?
Is our cljmate warming or cooling? How far in-advance can you
predict-weather, climate? Is there a relationship between climatz

olar activiey 'end, if so, what is the physical connection?

What are the physical processes that govern climate? Greater
undeAtanding of climate could aid in the prediction of,climate
changes and allow time fmor measures to offset their impact.

'To.Ahat extent is the stratospheric ozone affected by contamination
of long-lived, gan.made chemicals? The results of this research
are important to man's survival and to the future of ma,* industries.

,What iso the petroleum potential of the continental slopes and the
adjacent ocean nor- beneath deeper waters? This work IA helping
to identify the re$ource potential of the ocelot's floorbeyond

'the OCS.

9c.i do organtsms in the deep sea influence the productivity of
the ocean? How will they react to sea floor duNting and mining
activities?* Answers to these questions will aid iwassessHig the
future of the ocean as an Important food source and should also
provide'bpseline data on contamination of the sea.

Can research into the processes by which mineral deposits were..
formed in the earth's crust be sufficiently aided by deep ocean
floorinvestigations so that mineral resources can be more ef61-
ciently loeated on land or sea-bed? Resdarch which would improve
the success-rate of exploratory efforts could be of'considerable'

, advantage.

Uhat,improvement.in underitanding of oceanic and atmospheric
.

effects op climate can be gained by, increased use of sophisticated
technology, such as satellites, in observing atr/sea it,.eractItons?

Air/sea tnteraction%is particularly,important in pursuing the
promise of regional seasonal climate prediction and in determining
the role of the ocean as the major abso..er of atmospheris ca:bon
dioxide (with implications for the fossil-fuel enerek future).

Slat physial processes gover; the interaction between high energy
pluzelKand the.ambient atmosphere? Research this skea is needed ,

to fmprove!fir pollution models and.forest fire forerasts.i
0
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Economics

'III

h:sint.t4e:;?nomtia:2ecil2ical la)o.nctu_it rcsav,i11::;gy

7 ialurfa7

-s

are the potentials for pe'r capita energy° saving, and improved

els of lfving for alternatjve sizes and population densities
of comaunities in the United States? . .

Despite continued long-term real economic growth in the Unieed

Staten, why are many rural areas chronically depressed?

.
What changes in policy at the Federal, state and local level
eon he designed to Increase job opportunities ill rural areas?
A team research,approach could provide a guide for changes in
policy and more effective use of rural development funds.

What are the fects on farm income and consumer prices of en____---

viroomental rul that pertain to fawning? What environmental

' benefdts result fq,mouch restrictions on farmers? ----

What is the potential'ior microbial production of useful complex

rganic compounds includiffg,food products? Economic microbial

pr esses for producing many-complex organic chemicals from waste

produ ts appear feasible. N

What are t individual and cumulatN;impacts of public domestic

feeding prog ms on recipients and t Nation's economy? The

annual level o current Federal programk is more tnan $7 billion.

4/sarch wi facilitate analysis of, alternative policy

\pro Is.

7
Now and how much is the instability of food and fiber product

prices accelerating wage-price inflation and so handicapping real

national economic growth? lbat gatfis in real economic growth

would result from alterntive'price mechanismst

What are the distributional effects of alternative economic gains

and losses?

Since the production time frame for timber is Much longer than

for most agricultural crops, the economic consequences from tr

policies in timber products may not be full ecades.

,I;ietter economic methodologies are or assessing the gross

national product, social welfare, and capital formation_in_de7

veloping countries.
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, Environmental and'Ecological Sciences

_ -

Can specific bioprocessing mettle e designed for removing

and degrading tOxic polly_tarcti in industrial,process ind waste

water? The benefit Id be reduction of such agents ous

gases,tprodug_t. of chemical feed stock, and im t,of water

qualit

the\ultima rying capacities of the terrestrial

biosph re?

What ecological factors and life-cycle phenomena
dispersion and population explosions? Resear

can lead, to ti", development of innovativ

nology to su, ement currenCbiologi_ cultural, and chemical

control .Js.

To what ent does ni
.layer and what are
nitrogen appli

-redu

, -What I e chemical composition of-preelPitation_and-dii

las matter and how does it vary with se

'qformati ill provide -basgkinr-data for-iirmasph-EFielnpu

nutrient cycligs d can relate to both point and non-

.of air pollution.
_

/

_

- --

What faceors influence.susceptibi of harvested plant nd
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osses represent 30 to 50 per o
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physics-and Biophysics

Can materials be found thit exhib t superconVtivity at room

temperature? Such a discovery wo ld be extremely important to

our energy needs as well as revolyptionize.all technorogy Using-

electrical energy, .1;

---
Are there fundamental building Inas in nature? Some recent

advances have been rade which in te that even the sUbnuclear

'Particles" are leot fundimental a4d rAher research is decessary

to, uncover the secrets of ethe nu eus.

How can considerations of second flaw efficiencies ke incorporated

into energy strategies Energy should be valued not by its amount

alone, but also by its therppOnaiMic quality. A significant

reassessment of energy economics 'may be in order.

How are the fundamental foroes of lature related? Four type-

are currently known: nuclear (strdhg), electromagnetic,

radioactive (weak) and gravitational. A deep connection was

reCently discovered between;the weak force and electro-

magnetism. Are the weak, the strong, and electromagnetic
forces aspects of a single unde lying force? Is it possible

to include the gravitational fore Is there just One kind

of elements y particle and one inportaQt force?

Does an island of stability" beyond the current periodic table or

"abno 1" stateS of Aclear matter exist? Thdse,specuIations can

be\tes ed and if found could have important consecruences for nuclear

,,,enetgy prOduction. .

..4"
Vhat'i the nature of gravity? Are there, gravity Laves, rd if they,'

exist, how do they propagate and at shat velocity?
,

What s the nature of matter? hy is matter and charge quantized?

\
1

What re the limits for communications use of the channel capacity

n t visible spectrum? Progress in this area could significantly

e a d the-capaci,ty of optical communication
systems, and since

th s systems use glass fibers instead of copper, their useevould

res t in tremendous monetary and resource savings.

Can m rowave technology or other alternative sources of energy be

safely nd effectively used to process and preserve food?, Food

process g and preservation account for nearly 5: of the nation's

consumpti n of fossil energy. Research could provide alternative

less costly energy sources and methodology.

1.

-
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r: FUQUA. Thank you very much, Dr. Press,-fora very ambi-us d ought-oiit program. I think in the inferest,2.pf timeand minate ny dUplicatiorOf questions it may-be appro-Priatk:to hear fro oil now, Dr. Stever, and I think many of the ques-
tions may ,appro . tey be asked of both of ypu. So welcome backagain this week. ou argettiig to be a resident witness. ,Dr Guy Steve is chairman e Assembly of Engineeriug of

'the National Res arch Council and cience adviser to Presi-dent Ford.
Dr. Stever, we a e happy to have you as a former director of the

National Science Fo ndation.

STATEMENT OF DR. IL GUYFORD ST VER, CHAIRMAN, ASSEM-
BLY OF ENGINEERING, NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, AND
FORMER _SCIENCE ADVISOR TO PRE IDENT GERALD R. FORD
Dr. STEVER. It iU a pleasure to be here. Ypu know we scientists

and 'engineers like, to'be quantitative" about !things and measure
things and we finally discovered that ja congressional hearing is
three science advisers long. You could lfve selected move.

Mr. Chairman, in the interest of tim to get to yolk questions, I
am goint to follow my prepared testirr4any, but I will leap quite abit. ;

Mr. FUQUA, MI three statements, t ose of Dr..Keyworth, Dr.
Press, rid yourself, will be made part OX the recofd in their entire-

Dr. ' TEVER. Thank you. I want io join Dr. Priss in those agree-ments that he made with Dr. Keyworth. I think thee are verystrong points of agreement among us, and I am very pie_ atDr. P ss made.them. I think the Nati' 's R. & D. structure is a
good ructure. But we are concerned w th the magnitude of that
struct re rather than with the structure itself.

The national R. & D. system has serve us well in the past, pro-
ducin the innovations that were necess ry to improve our health,
our andard of living, and our defen e. It. "s not a centrally
plann d. effort, though it is carefully observed and studied both,here d abroad. It results from', a myriad ofi separate consider-
ations nd decisions by many iidustrial corhpanies, large and
small; by Government departmen and agendi ; and by Congress-

7and Presidential- administrations. It has bern hammered into
r the decades since World War II.

guished leaders of research aria development in
onomies overseas have told me from time to

centralized planning and control in our
ate the increasing complexity and

t R. & D: affects. With that I
luralistic R. & D. pro-

shape
Several

centrally planne
time ttioat we needed m
R. & 161 structure, to accom
interdependence of l the matters
do not agree. I have always considered
gram of the United Statesas one of our, great -rengths. It has en-

quickly on disco eries and innovations, and to bri g new.i -iasnto

abled us to explore newly developing fields of sciecce, capitalize

the market. It tseé the initiatives and strengths of many, mariy-----_
minds approachi g problems from different points of view, taking
from those mind the best that they have to offer. Individual initia-

;
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ernment. When foreign leaders tell us what our technological
strengths are, they ,pick aircraft, they pick pharmaceuticals andhealth, they pick agrieulture products, and they pick computers.
The first three of those have been and remain primary places for
the iffvestment of Government R. & D. funds; in the last one, com-
puters, the government invested in the early stages and provided
an immense market. So let us not say broadly that our Govern-
ment R & D investments have been bad ones. We- have tO remem-
ber our past success and where we are winning at the present time.

It is my thesis that the total government support of research and
development is already too low; a further reduction will constitute
another blow to this important sector.

With respect to our international competition, though we onceled all developed countries in the number of R. & D. scientists and
engineers as a proportion of the labor force, with about 65 per
10,000 employees in 1967, this proportion dropped steadily untilabout 1974, when it reached a value more like 55. Since 1975 we
have increased this number slightly, but it is still lower than it wasin 1967.

In the Soviet Union the number dr R. & D. scientists and engi-
neers per 10,000 members of the labor force was well below theU S value in 1967 but has climbed steadily since. Some estimates
place the current tialue of this index in the Soviet Union at about
SO, which is well above the US_Ievel.- Soviet colleagues-will say

but.they still admit that they have morescience &technology workers, R. & D. workers than in the
United States."----- -

The numbers for Ve-St- Germany and Japan have also, climbed,
steadily and are approaching ourJevel. If_one.spbtracted the num-

rs of scientists and-engineers involved in_ military ft.--& D.,
Japan and West Germany do ve'ry little, onemould find thatboth more scientists and engineers pen 10,000 members of theabo r fOr an we do.

I

The fundis our national- & D. effort has. en shared overthe years by th n-Federa1 se mai ly -indu and theFederal Governmen ver since 19 so,t eand amongthemhave shown a st desire to red e the Federal . D., fanding load and inc ase pop-Feder I That in factsteadilrnecurred. In 67 indus su sorted le Tha&40 percentall R.1r- D In the_e ntry, and 0.41 ederal Gover
es kwut 60`percent.
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D funding.fruni pr ivate sources.; But I believ that trend must be a,
slow, steady trend, as it has been over the past 14 years.

In summary, I think that over the past decade and a half we
have neglected our research and development in comparison with
our commercial competitors and our military adversaries. I think
alsu that we have failed to establish the necessary climate for inno-
vation in using the results of research and development, with a
consequent reduction in the numbers of innovations the United
States has produced compared to the rests of the world. Frankly, I
think now we should be talking not about weakening our R. fz D.
resources, buf rather about some long-term plans to insure their
stable and strong support.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Stever follows:1
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STATEMENT (DP DR II GUYPORD STEVER, CHAIRMAN, IteiSSE1441BLIc'OF ENGINEERING,

NATIONAL RESEARM CAJUNCle
,::, o

Mr. Cheirman, members of the connittei: -,Thankyop for the oPp"grtunity to

testify today on "U.5. Science and Techtiology under fiudget Stress. I

° '
' )

t is generally recognized throughout the worldlth>hational hestfth,'

eco omit wellbeing, and defense dtpen6 strongly on science ind technalbgy.'
I

Startin from good base following,World Wsr Sty the United States has built

a trong reisearch_and ievelopment program with many competent people rrking

in wellequipped institutions on projects aimed at meeting the broad sp m

of gur nation's needs2 That program ha.,S,been the envy of other countries,

both developed and developing, and,has served as a model for many n'ational

research and 'development PregriL. Das effMrt has long been cOnsidered one

of our American strong points in ensuring,16'itkA economic progress ind defense.

before consenting on the impactof budget stress,pn this program, let me

,

give g 1981 snapshot of that research and development program. 'MD in this
r-

country iso bii business: almost 00 billion.this year. Ihe United States

spends almost oni'' ird of the world's R&D funds. About 47 percent of these'\

funds come from tft e federal government, and'49 percent'from industry;

w'universities and riorprofit organizations--mostly foundations--supply percene
t

each.

Private industry is overwhelmingly the nation's biggest performer of R&D,

using its own funds and half oi'tto government's R&D fUnds; government
1

o
laboratories spend (514,y 13 percent ,of the total, practically all from

'..iovernment iOurces. Universities spend 9 percent of the funds, again mainly r-

frOm the goveinMent; that 9 percent includes 3 percent for the federally

funded research and development centers (PFRDC's) administered by the
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universities for the government (laboratories such a; Los Alamos of the

Unwersity,of California, working in nuclear weapons, the Jet Propulsion

Laborato>iof California Institute of Technology, working in space'Illght

Draper Laboratories of )IIT, working in guidance and control). Nonprofit

laboratories:such as the Stanford Research Institute, perform 3 perCent

the work.

\.:

The chaiacter of eur work is divided among basic research, applied

research, and development in portions of 13, 21, and 65 Percent,

reepectively,e While there are no formulas for determining the proper balan e

among these three categories of R&D our balance appears about right

considering the average amounts-of the three c*tegoiies that go into al

innovations, large and mall; (Of cdurse, from innovation to innovation th re

is great variation in the percentages, but this is , -d average.)

; and

About orie-quarter of the nation's 2.8 million scientists *and engineers.

are employed in research and development. Those 670,000 R&D scientists and

engineer* are divided among government (10 percent); industry (71 percent);

universities, including the FMC's (12 percent); and nonprofits (4 percent).

Those, then are the dimensions of the nation's R&D structure. I think it

is a good structure. ,t has, setved us well in the past, producing the

innovatiOvs that vere,necessary ,to improve our health, our standard of living,

ind our defense. It is not a centrally planned effort, though it is carefully

obaerved and studied both l'iere and abroad. It results from a myriad of

separateconsiderations and decisions by many industrial companies, la:x.1e and

swill, by government departments 'and agencies, and by coniressel And
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Presidential administratxpns. It has been hammered into shape over the

decades since World War TI.
;'

Several distinguished leaders of research and development in cenhrally
-

Planned economies overseas'have told me from time to,time that we needed more

centralized planning and control in our R&D structure,' jo acvmmodate the
.

.
increasing complexity and interdependence of all the matters that R&D

,

s -

affects. With that I do not agree., rhave always considered the pluralistic
0

R&D program of the United States asOne of our sreat strengths... I still do.

It has enabled us to explore
ewly developinglields of science% to caiiitalize

i(

qUickly on discoveries and nnovations, and to bring new ideas into the market

place. It uses the initiative and strength of maiitTlimany minds app6aching

our problems iron' different'paintrof view, taking'from those minds the best
n

that they have to offer.. Individual initiative
a not stifled as it is whore

control is exerted from the top:

On the 4her hand, ihe subject of your

. the weaknesses of our decentralized R&D prog

often plan for five and ten year programs, a

weakness of our R&D budgeting in the past HO

II
I

with short-texm economic_and political

'.control the inputs o; fungp from the private

control funding from fecleral souTces.

)
.

caring, today may pinpoint one of..

am. Centrally planned economies

d they budget for them. A

Lem that expenditures rise and

ycles; the economic cycles

sector, and the, political cycles

0.

Host basic research in the physical, bi and medi,cal sciences is.

performed in universities. As one consequenT, we turn out graduates who have

1

lbeen,steeped in creative thinking. That i i'Yery importantladvantage of our
PO
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structure, for graduatem in science and,engineering who have not'been expose

to the atmosphere of university research mxss something cery important in

thext education. Our university research is high in quality; U.S. citizens

have received about half the Nobel prizes in.science since 1930: In the

umtversities, we, have performed the fundamental scientific research underlyi

the solid state in computer'i, nuclear power, genetic engineering,.antibiotics,

scientific,instruments, and many Other big business fields of today.

- Receiving most of their research funds from fedet:11 sources, the

universities are the most sensitive of our R&D structure's elements to cha ges

in federal funding, both long-term and short-term. There is a long-term

effect that has been cumulative in the universities;71Ii earlier days (two or

' three decades ego), universities in the Unied tates were the envy of

universities.elsewhere in the world. Their equ ent and facilities cou

bear coMparison with those of an.Yinstitution in olved in R&D. Today.

I

university laboratories and equipment are in many cases obsolescent, du to it

long-term decline, beginning in aboUt 1971, in th number of real dolls s put
---

into research and development by the federal gover ent; though this t end was

i

reversed in 1975, the increase has brought funding only back to about Oe 1971

,

vel, and most,of that ha's.been used for program xpenses rather th n
-

uipment and facilities. Way, our universities ere not well equ ped or

w 11 supplied with facili es to do the research j s before them.

Any proposed short-t rm drop in funds for univ rsity researc will add to

the effeits of the long-term di:op, apd programs wilt suffer. Al eady

universities are finding it difficult to attract an retain tal nted youni.

professors,,Xbose alaries are l.T4er, end whose research oppor unities are

/
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-

narrower, than they Would be In industry. This shortage of funds spills over

to students; illey have more difficulty getting thesis research support,

graduate fellowehtps, and scholarships. ,They also sense the fOweding of

morale ie,4iversity research, and they are quick to read signs that they may

be,e4ering fields where opportunities are not as great a4they once were.

There is another influence, f changing funding levhs'for universities.

Our system has developed a Weakness over recent decades as a result of the

increasing proportion of federal funds.in research support for aniversitte-s-

and theCorresponding decline in industrial funding of university research.

This concentration,of funding in the federal government has focused researth,

ilk . .

in' the universities on government missions--defense, health, weather, climate,

sptce, and so oreandaway from'those sciences and technologies that help

industry develoP their manufacturing processes and the technology for
...

efficient production. It has also lessened the interest of graduates in going

into industry from the Universities to work on.the innovation's needed for kn"

-)

expgnding and competitive economy. This shift of emphasis in universities,

away from industrial needs and toward those of government, has.been noted; in

recent yeart there have been many attempts to counter the shift, including

industry efforts to get closer to the universities and support more research
l ss,

and federal program* to put some government RO fundsjinto strengthening
...a

university-industry ties. Many of these attempts Will be affected by the

short-terM tightening of federal research funding.

'In out research and development structure, aliplieci research and

development are concentrated in private companies, which know their businesses

and customers and can manage the development of successful ideas, so as to

12.2
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acco ate thceconotatcs of th.!kusiness world. Government ac ions greatly

ndustrtirR programs. by treating a climate that, ens es industzly to _---------
apPlis_reset

rebes And pro e new products.

tor Lloyd_bentsen, Democrat from Texas, who recently

serwed as chaini.an of the-Join -Itiic-enctsit-tet of the Congress, his summed

. up heimportancel.-anndesctiiiiipape -entitle6, "Taxation, Research and

..

Deve'<ent." Me_ %mita, "ThliciVevissogent. in_research and innowation-

help forge tomorr,cw onoww.. irial innovation s at

the-c economic,. ell-beef:The United States and is a major

contributor to2con' influe-
stinslace-K predu tivity, -employment and the abilit U.S. prothicts to

compete in dome tic and world isarke He goes on_ to say"Through

investment, inve tive-indfl-ziduals--workiiig-independently of-for-a. -

he-f inanciallsirocingw ic enables --them_to--pursue-the ir

research and develoment- Inveitisent provides the facilities not only for the

actual research wo k, _but-also-fin= the plants and tools to transform the

- innovative ideas to a marketable product. And it ii investment through

education which quips individuals with the knowledge and skill to engage in

RAD work."'

During the last:decade and a half, it has become increasingly clear

that international,competiticie in industrial m'arkets is increasing very

rapidly. Some of the cffects are very cleart ur marketplaces are filled with

foreign-made poducts," sour of our most basic" industries have been devastated/or badly damaged in bo ,domestic and forek qarkets, and jobsare

-
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Industrial leaders,. eve Ire r cognized that the nationaf

concierltration on short-teni'gains, brought rt ly

by an avorable investment climate , has, pulled th
'4444444,44.

by. inflation and artly
1

..kals:jc,sefe-t-Ween ;ikon- and long-term gains in their cyal inv
-
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since. &One estimates place the current value .ndem lc:the Stn./let-

Union at about"80, which is well a . level.

Germany and Japan have
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' R&D. of which 3,7

have more scientists

w do.

climbed steadily and are a. . ch our
.

e numbers of scientists andrengineers involved
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There is simply no question that for the last-ct
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Mr FUQUA. Thank you very muc, Dr. Stever, for a very excel-
.

lent statement. Dr Press, if you would rejoin us. We will start the
questioning with the members who were not able to question Dr.
Keyworth, and we will begin with Mr. Ertel. /

Mr. ERTEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. .

Gentlemen, the science adviser for the present President, Dr.
Keyworth, hds indicated that we need to increase the quality of in-
strumentation in the research laboratories of the United States,
specifically in the universities. To show how he equates increased
instrumentation in those laboratories with an economic recovery
package, he believes that so how we are going to get greater do-
nations to these universitie for instrumentation by the private
sector. ,

I don't share that view. 1Maybe we will get some increase, but I
don't think it is going to s rve the entire purpose. And many of the
grants you get fr m indu try have strings tied to them, that they
want experimen a
other areas wi out funding. I would like to know your views on

tion doile in specific research areas, which leaves

whether or not* the approach of just giving tax incentives to indus-
try to help in the instrumentation of our laboratorie§, is sufficient,
If it isn't Aufficient, how do we go aboutincreasingnnd improving
instrumentation in our university laboratories, which seems to be
an estimated cost of, $1 to $2 billion, and the administration has
zeroed that ot4 in the Federal budget?

Py PRESS. I think industry is to be commended for what it has
-----at.tie in recent years and for its plans to increase contributions to

uni4ersity research including equipment, fellowships and direct
grants Recent tax' changes may- help, although there is some un-
certainty there. But the trend is in the right direction.
.1-1gwever, industrial leaders themselves .caution that they could

not possibly replace any reductions by the Federal Governmdit or
make up any deficits that have accumulated over the years in an
area such as instrumentation. As one industry leader said at our
October conference, even if industrial contributions to universities
tripled over the rest of this decade, that would be equivalent to
only 1 year's proposed budget cut on the part of the Government.
The atmosphere is good in terms of industry's recognition of new
opportunities in working with universities, the recognition of its
obligation to maintain the scientific and technological base and to
improve scientific and engineering manpower training, but we
have to be careful not JD overestimate the potential. So I agree
with the thrust of your question, that an important Federal initia-
tive to improve equipment, and research_ equipment facilities at
universities isstill very much needed. -

.Dr STEVER. I agree. Mr. Fuqua sponsored a hearing a year or
two ago on Government help in_ improving industry-university co-
operation, and several industry people, who in fact had started to

-increase their cooperation, said that when they started joint proj-
ects with academic laboratories they were astounded. The first
thing they had to do was to bring them up somewhere close to the
industry in their instrumentation. I think in the last few years in-
dustry has had a shocking awakening, the fact that our universi-
ties have fallen down very badly in instrumentatiOn.

.,
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one other e,stion. It occurred to
,t.t.stkring, he was talking abo t the

tiks 'Nersities as well fact tirat
t ,,Yruswsing a king new, young faculty ,Temb be-

impossible, sp wally in khe scientific areas.
statement: Ti1 Fekral Government is unlik ly to

cess eNen,tho gh it has a stake in the co tinu-
in nivers research and associated education.

Rec Stened to Lester Therow, who is an eco st He
as talki bout the cientif1cendeavor in the United States His

ory is that. e scientific people, both in the universities and in
sekol educ n, even just math teachers, are getting. such
reat,p runt in stry because there IS a dearth of people who

a quahfied, that we e 'losing the educational backup to train
othe eople.

His tfqr is that we are going,to be losing the future for science
education nd training new scientists. Then he Says with the in-
L.reasing Federal budget for defense, because our defense industry

so technvlugically oriented, that there is going to be even more of
ci dril on scientific personnel. The bidding for salaries will bring
people into the defense establishment, especially into defense-relat-

. ed technological industries and research and development.
So that the strain in the immediate future will be even more

, acute as far cis either training new personnel or in fact having the
people to train them, because there is going to be a drain. Also, the
people that remain in education will be even more expensive, be-
cause they are going to be demanding higher salaries.

No. 1, is he right? And No. 2, if he is right, how do' we combat
that problem? Because if he is right, we are going to be facing a
real crisis in the 1990'i. and 2000's for scientific personnel in the
educational field.

Dr. STEVER. I would like to start and make some comments on
that. First of all, we are in a free enterprise system, and there is no
question that the phenomenOn of more attractive salaries in indus-
try has affected hiring in academic institutions. Industrial people
recognize this, too, and a number of their efforts at increasing their
cooperation with universities are aimed at precisely this problem.
One proposal, for example, is that a young promising teacher could
be offered graduate opportunities, with the fees paid by a corpora-
tion as a loan, and that such a loan could be excused over a period
of years that the individual later spends in the,tIniversity teaching.
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"Yht-re....are appoint:Men and the
like bill I,do nut think 04 liose to sulve the pi lem
completely, and I do not thmIcrlt.lv pptitjn for personn
ip the --slefenie -Industries Competitlu-ti the ecfronis business
and a number of other commercial businesses is sosreat that you
are going to see that dranionersities coritintte Somethinghas
to be done

Mr ERTEL Me answer to the la-s't question that you _phrased to
me, that is the whole qtestion.

Dr STEVER. You know, ifvie- e going to use the Federal Gov-
ernment, which does tend to displa I- ear 'funfling cycle, it
might be good 'to start thinking of-it as a ga prob-
lem areas The universities are clearly such on area. They need a----------
scheme to raise salaries and to update their research equipment.

Being in a university has some advantages for a scientist. He can
pick his own field of research; for example. He has in many privi-
leges for being there, and lots of people would like to be there if it
weren't just awful in pay and research environment.,, Maybe we
should use our Government funding by pointing it a little in that
direction.

Mr. FUQUA. Mr. Brown?
Mr. BROWN Thank you: Mr. Chairman.
May I ask unanjmous consent to insert an opening statement?,
Mr. FUQUA.. Y,e6, without objection.
[The prepar61 statement of Mr. Brown appears on pp 3-4:]
Mr BROyyr4. Gentlemen, this is an issue I wish to bring up that

you haven t touched on specifically, but I note that within the last
few days the other body, the. Senate, has passed 'Measure aimed
at stimulating the health of research and deGelopment in this
country in the form of legislation to earmark a Certain percentage
of the Federal R & D. budget, which woukl be directed to small
business enterprises. I understand- that hag passed the,Senate with
minimum objection, and according to one of the press'reports that I
saw, the cost of this is not large, but it is projected to run from $3
to $207,million a year over the next 2 or 3 years.

Now, "at.the same time, expenditures are down for a number of
other initiatives aimed at stimulating small R. & D. business and
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eiiitn cooppration between business and industryfor exam-
ple, prov isions of the-Stevenson-Wydler Act have been, as we say
now, zero funded or zeroed out. Can we assume that this represents
a coherentThilosophy on the part of the administration, which is
supporting this new initiative to sont of let the lesser quality pro-
grams wIth.çr away and that this small business R. & D. set aside is
a high quali rogram that Dr. Heyworth referred to? Would you
concur in that sorLof an analysis?

Dr. PRESS. By and 1age I am not sure that set asides with fixed
percentages where you n -t spend the money in a certain way are
the most productive and effiti t means of conducting scientific re-
search On the other hand, the
try at the NSF is a good program.
viewed, and the budget grows or doesn
ity of the program. So the notion that mor

ram in support.of small Indus-
ems to be working. It is re-

epending upon the qual-
ederal spending for

research in small enterprises should be followe ik a good one, but
I think formulae requiring expenditures of a certaM ixed amount
each year would lead to programs that are not properly aldatëd
and may not be terribly efficient.

If we could dissemizate the NSF model through ot r'agen les
and have growth det rmined by program quality, that iould be the-
best way to capital' e on the enormous potential of small business-
es.

Dr. STEVER. I agree with what Erank Press has said. In the area
of small bdsiness, where innovative new products and research are
,going to/pay off, yoti in Congress should emphasize providing a
good climate for private investment. Private investment people
have a very good sense about what is going to succeed and what
isn't. Not a perfect sense, however, and I think.the Federal Govern-
ment should maintain some role, but I don't think the Federal Gov-
ernment is a good selector of the ones that are going to succeed. I
think you have a different weapon in your arsenal to emphasize,

'although I think some effort by Government is good, but not the
sole effort.

.Mr. BROWN. I am sure that both of you will remember, Dr. Press
particularly, that when the previous administration announced its
initiatives dealing with innovation and productivity, they were sub-
jected to considerable criticism for. lacking this component of tax
incentive that you are referring to as an overall,part of the pro-
gram to stimulate innovation and productivity, small business in-
novation and productivity, in general.

Dr. STEVER. I don't think that w,as Dr. Press'.fault, however.
Mr. BROWN. I wasn't implying that. I am Pointing out that he

would be familiar with the fad that there was that lack of empha-
sis. The question I am raising now is whether the new thrast,
which'calls for a new expenditure program, can be properly catego-
rized as a high quality, carefully targeted approach aimed ,at re-
placing the failed initiatives of past years, and I think that yoU

have attempted to respond to that.
, That is all, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Fucitm. Mr. Shamansky?
Mr. SHAMANSKY. Thank you, Mr.' Chairman.
Recently I read in article on the Op. Ed. page of the New York

Times, a thesis comparing the Japanese direction of investment in
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research and deelopment through their Ministry of International
Trade and Industry, called MITI, and comparing that with our Fed-
eral expenditures, which greatly concentrate on the Department of
Defense and the attitudes that the Department. of Defense takes
toward its research and development and the subsequent utiliza-
tion I would like you to comment on -the two if you are familiar
with it at all 'and are we really getting our money's worth with the
mode that we are using for Federal R. & D.?

In other words, with such a great concentration on the militery,
is that our best vehicle for so much of our research and. develop-
ment?

Dr STEVER. Let's never sell short the Department of Defense's
fine support for research and development. However, there is no
question that they' have had more success in their areas than we
have in some nondefense areas. You talk aboutthe Japanese com-
petition The Japanese did not in the beginning win economically
on the basis of great research. They used other people's research.
They went on good management practices, quality, teamwork, care,
dozens of things. Now they are changing, and you will discover that
the Japanese, in the economic competition, are beginning to win on
the basis of high technology and science. I don't think one should
be lulled by statements that say ;Japan is now beginning to ask
questions about how they can become R. & D. leaders in the woild.
They are R. & D. leaders in the world.

Mr. SHAMANSKY But my question then is, Are we wrong in pur-
suing, in discussing the great amount of Federal R. & D. when we
arejust folloWing the same,old pattern of R. & D.? - a

Dr. STEVER. We aren't quite. Don't forget that the Federal Gov-
ernment in the last decade and a half has reduced its emphasis on
military R. & D. pretty steadily. It has gone dow.n. to about 50 per-

. cent, whereas it was 70 percent a decade and a half ago. Our real
problem is that with the Soviet Union and other 'Potential adver-
saries we tend to be competing in the Military field, and we have to
match their strepgths. In the commerical field we tend to be com-

, peting with Weat Germany and Japan and nther nations that em-
phasize coinmercial competition. So we are compeSing with teanis
that sPecialize.

Mr. SHAMANSKY. Dr. Stever, your .comments lead me to my
second question. I made riotes during your presentation, and refer-
ring t o page 8 of your testimony, talking about theslimate that we
lia-ve here and you show a marvelous faith, it seems to me, in the
abilit'fJozrscientists and engineers to conceive innovative ideasand th omists and managers who understand the process and
can apply thoe ideas. It seems to me that you describe where our
economists and -Ina agers apparently haven't done the very,thing
you say that they bay ere. .

In other words, what go4does it do us to have greater produc-
tivity if we don't know what we are producing?

Dr. STEVER. I think we have thade mistakes in the past, but at
last we are getting alert. For a long time this country paid no at-
tention to inflation, which has been one of thehiggest blocks to in-
dustrial support of long-term projects.' This country hardly knew
about inflation un41 the mid-1970's and didn't do ,anything about
it. When I was sciene adviser, the OMB never permitted us tO use
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inflation factors whenwe put together our budgets. About 5 years
. ago the Government finally awakened to, the fact that R. & D.- was

affected by inflation. ,
I think there is a mood in this country that encourage-'people to

take the short-term approach, seeking payoffs over ektremely short
periods. This tendency has unbalanced us, and we are being overta-
ken by competitors who have longer term approaches So I have
faith in our system. I have faith in the actions of Congress in this
matter. In recent years, Congress has made efforts to analyze the
details an dynamics of this international competition and ha con-I
eluded th t we have constructednot by intent, but by defaulta
bad clim'ate, for industrial innovation. Now Congress is trying to
correct it. I think this is a great triumph of our system, and I hope
we stick to that couKse long enough to make a difference.

Mr. FUQUA. Mrs. Bouquard?
.. ,

Mrs. BOUQUARD. I ask that my opening statement be placed in
the record.

Mr. FUQUA. Without objections it will be placed in the record.
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Bouquard follows:]

.1

STATEMENT OF HON. MARILYN L BOUQUARD

This Is a niositcurious time, we are being told new things about the federal-mile in
science and tec ulogy that even raise questions about decades of successful federal
cooperation with dustry and universities In the area of energy policy we are told
there should be n federal R&D support of fossil, solar orconservation energy tech-
nologies The fed ral support of nuclear fission R&D is now dropping dramatically
despite all the A ministration's rhetoric to,the contrary about saving the nuclear
option In other lvilian R&D the federal government is pulling out-of proven part-
nerships with u4tistry which are so important to U.S. preeminence such as in avi-
ation which has en a vital elemenkor our inteinational trade balance.

I chaired a Sibcommittee hearing iust this week on the issue of electric energy
systems and storage where the AdminiS ration is simply telling us there is no feder-
al role in developing technology to trans 't or store energy.

This morning I am curious as to whethe present and past Science Advisors feel
that then- job involves a determination of the federal role in technology develop-
ment. If so, I am curious as to where the present science advisor has been while the
fossil energy R&D was being put on a "going`out of businese' curve and other
energy technologies, including nuclear, were beink,severely reduced Finally, I am
curious as to where all three gentlemen would stand on tVe issue of funding and
emphasis for magnetic fusion where the present Adniinistration seems to be inter-
ested in returning the program to a basic research phase.

I want to congratulate Chairman Fnqua for having this first in a series of hear-
ings on budut stress I can assure him that these trends in funding for technology
development are causing me extreme pain. Perhaps, the witntsses can relieve my
concern somewhat with some frank answers.

,..Mrs. BOUQUARD. Looking over your prepared statement, Dr.
Press, I notice the fact that you don't mention, the phrases '"tech-

, nology development" or "applied research" or the "D" in "4. & D."
I was wondering if the academy has interest in the Federal role 0
applied R. & a through its affiliation with*the National Academy
of Engineering. To be more specific, is there really any concern
about the Federal Government getting out of R. & D. in such areas
as aercmautics or fossil and solar energy? I notice this aspect was
not mentioned in your recommendations.

Mr. PRESs. I, think the Federal rqle in development is mixed. In
the areas of sphce, and defense the Government is the sole custom-
er. In certain civfl technologies which are extremely expensive,
risky and yet nationally imp6rtant, like fusion energy or breeder

a.
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feactors, which we may need in the next entury, private industry
would (end to underinvest and one mjgWt justify a Federal role.

Other areas, where one shotkld as the private sector to under-
take development rather than, the Government, are those charac-
terized by a More near-term 14arket orientation. The private sector
might be better in judging the market and the timeliness of certain
new technologies.

Certain developmental technologies that are appropri,ate for the
-Federal Government; other 'Federal developmental projects I be-
lieve, should be a responsibijlity of the private sector and the funds
thereby releaged used in su port of the longer terra riskier projects'
or for basic research.

Mrs BOUQUARD What d you believe the thrust of the Magnetic
fusion progfam should be?

Dr 17.11Ess I think fusio is an appropriate Federal developmen-
tal effort and could be an xtremely significant source of energy in
the next century It requi es a great deal of science and engineer-
ing to achieve Industry vill not make the necessary investments.
We are in a critical enexjgy position and I think development of
fusion is worthy of Federal support.

Mrs BOUQUARD I noticed that in the 1983reqUest by the admin-
istration, magnetic fusion is going to be 50 million real dollars
below our 1981 appropriat on. What do you thin-k the effect of till's
is going W be)

Dr PRESS I haven't seei the 1983 budget in this area so I just
can't say Within the whol fusion program there might be some..-
more promising approaches where You might say this is a high pri-
ority approach, there is more chance that it will work, we are
closer to a conclusion or break-even point, let's push our funds into
magnetic fusion rather than laser fusion. I am not recommending
this, but the overall notion of supporting fusion research is onethat I accept

Mrs. BouQi.D. Thank you very much, Dr. Pr ss.
Dr Stever, we are halppy to have you gentle en with us today.

You are apparently quite concerned about th health of Federal
technology development and applied research s well as basic sci-
ence What do you understand to be the basis Vor having the Feder=
al Government withdraw from these trach. ional roles such as
NASA has played in aeronautics and DOE and ERDA and the De-
partment of Interior have played in our coal R. & D. programs? Do
you really believe that industry is going to pick up this support?

,Dr STEVER I would like to build on Dr. Press' statement here.
There are certain areas in which the Federal Government has
played the major role in supplying funds and in which I don't
think industry can take over this responsibility. For example, I
don't think, that NASA's aeronautical role could be quickly picked
tfp by industry The life-and-death struggle of aeronautical compa-
nies around the world requires tremendous investments in big
facilities NASA has those facilities; it has used them wonderfully
and in cooperation wieh industry for a long time, in a perfect ex-
ample of the good kind of industry-Government cooperation. M4
Glic,kman had a session here 2 days ago in which several of us ap-
peaeW along with a panel of top industry leaders in R. & D., and
all supported NASA's aeronautical role.
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So I think, as D'r.''Press has said, we have got to look at each
area sepkately. I don't think in this cornplex matter we can make
general statements and say' they apply across the board We have
to look carefully at each area and make the judgments accordingly

Mrs. BOUQUARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairnian.
*Mr. FUQUA. Mr. Flippo?
Mr. Fla Ppo. On page 11, Dr. Press, ydu quote Lyndon Johris

and include in that quote, "Johnson spEaks of finding excelle ce
and growing -creative centers of excellence in every part of he
Nation."

You seem to be saying that that is a policy that we have followed
since the mid-1960's. Is if your current *Rion that we arei.tollow-
ing a policy of finding excellence and vowing creative ceiiters of
excellence in every part of the Nation? ;

Further, you seem to be opposed to geographic distributioni of
these R. & D. dollars, and I wonder if you would care to comment
on that. I mean, does centers of excellence preclude a geographic
distribution?

,
Dr. PnEss. During times of budgetary growth as we had under

the Johnson administration think it was appropriate to build.a
national net,work in R. & D. capability which included supporting
the best institutions and building new ones in those parts of the
country where local communities wanted to make the investment
with _the help of the Federal Government. So at that 'period in our
history I thought it Was the right thing to do.

If we are facing major budget cuts in t'he Federal R. & D. budget
in the next few years I think we have to assign the highest priority
to those institutions which are most efficient, which have the best
record in producing scientific discoveries and applications, which
do file best work.

I think that we should have' two programs, one which recognizes
the best efforts of each region of the Country as well as a national
competition for the best institutions, wherever they are. That, I
think, meets the needs that you have in mind.

Mr. FLIPPO. It seems to me that the concentration of the Federal
R. & D. dollar at the Pfesent time may be too narrowly defined
rather than being too widely dispersed. It also appears that a cae
might be made for a connection between the economic development
of an area .and the location of what might be called' an elite re-
search facility. I thinli,there is probably some relationship.

Since that relationip may be argued to some degree, I'don't set/
why the citizens of all geographic regions of the Nation shOuld not
participate in that, such as the great States of Floridajennessee,
Illinois, Alabama, and other areas.

I believe on page 19 you are suggesting that government and the
scientific community get together and find a way ;of transferring
funds from the less productive areas or institutions to morrproduc-
tive ones. .

I wonder who would define that productivity and I wonder if you
would care to comment on the marginal productivity of a Federal
research dollar at some of the schools such as MIT ana Har'vard
versus a less elitist university area. Would you have any comments
on such productivity?

411.
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Dr Pia:ss Let me-again remind you what my preferred policy
would be 1 %%mild like to se a national competition to find the best
institutions Ikhereer they are and commission research that could
b'e evaluated in any way that you design as long as we pick the
best places Bta_because I also recognize the-connection between R.,
& D and recgional economic development I would like to haVe, at
the same a mme a progra of recognizing the' best regional thstitu-
tions in the country and supporting them as well.

That part of miNtestimony that you referred to described a situa-
tion which is currently very serious. We are facinu several years ofrbudgeconstraints I tl-it mk we use get throughsthat period pre-
qerving the best of the NatiMt!s scientific enterprises wherever we
find them

Mr FLIPPO. But according to your, testimony scientific R. & D.
dollars have not been growing since then and we have been follow-
ing this policy

Dr Stever. you speak on pages 2 and 3.,about decentralization,
about those in Japan and others who have told to you that what we
need in this country is moreAecentraliztation. You seern to be re-
jecting t hat

Do you agree with Dr. Press or, is your testimony in opposition?
Do you want more decentralization of the Federal R. & D. dollar?

Dr STEvER I want decentralization in the selection of the areas:
of research and doelopment that are important. I would not neces-
sarily decentralize the R & D. effort by geographic area. I am in
favor ,of decentralizing with respect to where talent is, I think I
agree wyth Dr' \l'ress in this respect. And I think that, in lean
times, distributi4 our research and development funds on the
basis of geographic area or population distribution will cause us to
misuse some of them. In good times, We can work on that.

You talked about the people of the country who should be enti-
tled to be a part of it If you are talking about strengthening the
educational institutions I would like to see that decentralized. I
think manv good minds per capita come out of every State of the
Union. and we ought to make sure we are using them. In their edu-
cational years I think we hme to strengthen them. If you are talk-
ing about return on the research investment, the quality, the size.
and past, record of research institutions should be the Mei mining-coOderations.

Mx hippo I don't advocate allocating the funds purely on a geo-
graphical basis, but I would like to see the part tliat geography
plays considered and th-at has been a debate that has gone on in
this 6ommatee for a long time and will probably continue.

Mr Ft:QuA For as long as I can remember
Mi Walgien''
Mr WAiisiRrs Thank you, Mr. Chairman
I wonder, as perhaps% a relatively partisan person, whether we

are saying the right things in living with this cutback We seem to
be now opening 'areas about how you are going _to allocate tin se
dollars among the most efficient ianovatur or the most dficieut re-
searcher And I remembei Mr Weber say ing earlier this morning
that h& felt that there would be little suppit for cutbacks beyond
what has,already been done in certain areas

N
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6 What troubles pie is whether or not the scie ce communit is
saying to the Corigress,and the public that t re should.nothe''
these gutbacks or are we saying, well, if we are oing to- hive these
cutbdcks then we'willillocate them between themost efjient uni-.
versities and then we will get; into- a- big fight about ih is the

__--- .tter university. -,,, -- ,
e

Ilzyou feel that iftis time for the science community 'to say
--..strongly-and verSr clearly to the public that any reduction in Fede
_ar research does a great disservice to the national interest?

Dr. PRESS. I think The determination whether this cquntry under-
goes a high technology industrial revolution depends Om a strong
scientific and technical base. Not to have the vision to make the
necessary investments/to compete successfully in this important
period in our,histdry I think is shortsighted and reflects irresponsi-
ble leadership.

Yes, we should &Vie problems of waste and inefficiency. But to
_i._,- inderinvest in Xhis nation's science and technical base, people,

facilities, and ojects, I think is a seriousimistake.
Dr. STENTEM e 4:lorse that 100 percent.
IVIr:--W-pa EN. J remember some c ments from the debate on

the NSF bti get oi the House floor an dmittedly,we talk in per-
, haps sometimes n noubstantive levels but e side got up and said '

_let s show ithe eco omic cordinunity that we re going to cut Gov---\\
ernment spending and get ack to i vestment i our society and so 1

\ let's reduce this National' cience Fe, .tio'I ü4get and/it Will be
good for investm t. Theri the other e get u nd says let's\

. \shoW thit financial community in thi co y that We re going' to
nc ase mvest e t in th's pountry nd t's eep th'kk oneys in
he National S ie ice Fo ndation and o vious the e a invest-

t moneys th t should e\spent. ,
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Ira th vou for your excellen testi,onY-10eipre the Ccromittee on Science
and: logy On Dece,ber 10. 101. t the hearing OW,711,.S. Science and Technol-

:, I IOI5 6veget Stress you_Indicated tat you'would resfricr't additional PueS-
t,ons

,-- ... -..

the discussrt5n following your prepar d,_statement, yOU indicated that -idtr-................)
t'3 support a strong space science pr raTwacross three general areas.

.

-..., eAplorat.on, solar-terrestrial.scien and'astronomy and astrophYsscS."

".."--------e would appreciate sone elaborgtion the proposed program for these
tt......Z'a_s of space scisnce

.n 5:hneider has submitted the attached q stion on funding for
0.nen a?reLmsnorit entists,

N'g looss forward t eeelving ybur responie at your e'arliest conven-

2
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-
,ubrItted b., 9ro sehnelder to Dr, Lrorge Keyworth as a follow-up to

t o heartre on the impact sz t'e current budet stress on the health of American
sorer,. and technology on December 10, 1981.

Is chi. tin, of 'udget cutbacks, bow can we ensure that those who are at

tbr beginnit .. ct the scientttic ladder, without a proven track record, but having

Int 0: prcriae, will be able to obtain funding? As vou know, without, initlai

tunding, scientists can rever build a trick record. I-am especlally,00rried

about eotsen and sinartts scientosts who traditionally have hada toredifficult

time .btaining this initial funding.
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EXEDUTIVE O&ICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFSCE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY

rhkiHINGTom DC 20500

February 11, 1982

Dear Don:

i
In response to your letter of January 25, I ap reciate the

el
opportunity to elaborate on my testimony of D cember 10,
1981, as well as to respond to Mrs. Schneid 's question.

During the discussion on December 10, following MY prepared
statement, I was asked if I had "recommended against the
continua ion of NASA's planetary program." As t stated in
my respon , "planetary research, planetary exploration has
dominated t.e American space science program for more than
the last de ade. We intend to support a strong progralm
across the ree general areas of what I wil call space
science: p44fetary exploration, solar terre trial science,
and astronomy nd astrophysics.

believe'that in assuring the maximum exploitation of the
shuttle/it will be necessary to place more emphasis on the
solar:terrestrial science and astronomy and astrophysics
areas, and that planetary exploration may, in a relative
sense, decline as these othei areas take a larger portion
of the space science budget', Our objective is not to
diminish the hignly succeisfial planetary e41oration progtanC
but rather to strengthen otHer rich areas of science. e
Gamma-Ray Observatory is an example of an activity which can''
accomplish this.

In my statement I did not intend to convey the impression
that I had a specific ,proposal, or family of proposals, which
"would illustrate such a program. I am working with NASA and
the scientific commdnity toward definition Of a program that
meets this criteria. I am certain that we, the Executive
Branch and the Congress, can work together to identify filority
efforts in each of these areas that are'focused upon specific
objectives selected on the basis of their expectea contribdtions
to fundamental science that will result in a strong and compre-
hensive U.S. space program.

In response to Mr,e'. Schneider's question, the Administration is
strongly committe'd to supporting meritorious research prOposals
from whatever source. Studies of NSF's peer review process have
shown that the institution or "name" of the researcher does not
substantially Influence the award of research grants.
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The Administration is also fu committed to yhe more

effective uselof our naLoqa, resources. In he area

of science, this clearly lidesYoung 'omi and minority
scientists and engineers/ The Administrat on recognizes
various historical fac rs, such as d lagJ of collegial

support, may have res ted in underutil ation of our f,d11

tmanpower resources /the past. I have discussed this'

issue with John SI ughtere.the Director of/the NSF, and I

understand that h is working on grdater

participation ,of minorities and women science arfd

engineering. 7/
4/

Please let me know if you need furtherwelaboration on ese

or other topic

The Honorable Darl Fuqua
Chairman
Committee on Science and Technology
'House of Represehtatives
<Washington, D.C. 20515
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Very truly yours,

G. k. Keyworth



U.S. SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY UNDER
BUDGET STRESS

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 1982

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,

Washington, D.C.
The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:35 a.m., in room

2318, Rayburn House Office Building, FIOn. Don Fuqua (chairman
of the committee) presiding.

Present. Representatives Fuqua, Roe, Brown, Bouquard, Flippo,
Glickman, Nelson, Shamansky, Dymally, Winn; Fish, Lujan, Heck-

ler, Sensenbrenner, Weber, Gregg, Schneider, and Lowery.
Staff present: Dr. Harold Hanson, executive director; Dr. Ezra

Heitowit, science consultant; and Dr. John Holmfeld, science policy
staff..

Mr FUQUA. This morning we resume the hearings that began on
December 10 to examine the impact of current ,blidget stress on the
vitality of U S. science and technology. Frank Press's October Na-
tional Academy of Sciences meeting on the science budget had for-
malized and highlighted urgent discussion within the scientific and
technical communities on how to best react to that.stress.

At our hearing in December we received a major statement from
'Ithe President's science adviser concerning the administration's'view of how high priority science efforts can be maintained. Two
former science advisers, Dr. Press.and Dr. Stever, raised some of
the many issues always triggered by prior,ity-setting exercises for
science These include the need for investment continuity, the
weakness of our foresight on what will or will not pay off, and the
unfortunate power of budget expediencies to dominate long-term

"decision-making for science and technology.
The coming three days of hearings provide a means to include in

this process an important dialogue between the scientific and polit-
ical communities. We will have informal meetings as well and hope
that a continuing close contact will be maintained. This.phase of
the hearing is especially significant as it is a direct prologue to con-
gressional budget authorization actions which will be initiated by
our committee in.the coming weeks.

Prior to those decisions, we need very much to have the benefit
of any ideas the science community can offer us on holA to mini-
mize the long-range datthge to national science and technology ca-
pabilities brought about,by current budget.pressure.Ve need to be
made aware of any senbe of priorities for use of scarce resources
which is emerging in ithe community. We need to understand

(139)
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whether there is a way of;
,will allow orderly plannin
maintain the most import
fliture.

We need also to
-locations which
due to budget
so that we c n
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iinistering budget restraint which
avoid wasteful fits and starts, and
of our technical capabilities for the

stand the exte-nt of the disruptions and dis-
rrently occurring in the science community

s -of the past year. This information is needed
eigh the urgency of emphasizing resources in this

sector, as op. ed to the many other areas of public concern clam- /
oring for attention. More than anything else, Lkhink we need guid-
ance from our distinguished witnesses con rning the impact on
science of the nearly complete politicizi of the Federal budget
which we have se n in recent years.

We are all pol
derstand that
committee al
health of o
seen too v
sually to
a disa
ly h
bro

icians on the committee, so we can certainly un-
dget debates are a form of political debate But the

o has a special stewardship responsibility for the
Nation's science and technology-enterprise. We'ave

idly that when long-term science funding is coupled ca-
will be

on clear-
ession of a

ever-shifting short-term budget polities the resu
r of uncertainty and disruptVn. The administ
used the budget as the main vehicle for e

d theory of acceptable govern ent.
he debate on that broad theory has been a )7(

and one tyi which. I shared manyi of the views of
I -cannot support, however, a (ions in which the theory has bee
blindly applied with a west ul loss.gif trained manpower and
veloped technical capabiliti s or with n lect of needed long=ran
science and technical in estments for national security -and

. _ ,

being.
With generally goo results, th. country and its congress have

never had much pa ence with economic theory as opposed to hard-
headed pragmatis To the extent that cufrent science budgets e
press econotnic r political theory at the 'expense of wise stew d-

ship of scienc and technology resources, I think that Membe on

both sides the aisle will want, to assert the traditional p gma-
tism thro gh congressional reVision of administratioh ku et prsa.

ope the witnesses in the next 3 days will help ide LIS/to

areas where these pragmatic adjustments are needed.
We are grateful that our witnesses,who_are here to stif, oday.

--You- have a list s)f these witnesses beforejou,We w e wit
ngsses individually and then have the questions at , because
I think it-will help expedite the meeting this orn g sut I also/

,thinkniany of the/questions have relevanCe t other wit-
nesses would like- to comment on.,

[The prgpared statement of Congressin inn, Jr., rank-
ing minoritY, ember, follows:1

STATEMENT OF HON LARRY WINN, J

Mr Chairman, I lookIbr.ard to the three days of he' rings that we have sched-
uled on this topic the, week )..1 you know, we had one/ ay of hearings on this sub-
ject when Dr George Keyworth,,the President's Scie ce Adviser, presented a very

Id and innovative program and setence policy of t5 Administration
. Since that time, the National Science Board h released its latest volume of sci-
ence indicators I think some of the findings in lat report are extremely interest-
ing For example, national ilevels of basic rese h activity, measured by funding for

thy one, I feel,
resident Reagan.
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,;(-/z .../11ii
-thisic rehear( h, haie risen ,mitinuousli since the mid 19'70$ The rate of increase
declined somewhat in P)I) and 1981 Howevr. it is imix;rtant to note that we arestill talking about a rate ol increase and that funding for ba;ic research, has notbeen static This excellent eport also points uut that industrial basic CesearchAis on
the rise again By 1981, idustry, which performs about 18 percent of U S basic re-,,
-earch, is expected to sp nd at a basic research level about 37 percent more than in1975 measured in consta dollars Thae scienceindicators also show that industryperforms about 48 percent of our research and development efforts over all. I wouldcertainly expect that with the tax incentives contained in legislation passed last.,/ year by the Congress, that we are going to see si,heneficial mcrease inithis trend

Mr Chairman, 1 hope that over the next three days, our various witn4sses will beable to shed additional light on these trends I alp confident that th-e picture theywill paint will he one of oierall health for the U S researth and development com-munity in general and our basic research effort in particular
Mr FUQUA." At this time I would like to call on our colleague

from Alabama; Mr. Flippo. Do You have a stptement you wish to
make?

Mr FLIPPO Mr Chairman, in the interests of eNpediency, may I
file my statement for the record, please?

Mr. FUQUA Withultiobjection, it will be Made a part of the
record .

(The opening statement ,of Mr. Flippo followsl:
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HONORABLE RONNIE FLIPPO
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Ieb. 2, 1q82.

khZ (IIIIRMIN, 1 t.ant to hay just a few words about why I

think these hearings are important and what I think we need to

ac,;.?mplish.

he all knew there are pressures to reduce the redera I bud-

get with the %cry worthwhile goal of getting our economy under

Iont ol lb. R4I) budget is di scret ionary and can be cut .

i

I

O. 011071 / l st 7 en th e ahsureel that.the supply-side

---t-T-Uriet 1 t s of .. ut t ing t he *.ede ra 1-4udgu, 'W's 11 o1J>e t posh ib le

nega t 1,,e impa.. ts olkilt t ing progiam<--

1

,

In other words we mas dee ide to cut the budget , hut let' s

Ido it ,aiefulls. Let know what needs to be cut and why.

chi ,,ugh 'heal ings s'udi ..1S these 4.4 need to know what will

happen-it we redu,e I edet al funding fotr R&D. rhat is, we know

that our R)I) ,u, tc,so., of the past hare contributed

fa-t NeLemher 10 Presidential &ranee Adviser George Rey,yorth

prosonted the Administration phi/osophy with respect to the Still

With all due resptet, Dr keyworAh's staIement left some

que-tions.

rho re seems to ha some Lonfussion between ends and means or

between inditators and root causes in the thInking presented on

De embe r 10. Let me be specific.

rst , Dr. .
ke, worth sug'ges ts that the hea 1 Hi of O. S: sc enLe

au, be measured 'in part by the number, of Nobel prizes won.
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Of course that is in part true,but it is not particularly relevant

to tion of the .1983 budget. The Nobel prizes %top in the

last seveial yea --and the U.S. has won many--were awarded for

work done earlier and.funded yet earlier, perhaps 20 years ago.

So the real queStion we need answered is, what,impact will the

1983 budget have on Nobel prizes in 2003?

It is interesting that much of the work which reulted in

recent Nobel prizes was done during periods of high giowth of

Federal funding of R&D. I mention this because Dr. Keyworth made

the point that in times of hrgh growth we may not do our best

science and that the decades of growth of science funding are

over. Yet Dr. Frank Press testified at the same hearing that there

has been little or no growth in the buying power of Federal funding

of R&D for perhaps,15 years. So it is not clear whether there is

an? connectiun between growth, past Nobel

1983 bul \'

, There seems to be some confusion here. GroWth per se is neither

good nor bad but if we need more R&D, the budget may have to grow.

Of course If we need less R&D the budget may have to shrink.

This brings me to another possibly misleading statement.

Dr. keyworth said budget cuts could be good for R&D if we make them

wisely. This is because the average quality will go up if the weaker

projects are cut. Again, this is true but not very helpful. Earlier
in my career I was an accountant. I know that if you strike all

the smaller numbers out of a column of figures, the average will go

App, but ihe sum will go down.
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SO Dr. Kevworth's argument about aveiage
qualitx.is not

especially informative. all se winted to de was raise Xhej

,o.erage quality se would gi).e one grant to Albeit Einstein and

stop. But since we fund. HID for various reasons,.we need tot'

look at the total program, at Acre it is going and why. Worry-

ing about w.crav quality again confusk, ends,and means. We

,hould relate cuts in R&D to national goals, hnd for example

1,e should balance the need to improve producti-vity through

again,t the nced'te teduce the.budget.

1 ,e.ond i'ssue related to quality of science was discussed

Nicemher It) in a relatyvelN unfruitful way. There was an attempt

t, Pitt "e_i_c,flon,e"

distribution-of fund, " this is a l.Yse opposition. _What we in

the Congies, tend to be interested in Is the geographical dis-

tribution of excellence. We believe this is pcissible and desire-

ible l'esiLe,a)ke bekause tSc conduet ot R&D plovides benc51.15

to the locale whore it is done.

Of course lederal funds are the means to achieve this desLre-

able goal, bur let's not confuse the end with the menns. Stitt

Antusion doec not help us work with the 183 budget.

Mt. Chairman, this statement has been over long, Zut think

the healiugs are yen importa* and that,several areas of confusion

need to be clarified,' So I thank you for bearing with me, and look

torward to the testimony.

Q

4
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Mr FUQUA.' I will now call on our distinguished colleague;
George Brown, to present our first witness.

Mr BROWN Mr. Chairman, I ain grateful fqr the opportunity to
introduce Dr Saxon. He is a distinguished scientist who serves as
head or what I, of course, consider to be the greatest university in
the country, the University of California.eBut I am sure his views
are not parochial, since he owes his own aucation to another great
institution, MIT; which I suppose can make some claims to quali-
ties of excellence.

I should point out that Dr. Saxon also spent most of his academic
career at UCLA, where I spent more years than I like to recall. He
has done an excellent _job ag the sRokesman-for-the--academie-com-

aliaThe scientific community in many areas.
+ It is a real pleasure to welcome his contribution to this extreme-
ly important national, political issue of how we deal with the fund-
ing of science and technohigy in situations where we have a great
scarcity of money for the funding of all the important things this
country needs. I look forward to Dr. Saxim's contribution.

Mr. Fuqu'A. Thank you, Mar. BroWn.
Before Dr Saxon begins, we woad also like to ask unanimous

consent that the statement by Congressman Winn be presented in
the record following my statement.

Dr:Saxon, we are very happy to have you here today.
[The biographical sketch of Dr. Saxon follows:1

1 5 u
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STA.ibIk:N1' OF DAVID S. SAXON, PREs ENT, UNIVERSITY Or-
---,cAL1FORNIA, BERKEISY, CAtIFORNIA

verx grateful f t ni y to be here, Mr.
- Chairman.

ave submitted in ailvance a prepared statement of some
lengthaid -viith yourrnissionJ would like to offer that.

r FUQUA Without objeCtion, we will make the statement in its
entirety a part of the record. If you wish to saimarize ans -
additional comments, we would be most grateful.

Dr. SAXON. Thank you. That is What I w.
I am David Saxon, president e UniverSity of California

which, with its 9 campu a medical school'>its 150 organized
"search units, , s 4 national laboratories is all by itself a sig-

an o the, scientific capacity of this country.
most other research universities, whatever the source oftheir ge eral support, our capacity for scientific research and ad-_

variced -scientific education is utterly dependent on continued -as-
,3istafiefrom the Federal Government. It is from that perspectivethat I want to-,gtssyou my views on_the condition of scientific re-

arch _and adva ed scientific education in the Nation toda'y. I
wab<to do so in the perspective of the next decade and in the con-
text o14e policies of the Reagan administration.

Among the topics I will touch on briefly are the importance of-
-.;cience to ih y-generaily;-my concern about sustaining it in

nchtnent; the need to educate the next generation
of scientists and 4gineers, and the next after that, the need for a
national forum to velop guiding princiPles for science policy; the
need for appropriaie levels of supportrpublicaidi private, and the
need for a freellow-of scientific information.

-Ptersiderit-Iieagan's science adviser, my former colleague, George
-----=Tceyworth, emphasizing the importance to the Nation of the scien-

tific enterprise, said to this committee last month:
The Reagan administration-places great value on our country's scientific and

N technological strength Supporting science is a necessity for all great nations, and- Zrtainly for the United States Success in achieving virtually all of our national
goals for the 19FO'smore vigorous economic growth, enhanced national security, a
stronger cdmpetitive position in world markets, better health and quality of life for' all of ou pte-witt depend in large part on knowledge and technological developments whic can only come-from scientific research.,

That _is w ReYWOrth said to this committee, and I could
IS not agree morè with his statement. My concern arises from my

,skepticism about whether, within its overall program, the adminis-
tration will suCceed in sustaining science as a vital national effort -,
or whether, 'by the unintended side effects of policies _directed
foi,ard reducing the-relative size of fhe Federal -GFIernment, some
serious, cctstly,-and-,evai pel-mvent damage to scienceLwill-result.

We are all aware, of course, bthe President's effOrtS to control-
the growth of Federalexpenditured indebtedness, efforts which

aded-to-free-resources to stimulate the economy. At least in
the short run, the ecbnomy is in recession, a situation.which makes
flie President's task iskre' difficult as revenues are reduced and
money retnains expensive Nevertheless, the administration is oper-
ating on the expectation that its efforts will be successful arid that

--a surge in production will beein. Therefore, it seems t
_
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The. Guarantee ludent Loan Progiam,-n-niajor source of sup-
rt for graduate students, is_critieal to. maint ning the Vit-ai-ity of

athanced education in the immediate-futur In 1980-81, for ex-
more- than a quarter oLthe-graduatestu ts at my univer-

ved-support-Min-grat program The idea of barring grad-
. , . .
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amp
sit vo-eL

Te stud ts from eligibility is not sound policy in the_face---of
ed natio -al need for their education. -
a want o. emphasize an im ant link between the health

ot our ientific ;enterprise'and the whole question, of access td
highe? edkation, The need to assure NI:tat, educational opportunity
is more thah..saNmatter of simple justice. The trufh is that we
cannot afford, toneklect any source of talent.

e
There is alsO alT,eat_neL-d-faimprov 'n science and math-

: -I at all levels,-.a nee that is fortunately receiving
from tiw Kites-tkesf days, including California,

ut give the .v.e1.-o-Fermuctat-lirnits the States ;must face, it may
er wrinur-possible to rely solely on local efforts

ements__In-my- opinion, the k ai Govern-
-, -ment, in cuovation N the States, should retain a substAntial

role in encouraging this soi f edUcational effort. '

draw-talented y oung people int6
programs are val-

of proposals from
private sector for
ic for tIlese times,
tion-to_ v'tal-
ed&ation rt

eoptelo pu,Lstit-fie
excitemenrof th_e_
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InLenttves arid inducements
scientifiL~ search are also riecessa . Fellowship
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uther7Govei ent agencies a'S" well as fro the
targeted fella% ips with stipendg that are re
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and especially its fe to
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.scientific enteria iNe-4-tQatiyi ty departments and laboratories. In

'------ s comiection, the ctifi'enQv nifient of fiscal unce.riqinty_re-

mo
,, support for sci(:nce Is slue y oing short-ter_ '-i eto---..,..

perhaps long-term damage; to _At t rsity of California. the ease I k best, we est,nnatethat since -t , liass,age of the continuing resolution last Decemberour overall re.Se ch support from Federal agencies in fiscal year19'02 may decline am.s uch as $25 million in current dollars. In the
face of inflation, we estitnate that the, effect:Ave decline in'purchas-
ing powe,r for research froniliscal year 19S1to fiscal year 1982 is' 10 percent of our Federal r?searth,support. This-is the equivalent---.
of-41W million-etrrren-rdollar.

. ---_
s.

My.--prWared sfaTeTne'nt, wlichl mentioned earlier, contains ex-
iplesiTh-hgw' these cuts are affecting our campuses and laborato-

ries le of-----th in involve two or thr.ee people; some of them in-:
volve hundred,,s_ ofpeple None of the cases I cited are going to .- bring theNatiorisscien c effort to a grinding stop, but the cumu-
lative cost to-the couritry to ms of wasted time, wasted effort,
and lost mot-ale is enormous.

Difficult as cth,rent economic circurristan_ces may be, theineed for--stability and continuity is profound I hear tha rerywhre I go,talking r tv , colleagues about the current situation, At the sametime, we tree c sed and cooperative efforl among government,
industry, and un rs s to develop science policies and plans. The
National Commksion on .sech has recommended the creation ..- of- forum that will include-reOesentatives of all intereSted insti-_ s. -------,....t I support this idea
'-kk:treed a principle of reliable supportneed some under-

.-,tandirn,E-of the desirable mix of fun-damental reSe-ardi.; applied sci-enceind ac-;se2prnerit:We need a principle to guide u4 in dete
need a principle of bAlance among public and private 4 gencie to
mining the long- i.Z.nThthe short-term' pertinence of re earch. e

sustain diversity of support as well as balance among f)erfor ers.
Finally-----Ae need a principle that assures that excellence pr vails, -----6,kspolitical and geographical considerations."--<=

Congress and the administration will take the le, in es-fa'bhs a forum to help us clarify these important matters.
-TtiNationg. y of Sciences has a co mittee which is look-

very -hard at this on
One of the 0e:it-inns tha s to be answered is, llow much is

eno,ugh when we talk-ate sdence? Dr. Keyworth is du-births about what he,calls ar of support, such as a
percentage of the gross national pro c o/dubroTis abbutthel-eve of quality and,the means for n ink that

-..,
,

by emphasi tlie apparently arbitr ----4.S.15 d--ards he directs jtntJto the wron issue.
--The best ev ence that- F.&!deral support for b isic scientific --re-serirch yields--y rk of high qualiry is the overall uccess of our sci--
entitle enterprie It is ren rkable, in fact, that so much has been
iccomplished. giNt le obstacles flat vereome. The Asso-

c 'ton of Amei wan Uitijies and the National Science Founda-tion, :)r example. have documented, the obsolescence u;.scientific, eyiipme and instrumentation in unlversities compared either toindustry 01 other advanced countries.
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The same problem Iregarding facilities has been documented I

am convinced ,that we are unable to support, through project
awards, much proposed research that would be a I uable And I do
not think we are supporting a great deal that is not worthwhile I

'-----.....therefore hope that ,the country can find a way to accept present
itsvels as a minimum.baselihe and to plan on a rate of real growth
ot 1 or-.1 percent per year for theoext decade, as suggested to this
committee by Dr Frank Press. Such a slow but steady rate of
growth Is a prudent approach to the heed to absorb new investiga-
tors and to allow for sonic predictable increase in the cost of instru-
mentation and equipment.

I also agree with Dr. Press that governmerit'and academic sci-
ence should seek a compact with industry that w'i111 lead to In-
creased cooperation and funding from that,sector IjhIl ; that fur-
ther amendment of the tax laws to accomplish thi purpose. is de-
sirable. but it is very important that it be underst od that support
from private Sources caa never substitute for Federal support,

In my own institution we receive a great deal of private funding
We work ery hard tu (Tet it. But all of our research contracts from

mthe pate sector. all of our grants, all the donations of equipment
an(1 fellowships and unrestricted funds from industrial firms and
their foundations amount to 5 percent of our reseaFch budget That
amount will not grow much in coming years It cannot make up for
draStic cutbacks in Federal money, Federal money for research, for
education, forstudent support.

It is important that those of us who are committed to sustaining
scientific research, education, and training also support the institu-

- tional needs that .permit the system to work. Such support should
be linked to performance, ziot serve as a program of Federal subsi-
'dies to uniiersities as such I am thinking here of somOhing analo-
gous to the management allowance that is paid to tfinse institu-
tions that operate national laboratories for the Government
' Such- an allowance could'be allocated accordingto the schedule
relate to the total amount of federally sponsored research under-
takenj uch an allowance would permit much more flexible and ef-
tective nanagement of' the talented people, ranging from the busi-
ness of leers and machinists to the senior scholars who make the
system work

To retut n to duquestion of how we assure excellence in a decen-
troliied system driven by competition the competitive project
grant method should:be the core of the system) The introduction of
the understandable po-htical need to distribute resources by some
standard of equity "among regiohs and institutions rather than by
the standard of scjentifi i. exLellence would be most unfortunate, in
my iew For tlKft process can be carried out only, at the cost of
declining qualit'y, especially. I must i)mphasize, under circum-
stances of economic stress

For those si'lentific estaboslarOnts such as the national laborato-
ries and we hitc tour of them under our jurisdictionwhich are
maintained on a less compet.itive basis, the operating institutions,
together with the sponsormg agency, must be i,,epared for the
most rigorous scrutiny In the large laboratories & University of
California opelates for DOE, we maintam 'a system of oversight

F5'5
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.and scientific scrutiny that we are confident does a goo *pbquality control It has riot beenoasy, but I believ7/it is work
Finally, I must say a word about the value of the free flow, of

entific data and information that is so typical of American seie
I am convinced that it is a necessary condition of our succe In.,the past year a controversy has developed within the Governmen , -,
between Government agencies and universities, that poses a seri-
ous threat to this scientific openness. This controversy arises from
a justiffable anxietyand that word " stifiable" is used advi
lyaboUt the rapid technological a vances on the part of -this

J-\country's political adversaries and e nomic competitors.
As you are aware, university-based science and educe are

open to foreign students and scholars, and American scholars an
students frequently cooperate with institutions abroad. It is being
proposed, then, that export control regulations be revised and in-
terpreted to apply to various research activities in universities in
ways that would require restrictions on persons and paperspub-
fished we cannot implement or accept. We believe
that to do so would so inhibit and interfere with the conduct of re-
search and advanced teaching that its cost would far exceed any
benefit in terms of slowing the advance of other nations.

I believe there is a solution to this matter that wouid involve a
reasonable mix of some security classification, some immigration
control, and some good faith,'and I know that responsible officials
are working for such a solution. I hope that political rhetoriconeither the universities' or the Government's sidewill not destroy
this process.

Let me sum up, I am encouraged by, the administration's avowed
. policy of support for scientific research, but I am concerned that, in

the process of cutting support for students and for research, serious
damage may be done to our scjentific capacity.

Maintaining our ability_to 'educate the next generation of scien-,
'fists' and giving appropriate attention tek encouraging the work of
the current generation of scientists are balth important. The Nation
needs a better and more orderly means of making science Olicy
and planning for the future, one that is adapted to our pluralistic

N- system It must be capable of providing guidance on reliability of
Stippurt, on the mix of basic and applied research and developmen
on -Ike balance among sources of support and performers of re-
search; and the on the means to assure excellence arid pertinence ----of work. ".,, / . ____-/

The country's scientific capacity needs pretlictable support- that
provides for up-to-date equipment, adequate facilities, and somegrowth Finally, I believe that sustained excellence in science is of
the highest importance'tothe Nation. _------

May I thank you again for,the opportunity to appear before you?
I hope my remarks have beenNh,elpful, and I will be pleased to re-
spond to questions in due-course. N.,.

Thank you, Mr. _chairman.
[The prepared-Statement of Dr. SaxorrTollows1

--,,,__------
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S1ATerow2I tw Dtt Ns. ID S SAXoN, PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

I am David Saxon, President of the Uni rsitv of California, which with ill.

nine campuses, five health sciences sch s, 150 organized research units, and

four national laboratories, is a significant part of the scientific capacity of

this country. My colleagues on the board of Regents, the faculty, the administra-

tion and I are always conscious of our responsibility to help maintain the vitality

of the nation's research capacity and to constantly renew it by educating yount

people to become fruitful/members of the scientific and technical community. We

are also commdtted to the use of this great capacity in the service of our °um

state end of,the nation. Although the University is Adequately supportedand

even generously supported, speaking historically--by the State of California, our

capacity for scientific research and advanced scientific education is utterly

dependenakconrinued assistance from the federal government. It is from that

perspective that I want to give you my views on the condition of scie as an

endeavor of great compleacity and strength and of geat soc cultural and econo

value--but an endeavor which is far from invuln e to damage and decline.,,T

want to do,..s2j,m.-.t.h..st perspective of next decade and in the context of the new

poli6ie5 4coming from the istration of President Reagan. Specifically, I will

touch on'the ' owing points:

the importancelid Utility of the scientific effort to the country;

my Concern abont,-snstaining science in this period of reteenchment;
//

/Algns of'disruption in the scientific enterprise;

/Ache importance of the-education of the next generation of s.cientists and engineers:

support by private enterprise;

appropriate level )14 support;'

cht need for a national forum to develOp guiding principles for science pnlicy;

kthe nerd for a free flow of scientific information. /

a-
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1 am grateful to this coccittee for the opportunity4wspeak to you today.

On December 10, try former colleague, George Heyworth, Director of the Ofyte

of Science and Technology Policy, said to this committee:

"The Reagan Administration places great value on our country's scientific

and technological strength. Supporting science is a necessity for all

great nations, and certainly for ;he United States. . Success ill achieving

virtually all of our national goals for the 1980s--core vigoroys econocic

growth:enhanced national security, a stronglr cocpetitive position in

world markets, better healthtand quality of 'life for all our peOple--will

depend in large part on knowledge and technological developments which

can come only from scientific research.

"Sci ce is a critical factor in determining our ability and resAiness to

*,,meit the problems of the unforeseeable future. No one can tell at this
m

time what all the problecs of our society will be. But we can be sure that
_.

many of them will be inextricablY tied to science, and that our future

problen-solving capability will depend on the depth and breadth of our

scientific knowledge, particularly upon the ty-pe of breakthrough that comes

froc basic research."

i could not agree mo e \ with Dr. Keyworth's assessment of the'importance and

4utility, of the,scientific e fsrt of th,e,country. I am gratified at his. affirmation,

of the.present'adminfstAttion's.high evaluatioA ot the importance of science and

' technology. He went on to se; that, "this Administration vie basic research as
. . . .

a vital invesrment with good return and believes that, as a contribution to overall

national security and economic strength, we must_m;intain health across the spectrum

of stience, striving for excellence in all these fields". I believe we can all

7( /'agree with s 1 1 an assessment.

a.
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hty concern arises ftoo my skepti,lsm about whether, within itaizall....program,

she Administratiomvill succeed in sustaining science as a vital national effort or

whetherby the unintended side effects.*-policies directed toward reducing the

relative size of the federal governmemt, sox serious, costly, and even permanent

damage to science will rsault.

It is important to remember

over the past three or four decades, is an accomplishment unique in history. Its

ific capacity, as developed

vigor and excellence are sources of great national prile and strength. But it is

also important to appreciate that American science today-is troubled by scme grave

difficulties in terms of attracting enough new tilent, obtaining required instru-

=enmities', and providing adequate facilities. These difficulties are exacerbated

sy other and related national problems. Among those problems are a national

industrial base that is plagued by obsolescence, capital shortages, financial

uncertaintiin and of course the nation's economic troubles generally.

We are-ell well aware of the President's efforts to control the growth of

federal expenditure, and indebtedness, efforts which are intended_to free resoutces-

,/

to stimulate the economy's productivity. We are now in a period of large reduction

in federal program budgets--a period that is expected to continue for a while yet.

At least in the short run, the economy is in recession, a situation which makes

, the President's task,even more difficult, as revenues are reduced and money remains- -----

. .expensive. Nevertheless, thq kdmi,nistratfoil is_aperattag-ah'ihe expectation that
_ - - -------- . .

its efforts 4.11.be-sucCesifUi, and that a surge in production will begin. Therefore,

-B-------""'"-- ---- . . .

it seems to me particularly unwise to make drasticc,/(n fist those progradi

as Dr. Keyworth points out, are' vital to the economy's long term health.

have in mind is the maintenance of a vigorous fundamental scientific capacity,
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01111,.

'Including as a critical element the capacity to eddCati young people as scientrsts,
,

engineers, and'technicians. I believe that for these reasons resources must be
.,,.

. -
made available to assure the educatIon of young scientists and to keep the country:s

basic research effort vigorous.

In short, It does not make sense to reduce the current 'support of scientific

' research the results of which will be needed in the future. -It doe's Dot make sense

to reduce support that enables students to attend college, and particularly to

..-/continue their studies as graduate students. It does not-take sense to diminish

resources available for improvement of scientific education fhroughOut the school

system. It does not =Ake senie to impose, by selective budget cutting, decisions

about what parts of the scientific endeavor should be
supported without any con-

3u:cation or policy discussion. It does not make sense to force on'the states

responsibility for expectations that they are unable to meet._

Thus, from my perspective there seem to be mixed signs and portents-in

Administration policies affecting science and technology, particularly in univer -_

an Administration policy that makes dttands on sciAce and

technology without making available the resources neetid to meet those demands.

Mem.bers of this committee are certainly aware of the importance of universities

in the performsnce of basic science in his country. For the past decade univeyr -

sities have consistently p,fef about half the basic research in the nation.

They employ abouy9jIel'al1 scientists and engineers performing basic research,
,

and about :12;13.-ol the doctoral_level basic research staff. A very large proportion

of thisi-dolloial level research people are also engaged.slmultaneously in teaching.

This system, mniquely American in character, has compiled a remarkable record

of productiyitY, flexibility, and economy. One reason for that is the way American

higher education relates so intimately scientific research to the-acientific and

1 6
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technical education of o,r students Cniversitie provide an environment of

intellectual freedom infused vita a healthy ethos of competIffon and stimulated

by a ready flaw of young talent. Although no one would want to claim that it (me,

Is perfect, particularly in the face of barriers that 'Still exist to the poor and

ethnically disadvantaged, it is in principle an excellent system and in practice

a good one. Those who seek to support vigorous scientific research have an 'important

sCike in the vitality of our educational system.

I realize elle: this committee does not have responsibility for most of the

federal government's educational programs. But I ea certain that you are mindful________

of the tight connection between your -concerna-abrnit American science and technology

--and support for Ole education of..our next generation of scientists and engineers.

I must say that actual and rumored Cuts in the availability of financial aid,

urticularly for graduate students,'is a matter that this committee cannot afford

to ignore. The .3uaranteed Student Loan progriam, a,major source of support for

li

graduate students, is critical to aaintainin the vitality of our advanced education
-----

-

in thelmmediate_furure- In_19110-81T-2-7%-drInie graduate students at the University

of California received support fro m the GSI. isrogram. This money was 39% of all

flaancial aid going to graduate students rhyt year. I 'cannot argue that the,cost

of the_ptogram should not be constrained in some reasonable way, particularly by

linking-eligibility to some standard of need. But the idea of completely tistring

V graduate students from eligibility is not a sound policy in the face of continued

Iamassewe.--

national need for their education

I also want to suggest an inportsnt4rk between the health of our scientific'

enterprise and access to education. We have leNard a great deal in recent decades

about equal educational opportunity. The need to ssure equal opportunity is a

1 61
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matter of simple justice. But there are practical-reasons as well. In this

era of international competition in the field of technical accomplishment, in

the areas of defense andindustry,
in all aspects of scientific achievement, ve

Cannot afford to neglect any source of possible-talent.
There is no doubt in

my mind of the importance of such milestones of
legislation as che CI Bill, NDEA,

and the Higher Education Act, all of vhich have made enormous contributions-tb

generttions of scientists. Federal efforts in this area,

are extremely impor'tant.

The improvement of scientific and technical
education in general is a much

more intractable problem. Because of competition from industry, ve are facing

the dual problem in engineering of
retaining faculty and attracting nev students

into graduate school. We have deeided_et the University of California at cir-

cumstences have-Made it necessary to eStablish a higher salary scale for engin ing

faculty as an initial vay to address this problem. But we must,also have support

for graduate students. I am happy to that in California, and I know in

other states as vell, governors and legislatures
are becoming attentive to the

great need for improvement of edUcation in sciente and mathematics in elementary

mid secondary schools,,as well as for improvement in technical training, engineering

education, and scientific education in colleges and universities. This interest is

being stimulated by a healthy competition
to make various localities attractive to

high technology industry:--BUt the resources of these states are Also severely

limited. It say be neither wise nor possible for the nation to rely solely on

local efforts to accomplish needed improvements.
In my opinion, the federal govern-

sent. in cooperation with the states, should retain s substantial role in encouraging

this sort of educational effort.

While a broad educational base is important to the strength of science, intim-_
dims and inducesents to draw talented young people into scientific research ars

92-795 0--52----11 162
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also necessary. Fellowship programs, of which the NSF Scienc Owship is the

archetype, are extremely valuable and effective. I am encouraged t ear of

proposals froo other government agencies as well as frOm the private sec for

targeted iellovshiPs 4.4-41t1 stiPends that are realistic for these tires. I was a

pleased char Congress was able to Cave the NSF program during the past budget yea'r2''NN

I urge this committee to give continued attention to the vitality of the NSF science

education effort. ,

4

The most impoctant incentive for young people to pursue the rigors of a sci-

__entitic education_is the vigor and excitement of the scientific enterprise in

university departments and laboratories. The current doubts cast upon the future

of science, on top of a decade of up4 and downs in federal funding, hive to some

extent undermined the morale of the enterprise and iteattrectivenessThis siva

ticia is co me the most alarming effect,of the confusion resulting hem the present

Administration's attitudes and perfermance.- The environment of unCertsinty is

surely doing short term damage. It may very wel1 beve severe long term consequences

also.

At the University of California, we have been trying to assess the prtsent and

prospective effects of the various proposed and enacted budgets affeCting!our

research support. In this ironment of uncertainty, the need to eitaqish some

guideposts is essential. We need to plan and we need to limit as beit wrecan Che

unsettling and coumter productive anxieties on the part of faculty and graduate

studeOts that may discourage them.

Since the passage of the continuing reso/ution of December, we estimate that

our overall research support from federal agencies in Ff 1962 may dedline as much

as $25 million in current dollars. In the face of inflation we estimate that the

dee
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effective decline in purchasing power for research from FY 1981 to 114 1982 is

101 of our federal research support.
This is the equivalept of $60 million in

current dollars.

This sort of cut is obviously difficult to deal vith,-and'all the !aore becaute

it is an aggregate of the net of various cots and increases. The resulting un-

certainty, and even turbulence, Is substihtial.

Let me give you a few e4amp1es of what I mean. At gm of our campuses there

is a project_supported by NASA due to expire at the end of January 1982. We sub-

mitted a proposol for renewal in the amount of $205,000. In November we were

asked to reduce the budget to $170,000. In January we were advised that funds
-

we-Tivailable for renewal. The principal investigator was told by NASA

people that they were making every effort%10 provide fnnds. We_were not, howeV*r,

able-to get a sufficiently firm commitment so that we could allow the project to

continue beyond January 31. Thus it was necessary to issue lay-off notices and:

take steps to shut down. Two graduate students, a half-time poet dqctntal

and other people were on the project payroll.

In another example, a project from the National Institute of Child Health and

Development to study causes of dyslexia--a form of reading disability--in children

was abruptly-terminated. Three years of data which suggested significant advances

in scientific understanding of the disorder now cannot be analyzed and reported.

Host of the members of the research team, including an InternationallY'renowned

inv tigator, are seeking other positions.

A th example is the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, which is on the Berkeley

campus and in ways closely tied to departments there. The operating funds for

the laboratory have be reduced from about $133 million In IT 1481 to about $119

million after the Decembereontinuing ;esolution. An effect of this Is a reduction

')
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- a
in career staff of 315. employessand- 12.0 comtract-people-.-- Fccuilnivid--K-u-c

,

ptmosics Is the same?in Curl'ent "dollars and eroded4stancially by inflatpri,.__=

particularly the cost of electric power. Research in life sciences, conservation,

sir

nuclear waste management and geothermil enirgy have all been reduced substantially._____

The 1oto the laboratory of highly skiIled'ind long, term employees is v,wiy dis-

curbing to morale.
-

None of these cases wiLl bring the 'ciation'sclilkific effort to a halt.

But the cumulative cost in wasted time and effort, and especially in porale, is
'

.

enormous. I do not think the coptry can-afford such waste, nor can it afford

the- risk of discouraging young people. Unless we think clearly about the h-uaan

dimensions of the scientific :enterprise-, we will continue to permit or evgn to

induce a dangerous_koss_ of,.othuslasm and -dreafivity,- Ndh 'rare 'indiSpensabIe
.-

the healcit.a-our-sclertifit--icti-vities--.

I do_not_mean to ignore the-diffiettlt-e v odonM ,c en -riXxoeit_ of the Ctry.
- - --

But it seems clear to me that we mat continue-to spend money to support scientific

retest and -education AS atr itivetfien-t-iii -the-future. Thojoy er_the_need_lot- - -
stabil ty arid continuity in funding is. profound. Re must ass te ntlnutd--
flow of alented oun aniqt-itrive to sustain

fective research teams, and we must provide them with the equi

at

cilIt et c
will_pay for itself mimes over.nany

The Administration, CO:I-great, and _t.b.e.-
,

coassurittet mnifIrottogggika-
_

p arts

. dr. i Vital in

-ijc*snd

.-

-responsitrattter,-Ilo

e_to_our pluratiftic system,- and to provide ways to guide

(u courses of action. However ,constraining:31- present econotoit circumstances

.
-_

_
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clue tions thekeds to be answered'is, how
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\ N
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-,, \

..
.--
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hsve nt\rea ed a level of support thatyis_wasteful. .
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investigators and to all$wfor some predictable inc in the cost of'instro-

mehtation and_equipment. I alao agree ri Dr. Press that government and academic

//science shoufd sees a cc with'industry that would lead to Increased cooperation

and fe.,411a that sector. I think that some further amendment of the tax.laws

lish this purpose is desirable and proper, because r am confident that

such cooperation 1 benefit the economy sufficiently to justify that sort of

incentive. hit it is,very important that it be understood that support fro= private

sources can never substitute for federal support. In my ,own institution, we

receive a great deal of private funding. We wortivery hard to obtain this necessary

- money an:4 we are happy to get it. We are instituting ways to work even more closely/ ..-
----.. .,
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with industry to develop greater ties in the coming years. We expect more contracts

and =ore money in the future. We expect somewhat more money as a result of new

tax policies. although the actual effect of them appears to be small, about 2%

greater increase than would have been the case without them according to some

es / have seen.

,Sut let us our contacts iith the private sector in perspective. All our

research contracts, all pur 06, all the donations of equipment and fellowships

and unrestricted funds from industrial and their foundations a=ount to 57.

of our research budget. That amount will not grow jres.lyin coming years; it

cannoemske up for drastic cutbacks.1n federal mone;--federal m 6 for research;

-federal poucy for education; and federal money for student support.

Let te now say something about universities as complex instituqpns that play

a central role in the.organiration and maintenance of scientific capacities. Until

'reCently mOst universities could count'on steadily increasing enrollments. Enroll-

rent groyt!1 brought resources from the states and :ram students, the letter with

NAI

4
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'

majoi assistance from the federal government. The rapid rates of growth and of
.-

resobrces make it possible for research universities to sustain their research

capacity, at what was probably less than full costs'to federal sponsots. That

rapid growth is over. We in the universities arc necessarily more attentive to

l'our costs in order to keep solvent: This committee is rware'of one symptom of-

this phenomenon: the increasing controversy about indirect costs of federal

research projects. It is important that those of us who are committed to sustaining

scientific researth. education and training support the in'stitutional needs that

permit the system to work. Such-i-niport should be liiiked to'performence, not

it-erve as a program of federal subsidies to universitieS as sueh. I am thinking

of something analogous to the management allowance pat is paid to those institu-

time that operate national laboratories for the government. Such an allowance

could be allocated according to,a schedule related to the total amount Of felerallc.

sponsored.researgh undertaken. Such an allowance would permit much more flexible

..

and ffective"menagement -of the tilented people, ranging frombusiness officers and

machinists to sedior scholars, who male the system work.

To return to the question about how we assure excellence in a decentralized .

system driven,by competitiont the competitive project grant method should be the

core of the syste4. Individuals,and.institutions should, must, and can compete -

for support, and the pattemy of support should reflect that coopekition., 1 believe

that. any decline in quality is likely to be a result of the introduction of the

understandable political need to distribute resources by some'standard of equity

among regions and institutions rather than by lhe standard of scientific excellence.

But tniF process can be cerried out ciply at the cost of declining quality.

For those scientific establishments-such as the national laboratories, which

for good and sufficient reasons having to do with equipment costs or mission

V.
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requirements are maintained lett competitive basis, the operating institu-

tions 0,gether with the sponsoring agency must be prepared for the most rigorous

scrutiny. I the large laboratories the University of California operates for

DOE we ma talon a system of oversight and scientific scrutiny that we are quite

confident does i good job of quality control. It has not been easy, but it is

working.

FinallY, I =lac say a word about the value of-the free flow of sdientific
-

data and information that is so typi:al Of Americahlicience. Together with the

principle of competition, it is a fundamental characteristic of basic sciehce in

the United States. I am convinced that it is a necessary condition of our success.

1,4M thee past year a controversY has develOPed within the government, and between

government agencies and cmiversitia, thii,o7Ado4es a sekauS threat t2 tbis scientific

openness. This co2tioveray arises from justifiable inxiety'aballt the rapid technc)-
:

logical advances on the part of this country's political.adversaries and economic ,

coMpetitors., Aa a result, some people within the Admiristration have argued fir')

stiicter'ointrol of the "export", In quotation Mi4s, of technical data. -As you

are aware, universitzimased science and education is open to foreign students and

scholars. And American Icholars and students frequently cooperate with institutions

abroad.

e
It is being proposed, then, that export control regulations be revised and

interpreted to apply to various research letivities in universities in ways chit

would'require restrictions on persons and papers that we cannot implement or.accept.

We believe chat to do so would so inhibit and interfere with the conduct of research

and advanced teaching that its cost would far exceed any benefit)in terms of slowing

the advance of other nstions. I believe there is a solution to this matter-that

1 7u
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would in ive a reasonable mix of some securityclasaification sbme immieration

moserol, cad 6 faith. I know that responsible offioiila are working for

such a solution. I hope that political rhetoric will not destroy thix process.
/'

To sum up: I am enCburaged by the Administration's avowed policy of support

for sq*entific aesearch, but I'ke,concerned that in the prociis of cutting support

tor students and for research serious 4amage may be done to our scientific capacity.

Maintaining our ability to educate the next generation of scientists and iiving

appropriate attention to encouraging the work ofthe current generation o£ scientists

are both important The nation needs a better and more orderly meths of making

science policy And planning for the.future, one that' is adopted to our plurallitic

systv. It must be capable of providing guidance on eliability of support; an

the mix of basic and applied research and develop , an the balance among sources

of,support and performers; and on the means to as re excellence and pertinence of

work. The country's scientific capacity neeqS predictable support that provides

for up to date equipmeht, adequate facilities,'Iand sone growth.e Finally, I be/ieve

N .

that:sustained excellence in,6Cience is of the highlt imporiance.

Thank you again for this opportunity. I hope 4; remarks have been helpful

the cocmittee. I will be happy/to respond to any questions.

_a
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Mt FUQUA Thank you very Much, Dr. Saxon. We appreciate
your testimony this morning. If it ig agreeable with your time
schedule, we will hear the other two witnesses. You may remain atthe table, if you would like.

Dr. SAXON. Thank you
Mr FUQyA Our next witness will be David Webb, vice president

for policyAnd regulatory affairs for the Gas Research Institute.
Davewe are happy to have you here this morning, and we will

be; pleased to hear your testimony. If you desire to make your state-ment a part of the record, it will be inserted. If you wish to summa-.rize, that will be perfectly permissible.
[The biographical sketch of Mr. Webb f011ows]

411r
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Biographical Summary

Davia 0. Webb
Vice Presiaent

Policy and Regulatory Affairs
Gas Research Institute

1019 19th'Street, N.W.
Suite 910

Washington, D.C. 20036

Texas Technology University
-B.S. in Petroleum Engineering, Mathematics Minor

University of Hawaii
18 credits, Business Management

Experience

September 1977
to Present Vice President, Policy and Regulatory.Affairs, Gas Research

Institute. Responsible for GRI's overall operations in
washington. Primary areas of responsibility include
strategic analysis and energy forecasting and coordination
of GRI's interface with the Department of Energy, the
Federal Energy Regulatory Canmission, and other federal
agencies ig_ragard-to joint programs and formulation of

research policy. Provides testimony before Congress and
briefings to corgressional staffs on GRI's research
programs.

May 1977 to
September 1977 Senior Director, Energy Research Centers, U.S. Energy

Research ana Development Administration. Coordinated the
overall program planning and research activities of the
five Fossil Energy Research Centers. These five car4ers
employed 1,100 government personnel and had an annual
operating budget of $50 million.

may 1975 to
May 1977 Assistant Director, Congressional Liaison.for Fossil

lEtnergy, U.S. Energy Research and Development

am nistration. Servea as the central contact for the
review and coordination of all congressional activities.,
involving the Fossil Energy Program which clansistedof six
line divisions with an annual budget of $800 million.
Interfaced with six major committees and ten subcomittees.
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STATEMEN'I OF DAVID 11 EBB. VICE PRESIDENT, POLICY AND
REGULATOR AFFAIRS. GAS RESEARCH INSTITUTE
WASHINGTON. D.C.

Mr WEBB Thank you. Mr Chairman and members of the com-
inittee

I would like to request permission to insert tn./complete state-
ment in the record In recognition of the time constraints, I will try
to summarize this morning, so that you can get on to the other wit-
nesses 4ind the questions and answers.

Mr FuQuA. Thank you 4110,
Mr WEBB I am David Webb, vice president of the Gas Research

Institute, which is an independent, not-for-profit. scientific research
organization created by the gas industry in 1976 to plan, finance,
and manage an expanded and coordinatect gas-related research pro-
gram for the gas ipdustry and its ratepayers.

The Gas Researdi Institute does not conduct the_actual researchitself; it is not a Government contractor but, rathet manages and
finances research'-conductedsearch organizations. Many of
thee projects are cooperatively tunded by the industrial performer,
by Government agencies, or by State agencies.

In 1981 the-Gus -Research Institute funded approximately $6&5
million of gas-related research In addition, through cooperative
programs we had with other Federal agencies, our industrial per-
formers. and some of the State agencies, we had nearly $100 mil-
lion of cooperative research, for a total program of approximately
8165 million

I am pleased to appear here today, M. Chairman, to present my
-views on the need for the long-term high-risk Federal research pro-
gram. and'I would like to say right at the outset that much of the
new emphasis on letting the market determine the introduction of
new Tifeif_i- sources and technologies is basically sound. Also, the
concept of having industry fund the near-term research and final
technology demanstrat- ions prier to commercialization, is correct,
since only industry can effectively introduce new products into the
marketplace.

Therefore. I think the shift in the emphasis:is correct. However,
I think the abrupt change from file past Federal _energy research
policy and the time frame in whiCh they are trying to make the
transition is too short, for the siinple reason that all industries and
all" segments of the energy industry' cannot respond in the same
amount of time.

In setting R & D priorities and establishing your policies and
funding of the Federal Government, there needs to be a recognition
of the different response capabilities of the different segments of
the energy industry.

Reports that the Government will essentially eliminate all fossil
energy and gas-related research in fiscal year 1983, even the long-
term high-risk reSearch. is of serious .concern to the gas industry'
apd GRI Not only this a reversal from the stated policy of con-
tinuing to fund long-term research that industry will not fund du&
to market incentives, but I think it is also extremely shortsighted
and not in the national interest.

Regardless of the changes that take place between now and the
year 2900, fossil energy will still be delivering somewhere between
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60 and 73 percent of the energy delivered in this Nation. So'I do
not think it -is a correct focus tu say that the Federal Government
has no rote in long-term research of fossil energy.

Also, ovier the past 3 years we have been very succeSsful in re-
ducing the level of oil imports due to itiel switching in the industri-
al hector primarily to gas-and coal in the place of iMported oil.
Without a long-term research base to transition the supplemental
supplies that are going to be required between now arid the year
2000, there is a potential for a reversal in this very encouraging
trend we have observed.

The most recent Federal projections of gas supply and demand
.are anywlierf_Jrom 6 to 8 trillion cubic feet, or the equivalent of 4
million ba-rrt a day, of supplemental sources of gas oquired to
meet the demand. These supplemental sources require a', technology
ba.he that is different from that of producing just conventional gas-
It also involves in many cases conversion processes, which in turn
take a technology base that does not heretofore exist in the tradi-

, tional prodtiction ofgas and its use in industry.
Before I discuss my perception on the proper Federal role in R. &

D. and make recommendations in response to your reqdest of sug-
gestions fur setting priorities for future Federal support Of R. & D ,

I would like to outline briefly the technology status of the gas in-
dustry, a very brief-history and backgrounoi of how the gas indus-
try is trying to respond to the no.w Federal policies, and try to use
that as an illustration of why the regulated segments of the energy
industry need a transition period-in order to absorb much of itre
research the Government is proposing to drop or abandon.

The gas industry does not have in place an established, aggres-
sive technology base with a large supporting infrastructure, yet
this technology base is essential if gas is to continue to play a
major role in meeting the Nation's energy demands.

Why does gas not have a major technology base in place9 After
th f World War II, when the major pipeline systems and the
d stributio tems in this country were in place, gas was regulat-

and it was che_aoer than other supplies of energy. The produc-
. tion of gas was by the oiL companies, and therefore there was not a

need for R. & D. We had abundant cheap supplies of energy.
Starting in the late sixties and the early seventies there was a

recognition that traditional cheap supplies of gas were beginning to
be depleted and that different supplemental sources of gas would
have to be developed. So the gas industry's development of a tech-
nology base only started in about the late sixties or early seventies

it was very small and fragmented due to regulation at both the
Federal and the State levels arid due to the fact that the industry
was not vertically integrated since it did not produce its own
supply source.

These factors tended to limit the technology base that was in
place at the' start of the seventies, Naturally, these factors do not
result in the best climate for aggressive investments in R. & D.

In the regulated segments of the energy industry,,it is difficult
enough to earn an allowed rate of return, let alone put equity earn-
ings in further jeopardy by placing stantial investments in R D.
& D. which,-f they fail, might be-censidered imprudent or which
miglA be ruled as an unallowable expense.
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;Mere is no ofisetting potential to increase earnings due to suc-
cessful _R & D , since the benefits of successful utility research
must,\ventually be passed on to`the ratepayer,s, not to the stock-
holders,' because of the regulatory limits on rate of return. So es-
sentially what you have is a climate that is not conducive to R.D. &D in the industry.

The Federal Power Commission, through hearings in the early
seventies, put out a rulemaking in 1976, Federal Power Commis-
sion Order No 566, w hich was an accounting procedure designed to
stimulate R D Li/ by the gas and electric industries to conduct
more research The gas industry, through the assistancVof the two
major trade associations, the American Gas Association and the In-
terstate Natural Gas Association of America, responded to this in-
centive and established the Gas Research Institute, which was to,

be the research arm of the gas industry.
Part of' the''original charter of the,Gas Research Institute, under

the expanding Federal Government's role in energy policy and re-
seareh funding and as required by the Federal Energy Regulatory
t'ommision which annually revieWs our application, was to coordi-
nate Out program with that of the, Federal effort. GRI,has placed a
high priority On coordinating our program in areas of mutual inter-,
est We actually do much cofunding with the Department of-

_-_----___ Energy and other Federal agencies involved in energy research.
The Gas Research 11T7fitute's cofunding with Government as

grown froin_a-level-of approximately $25 million in 1977 to a
-pial4Tevei of approxirratnly $86 million in 1982. At the same
time the amount of coordinated funding from industrial partici-
pants in the research program has grcovn from-a level of approxi-
n ately $2 5 million in1977 to a level of approximately $34 million
in 1981 We think this is a healthy trend. We think it allows us not
only to maximize the ratepayers dollars in doing cooperative re-
search. but 'it also allows us to involve, particularly in the case of'
manufacturing colunding, the people who actually have to, intro-
duce the product into the marketplace.

The Rea ,an administration s proposed change in ,the philosophy
and the et phasis on funding of energy R.D. & D. does cause sonie
problems Primarily. the Gas Research Institute andAhe gas'indus-
try have concentrated on cofunding with the Department of
Energy I ,

.

Part o the overall program developed for the gas industry In-
volves large amounts of cofundmg Therefore, a sudden cutba0i of
the Dep rtment of Energy's gas-related research requires a sub:
stantial fehange in the strategy of' the Gas Research institute, 1?e-
,cint;ie c funding with DOE has been a major part of the overall

. cope of the program. Therefore, a change in emphasis or slz.e ofthe DO budget, whether an increase or irdecrease, plays a major
role no only in determining future budgets of the Gas Research In-
stitute but ako.the capability to fund the techjlology for the gas
Indust .y ...----'

N-s n example of the sudden change that is occurring, gas-relat-
..d re earch appropriated by Congress in fiscal year 1981 was ap-
proxi lately $330 million. In fiscal year 1982 the amount of fun
appn priated tor gas-related research was approximately $158 mil-
lion. br a reduction essentially of $172 million. Projectionsjor fiscal Ns'
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year 1963 indwate anotlwr significant reduction in this area, per-
level of only $20 million or $30 million, or essenrly a

terr ation of long-term gas-related research.
In response to these initiatives, the Gas Research Institute and

the gus industry, working with our board of directors, last summer
niodified our strategy fur cofunding with the Department of Energy
and adopted the following overall guidelines for trying to deter-
mine our future-budgets Essentially, the Gas Research Institute
was instructed to assume a more effective leadership role in gas-
related R.D. & D.. especially in the near-term research areas that
were definitely in the consumer interest and could achieve a rea-
sonable payback for the ratepayer.

We were also instructed to continue to seek cofunding with the
Department uf Energy on long-term research projects, and we were
encouraged tu increase our already ,extensive efforts to obtain in-
creased.cofunding from industry.

Finafly, Wie were told to?r,eevaluate our 1983 budget that had
been submitted as part of our,,*year plan to the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission and, it ecessary, to recommend to our
board bur proposal to the FERC W1 198Van increased and revisql
budget.

In response to these initiatives the Gas Research Institute' has
reevaluated its 1983 budget, and instead of-proposing a research
budget of $107.5 million, as was projected by our 5-year plan to the
FERC, we 4re proposing an R. & D. budget of approkimately $120
million in 1963 for approval by the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission. However, it should be noteththat this increase is to
pick up near-term research efforts where the Department of
Energy has decided to terminate programs. It does not provide:the
long-term research and technology base we feel will be required

Specific increases in our 1983 program we will be proposing are
in the Areas uf unconventional gas, where we are nearly doubling
the budget from $10 million to a little over $18 million. We 'have
proposes1 tu increase our funding in regional and land biomass
areas from $3 million to $5.6 million, and we are making signifi-
cant increases in the areas of gas appliances, gas heat pumps, and
onsite fuel cell systems, all of which fall in the category, we feel, of '
the near-term research, that the industry should try to fund under
the philosophy of this administration.
.0ne additional area we are significantly increasing research

funding.is industrial utilization, where we think there is a tremen-
dous opportunity to increase the efficiency of gas-using processes in
the industrial sector.

Ilowever, in establishing Federal energy RD. & D. policies, I
would like to read a very brief excerpt from the Energy Research
Advisory Board report on Federal energy RAt D. priorities dated^
Novernber 1981. I think this is important. They have done "Very
well in recognizing the response times orthe different sectors of
the energy industry.

-111 could. I would read from their report at this time:
The nevt policy retognizes that pricate industry cannot be expected to do basic

energy research or projects of long.terrn high-risk character, but there are other cir
,umstances in cc hall it %could be unrealistic to expect timely and effective assump-
tton b mdustry of R&D responsibthties abandoned by the government, however
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worthy the projects involved and despite the provisions of new ,enerous tax incen-
tives Sonie 6f these circuinstames are discussed below Some of the markets in
which energy is sold'are not free Oil and gas are the exceptioijs A little over half
our primary energy finds its way to consumers through the elec ric and gas utilities,
and the'utilities are regulated, price-controled industries sellin their products not
at free market prices but at controled prices well below replacerient cost

On further they say:
Both these regulated industries have weak incentives to spen on R&D. If success-

ful. the benefits go to the ratepayer If unsuccessful, the expen itures will be disal-lov.W as imprudent

I think the recognition of this factor is importa t in determining
/ the transitions required as the Federal Governme t drops research

in the fossil energy areas and expects industry to ick it up.
It seems to me that_the committee, in establis ing energy R. &

D priorities consistent with the administration's policy of concen-
trating its funding on long-term high-risk research, should consider
the following basic principles:

In times of constrained budgets, the research should have a na-
tional benefit, if successful..By that, I mean either the 'resource
"base' or the potential of the particular process is a such a magni-
tude that it in fact could truly have a national imPact.

Second,' I think that the basic Federal policy; of funding only
long-term high-risk energy R & D. must be applied consistently to
all sectors. If you expect industry to respond to inerease their fund-
ing for the near ter'm, then I .think there has to be a relativ ly
even-handed approach to how you fund Federal money for e-search.

The benefits of the research should be such that they cannot be
captured by an individual firm If you are going to use Federal dol-
lars to fund the research, you ought to be producing broad, generic
type of information that can be applied across a broad spectrum, so
the economic rate of that particular research cannot be captured
by an individual firm. If it canbe captured by an individual firm,
it seems to me the firm ought to fund that res arch if it is worth
doing.

The research should have sign'ificant cofun ingand by, that I
mean actual investment dollarsby industrial partners before ,any
technology Will be developed on the large pilot Tient scale. I think
part of the problem in the past with Federal fundrng, of fossil
energy reseaech particularly is cofunding in thany Cases was in-
kind and it did not involve actual cash commitments of the indus-trial partner.

The unique disincentives for the regulated industries to fund R.
& D should be reeognized in any, transition period. If you use those
principles in establishing-the priorities, then my recommendations
for Pedera 1 R & D ?riorities.in the future would be that.the Gov-
ernment should concentrate on.long-term high-risk research.

It should continue long-term fossil energy reseach that is high
risk and involves large resources, continue long-term generic-re-
search and efficient utilization of energy, concentrate on research
that develops generic data which can be appfied-by a broad sector
of the industry, and it ought to allocate research dollars in some
relationship to the potential contribution of eitlier the resource or /the technology. /

1
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, Thete should be aui adequdie -transition Kriod ,fur indukry,to
assume the 'funding oe the near ler m research and:theimidteriz re-----
search that the Federal GovrniiieU is dropping. :- '

Kindly. I jo no(thiA the Federal (oyerinuent shnilldju,a pe-____.________
sear...h heyund_the .prouf uf_c_ah&Pf.Jfihere.4-1te
-taal. without industry; vikaidmg.,'_:_,.....,,,..,,,,-.t,_4_,..---_----:---_t_--,,,,,

. k I- -hay e made -siime sPeci fie .recothnien.clat alas here of what I think_
are legitiTtate,long-ternri gas-relatrd resOarch meas. Priniarily-they
are- in.. aiea. such as uncomentional gas_ resourtes, some-
basic rock meLhames work in the tight_sands-forrnationS" and ihe-.-

. Eastern, Dei,oniap,"thale.foonatinns-,' in-situ coal.,g5gfiTatioi-Falia
Ketipressured methang where the resourQe,is ptimarilrAnFederal
lands' It is very Jung-term and high-risk but at ihe-satne-tini41 1---=--------

-LILLesslUI, could altor, the_resource-,balanye.ih.
point that it could linve

The total prograrn_r-have tiinded and-laid" o%itis approxi-
mcvely $100 million. While this is d signiteant amount'of furng,
it Is iltudi less,than the gas indusiry has ine'reaseditsiunding-dver
the< next .2 3, ears to :up-the ne_ar-thrni research-,--Attre-s-am,6-
time, It is appro,ximately thtri what wasactually.,
approppat.f..1 in fiscal year 1982,and,_it_is,gird.303rie-thiiitrOf fhe-kyver '
.appropriated, by congress in 1-9-81.1Eonsistent- with the long-thrin
nat,dre and with-Ile- need, ,to_reizognize -curtailme' -

k One other recpmmendatitm I rrughi Make, thrifybu a
try .tv comment o . ptanning and ._
the-bir t*--;fiiii process. sO industaT and the .unjversities cans,e,
theswitch in policy. , -

NI,!, fir,st retornmeddation ;vould,he tole' an an continue c
. gressional hearings such as the one we arp alaving-theie-Coday, s.

the debate and_thexecognitismtOTtEe-diffefenteiridkistries!-needs-t
-- handled _-thr-ougii congressiorT4.1 -hearings and_ LIZA- throErlig_the

budget.2robess. ---;,:- _,...------ .

-cunli, it seems to me that if-gongreS's. working With the- eder-
: ''aL \ eminent. could develop- prv.ain costs rather than arm,

........
Lusts uf major energy programs, tlfen you could *debat' Als,__ jeL- 'ffie.:Etts

-.. of the-program with the full icribwletrke -4-fIl. And _future_ -
mortgages Thtt would tend to say. if yoii- approye .a_ 7-year, pr_o-:
grarh. and the costs' hav'e_b;en laid-out and-debated: then ihd-Cigtf5,

) , ;prett..y well haS air ide-a of the inagnitude of the funding 'the Gov- ---,--..-

.. y.prnent is committing oy;er thelife of filet progi-ath.`Also,-ch
managers Lan set:their -progAin'is ond sthedules_witfiont tr-sjcing-4424 =
adjust to. tr emendous differences i ._ . - s as ,-

-, we try_ 17..7_,..-h--lit e energ.-3,..progiTani-inlin0 With the buclget_nearSi----,--
,. .0.- ;or the 'deficit, needs. -- -.... ..,'..,....?.". ( , . -. . ,

'I th'ink you shotdd consider some, k'ind--61,tottil pfogram apthori-
zatams fur :,tiirle)f thZ'Se major ertergy programs. 'Then it:seems te

. me vou cvutd.coriduet oversight_ hearings on either an annual or
. ... 'bieriukial basis to ve4-4 tile original ofijectiyos :of thd,program ,and

Iliai milestones are bei.ng met, so you know Whether the .,:, -- ___--
--=- should--be allowed,to continuo. Iftee-hineal probl e occurred; .

or trig thriultgy nO lons-er lias prbmise-,---t en the program could '
, be' terminated 0 , -

,
.

, . C:
t/4
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n 0 mu a,appropri-
_ Atiot--krioili; Whe_ther w e-iire talking 2,----OrB-ytat; a . 4 _,- priations, byt tault4e.apprciprtatiotts to add ,sorne_stabili :..the

-.=-. pr. _z_ --...1/4,
Nom.,.____ __,..,. :. r Chairman, j just wan to ay_tbiak

_

to_ be al-teogriTtioncth&it the re he energy
,---zn-thiStry have, a diffe - 41 --; in ),_an _need a different amount of-1ti . a3 ' ' awr-the-chafigirik-Federal policy. , -

think . will-find th6 induStry willing to_ increase its-funding- --------- AV_ id, tke gas _indlistry, through .,GRI, is -talLung-__Abolif7r_srgnifr-: ---

efi_"4,ttcrease-Elt-T-g8-.2- an-n-9_78:37l. ieTtlienra-d-ala' - Wed will nore5= picting up the near-term
elYratect,§ t-e Federal Government is dtopping and,_ at 1-

7-_-_____-----s'-anii-s---timeWei--k. up the long-term "resch-ti3citit---ap
.-,.§..._ped- 1-

;-___ - ..---;-
uld It does- not:

-with-the- gas industry but I___w

T1jilLy731' 1

_.

niversities, es
.A. oo evel, a y unding-tukcer-

arc --"Opic'fOr kthesis, the _waste-Fs qr
- --:ust be _reason ly certain that the-Period of _ast fang enough for him : comPlété his I.

t ink constantIrchangin o ':-... ,-. -.' our.
gfiie students s

;AL.? 0-1.

s is 's
tee- wo s e- I and the

_to the vulnerabili of-nur _
es and our uate Sittdents in c sider-ing-th_

--TesTudi- - ng about.
nc les. my testimony, Mr. *r-rn-SE I thank you and

'he committee v c for pportua4y__
At the _ tr , wotid be

..., a
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STATEMENT OF DAVID O. 8, VICE PRESIDENT

SEARCh INSTITUTE',

BEFORE THE

EDMMITTEEON 1CIENL AND TECHNOLOGY

OF -THE UNITED STATES hOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

1962

mr. Chairm'an and Membe s of the Committee:

I am Devia weob, vic Pre iaent Of ihe C. Research Institute GRI),

.n ircepenaent, not-for-profic tific fesea o teated,_

oy.the gas incitry in 1976 to plan, fin e, ago:ma e an expaaded and

obroinateo gas-related research and aevelopme (1160),pr,.. am for the

mi..t1 enefii of tne gas industry ana its fatepayers. GRI cor cts no

R&D work itse.i. it contracts with other organizations to co
....,

research projects. ma f these projeCts are cooperatively fundeo
,

the inaustrial performer, gover agencies, or-gtate agencies. GRI

---:-..

.

becage fully dOrational in 1978, Cod y.its membership consists of
. -...,

197 imvestor-owne0 ano pUbilcly owner . anAs ;hich transiart ana
'1

dita....gas in interstate anti inttastae" e. In 1982 GRI will
-- ---_.

funo approxiMately $68- million of gas-telated e :. . h which is a

-, -

-, - -..
---

,i44<ion.-.
significant increase over the 1981 research budget o

Additionally,,approximately, $100 million of-tetferal and incl. 1
. ,

4 ;

_

..00perative funos were obtainea in 1981 for a tdtal C-cotaintedp
. -

. --,.

of $185'mlil n. GRI'plans to increase its funding of near-term research.--

Ivo by seeking apitoval of.an.R60 buaget of approximatecly

ion, again a major ircof3 8 million over the approved

1982 reseatch cget. _however, _based on recent`piojections of

sign1ficant4y reau feaeral.funding for gas research, the amount af

coordinated funaIng will' ly oeclIne oespife the GRI growth.
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1 am pleased to appear before you toaay to ki<uss my views on the

continuing neea for a long-term, high-fasederal research program on
, .

supplemental gas supplies and more efficieht utilization of gas by

eno-users. Let me say right at-the outset that much of the new emphasis

on letting the market determlneintrooluction of Aew energy sources

ana technologies is basically souna, Also, the concept of having

industry funa the near:term reseag ana final technology demonstrations

prier to ccrimercialization is the correct approach since only inaustry

can effectively introauce new proaucts into the market. The shift in

emphasis is correct, but it is such an abrupt change from past federal

energy research policy that fi Will require an orderly transition if

critical research prOjects are to continue unaer inaustry sponsorship.

Therefore, reports that the government will essentially eiiminate ail

fOSsactnergy and gas-relatea research in FY 1983, even long-term,

high-risk research, is of serious concern to the gas inoustr7 and GRI.

Not only WOuld this be a reversal of the governments stated policy of

`, corltinuing to fund-long-term research that industry will not fund due to
,

market incentives, but it also would be extremely shortsightea ana not in

the national interest-. As an Illustration of the potential nationaa

act of sucti,a policy which fails to provide the resources necessary
\ \

ong-term gaskAechnologY base, consider that all malpr federal

P s of future as supply and demana predict a requirement of

bets 12 trilli \ubic feet (Tcf) of supplemental sources of gas
\ ,

to meet p demand in e year 2000 as shown on the following

page. The t 1y a a effective aevelopment of these supplemental sources,.

requires a viab rd able federal presence in long-term gas research.

Sinde gas curien bpples _over 12 Tof of energy to the inaustrial ana

power generation s bors, with ut an adequate long-term technology base

necessary to jeVelop st-effecti Supply sources af gas, the

-1 8 2
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procaollit of fuel switching is very,large. The magnitude of fuel

switching c ula result in a large increase in oil imports of between

tnree to five million oarrels per oay. Therefore, there is a dominant

, national issue in determining the proper feaeral energy policy in

gasrelated researcn tc ensure contInued reduction in oil imports.

'

z

z

.0 S. Cat Supply By Source,,
25

20

345

$ CHNECO

170 1373 I SOO 1$115 1530

V.. 316, '

15

10

before 1 discuss my perception of the proper fedlole in R&D ana

make recommenaations on.how to set priorities for airect federal support

of R&D anc how to provide a greater measur f stabil y to the R&D

planning ano bucgeting process, I would 1 ke to outline the major

tecnnology base neeas of.the gas inaustrye rrent status of the

funcing of a gas technology base, and the gas industry response to the

new shift In federal energy,polidy. This backgrovd is important in

uncerstanoang ana oetermanigg the proper federal R&D priorities ana,

policy.

18'3
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Technology Needs of Gas-Industry.

Tne key-element to consicer in cetermining gas technology neeas=-and
'Walk

rtence future R&D oirections --is the shrinking cOst aavantage of natural

gas relative to competitive energy sourceS--priMarily electricity ano

oil. In tme simplest terms, tnis changing conoition makes it imperative

tci:mprove gas end-use efficiepcies ill ways which take advantage of the

st.perigi characteristics of methane as a fuel. Improver; technology is

also neecec to minimize risirg equipmeni costs and to aevelcp new smeces

of netnara at tne lowest cost.

The best answer to rising energy co ts ano the shrinking cost

acvantage of gas is a strong technological response. No one wants

continuation of externally imposea (market oistortions, be they in favor

of gas, electricity, oil, coal, or renewatles. First ana foremost amorg

neecec techng.ogical responses is the aevelopment of end-use appliances

aro equipment that wOula allow gas to compete with other, energy forms on

the oasis of the total energy service ccAt to the user. This means

rieac-to-hea0 competition of gas with electricity, oil, ano coal in a

myilaa of resiaential, commercial, ana inoustrial applications.

In the longer term, as largerproportions of gas supplyAcome frominew

arc increasingly'costly supplemental sources, the whole infrastructure of

energy enc-use may ch:inge. The major issue will be total electrification

verst.is continued oireCt use of gas, oil, ano coal. A critical subissue

will be electriiication via central station power supply, presumably

coal- ano nuclear-fueleo, versus electrification via aecentralizeo

cogeneration systems. If the latter shoulocgain an economic advantage,

gaseous fuels coula again play a central role because of the relative

ease of transporting, storing, and,using theril in an environmentally
A

acceptable fashion. This, then, may be the era of fue/ cells, advancer;

combined-cycle systems, ano all the other technologies which so greatly

A
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ernance the efficiency of energy, cunversiun and use by providing both

,elotricity or zaft horsepower ano neat on site.

v1tW, tntn, f important R&D cirections anc needs in gas R&D

begs with near-term developments in efficient utilization. without

impr.:vea gas efficiency In nighiy competitive markets, the consumer

116
carwot oenefit from an appliance that dften costs more unless-it offers

fuel or t-ost-of-operation saving, ovei a comparable electric model.

EFPICIENT UTILIZATION

1/4
In the residential/commercial gas market, the major factor-that

drives the need for improved technology is the ratio of delivered

electricity prices to oelivered gas prices on an equivalent Btu tiasis.

Tooay, the ratio is apprOximately 4:1 on a national average, but it.could

fall to about 2:1 oy the year 2000. Given this, a conventional gas

furnace with electric air conoitioning would lose its competitive price

advantage to a standart electric heat pump sometime between 1985 and 1990

in many regions of the U.S.

As iar as the industrial gas market is concerned, security of supply,

as well as competitive energy prices ana the actual cost of the deliverea

energy services, are the critical factors in assessing the future ro/e of

gas ano in aetermining the neeo for new, more efficient eno-use

technologies. Several price projections for the inaustrial energy market

still seem to favor gas over residual oil. However, an excessive flyup'

-
of natural gas wellheaa prices upon decontrol, even over a limitea perioa

\while unrealistic contract provisions are being renegoiiaiea, could lead

tO permanent aisplicement of gas with imported oil in relatively

long-technology heat energy applications.

I nave emphasized the end-use of gas up to this point; it is because'

of the necessity, In the short term, of providing least service cost

OPtions to consumers in a critical period of escalating gas prices.

1 85
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1 wiA. not ignore the supply siue of as R&D; in fact, it is critical to

uncerstancirg tne cirections ano n9s of gas R60 overall ano tr4 proper

feueral role.

Among tre-many gas supply op ionS, several show special promise to'

overcome competitive energy se vice cost pressures: For examp,le, the

costs arc quantities of unc ventional gas proouceo from tight

tormatIons, Devonian sral s, and coal seams are so highly technology

depenoent thatrthey pr ice some of the most attractive targets for R&D

initiatives. Coal ificaton is, of course, the major mio- to long-term

sLoply option. ever, the unoerlying technology base for coal

gasification quite mature so that new R&D opportunities must

corcentrate n novel approaches aro basic research in catalysts ano

material

/6AS 51PPLY IN IKE LONG RANGE

The picture is quite oifferent.for the longer range. .Key targets for

maor &O investments are lam- arc marine-basec biomass proouction ana

conversion. Not only is biomass a creoible option for long-term energy

scpply throughout the worlo, It is 4so a critical heoge technology in
-a.-

,ase the coal.cption cannot oe fully exploited because of the carbon

oloxice proolem anC in case the nuclear option continues to falter

oecause of socio-political, operational, or economic reasons. Our own

recent experience with the agricultural inuustry of,Florloa points ta the

ocssibilitrof rotation'O.f foOp am energy crops ana other schemes that

oo not comprom& food proouction..-

staggering when one'consiciers the

genetic ep;ineering, let.alone ip

cruic development of anaerobic oigestion technologY.'

The potential of biomass R40 is
4

work stll to be cone in hybrios ano

the agricultural sciences, ano on the

'N..
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farthei into the rkiture lies the possibility of nearly encless

s44....les 3r Tetnana from creep in tne ertn. It Thomas Golo aro others

are ne.:.:1" tre ccclirrence arc magnituce of methane seeps from

tectcic ta,its are correct, there may be enormous amounts or methane

st. availatie t, Ls as a legacy from tre eartn's creation. Very tew

'cw orry tre existenceTdfticgenic methane; the issues are

its o,Lantity and economic recoverv. The implications of this hypothesis,

,,cweer, are sc encrmucs for the long-term supply or gas tnat tne theory

needs t, oe valluatec ur oisprovea. Investigations of equally long-range

tech:no-361es in methane anc heat energy recovery from geopressured

,T.res, reLuvery of methane trom wicespreao hyAte ceposits, ano water '

ceLunpusitiun tt. nyorogen by thermal anc photochemical m s should oe

ocuoleo with tnese studies.

Tnis 1..ustrates that the issue is not oeterming legitimate a eas of

rung-term, hign-risk, gas=Nlated,research. Rather the problem is to

cerine the prorter feceral long-term R&D role and to stabilize planning

anc Tkinctrg so that the gas industry can concentrate on funoing ano

mahagirg ah expanceu research program in near-term res'earch as a true

canner with government.

mistory or aas Ircostry TechnoloCy Base

The gas incustry Coes,zlot have in place an estaulisheo aggressive

technology oase with a large support-Iraq-infrastructure. Yet this

technoiogy tase is essential,if gas is to continue to play a major role

ir meetiny tne nation's'energy oemano. The uncertainty of the impact of

gas-prooLcer price oeregulation, tre gas transmission ano distribution

1. Ltist:)'s .acK ur control over the quantity anc price of gas, the

Lotint..1v "alai Le ut plectric versus non-electric government funoing

ct the iimiteo gas Rdi. marketing efforts by large manuracturers of

1.8 7
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energy service equipment, ano the recent narp orop in federal gas'R&D

represent significant impediments to establishing the technology base

requireld Tor tne most effective use of gas in the U.S. energy mix. A

*ice raNe ot gas industry responses will be necessary. , The gas inoustry

nas begun an aggressive R&D program, Out it is still behino its

,competitors in the development of a sound technology base.

.tISTIORY bF GAS RWID

A Orlef review of the history that has lea to this situation is

instructive in determining the proper feaeral role in aes-weloping a sounc

technology base for gas. After the growth of interstate pipeline sysptas

mace natural gas available in nearly all parts of the Uniteo States

following worlo war II, the gas industry had relatively little need to

invest in R&D. Supply was ample and unaerpricea in comparison to most

competitive energy sources na was largely tne responsibility ot entities

not part ot tne regulated transmission ang aistribution segments of the

gas incustry. The major technological issues falling under the

jurisoiction of these regulatea segments concerned peak loaa supply and

seasonal storage; a number of problems concerning the dbst, efficiency,

reliability, arra satety ot distribution and transmission operations; and

the safety of gas-using equipment ana appliances. A total cf only

something op the oraer of 0.1 percent of gross revenues was spent bi the

transmission ana aistribution companies for R&D in these areas and on a

tew longer range supply and utilization options such as coal

gasification, hyOrogen, and fuel tells. As electric competition in the

resiaential/commercial market grew; the gas industry began to recognize

the neea fdr a gretly expanoea technolo9, base.

however, comparea to its major ccmpetitors,., the petroleum ano

eleetric inbustries, the gas industry haa limited resources ana

188
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capaoklities tu.respon0 rapidly tu this challenge. Multilayerea

reguiation, the relatively small size of indivicual corporatt units, and

the +littering interests of the generally indepencent, production,

transaussion ar.t oismilaution sEgmerits limiteo the business incentives

ano appurtunities for major R&D investments. -Moreover, feceral subsides

availade for develoccent ana commercialization ornew gas technologies

in the form of research, cevelcpment and clemonstratitn (RO&D) conaucted

in government facilities or sponsoreo by government agencies, aria in the

torm of grants ono other financial incentives funded through general

revenues, were small when compared to those available to other energy

seuturs. Ant) finally, unlike.their electric utility counterparts; the

gas cumoanies lauKea the support of the many manufacturers*-incluaing

st.tn integzateo giants as General Electric and hestirighouse--which devOte

most or di ut their activities to electqc procucts. The result was the

limited ability and resources to rapialy construct the research necessary

tu create an adequate gas technology base.for the reasons outlined above

onci surmarized belcm
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While the gaS inoustryhad conducteO
a small research program under the

direction of the American Gas ASsociation4(A.G.A.); it was not of the
.

magnituole necessary to fund the multitude of research projects essential to

develop cost-effective suppleMental sources of gas ano more efficient gas

equipment and processes. The A.G.A. researth,progrim was initiated in 1943

ana exparced in 1963. In the following ten-year perioa, annual research

expenoitures grew from $31million to approximately SIO Million. In 1971, the

A.O.A. and the Department of Interior's Office of Goal Research started a

.cooperative effort to accelerate the development of coafgasifiCation. This
...-

pilot plant R&D'program was funoed at an annual budget level of

$30 millicn--tw thirds fr the government, one-third from industry. Thul,

r
om

----.the g irdust a nad a very small institutional R&D program in existence with

tot annual expenditures of about $20 million by 1975. This is a stark

trast to the approximately $1 billion in annual federal funds devoted to
,

40 for nuclear ano other long-.term electric options during this time.

Essentially the lack of a large and viable gas lndt4try technolOgy base

Primarily results from the following factors:

o Until the early 1970s, natural gas was in abunnt supply and the
required proouction research waS conducted by he nonregulated
petroleum industry.

o Regulation of gas prices at the wellheao resulted an gas being a
cheap, energy commodity; therefore, there was no emphasis on
efficient utilization.

o Since gas was cheaper than other competing energy sources, the
emphasis for eno-use appliances and processes was lowest cost, not
efficient or low life cycle costs. This greatly reouced the need
for a strong technology base.

o There was a strong federal preffrence and a long history of
fe0eral funding gf a large R&O program for electric options. 'No
similar program existed for the gas options. '

o There was a lack of recognition by the state regulatory agencies
of the need for the gas utilities to Fund an expanaed gaS industry
technology base.

,44
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.o Sirise the recovery of costs rred in funaing gas inoustry R&D

inust be approved by tn ate commissions, the regulatory N,

mechanism of cont ing the total rate of return on investel

capital that usea ano useful in public service inhibited

ft.nal a strong gas technology base.

Netureliy, these factors Go not result In the best climate for'aggressive

.nvestments In R&D. It is diffiOult enough for regulateo companies to earn

their -aliowea rate of return let alone put equity earnings in further Je8aardy

by piecing aubstvitial inveitments in 'RD&D which, if they fail, might be

cOnsioerea to have Ueen impruoent or which might not be ruled an allowable

expense for other reasons. Therefore, RD&D investments make little management

sense. There is no offsetting potential to increase earoings oue to

sucessful RL4D as tnere woula be for unregulated companies. The benefits of

succestful utiiity ROO must eventuhly be passea on to the ratepayers, not

the stooknowers, oecause of the regulatory limits on rates of return.

despite these disincentives, in4 response to a growing recognition of the

critical neea for a strong technology base to meet increasing competition from

electricity aria to relieve gas supply shortages and curtailments in the early

197Ds ana a more favorable federal regulatory Climate, the gas inaustry took

initial steps in 1972 to aramatically increase institutional4funaing of

gas-related resea'rch.

Gas Inoustry Response to Technology Need

In late 1972, the A.G.A.'restarch management staff ano research

cummittees, in cooperation with the Interstate Natural Gas Association of

America UNGAA), organized ana directed a cOmarehensive stuay of,gas incustry

research neeas ano opportuaties.for the period of 174:-2000. A 150-person

inoustry-wice-task force anC six prominent research agenoie completea the

stuay uuiing 1973. The recommenoations which evolveo from this planning stuoy
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leo to the conclusion that a more comprehenSie and expanded gas-related

research program woula be required if gas we7 to cohtinue to play a major

role in meeting the future needs of the U.S. economy,

while the neea fOr an improved gas tecnnology base was readily recognazed

by inoustry leallers ano many fersightee regulators, the gas inoustry faced

,consacerable obstacles in funding an aggressive R&D program. As noteu before,

regulate° transmassion and aastrabution Companies had traditionally spent a

relatavely snail percentage of their gross revenues on ROW.' Since the

' benefits of successful utality ROM must eventually be passea on to the

ratepayers, not the stockno rs, a mechanism had to be founo-to allow

.recovery of the costs of research from the ratepayers.

FORMATION CF GRI

To overcome the dilemma of the obvaous need for more gas utality ROAD and

/".
the difficulty in funding an expanded utility ROW program through

conventional meanS,-the Federal-Power Commission (FPC) issued an order.

(No. 566) oesigned to stimulate ROO by companaes under FPC jurisdiction.' 11

proyaceo for, preapproval,'not subject to refuncror reduction, of ROIL
6

expenclit(!ges of jurisoictional companies that met clearly oelineateo
6

guidelines wnach not only protected the ratepayer intekest,but also set such

nigh standareslor R&D planning, cooroination, and evaluation that the need

tor detaaled iegulatory review could be minim:tied. This imaginative concept

of the FPC for sttmulatihg cooperative industry ROW rograms was implementeo

by thb gas ineustry in 1976 by the formation of GR1 w th the assistance ot the

gas ineustry's two majcir traae associations, A.G1A. and 1NGAA'.

The'issue of`prudence otmajoc ROM investMents whi largely,defusect by

1ntro4luciqg centralize°, highly pophisticatea planniA ana analysis; careful

cooranAtion ;ith other`major energy R060 piograms, incluoing, that of GR1's

6
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olcer ano significantly larger sister Institution,,Spe Electric Power Research

Institute (EPRI), tne extensive Joint efforts-with the Energy Research ana

Development Acministration (ERDA) am then the Department of Energy (DOE); ano

cringing into the cecision-making processes consumer Etna other public-interest

representatives. . Prominent among these representatives is a substantial

number of sitting state regulators and several eminent ecucatofs,

environmentalists, anc 6Srmer federal regulators. GRI thus became the agent

for financing, planning, and managing the R&D of its 29 interstate pipeline

rembers which are responsible for more than 95 percent of all interstate gas

sales.
\ .

However, because of the limited vertical integration of the regulatea gas

industry, a mechanism also had to be developed for sharing control in the

management of GRI,between the interstate pipeline transmission oorpanies,

which were responsible for:collecting the
preponderance of the funds under

Feceral Energy Regulatory`Commission (FERC)
jurisdiction, and the distribution-

ccmpanies which had to pass through these charges as,part of their purchased

gas costt to their ratepayers under state commission jurisaiction. Of course,

even more fundamental in this shared
control over the affairs of GRI was the

makeup of its R&D program- It hao to properly Deflect not only the ultimate

ratepayer interest, but also the often, quite different Interests of the

transmissiOn ana distribution segments of the inaustry. The solution was

found in having boarc representation of these two segments, including assured

minimum representation of the municipal
cistributicn companies, i.e., the many

usually relatively smalls.companies owned by local governmental bodies. Thus

GRI was created as the central element in the gas industry's response to the

neeo for a viable technology base.
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stor of ,,RI/OCt qeseartn Lo_rolnation

its review of Chi's appiocation, tne FERL places d high priority on the

:oordi-ation CIRI's program with government ana im.stry ROI programs. GRI

,Lst arr..aily Prov-ce "...evicence tnat an effective mecnanism exi'sts and is

,seo r coordinating this research aro development plan with other relevant

efrorts of rational scope."

wrile tne Commission's coordination directive was broao, it recognized

tr,at CCE "Is tne principal organization with which GRI's program must be'

narmcnizeo." GRI placeo a high priority on coordinating and, in areas of

mu.al interest; on cofunding research projects 'with DOE ano other federal

agencies. GRI adopted a aeliberate strategy to stretch GRI's limited funds

my Lofundinq ur cooperatively funding i:Irojects of common interest with DOE and

other government agencies. jhis allows GRI to attain greater R&O benefits per

ratepayer collar than if it funded the entire project on its own.
-

By placing a high priority on coordination, GRI aimed not only to meet the

FERC requirement to coordinate its researdC with the.national effort to

eliminate the auolication of research efforts but also sought to focus the ,

attention and financisl rgsources of other funding organizations on the

research neecs of the gas .inaostry. The importance of working to expano

existing R&O efforts rather than to ab'sorb them was-reemphasized by the
Commission:

. . we put GRI on noti.e that as its program matures we
'shall insist on clear evidence that its efforts are
complementary to and not competitive with those of other
ROO organizations.

GRI was highly suCcessful in attaitiing cospOnsorship of gas-related

research. From the creation of GRI to 1981, the size of goverment, and

industry cosponsorstiip grew substantially. This effort resulted in a combined

government and inoustry coordinateo funding level ot bYr..4 million in 1981.

92 795 - Is 194
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This fUnding, when combinea witn GRI funding for Ccntract R&D, amounted to a

national gas R&D program of $164.9 million in 1981. This Was supplementeo by

approximately $40 million of research funding by individual gas companies to

'amPess issues uniwe'to their service area..

GRI COORDINATED FUNDING HISTORY

($ Minions)
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DOE and GRI have cosponsored research in fuel cells, biomass, industrial

utilization, heat pumps, unconventional natural gaS, geopressurea methane,

in-situ coal gasification, ano environmental research. In addition, DOE anct

GRI have continued the jointly sponsored coal gasification program that began

in 1971 asla cooperatiqe effort of A.G.A. ana thepffice of Coal Research.

The total funaing under the joint coal gasification program through 1981 has

A been $187 million, of which tpe gas inciusri has providea one-third and the

government has proviaed two-thiros.

Much of the effectivepess or GRI's program during the firsi' five years

, depended on expanding GRI's limitea funds Wiih.DCE funds on projects of common

interest. While this stimulated more coaptritively funded gas-related R&D and

allowed GRI to gain exceptionally high benefits from its R4D\itivestments, it

also resultea in GRI following DOE's leaa in most long-term technologies.

4
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hitn signaficant receral R&D expenditures, GRI was able to rely on DOE to fora

the critical massjof funos necessary to support a research program. GRI was

acle tc concentrate Its funds on expandlng prbjects or programs to meet the

specific neeos of,the regulated gas industry ano the gas ratepayer.

:n many instances, tne very large entry costs aigiven R&D area were

prcperry borne by tne government, while the much lower costs of subsequent

research activities were borne by GRI. For instance, In gecpressureo methane

gas research the cost of orilling experimental wells woula be borne by the

government while uRI woulo pay for subsequent research activities, such as the

oiagnostics and analytical evaluation during and followfhg well stimulation.

The major impact on the success of GRI's cofunding strategy was the

dominant importance of energy and national energy policy during the 1970's.

Feceral energY tunctions were consolidateo into a cabinetlevel Department,of

Energy, federal'energy buagets'soared, ana, most impqrtantly, the government

assumed tne major'responsiblity for deterMining the nation's energy future.

National ene'rgy plans were prebared;,targets for the commercialization of'

technologies Were set;.and proouction goals were,specified for a4variety of

fuels. As Secretary Duncan testifieo in January 1980 before the House

,

Committee on Scieice ana Technology:. "The Department of Energy sees its

mission as assuring the Nation's oroer1;% transition from an economy dependent

upon oil to an economy relying upon diversified energy sources,"

,While the prihate sector retained its traditional responsibility for

commercializing technologies, the government believed there were overriding

nationalcdncerns that requirec the feaeral government to intercede in the

marketplace: As.Secretary Duncan noted, "...energy, and particularly our

dépenoence on'foreigh oil, has more to do today wAth our inflation rate, the

value of the collar, ana our balance of payments deficit than any other

component.4

r
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de
with the election of0Presioent Reagan, the philesophy of the government's

role in energy shifted signifi?antly. The government forsook.the

responsibility for aetermining whether and when technologies would enter the

marketplace and celegated the responsibility for deterining the future energy

mix to the private sector. The Administration believes, e collective

judgment of properly, motivated technical innovations, businessmen, and

consumers is generally superior to any form of centralized programming." Th

Aomirustration asserted that its most direct rale was.to bring the enormous

energy resburces controlled by the government into the enekrgy markeVolace.

Effects of Changing Federal Policy on Gas-Relatea.ND

The Reagan Administration has goposed to radically change the size of the

feoeral energy research budget and to encourage inaustry to funo more of its

own.research,. especially neart- and mio,term projects. This policy Is

summarized. in the Prel(Itlent's National Energy Policy Plan as follows:

x,
Public spenping for energy-related pulp/sea is secondary to

ensuring that the private sector can responb to market

realities/Even then, federal spending should be
consiaereo only in those promising areas of energy
production and use where the private,sector is unlikely to
invest.... Public spending is appropriate (and will
continue) in long-term research with high risks, but

potentially high payoffs. In most cases, however, using

public funds to subsidize either domestic energy production
or conservation buys little adaitional security and only

diverts capital, workersrand initiative from uses that,
Contribute more'to society and the economy.

, From its inception, GRI,.in response to,FERC-guidance and encouragement by

'DOE, has relied On extensive federal.and industrial cofTding to care/ out its

research programs. The federal government's current R&D policy emphasizes

long-term, high-risk projects with' major reductions in near- and mid-term
A

R&D. 'This philosophy has resulted in rapid, substantial cuti inpOE's RD4D

buoget ana further planpeo cuts based on the assumptionthat DOE or its

197 .
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successor agencies will concentrate on the long-term, high-risk research that

inoustry will not perform in response to normal market incentives.

The impact of the new fe0eral energy policy on GRI and gas-related

researcn is reaoily appWrent in the cnange in the size and distribution of

fe0eral gas-relateo R40 budgets. The feoeral budget for energy ROO and

gas-relateo research grew dramatically over the past seven years. The revised

Fy 1982 OCE budget tlearlyillustrates that this trend has chargeo.

most of the DOE gas-related R&D is funded thrcugh the Fossil Energy

program and the impact of the new philosophy and funding strategy seriously

reduced these effort.s as shown below.

DOE Fossil Epergy Gas-Related
Resea-rch Budget
($ millions)

TeChnolody Area Carter 1981 Budget
Reagan Revised

1982 Budget

Advanceo Research ano
'Technology Development, $14.5 $12.5

Phosphoric Acid
Fuel Cells 14.0 10.6

Underground Coal
Gasification 10.0 8.6

Surface Coal
Gasification 159.9 54.0

Enhanced Gas
Recovery 3.0.6 10.6

Total $29.0 $96.3
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When the remaining gas-relate'd activities of the Departmentare

added, the net effect is that DOE requested $162 million less in FY 1982

for gas-related activities than the Congress appropriated in FY 1981.

DOE GAS.RELATED BUDGET
(S Millions) 9

FY IOU '
a FY 1,114 filmiF"

Appropriation Request, Change,

e

co s s o Energy 229 9. 96 3 -132 7

Geopressure0 Methane Q60 20 2 - 15 6

Energy Conse.al,on 22 0 t20 100

E6ornass 12 5 3 0 - 9 5

Bas,r Resovcr 270 30 0 +. 3Q

Envnonment a Sat( 370 340 -7 30

7ntai 357 5 195 5- -162 0

The sudden cutback of DOE gas-related RD&D required a substanttal

change in the R&O strategy,of GRI becatte the level, Of funding by DOE for

gas-related research has a Nor impact n the scope and size of the GRI

program. When the size or t tren of the DOE budgets in these areas

suodenly makes a significant sh (either increase or decrease), it

la s a ma or role in uetermini future GRI bud etlevels. while GRI is

not cof nding all of these research areas,'If.there wereno government

ar
funos, RI would have to consider funding some of these research projects

Since t ey support GRI objectives and are an integral part of GRI R&D

strate y ano the development of an adequate gas technology base. Without

the 'Ao funds, iesearch efforts in cofunded efforts such as on-site fuel

cel s, unconventional natural gas, heat pumps,^coal gasification, and gas

f om biomass would be either dcasticaliv curtailed and research

milestones slipped or else GRI's buoget would have to be increased

`4T)-\
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significantly in these areas while other research areas of a long-term

'nature woulo have to be cancelled.

GRI reviseo its projections for coorOinated funoing to reflect the

eaprease in-ftoeral cofunding arc accelerated its efforts to obtain

inw,strial cotunoing. While GRI originally anticipateo $82.4 million in

fecetal cofunoing in 1981, this projection was avise0 to $62.6 million.

muwever, a suostantial incrvase in inOustrial cofunoing nearly eliminateo

,

the.orups in feoeral funaing. In 1982, coordinate0 funoing is expecte0

to crop oy $31.9 million In spite of an expecteo increase of
'4

$19.2 million in industrial coorlanate0 funoing. Base0 on the DOE

FY 1982 ges-relateo buoget ano policy to continue fonOing in long-term,

nigh-risk rese5Tch, GRI expects coorOinateb funding to drop to

$28.9 million or even lower in 1983. How much lower coorOinateo funoing

levels urob will GIOPena upon' the Oegree to which the Administration moves

to eliminate the remaaning near-term activities ano to eliminate or

significantly reouce its sponsorship of long-range, gas-related

technology oevelopment.

REVISED 9R1 COORDINATED
FUNDING PROJECTIONS (S MILLIONS)

1151 ',St
n"

tlIt(flJI 0.0.4., kr, iirr tat* goo.

2 u
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The Admi-niStntion is expected to request a budget that rtguld

essentially elimamate DOE's sponsorship of conservation NO and confine

the Department's invol,vement in solar energy to a tephnology base program

4
for long-term-options. The Administration isk expected to request an

FY 1983 budget for Fossil Energy that is reduced roughly by 75 percent

from the buoget it requested for these activities in FY 1982.

The expected FY 1983 DOE budget request would severely impaCt major

current DOEAGRI joint programS'as can be seen from the chart below:

POSSIBLE FY 1983 DOE FUNDING IMPACT

ON MAJOR COE/GRI

Unconventional Natural Gas
Geopressureo methane
Unoerground Coal GasifidationiR&D,
Un-Site Fuel Cells R&D
Gas Heat Pumps
klethane from Biomass

Surface Coal Gasification

JOINT PROGRAMS

DOE Program Terninaipp
,COEPragram Terminpteb
DOE Prdraln Terminated
COE Prcgram Terminated.
DOE Program Terninated
COE Program Terminated
DOE Funding Severely Limited

".

GRI Response to Revised Feoeral R&D Policy ,

In reaction to the change in government R&O funding policy, GRI discussed

a variety of options with its Board of Directors ana adopted the following

strategy:

o GR1 should assume a moreeffective leadership vile in gas-related

R&D. As the level of federal funding and support aeclines, GRI ,

must become more aggressive in assuring that critical research is

continueo at aoequate funding levels. Essential hear-term

research must be funoed oy GR1 if it is in the cOnsumer interest.

o GRI should continue to seek cofunding with DOE inaong-term

research projects. In determining whether to cofund a project

with 00E, GRI should give consideration to the relative size of

the ODE contribution and to the long-term commitment by DOE. GRI

should carefully assess DOE's program goals and objectives before

entering into any joint program to make sure that they are
consiltpnt with goals and objectives of GRI.

2 01
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uki shouIt it-Q.rease its already extensive efforts to obtain'
1,.creaseo cofunoinc from industry. This not only provides a o

partial.substitute for government support, it also improves the
prospects for commercialization. This substitution is already
Lncerway to compensate in part for the loss of about $20 million

expected government.fundimg tor calendar year 1981.

d GRI snould reevaluate its projected 1963 budget in lignt f the
signiticant changes in national energy R&D policy. An ex noed
oucget snoulo ue prepared if necessary to make sure.that
sufficient tunds are' available to achieve the objectives the
GRI R&D strategy.

0

0 In keeping wilh these airectives, and in recognition of the changed

feceral policy, GRI has reevaluated its 1983 research budget ano is proposing
-

to increase that budget from $107.5 million, which was originally planned and
.-

projpcted in its.application to %N FERC for, the 1982 program, to

aPpruximately $120 million to meet the continuing critical need for near- ano

mid-term research.

GRI FUNDING
ADJUSTMENTS

-
Mt ttttt tch & Dv0Iopenett

6ri

4
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As shown below, this proposed budget growth will continue the emphasis of

industry funding for near-term efficient utilization programs in recognition'.

of the Administration's policy ot terminating this research and concemtrating

its resources en long-term, high-risk research.

a21 R&D BUDGET SUmMARY Millions)

1982

Proposed
1983

Total RSD $ 83.7 $118.6

Program Area

Supply , $ 26.4 (31.5%) $ 33.1 (27.9%)

Environment, Safety,
ano Distribution $ 10.6 (12.6%) $ 14.7 (12.4%)

Efficient Utilization $ 36.0 (43%) $ 57.2 (48.2%)

Note: Percentage figures indicate sha/e of total RSD'budget.

This funding strategy has been devised in an attempt to save critical

projects from elimination while, at the same time, fulfilling the gas

inoustry's near-term technology needS.
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Specific GR: progiams where'fonding increases will.be,contentrated to

ortset tne loss of DOE funoing are in the areas of unconyentional gas,

,regional ano land biomass, on-site fuel cells; gas appliances, gas heat

pumos ano incus'trial utilization.

NEAR-TERm BUDGET

Ainconventional Gas.

INCREASES

,Approyea
Budget
1982

($ millions)
s.

Proposeo

fi Budget.
1985.

*S10.60, $18.70

gional ano Lana Biomass 2.90 5.65

On-Site Fuel Cells 11.35 19.60

Ga$ Heat Pumps 7.00 12.10

Gas Applian* 3.97 6.50

Industrial Utilization 7.90 12.15

S43:72, $74.70

$

Proposed 1983 Budget Increase 530.98

Increases in funding for unconventional naturalfgas will be focused'

.n o areas-blanRet tight gas sands and Devonian shales.

In the biomass area, 'adoitional funding will be applied to near-term

research, mucn or which is being carried out by 0 University of

A

Florida's Institute for Food and Agricultural Sciences (IFAS) untier a

joint GRI-IFAS program.
.0

v, Increased funding for development of fliel cells will be used to
. "

suppgtt the on,site fuel cell 4eld test program which GRI had been
,

jointly funding with DOE. .

,2 U 4
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In the heat Pump area, GRI funding will be airected at picking up

work previously supportea by DOE. ,

InaustriaI utilization programs will receive additional emphasis witil,,,

increased funding in several project areas including cogeneration,

cevelopment of ceramic fiber insulation, ano R&D on advanced burner

systems.

This proposed increase in CRI 1983 funding will only be sufficient to

fill the gap' in near-term gas-related re'search left due to the severe

reductions in federal spending. Therefore, it is essential that the

federal government maintains an adeg6ate long-term research program to

'support the gas industry's technology 'base.

The gas industry, in the face.of this shift in federal energispolicy

and growing competitive pressures, must be assured of the availability of

a gas technology tase to continue to be able to offer reliable service to

U.S. gas consumers at the lowett possible cast.

Establishing Federal Energy R&D Priorities -.

During the past eighteen months, the perception of the federal role

in the support ana funding of energy R&D has drastically cranged.

. OLD-FEDERAL R40 POCICY

Essentiallyy the past federal policy consisted of the'following

points:*

o Rapidly expanded energy research budgets in all sectors,

o Funding of major pilot plant and demonstration plants in fossil fuels,

o Significant research in near-term energy supply and utilization

technologies,

o Assisting industry in t<Commercialization of new technologies, and

o 'Policies designed to reduce the nation's vunerability to oil imports.



),

NEw FEDERAL POLILY

Now, the new policy is ased on the following points:

o Rapid reduction of

o 'Drastic recuction in unding of all near-term energy RAD except
nuclear energy,

o Abrupt shifting of th slionsorship Of near-term RAD to the private
sector,:

o Elininatkoof the fed'ral funaing of technology demonstrations,

o Elimination f assista e to industry in commercialization of new
technologies,

o Rejection of national pi nning to reduce the nation's
vulnerability to oil imp rts, and

, a
o Focusing the feaeral funa'ng of energy R&D on long-term, high-risk

projects.

201

-nuclear energy research budgets,

Such an abrupt change in polio must recognize the following factors if it

is to be effective ana supported by industry:

o The policy must be applied fai ly to all sectorS of.the energy
industry to prevent market dist rtions.

o The difference in response time r quired to increase funding for
near-term technology for different sectors of the energy industry
must be recognized.

o The current status and funding of the technology base of different
sectors of the industry are different.

o Past federal RAD policies and funding levels have already created
distortions in the ability of different sectors of the economy to
resno to the new energy R&D policy.

o the ability of the regulated energy sectors to capture the
economic rent market pricing of energy is
severely limited comparea o the unregulated oil ana coal
companies.

The Energy Research Advisory Board (ERAB) put these factors in proper

perspective in its report Federal Energy R&D Priorities dated November 1981.

We applaud greater reliance on the private sector whenever
possible. We applaud the restoration of a free market in
petroleum. ERAS believes that much, perhaps most, of new
energy supplies and greater efficiency in energy use will

.2 6
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in fact be achieved by higher energy prices. But ERAS is

concerneo that some energy R&D of great potential
significance for the achievement of the Nation's energy.
goals will fall between feoeral and industry
responsibilities.

P

The new policy recognizes that private industry cannot_be
expected to oo basic energy research or projects of
logg7term, higher risi< character. But there are other

circumstances in!which it would be unrealistic to expect
timely ano effective assumption by inoustry of R&D
responsibilities abdicateo by the government, however
worthy the projects involved, and despite the provision of

new -serous tax incentive. Some a these circumstances

are scusseo below.

Some of'the markets on.which energy is sold are not

"free." Oil and coal are the exceptions. A little over

half our _primary energy finds its way to consumers through
the electric and gas utilities, and the utilities are ,

regulated; price-controlled industries, selling their
products not at free market prices, but at controlled
prices well below replacement cost.* The consequences are ,

that consumers of gas and electricity have less ,of an
incentive to conserve (ano, therefore to undertake
research on conservation) and that prOducers of electricity

are so strapped financially that they cannot afford
conventional additions to capacity, let alone demonstration '

projects or any expensive R&D. Gas procucers are faring

somewhat better and can look forward to eventual decontrol
at the wellhead, but gas transmiiSion and distribution will

remdin under control indefinitely and so presumably will

the investor-owned electric utilities.

Both these regulateo inoustries have weak incentives to '

spena on R&D. If successful, the-benefits qo to '

ratepayers; if unsuccessful, the expenditure may be

oisalloweo as "imprudent."* In the case of electacity
(but not gas), a substantial amount of R&D has been

unoertaken by large research-oriented equipment suppliers.
Ana curing the past decade the "invention" of a device for
financing inoustry-wide R&D by ratepayer levies through
EPRI and GRI has enhanceo the ability of both industries to
respono to R&D needs ano provided an alternative^to some
governmenttsponsored R&D, but the total annual budgets of

the two institutions (less than $300 milit and
$1.00 million respectively) are far too sm l to permit them

even to contemplate finanCing demonstration or
first-of-a-kind commercial plants at a billion or more each.

Some energy-relatedlindustrie; are too fragmented to
organize and finance:a strong R&D reiponse to Market

Signals. InoiviOuil units lack the financial strength, and

realize too well that the benefits would accrue mainly to

other units.
,

*Emphasis aomo.

I.
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Even where some larger units exist, industrie's with a
strong R&D orientation ano capability are the exception in
America. Most of our industry-sponsored R&D is now highly
concentrated in a few industries. The reasons may be '

historical, institutional, or aavantageous. A sttong'R&D
response to price signalTrequires both motivation ano
capability. In many cases the capat7Illy is simply
lacking, ano while it canobe oeveloped in given time, the
time requireo to builo a strong research organization is
measureo in years.

4
In establishing feceral energy R&D priorities consistent with thy

Aominastration's policy of concentrating its funds on long-term, high-risk

resei;ch that will not be funded dy irimistry in response to market incentives

and in recognition of the need to reduce the level of federal expenditures, it

is recommenteo that the following principles be followea:

'

o If successful, the research will have a national benefit. Either
the resource base is sufficiently large or the potential so great,
that a successful program-pan have an impact on national energy
policy.

o The basic federal policy of funding only long-term, high-risk
energy R&D will be-applied consistently to all sectors. Near-term
research results can only'be commercialized by inoustry;
therefore; this is a proper role for induStry.

o the benefits of the reseaich cannot be captured by an individual
firm. The results must be oroad and apOlicable across an entire
sector.

o The research must have significant cofunding (actual cash) by
industry before any technology will be developed at the large
pilot plant scale. This should help ensure that the research
potential is very good or industry won't contribute funds.

o The unique oisincentives foi-' the regulateo inoustries to funo R&D
will be recognized. This will require a cooroinated transition to
shift funoing to these inoustries.

ir

o The oifferent respbnses botween the regulated and nonregulated
inoustries to free market pricing for energy an0 the subsequent
ability to rapidly ana significantly increase R&D funos must be
recognizeo.

o Feoeral funoing of energy it&D will not intentionally favor one
energy-sector in comparison to other sectors.

2 8 -
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Establishing fe0eral energy 4 priorities using the above principles

woylo proAde for equitable t'reatment of all sectors of the energy marktt and

will ensure that the relrch is in the national interest. A statement of the

basic principles.ano new R&D priorities Should be stated in clear, concise

terms for public debate. The policy should not be created through the budget

documents, but rather the bwcget documents shoula nefleCt Policy.

Impact of Uncertanities of Federal Energy Policy

Incustry, especially the regulated sectors of the energy industry, cannot

rapioly respono to abrupt changes in fe0eral energy R6D policy. As an*

-

example, GRI's activities are planned and funoed through a mechanism that is

*subject to an annual review and approval by the FERC and, Where intrastate,

sources of gas are involved, also'by the cognizant state regulatory

,scommassions.. This procedure requires approximately 15 months from the time

the R4O plan is developed until it is finally approved. This allows

sufficient time for the extensive review process necessary to establish that

the planned research is in the public interest and will be Of substantial net

i'Are
fit to the gas ratepayers. However, it also precluOes the gas industry,

'through.GRI, from rapiaiy shifting or increasing its R&D funding.

In its 1982 application to the FERC, GRI emphasized the reOuction in

near-term feceral RAD for gas-related research and accordingly increasea its

research funding in those areas. In fact, funding for near-term projects in

efficient utilization and safety and distribution research was increased by

45 percent as compared to an overall research budget increase of 22 percent.

404
In approving the GRI 1982 rese'arch program, the Commission stated in Opinion'

No. 131*f

GRI is not a government entity; it is the agent of its
members in'conducting R&D on behalf of the regulated gas

inoustry. The Department of Energy agrees that GRI
represents the private sector ano that GRI and the private

2 (.)
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sectat in general must, in view of DOE's.witharawal froin
near-term energy R&D, funa more--not.less--of these
activIties. We agree.

0 ,

In plannang its 1983 research program, GRI is proposing to significantly

'increase its budget for near-term research. Of the planned increase of

approximately $36,million for contract research ($83.7 million tci;

aaproximately4$120'million), over $30 million wifl be for near-term research

to offset the loss,of DOE cofunding.

with GRI's shifting-its research to offsetpart of the DOE reduction in

near-term research, recent predictions of further federal budget cuts in

gas-related research ano termination of several long-term, high-risk'resparch

projects Cause significant concern.

moreover, for a long time I have expressed my deep concern to DOE and its

preaecessor agencies about the disproportionate federal support of electric

powes RD40 as contrastea to federal support df gas-related ROW which has

lingered at 10 percent or less, althoOgh gas has and is exPected to play a

very major role in meeting U.S. energy'requiements. Thus, reports on likely

increases in the already huge nuclear pow effort while unconventional natural

gas praduction, geopressured methane, underground coal gasification, and

idvancea gas utilization technology ROW are severely curtailed, further

increase my concern about the priorities of Ule federal energy RD&D budget.

To be more specific, let me comment on three proposed shifts in federal

ROW policy that shoula be examined in aetail.

o Major cuts in research on unconventional natural gas are based on
,the assumption that natural gas prices wi;1 be deregulated. Even
if natural gas is deregulated at the wellhead, these potentially
major supplemental sources of competicive-cost gas may not make a'

major contribution prior,to 2000 because unconventional gas ,
sources compete poorly for investment dollars with traditional
exploration for conventional oil and gas. There is little that is

,able4to be patented or licensed, and individual holdings are so
small thaC the R4r cost per unit ofproduction is high.
Sonsequently, co4.4nies are reluctant,to expend sufficient R60 to
develop the technology required to produce any but the .
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geologically most favorable unconventional gas resources.
inaustry R&D, to date.and in the foreseeable Cuture, therefore, is

01imitea to high payoff, near-term efforts. A government/gas ,

inaustry research program needs to be continued if We are to tap

these resources.

o Elimination of government conservation research programs, which

nave been unaerway for several years, such as fuel cells,

incustrialrnocesses, and technology developMent that uses gas

should be examinea on an individual basis to be sure that the

inaustrial infrastructure is in place for industry to assume the

research funding before these programs are abruptly can;celled.

o The further reauction of the already minimal federal support of

gas-related RD40 assumes that this represents even-handed

treatment between the oil and regulatea gas industry. Increased

prices for gas Co not enhance the ability of the regulated gas

incustry to fund increased R&D.

The one key concern that I have whiCh is Common to all of the above policy,

issues is that'ongoing quality research
programs will be cancelled under the

assumption that industry is able to automatically respond and continue the

research, All industries are not alike, and therefore, a blanket assumption

'that what is true for the oil 'industry is
also true for the gas industry is

erroneous. It is for these reasons that any simplistic assumptions about the

ability of the regulate0 gas industry to
instantaneously increase its funding

at energy R&D to offset reductions in federal
funding will lead to a further

recuction in the gas technology base and increased oil imports.

Examples of Federal Role in long-Term Gas Research

There are important high-risk, long-term, high payoff areas pf gas-related

research that continue to require
government sponsorship. This research meets

the Aaministration's policy guidellnes ana is consistent with the principles

and R&D priorities outlined in the preceedinTseCtion. It is especially

important for the government to maintain a strong long-term, gas-related R&D

program now while GRI anc the gas inaustry are in the process Of restructuring

its strategy in orcer to take the lead in near-term R&D as the government'

rapidly abandons these programs. During the 1982 to 1986 time period when-the
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'gas inaustry is significantly increasing its funoing of near-term R&D, the

f
rof eral government must maintain viable funding for critital energy R&D

grams and strengthen its long-term gas R&D programs. A complete list of

recommendea feoeral funding and projects for long-term, gas-related R&D in

Fy 1983 is presenteo in the first two exhibits at ihe end of the testimony.

It should be noted that this recommendation, while totalling approximatdly

$100 million, is-only half the.level' of funds appropriateo by Congress for

gas-related.research in FY 1982. This is consistent with the necessity to

recuce the level of federal expenditures, but at the same time it continues
,

Critical, ongoing,'Iong-term gas R&D programs.
.--

'Following are.discussions of four examples taken from these

recOmmendations. These discussions highlight the long-term research needs of

each technology.

UNOERGROLIND COAL GASIFICATION

Underground coal gaiification (UCG)'is an excellent example of a,risearch

area that clearly meets the Administration's requirements, 'The high risks 41

associated with UCG technology currently preclude industry from deieloping the

techriology,on its own..' Before Sndustry would belWilling to make major

investments, several basic technology issues must.be resolved such as the

ability to succesSfulay link modules. DOE-should:carry this program forward

to the "proof of conceptl' point. UCG offers the largest potential for major

reductions,in capital investments of the oifferent processes and methods for
,

Producing a medium-Btu gas from coal. One of the benefits of UCG is that the

development of,this technology is not specific to any end product. The gas

produced from oxygen-blown LJX differs little from the synthesi's gases

produced in conventional ,sUr ce gasification processes and can be converted

to a variety of end products-- nthetic pipeline synthetic hydrocarboR

liquids, methanol, hydrogen or ammonia. DOE shoul oncentrate on developing
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the-technology to produce a synthesis gas rather than on a particular end

procuct and leave inoustry with the flexibility to Make*the decision on what

product to procuce based on market conditions.

In actoition to.UCG's benefits as a source of gases and liquios, the

successful oevelopment of UCG technology would significantly expanc the

utility of the extensive U.S. coal reserves an0 resources. This technology is

4
intended to exploit coal seams that are too steeply dipping, too deep; too

thin, or of marginal duality for ecor4ic surface or deep shaft mining. Thus,

uncergrouno gasification does not compete with surface gasification for

available domestic coal resources. Analysis by DOE/LLNL indicates that -of the

6.4 trillion tons of oomestic coal resources only 450 billion tons are

currently economically mineable and therefore can be counted as proved

reserves. Of the remaining sources, DOE estimates that 1.8 trillion tons may

be suitable for expfoltation by undergrouno gasificltion. UCG, therefore,

represents a technology with an enormous potential for increasing the size of

our coal reserves.
This tes implicatioris.that go beyOnd the obvious benefit

of increasing long-range supplies of inoigenous&energy resources. The feceral

government owns or controls four-fifths of the coal west of the Mississippi.

The government needs to know whether pr not UCG works and is economical ..to

assess the value of its extensive holdings. The successful development of the

technology could significantly increase the value of the land the government

intenqs4co lease and ensure cosf-competi41111koli9 -term gas supplies.

BIOMASS

. Key targets for major long-term RAD investments are land- and marine-based

biarass prpOuction and converiion. Not only is biomass a credible option for

long-term energy supply throughout the world, it is also a critical hedge

technology in case the coal options cannot be fully exploited because of the

carbon dioxide problem an0 in case the nuclear option continues to falter

21 3
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because of soCio-political, operational, or economic reasons. The problem

here, of course, is proper planning so that energy crops do not-compete with'

fooa crops for scarce arable land. _That is why the ocean alternative looks so

promising. But our Own recent experience with the agricultural industry of

, -
Florida also points to the possibility of rotation of food and energy crops

and other schemes that do not compromise food production. either case,

land or maripe biomass, the potential of bioTass RaD is stagg icing when one

considers the work still to be done in hybrids and genetic engineering, .let

alone in the agricultural sciences and on the economic development of

anaerobic digestion technology.

GECPRESSURED METHANE

Ve neea to know more about the magnitude of the resource and potential for

'economic production of methane dissolveo in the brines of tilt geopressured

aquifers located on- and off-sliore along the Gulf Coast. The science of, ,

locating geopressured gas resoures and of assessing their sizepgeophysical

ana chemical properties, and recovery potential is in its infan4.: Little is

'known about the geologic and productivity characteristics df.Potential

reservoirs as they relate to the required economic rate of fluid delivery

ability. Little data is available in the public domain on the physical are-
.

chemical characteristics of the contained waters, such as temperature,

pressure, and any dissolved contaminate. A long-range research program is

neeaed to gather the scientific informatiOn necessary to understand this,

potentially important national resource. The private sector is unlikely to

.make investments in this resource because drilling and production costs are

uncertain and the majority of the resource is located on federal land. A
N.,

substantial multi-year research program must be carried4oAas'oart of the

21 4
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overall federal long-term R&D role to reduce the uncertainties associated with

methane an geopressured aquifiers. Only through this proper fegeral program

can tne true potential of this national resource be assesseb.

uNCONVENTIONRC GAS

unconventional gas sources compete poorly for investment dollars with

traditional exploration for conventional oil and gas. The substantial

improvements in the performance of the technology required to improve the

'attractiveness of the unconventional resources relative to lower-risk gas

sources, including foreign sources, require complex, expensive, and high-risk

R&D. There is little that is Patentable or licensable and individual holdinds

are so small that the R&D cost per unit of production is high. Consequently,

companies are reluctant to expend s4ficient R&D funds to develop.the

technology required to produce any but the geologically most favOrable

unconventional gas resources. IndUstry R&D, to date and in the foreseeable

uture., therefore, is limited to high-payoff, near-term,efforts.

uRI is sponsoring a research program aimed at increasing production in

near-term resources. However, federal sponsorship is needed to Increase our

understanding of the properties affecting reservoir stimulation and gas

procuction in tight formations. This is particularly important in the

lenticular formations in,the west and theiDevonian shales in the East. The

responsibility for procuction-orienteo research, and trial and error drilling

should be left witn industry. DOE should concentrate on performing

experiments thdt are unlikely to ever be conducted by industry, but which

could greatly ennance our understanding of these fOrmations through the

conduct of,novel experiments. Two particularly good examples of novel

experiments that would not be conducted by an Individual firm are th Eastern

Mineback Program in the Devonian shales and Multi-Well Experiment in the

west. The Eastern44ineback Program is designed to substahtiate the
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methocologysanO rgsults of stimulation technology through a series of

experiments. Unlike ptevious experiments, researchers will have the
a

C:apkIllty Or making actual physio.al measurements and Walled instrumental

observations Orthe'shale in place to oetermiqe the effect of stimulatiorwthe
. .

behavior ano extent of fracture, ana the accuracy df diagnostic tools among
1,4

other factor. ThibOgh.this program, researdiers will be able to assess the

o
accuracy of present mocels and provide amaccurate assessment of the in-situ

-

The multi-well experiment is designed to obtain the ma)imum amount
1
of

technical understanding of lenticular formations. The normal econemic

reservoir.

constraints of a pravate firm woulo prohibit the =met of an experiment of

tnis type where wells are drilleo far Closer to each other than would ever be

done commercially to allow flow,and pressure testing.betwten wells,.

well-to-well geophysical testing, ano examination of geological continuity. 4

The results are data and information that can be applieo by a'broad spectrum

of inaustry.

4Summary. and Recommenaations

The potentiacto have a significant increase in pil impOrtS in the

inoustrial and power plant market is large ano is a national energy policy

issue. An excessive flyup of natural gas wellhead prices upon decontrol in

combination with a l'ack of an adequate gas technology b,ase could lead to

permanent displacement of gas with imported oia in relatively low-technology

heat energy applications. It is estimated that something on the order of '

three to four million barrels per day could be switched, a thiro of it very

quickly.

GAS IN STATIONARY APPLICATIONS

'The most critical problem from the national interest viewpoint is the need

for gas.to remain competitive (and be allowed 0 compete),in the industrjial
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ano power plant markets. Unless domestic gas, and secure North American gas

in genera0., keeps its Competitive position in the inOustrial and power plant

markets vis-a-vis imported oil, decline of.mcre than

three million barrels per day in oil imports from their peak in 1977, ands the'

closely related softening of world oil prices, will be reversed.

As an example ot the role gas can play as part of a national effort to

recuce oil imports, gas has already replaced 450,000 barrels per day of oil in

stationary applications in the Iasi two years. The potential for additional

recuctions in importec oil through gas substitution is very laige (as shown

below) ano mUst be examined and given fair4consideration as one orthe key, ..

elements of a long-range solutipn to the'oil import dependence and

vulnerability problem.

FUEL SWITCHING TO INCREASE
TRANSPORT FUELS AND
REDUCE 011. IMPORTS

GASOLINE
JET FUEL

REFINED PETROLEUM
PRODUCT DEMAND (1980)

10110day

662
I0i

OTHER TRANSPORTFUEL USES 1 46

STATIONARY,FUEL USES

LPG 0 7

:161tTILLME I 94

'RESIDUAL 2 1,1 K
,

;IRAW MATERIAL AND OTHER USES
,ONREFINED PETROLEUM PRODUCTS 344

TOTAL 17 03

;

DISPLACE WITH GAS AND GOALAND NUCLEARBASED ELECTRICITY
TO MAKE MORE TRANSPORT FUELS

,DISPLACE WITH GAS AND COAL

Data Sottrc EIA 1910 Annuli Report to Congress

THE NEED FOR AN IMPROVED TECHNOLOGY BASE

The challenge facing the nation and the gas industry will be how 0 retain

or expana its industrial markets ano
retain a portifi of its utility markets,

tnereby constraining oil Imports, while continuing to provioe reliable
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residen4ai'Vcommercial service at the least pos ible cost to consumers. To

respond effectively to 'this 6-lallenge will req ire maior improvements in the

gas technology ease on both the supply and utiiization ends.

The rapia cutback of DOE Fossil energy andiespecially gas-related RD&D
.

will require a substantial change in the funding anti R&D strategy of GRI if an

aaequate technology base is to be,developed ahd maintained. Much of the

effectiveness of GRI's programillas aependeo on supplementing GRI's limited

funds by cofunding or coopvrative funding of projeCts of common 4:interest with

DOE and other government agencies. Not onlY has this stimulated more

cooperatively.funded gas-related R&D, but is.has Lso allowed

to gain exceptionally high benefits from its R&9 investments. .

the gas consumer

with the recent change in government cofunding prospects, this strategy

must be reassessed. One remedy with many side benefits is to seek increased

cofunaing with inoustry.. Not only does this provide a potential subsiitute

for government support, it also improves the prospects for commercialization.

Such a shift will require time. Thus, it is extremely critical that ongoing

federally supported 'RAO programs related to gas supply and use not be abruptly

cancelled under the assumption that the regulated gas industry will be able to

instantaneously increase its collectioV Rap funds and continue the work at

an aaequate rate.

RECi!AMENDATIONS FOR STABILIZING-ENERGY R&D PLANNING AND BUDGET

The following steps would help to.stabillze energy R&D planning arib to

provide consistent guidance to industry during the next few years as the

transition from a vast federal role in energy policy and funding to a limited

fecerar presence in long-term, high-risk research is completed. Without these

2- 1 8
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steps, the transition may be abrupt and critical research in the national

, interest eliminated.

Expano and continue Congressional hearin/ls, such gs the one

*way, to get a Nal debate on the proper federal'fole and
procedureS necessary to establish federal energy R&D priorities

in the natronal interest.

'2. Develop in the feoeral buaget total program costs for major

energy projects. This will allow Congress to debate the merits

of projects with the full knowledge of future budget

requirements.

3. Consider total program authorization for major energy programs,

not just haroware development programs. This woUld allow

'program managers to develop program plans_and scheaules based on
research needs and technical progress rather thah uncertain
annual budgets:

4% Conduct oversight hearings on a biannual basis to yerify that
major energy programs still offer promise and are Making
sufficient technical progress.

5. Provide for multi-year appropriations to allow for proper

program planning.

Wth of the new emphasis on letting the market determine the

-introduction of new energy sources and technologies is basically sound.

Aowever, there is a continuing need for federal support of ROO which is,.

clearly in the national and consumer interest and which will not be

performeo by the private sector in response to market forces for a

var.iety of institutional reasons. In its examination of the FY 1983

;

budget, I ask the Committee to Consider:

iCcmpeting energy sources should be accorded equitable RD&D

funoing.

o If measures intended to achieve market orbering have such

undesirable side effects as increased oil imports, uneconomical

levels.of electrification, and.shrinking gas markets, they

shouldlbe avoided.

o The current technology base and ability of the regulated
segments of the energy industry to significantly iricrease

funoing of energy RD&O is severely limited compared to the

2 1
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unrggulated segments of the industry. Therefore, they require a
transition period in oroer to absorb the near-term R&D
previously performed by E.

Feoeral funding of long-term, high-risk, gas-related research is
in the national interest.

Long-term efficient utilizgtion technologies need continued
federal R&D support because the needs of the consumer are not
fully served by equipment and appliance manufacturers. Fuel
cells, advanced gas prime movers, and industrial cogeneration
processes are examples meriting such support.

while most of my'testimony concerns the impaCt of policy,and funding

uncertainty on the research efforts of the regulated gas'industry, I do

want to mentinn,one group that is especielly hard hit by the rapid

changes and continuing uncertainty. Our nation's universities,

especially at the graduate school level, are seriously impacted by

-funoing-uncertainty. In selecting a research topic for a thesis, the

master's or doctoral candidate must be reasonably certain that the period

of funoing will last long enough for him to complete hii dissertation.

Roust certainly be a bitter experience tè cemplete half of a

dissertation under the acVive support and encouragement of your

university and federal government and then suddenly to have your funding

terainated. Constantly charging polities discourage many of our best

graduate students from applying their knowledge and energy to crucial

areas of energy research. I hope this CommiAee will encourage DOE to be-

especiallrtensitive both to the vulner;bility of our universitfes and

especially to our students in considering which projects to delay or

cancel.

That concludes my formal testimony. Again, I thank the Committee

very Much for the opportunity to testify: I will be glad to answer+any

questions you may have.
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Recommended FY 1983 DOE Funding
Required for Minimum Gas-Related

Long-Term Research Programs
($.Millions)

fossil Energy.

Tight Sands qienticular) $ 6

Devonian Sh 4le (eastern mineback) 6

Advanced Unconventional Natural Gas 4

(gas hydrates, abiogenic methane)

iri-Situ Coal Gasification 10
.,

Geopressured Methane 16 ,

(two rree:v hydiopressur'e wells, flow tests)_ /
,

Coal Gisification .
35

(advanced gasification, catalysts/basic research,
materials, Great Plains) ,

.. .

Advanced Fuel Cell Technot9gy Development 15

Tmolten ca bonate, advanced cohcepts,

on-s e phosphoric acid)

.. ,

Subtotal

\
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DOE Funding Recommendations (cont'd)

Solar

Biomass Conversion (digester research) 3

Genetic Engineering and Biomass Growth 2

Conservation

Advanced Gas Prime MoVer 4

Hydrogen 3

a

16.m
Subtotal- $ 7

TOTAL $104

e,

4
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PRINCIPLES .FOR
'ESTABLISHING R&D

PRIORITIES

1. Results 'Must be of National Benefit

2. Apply Federal Policies Consistently

3. Onlyindustry Can Effectively Introduce New Products

into the Marketplace

4. Recognize Past Federal Funding for Energy R&D Has

Created Distortions

5. Recognize that Economic Rents for Higher Energy Prices

are not Captured by Regurated Industries

et>,

qa

223.
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RECOMMENDED
FEDERAL R&D -PRIORITIES

1. Concentrate on Long-Term, High-Risk Research

2. Continue LOng-Term Fossil Energy Research

3. Continue Lons-Term Generic Research in Efficient
Utilization of Energy

4.

4. Concentrate on Research that Develops Generic Data which
car(be Applied by a Broad Sector of Industry

5. Allocate Research Dollars in Relation to the Potential
Contribution of the Resource Technology

6. Provide an Adequate Transition Period for tridustry to
Assume Funding of Near-Term Research Recognizing
Different Response Timei for Regulated vs. Non-Regulated'
Irrdustries

7. Fund No.Researth Beyond Proof-of-Concept without
Industry CoftNding
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Mr FUQUA Thank you ery much; David, for a very fine state-
ment

Our next witness will, be Mr. Vico Henrique fthe president of
the Computer and Business Equipment Manufact rers Association

We are happy to welcome you here this rning Likewise, if
you wish to make your statement part of the record and summa-
rize, we will be happy to do that.

STATEMENT OF VIC() E. IIENRIQUES,PRESIDENT, COMPUTER

AND BUSINESS EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. HENRIQUES. Thank you. I would like to do that, Mr, Chair-
mansubmit my stateThent for the record.

Mr. FUQUA. Without objection, permission to take photographs
and recordings will be granted.

Mr. HENRIQUES. Mr. Chairman, it is a pleasure to be hereAllits
morning.

I represent the Computer and Business Equipment Manufactur-
ers Association. We have some 40 members in the high technology
area of computers and business equipment. Our membership in-
cludes both small and large companies, and in 1981 the industry
had worldwide gross revenues of over $50 billion and positive trade
balance of $6 billion.

We would like to take the opportunity today to point out that we
do have concerns about some effects of the budgetary cutbacks, but
at the sameitime our industry commends the adniinistration for its
efforts to reduce inflation and to place the Nation on a more stable
fiscal footing.

Our industry does not now rely heavily on government-sponsored
R. & D., as we did in the early days of the industry. We are the
indirect recipients of much of the benefits that come from govern-
ment R. & D. The main. recipient of government funding for R. &
D., as we are aware, are the universities and colleges of America,
federally-funded laboratories, and others of similar nature from
whom you will hear. Much of the basic research goes on in the uni-
versity atmosphere. ,

Industrial applied research and development, on the other hand,
is equally as important. Federal, State, and lbcal government funds
account for 75 percent of the funding, while industrial funds and
nonprofit institutions apply an additional 21 percent:

I am pleased that Dr.' Saxon gets 5 percent -from industrial
sources. Our national average figures, I think, are'a fittle bit below,
that, I think they range somewhere in the 4 percent level for sup-
port of basic researCh.

I would like to state also that federally funded R. & D. has
brought numerous developments, whiéh would be severely ham-
pered by any long-term reduction in that funding The commitment
to technological preeminence in the United States requires that the
storehouse otknowledge continually bp:replenished and .exPanded
If we act...to enable the Nation's high technology inditstries to 'par-
ticipate an the development of the science as vie!! `as the resultant
products, we will go a long way toward assuring our continued
technological preeminence.
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As a result of the intensiv e effort in R. & D over the last 50
years, there has been the development of a group of high-technol-

, ogy industries w hich have, in turn, produced products responsible
for .much of the Nation's economic progress. These industries are
the primary industrial performers of R. & D. as well as major con-
sumers of science and technology

Our analysis has shown that there must be an appropriate bal-
ance between research and development. To this end, we believe
that the Goyernment should structure its.tax and fiscal policies to
encourage scientific research and industrial innovation. The tax
credits for research and developmen ere of significant advantage
in promoting new investment and in ncouraging innovation.

While bolstering industry'universit1y cooperation is important, it
is equally important to recognize the iecessity of industrial applied
research and development The truni. tion of a process from basic
research, through development, to final product must be avoided.
Equal emphasis should be given to academic and to industrial R. &

In order to infuse new capital, it is necessary to take into ac-
count the serious effect that inflation has had on capital recovery.
Much of the industry which I represent has capital investment the
useful life of which is less than 5 years, and the effect of inflation
on capital recovery and reinvestment for research purposes can be
easily seen.

Likewise, the United 'States should not dogmatically nor short-
sightedly impose tax burdens upon its ability to compete. In the
world there are diverse tax philosophies and systems in which
other nations manipulate tax policy to promote their national ob-.
jective. The concept of tax neutrality may have certain merits
which should be considered. Tax discrimination against foreign
source income clearly puts U.S. firms operating abroad at a disad-
vantage and should be avoided.

As I mentioned, our R. & D. is capital intensiveany subjects
lend themselves to the joint research projects'of the university-in-
dustry or intraindustry variety, but this kind of research is lean in
the United States, because the solutions to the proprietary and
drititrust problems that beset this kind of research are widespread
and the solutions need to be made before the full effects of re-
search revitalization can be realized.

I would like to turn to one of our major concerns now, which, is
the existing and growing shortage of technical and scientific per-
sonnel. We link this closely to the availability of university pro-
grams funded in large part by the Federal Government.

One of the critical parts of the science and technology infrastruc-
ture is th; Nation's education system..We are experiencing short-
ages of qualified personnel in several specific areas, notably com-
puter science and some fields of engineering. We are told that
these shortages may extend to other technical fields in coming
years..

Unfortunately, the high derhand for the best young talent in in-
dustry is having a deleterious effect on the Nation's universities.
Not only are they finding it difficult to recruit and retain faculty,
but they also find- it increasingly difficult to attract graduate
students.

4.; o 6k2-
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The domestic computer industry will have a yearly growth of 4
to, 5 percent in the 1980's. Computer-related jobs are expected to
reach 2.1 million by 1990. In the information processing field alone,
there will be major needs for engineers, computer scientists, techni-
cians, operators, aed wordwrocessingTersofinel.
, -In the recently caipleted National Science Foundation-funded
study by Dr. Gillespie, who is the provost for computing at the Uni-
versity of Washington, in the I3A,'13S level a supply of 13,000 gradu-
ates in computer science was provided'for 54,000 openings; at the
master's level there were 3,400 graduates against 34,000 openings;
and at the doctoral level, 330 graduates for 1,300 openings -

To maintain oar technological lead, we must realize, as Japan
and the Soviet Union have, and whose universities are graduating
record numbers of' engineers, that there is an increasing need for
technical and science graduates. While the United States in 1980
graduated 58,000 bachelor's degree engineers, ,Japan graduated
7,4.000 and the Soviet Union 300,000.

We tire conv inced that, given the current situation, we a e ri k-
ing that the United States in the foreseeable future cou isk
losing its lead in the technological world, and we urge you and
your committee to continue in your efforts to keep the- Congress
and othei bianches of Government aware and _ready to act to
assure that the United States maintains its lead in this area.

We initiated within our association a program to help lessen the
-severity of the problem. I have appended to my formal statement a
publication relating to educational guidelines for service techni-
cians We are. aS well, working at the undergraduate and graduate
level to provide guidance, assistance, and direction to promote
greater emphasis on technical and science education at the univer-
sities and colleges in the country.

Although I have stated that the Government must continue to
fund adequately R. & D., this is not to say that the Government
has sat idly by while the situation has worsened.

We commend the Congress for its hard work and foresight in the
, passage of the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981. It is my opinion

that the Government hast, realized that it hag a shared interest with
industry in the production of highly skilled scientists and
engineers.

Title 2 of that law provides in part for a tax credit of 25 percent
of the qualified-research,e24penditurv of a,corporation for the,tax-
able year over the base p9riod reseaic'h -expenses.'The law allows
the 25 percent credit for 65 percent of all payments to universities
to perform basic research. Companies are also permitted a larger
deduction fox charitable contributiOns of equipment used in scien-
tific research. Although we welcome these recent changes, the Op-
portunity to do more to keels. the Unitekl States in the technological
lead still remains, and we urge you anc are encouraged, Mr Chair-
man, by the efforts of this committee.

One last item I would like to addres at this time is the defense
establishment's ability to lure away from academia the most
skilled scientists 'and engineers. We all fully realize the need for
this type of talent in order to insure our national security. Howev-
er, given the shortage with which we are now faced and the likeli-
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hood of its imminent growth, we must establish a balance so that
all interests, defense and civilian, are adequately served.

Thank you, Mr Chairman, for the opportunity to be 'here today.
I will be glad to answer any questions you may have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. H.enrittues follows:]
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STATEMENT OF
VICO E. HENRIQUES, PRESIDENT

4 COMPUTER AND BUSINESS EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS ASSOC/ATION
BEFORE THE HOUSE COMMITTEE- ON

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
FEBRUARY 2, 102

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am Vico E. Henriques,

President of the Computet and Business Equipment Manufacturers Association

(CBEMA). It is.my pleasure to appear before you today to discuss the

possible ramifications to Federally.sponsored research and development

as a result of Governmental budget reductions. CBEMA le a trade association
ore

representing the major manufacturers of computers and business equipment

In the United States. Our membership includes both large and small

manufacturers of such equipment and represents an industry 4hich in 1981

had gross revenues of over $50 billion and a positive balance of trade

of $7 billion.

aw I would like to take this opportunity to-point out that although we do

have concerns about some of the effects of the budgetary cutbacks, we

commend the Adiinistratlon for its efforts to reduce inflation and to

place the nation on a more stable flaCal footing.

Although the industry which I represent. does not rely heavily on Government

sponsored R&D, we are indirect recipients of the many benefits yhich

have come from Government R&D. The main recipient of Government funding

for R&D as we are all aware are America's colleges, universities and

Federally funded laboratories which you will hear from during these

proceedings. Academic R&D focuses on basic work. Nearly 70 percent of
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alt university research is basic reses'irch. Federal, state and local

government funds account for Piopercent of the funding while institutional

funds and nonprofit institutions supply an addieional 21 Percent.

Private industry is'responsible for only 4 percent of the support for

basic research. However, I am quite sure that the'representatives of

those institutions are better informed than I to speak to their concerns.

I would like to state however, that Federally funded R&D has brought

forth' numerous developments to this nation and I sincerely hope that the

Administration takes into account the longrange effects of any reducgiolis

to that funding.

The commitment to U.S. technological preeminence requires that the

storehouse of knowledge continually be replenished and expanded. If we

act to enable this nation's high technology industries to both participate

in the development of the sclenve, as well as the resultant products and

processes, we will go a long way toward assuring our future.

efits of research and development to the U.S. economy and American

society have been substantial. A reshlt of the intensive effort in R&D

over the last fifty years has been the development of a group of high

technology industries which have, in turn, produced the products responsible

for much of this nation's economic progress. These industries are the

primary industrial performers of R&D as well as major consumers of

science and technology. The economic facts of life more that justify

actions to promote Ancreases in ttie level of R&D performance by these

industries%

2 3 0
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Our analysts shows that thure must be an appropriate balance between

research and development. CEEMA believes the U.S. Government should

structurt its tax and fiscal policies to encourage scientific researCh

and Industrial innovation., Tax credits for research and development ate

of significant advantage in promoting new investmenr and in encouraging

innovation. We suggest that, while bolstering industry-university

cooperation is important, j.t-ivally important to recognize the

necenSity of industrjaa applied research and development. The truncation

_L
a the process from,bsec research through devtlopmint, to final product

muAt be avoided. Equal emphasis hould be given to academic and indubtrial

R&D. In order to infuse new capital, it. Ls necessary to take into

account the serious effect that inflation has on capital recoverS,. Much

Of the industry I represent has capital investment, the useful life of

which is les-s' than flve years.

The U.S. should not dogmatically or short-sightedIy impose tax burdens

upon its ability to compete. In Aworld of diverse tax philosophies and

systems ln which other nations manipulate tax policy to promote their

national objectives, the concept of tax "neutrality" may have certain

merits which should be considered. /tax discrimination against foreign-

source income clearly puts American firMs operating abroad at a disadvantage

and should be ev4Aded.

yhe nature of high-technology research is capital-intensive. Many

subjects lend themselves to joint research projects of the univeralty-

industry And intra-industry variety. Solution of the proprietary and

anti-trust problems for these kinds of research will'be necessary

before the fal ffects of research revitalization can be realized.

23 1
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One concern which`I would like to address at,this time is that of the existing

and growing hortage of technical and scientific personnel which is closely

tied to the availability of university programa funded in large part by the

Fedéial Government.

Certainly one of the critical parts of the science and technology

infrastructure is the nation's education system. We are today experien-

cing shortages of qualified personnel in several specific areasnotably
, .

computer science and some fields of engineeringend are told that these

shortages:my extend to addltlonil technicalofields in coming years.

These shortages result primarily from the good health and vitality of.

some very productive industries, wiiich are growing rapidly. Unfortunaie1y4

the accompanying hlgh demansd for the best young talent is having a

deleterioui effect on our nation's,universities. Not only are the

universities finding it increasingly cl,ifficlut to recruit and retain

faculty, but they &leo find it increasingly difficult to attract graduste

students. The domestic computer industry will have a yearly gro4th rate

5.1 percent in the 1980's according to the Bureau,of Labor Statistics.

Computer related jmbs are expected to reach 2.14 'million by 1990. In

the information processing field alone, there will be major needs'for

eagineers, computer scientists, technicians, computer operators, and

of 4 to

word processing personnel. As an illustration of the shOrtages which we

currently face in computer science alone in BAAS level, a supply of 13,000

F
graduates for 54,000 openings; MS level, 3.00 graduates for 34,000 openings;

and, 0* Doctorate level, 330 graduates for 1,300 openings.

23 2
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In order to maintain our technological lead, we must realize, as Japan

and the Sdviet Union have realized, and whose universities are graduating

record numbers'of engineers, that there is an increasing need for technical

and science graduates. While the United Stated graduated 58,000 bachelor's

degree engineers in 1980, Japan graduated 74,000 and the Soviet Union

300,000.4

We haye studied this problem in quite some detail and we are convinced that

given the current situation here and aeroad, we are risking'that the United

States will in the iorseeable future risk losing its lead in the technological

worlq. We urge you and your'Committee to continue in yout efforts to keep the

Congress and other branches of government aware and ready to act to assure

Alf
that the'U.S. maint:ans its lead in this area.

We have lAtiated efforts within our Association and its member companies to

help lessen the eeverity of the problem. I have appended to my Statement

MIRA'S publication Educational euideblnes for Service Technicians. The

purpose of our brochure is to help stimulate the supply,of service technicians

. and other technically educated and trained professionals. We are providing

0

these guidelines to educatiopal and training initltutions to help them update

their courses with the latest technological and psrsonal 'requirements. In

.1 addition to our..Association'a activities:1w* have been actively promoting and

working with ottNr associations in the highrtechnology field to promote greater

emphasis on technical'and science education Oa hoth graduate and Undergraduate

levels.

1
Although I have stated that the Government must continue to adequately fund

RiD,'that Ls not to say that the Government has sat idly by .whilethe situation

has worsened. We &amend the Congress for its hard work and foresiiht in the

01
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passage of PL 97-34:the Economic R overy Tax Act of 1981. It is my opinion

that the Government has realized hat it has a shared intereat with industry

in the production of highly ski ed scientists and engineers. Title II of

that law provides, in part, for tax credit of 25 percent of the qualified

research expenditures of a corpo tion for the taxable year over the base.

period research expenses. Qualified expenaes include in-house expenses and

contract expenses. The base*period is the aree taxable years immediat'ely

preceeding the taxable year for which the determination la being made, with

the exception of the transition years. The law also allgwis the 25 percent tax
4

credit for 65 percent of all paymenta to universities to perform basic research.

Companies are also permitted a larger deduction for charitable contributions

of equlpment used in scientific research.

Although industry welcomes these recent changea, the opportunity to do more to

keep the United States in the technological lead still remains. Again, we urge

you and your Committee Hr. Chairman to contifue your efforts.

f

The sitters which I have addressed today are of concern to my industry and to

the nation, One last item which I would like to address at this timeds that

of the Defense establishment's ability to lure away from academia the most

skilled scientists and engineers. We all fully realize the need for this type

of talent in order to ensure mur national security. However, given the

shortage with which we are now faced and the likelihood of its imminent grcwth,

we ust establish a balance so that all interests are adeduately served.

Thank you for the opportunity to appear today and I would be pleased to anawer

any questions you may have.

or"
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The Com Puter and Business Equipment Manufac-
turers Association a national trade associatloa rep-
resents the common interests of a highly cqmpelitive
arid diverse segment of the U S economyproducers
of ComputerS and business equipment

Beginning earty in this century with the introduction
of typewriters, cash zegisters and adding machines
this industry has contributed greatly to the flow of
goods and services and to the health of society

Ideas and technotogy from these companies have
made the office the factory and recently the home,
more efficient and more ProducMte Industry achieve-

ments affect the ,aily lives of ail They help to diagnose
and treat disea9 to iekplore outer space, and to
strengthen an ed tional system that is one of the
best in the wortd '-

The rapidly growing information sector CBEMA
members at its core ,now accounts for more than half
of the nation s gross national product CBEMA mem-
bers employ nearly one million people a quarter mil-
lion of these abroad, to provide the products for pro-
cessing information

CBEMAmembers account for 85 percent of the sales
volume cif computers and business equipment pro-
duced in the United States Internationally. CBEMA
members products and services make a large positive
contribution to the United States trade balance

_Organized in 1916. CBEMA has kept pace with rapid
changes in the industry from Simple office files to
typing devices to highly advanted computermand of-
fice Systems

Creators of the computer age and the office of
the future, CBEMA Members engineer. manufacture
finance, sell and provide support services for all types
of btesiness equipment, computer systems and sup-
porting equipment and supplies Their products range
from postage meters through office copiers to word
processing systems, and large scale computer sys-
tems as well as the operation of microform data pro-
cessing and-other hypes of service centers

;The U S Department of Labor and other groups pre-
dict a growing need for business atiachine and -Com-
puter service technicians (also callecliiiid engineers,
customer engineers or service representatives). The
industry needs an increasing nu mber of technicians to
be trained on and to provide service for the new equip.'
ment of the 80s

To help stimulate the supply of service technicians
CBEMA has developed this brochure, Educational
Guidelines for Service Technicians CBEMA member
companies are providing these guidelines to educa-
tional and training institutions to help them update
their courses with the latest technological and per-
sonal requirements for service technicians

These guidelines confirm the dedication of the com-
puter and business equipment industry to continued
growth and to meeting the needs of community busi-
ness and government with well-qualthed service
personnel

VuqØ E Henriques, President
Computer and Business Equipment
Manufacturers Association
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The Service Technician

Overview
The lobs of the Business. Machine Service Technician and
the Computer Service Technician are quite similar Those
technicians may even work on both types of equipment
Rapid changes in technology are further narrowing the dif-
ferences between cOmputors and business equipment In
this brochure lwth workers grill be called service fectinf-
vans

Service technicians if e responsible primarily for install-
ing, maintaining and repairing various business machines
and computer systems at customer tOcations

4#34/3)6 terns per I orm many functions that Weed the flow
of paperwork data information and communications now
required by business industry and government The equip-
ment requirs periodic and emergency service adiustment
preventive maintenance and repair Service technicians per-
form Mese tasks to ensure Optimum equipment Perfor-
mance minimal downtime`and Customer satisfaction

CBEMA member companies employ over 55 percent of all
service technicians in the 0,5 Operating out of local and

4
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regional offices, Service technicians travel to customer lo-
cations to Maintain and repair these SyStitms

Requirements
Technicians need strong technical knowledge and skills in
electro.mechanics electronics, diagnostics logic and trou
bleShooling They also must be expert in the use of required
tools meters and electronic test equipment

Since most servicing is done at the customer s location
technicians muSt perform their work without interrupting the
office to untie A neat appearance is expected The ability to
communicate effectively is essential

Technicians must be able to work without direct supervi-
sion as well as to set Op their own schedules to meet service
call deadlines All must keep up with revised maintenance
procedures and manuals

Technicians also must be able to keep Words ot main-
tenance and repairs, to keep parts inventories to order parts
and to complete time expense and technical reports Same
may be required to srfll Maintenance agreements

Technicians must also work effectively with peoplelisten
to customer complaints answer questions and sometimes
provide customer training in specific areas Some techni-
cians who service computer sySletns may be required to do

; some programming
Because manufacturers continually develop new equip-

ment even experienced technicians frequently attend train-
ing courses to keep up with changing techrielogy and to
broaden their technical Skills

Applicants and Trainees
Applicants for entry level lobs may have to pass tests mea-
suring mechanical aptitude, knowledge of electricity and
electronics, manual dexterity and general intelligence Most
employers requ ire a pplicants to pass a physical examine tio n,
and Some require technicians to be bonded All technicians
must be able to travel periodically

Usually new technicians are hired as trainees and attend
company training Courses Here they learn the theory and
specific Maintenance Procedures required for the equip-
ment they Will SerViCe along with appropriate companY pol-
icies procedures and lOgistics specific to their werk

Trainees else reCeive practical expenence coupled with
on-the-job training which qualities them to progress from
trainee to various levels of service technician to more Spa-
wilted assignments-

Opportunity
Service technicians work yeahrqunO in an industry noted for
steady employment, innovative design and technological
achievement The industry offer?advancement opportuni-
ties in service, sales, training, supervision and management
CBEMA Member companies encourage service technicians
to broaden their technical knowledge and many pay em-
ployees tuition for work-related courses at colleges and
technical schools



Industry Products

Ao'd

Computers

tar gl metatum and small scale
Men art0

Peripherals a

MagRette talPe cassette and disk elt.wes
Cara readers pt.nChes
ChsplayS
Plotters
Printers
Terminals

Data Communications

COmmuntCat,ons Controllers
COmmunicattng ter nunats
Pacsirrele rraCtlints

Data Entry/Recording

AddresSers
Data recorders
Data terminals
Einhossers
hey punchs verifiers
Optical and magnetic Scanners reapers and sorterS

OthasElusmess Equipment

Accounting machines
Adding machines
Automatic writing Systems
Bank proof machines
Binding laminating, and shredding machines

235

Business forms handling equipment
Calculators
Cash registers
Dictation transcription equipment
Labeling equipment
Marl handling equipment
Metal cabinets and furniture
Postage meters
Text editing equipment
Typewriters
Word processing equipment

Graphic Rspeoduction Eqq1pmsrtt

Cold hilzie Composing equipment
Copiers and duplicators
0{afting equipment
Microfiche and microfilm Cameras processors readers and

prrnters
Offset printing presses
Overhead and slide proiectors
Pflototypesetters
Platemakers

Supplms

Aperture cards
Business forms
Carbcfn paper
Chemical compoundscleaning fluids correction fluidS

and toners
COPy Paper
Film t
Magnetic mediatapes cassettes and disks
Paper rolls
Punqh cards
Ribbons

sot_
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Programming,
Software, and Firmware
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Programming
Oat; processing simply is per torming a series of OpeaatiOns
on data to achiaye the desired results To control data pro-
cessing within a computer System 4 series of Instructions
called a Program is provided to the computer to direct the
way irs which it performs particular operations on the date

Computers can pe programmed to simulate certain think-
ing processes but they cannot think in the same way people
can Although computers until,* people cannot employ in
tuition or creativity to accomplish a task they wort, with
ricreditue speed and accuracy stoning vast amounts of in.
formation in a compact space

By taking advantage of the computer $ Strengths people
nave been able to control and direct the computer in thou-
sands ot appliCations tor the great benefit ot society
Through proramming people effect the transformation of
an OtherwfSe USefeSS mass Of hardwaie into an essentiallool
of the contemporarfy wor'd

Software
Software i detned as the part of the equipment that is not
hardware Software emompasses a variety of different
programs

For example when numbers are entered Into a POCket
calcutatot the Software inter pieta whole tO store them and
whereto display the answer Thor u,omf simple software On
the other hand Software lot Ouiign computer system is much
more complex all its ditterent programs and Controlling
commands ITIa/Ne snftwaf.

1w0 Pasic ciasiittLations ol piograms are used by con
outer system,: They aie systems software and application
software '

The programs making up the system software come with
rn computer tO assist the operator Because system SOft
ware programs are desugneo tot specificaypesof Computers
these programs may vary greatly horn one to another

The second classification of computer programs is appli
cation Software Application Software Contains user pro
grams needed to accomplish for example the aCCOUn ting
and reporting functions of a specific business Such as aci
COUOTS 'eCeivable Payroll sales analysis reports etc APO
cation sOftware varies according to a cuslother s needs A
iii;government for instance uses a different appliCatiOn of
accounting software than a wriorosato business Or a mono

facturing company uses
Anothr common term is firmware This may be detqed

aS a Set Of rniCria-instruc1100$ whOSe funCtiOn IS 10 decode
and perform Me operations indicated ty other instguCtions
In some situations the design Of software programs into
hardware Such aS disks tapes Or Chips IS referred tra aS
tr row art.

Implications
Rapid Cnangesmntechnology haVo a malor Impact On So, VC*
technicians History haS Categorized Service technicians es
mechanical lectro mechanical or electronics technicians

6
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But Mecronization of hardware and computers on a chip
now allow progtems and instrectiOns to be designed into
the hardware Hardware and Software increasingly interact
in the new Systems

Inns 10 Service the products of tOday and tomorrow yer
vice technic ians may also nave to understand programming
microcode ftigic diagnostics and control systems



Industry G owth and
EmpIoymeñ Opportunities

Industry Growth
The computer and business equipment industry is one of the
fastest growing industries in the world

Beginning early in this century with the introduction cif
typewriters cesh registers and adding marpines and con
touring through the develOPment of today s sophisticated
cOmPuters copiers and word processing systems this no,
dustry has enjoyed extraordinary growth

But some forecasters Nee today es only the beginning By
the yea/ 2000 Projections indicate that the information in
dustry will be the largest in the Wood

The-Computer held continues to change Of great signifi
cance is the development and growth Of the mini-computer
Use of mini-computers irs distributed processing and ex
pending small business applicattons causes soma to esti
mate a 50 percent growth in their use during the 1960e

Many office equipment products are bring developed to
support-established product lines Such new lines include
terminals peripherals drsplayS printers communications
devsCeS and.COPiers Alt Contribute tO th continuing grOwth
of this excittng industry -

Increasing demands of business Ind ustryand government
tot rno re in forrnatio n faster will spur even more growth in
the Industry

.11111111Cf_'

92 795 h2 -

Employment Opportunities
The fast %rowing computer and business equipment industry
has created many thousands Of new lobs that did not exisr10
years ago

Because of new products and new technologies OPPOri
tunnies for employment in the ifidustryincrease year after
Year

New engineering manufacturing and maintemante meth-
, cuts have changed existing lobs thus creating the need for
continuing training to keep the skills of the work force up to
date

Between 1960 and 1975 when many industries Mere re-
ducing vidrk forces the number of lobs in the computer and-
business equipment industry doubled Changes In technol
ogyfrom mechanical to electrO Mechanical to electrical to
electroniccontributed greatly to the creation of many new
jobs

But the:needs of the future are even greater The Depart-
ment of /Aix, I Bureau of Statistics estimates that the num,
ber of Business Machines Repairers jobs will increase 56
Percent from 1978-1990 and the number of Computer Ser-
vice Technicians lobs will inCrease 92 5 percent during that
same period-

The increasing sophistication of equipment to serve both
existing markets and new applications nsureS a growing
need for more highly qualified people to fill many new lobs

Such Continued wowth in the lob market will provide ex-
cellent opportunities for job security and advanCepent In a
field that continues tO become more challertging year after
year

2 4 2
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Curriculum Guicié lines

The followiti ciunitculal guidelines sootily the personal
and technological standards students need to meet to be
Considered for careers as service technicians.

Persorkilis
Personal Abilities and Trans

Stuckints will demonstrate the ability to

Repair a piece of quipment or an aSsembly requiring
them toOvork in a physically awkward or difficult position
accotdinO to ihe same standards they wOuld achieve in an
ideal location

Repair cheerfully and successfully a piece of inoperative
equipment when the bust Omer is very disturbed or angry

Complete a series of tasks requiring them to work alone
tor eight hours just as they would under someone di-
rection
Accurately follow each and every step in a long adjustment
procedure

Interpersonal Relations and Communications

Students will demonstrate the ability to

Use clear concise and technically accurate language to
explain to a co-worker how to make a particular mechan-
ical, electrical or pneumatic adjustment so that the co-
worker can maks the adjustment correctly

Answer A salesperson s question about equipment ow.,
ahon accurately and clearly, in a positive manner

Present Vectively to a suparnsor their positions in con-
flicts with customers co-workers or salespersons

6

Prapare clearly. concisely and accurately a lob application
and a resume

Mathamatics

Bask Mathematke
Students will de mOnstrate the ability to

Add and Subtract accurately

Multiply and divide accurately

Calculate powars of te rr

43

Units of Measure

Students will demonstrate the ability to

Measure with common rule (English or memo) to the
foleranc of the scale being used

Convert, making no errors frac tions to decimals and dec-
imals to fractions

Computers
Students will demonstrate the ability to

Add and subtract correctly in

1 Binary
2 Octal. and
3 Hexadecimal
Convert numbers from one base to another without error
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Basic Mechanics

Stuoents wit demonstrate the aboity to

brularst40 hOw leserS gears cnains sprOckets belts
and puiteys are usedeto Increase or decrease the meown
ical advantage and speed Of motion

Aderst solenoids for proper Operation

Adessl micro switcnes for proper overtravel and release

Achust tension* Properly on belt and...chain doves with and
without idlers

identify and provide examples of the use of the following
pins

1 Spiral
2 Dowel
3 Tapered .

Roll
5 Cotter

Rentve each of the fibItowing types of pins and keyS so
that it can be used again

Pins Keys -
1 Spiral 1 Square
2 Dowel 2 Woodruff

List the proper 'utircatrom of the lotlowing parts under 3 Tapered
ronditions of right pressure heavy Pressure high tern Hon
peratures and low temperatures 5 Cotter

Remove and install each of the following types of rings
1 Truarc onside and outside)
2 E rings
3 0 rings
Remove and inStall the following typeS Of nutS gong
Peasons forkeir use

identrfy defective parts among the following and describe 1 Hex
the ...lose and result of thee c.onoition 2 Jam

.lay ontacti 3 Castellatedrt
44 WongMOty, Ur usho,

5 Cap' S Motor Lommutalory
4 Pins 150x Ws in tonne( torn) 67 Tsrb
5 Broken wires amide° by unbroken insulation)

Tinnerman6 Frayed woes
7 Frozen bowing%
b Stretched chains
9 Bent tevers

10 Bushings
1 t Scored shafts
12 Bent snafts
13 Out of round shafts
14 Gears
15 Broken teth on gears
16 SprOCk elS
17 Deformed Springs
16 Pulleys

I Gear boxes
2 Orme bearings on shatts
3 Plastid beaongs On metal straft
4 Plas6i to plastic
5 Metal to metal

Fastn9sa Devices

identify and provide examples ul the use of the following
types of screws

Macthne
2 Sheet metal
3 Fine Metal

,4 Coarse thrad
,S Self tapping
6 Setscrews
7 Capscrews
$ Ster head
9 Allen nead
tct Flat head
11; Thombscrew
12 Fillistar head
13 Phillips head

List the Problems that would result horn stripped and
Crossthreaded screws and nuts

2 4 4
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Soldering

Students will demonstrate the abilni to

Remove and ',place an integrated CIrcud OC) On a Printed
circuit board using the following equipment

I Vacuurriand desoldering tool
2 SOICIer braid
3 Heat sinks
4 Flux cleaner
5 Solder irons (dilfrent wattages)
6 Choice of fluxes
7 Choice of solders
8 Tip cleaning equipment

Perform the foregoing repair so that

I the foil on the coroUit board is intact
2 the IC tests properly, and
3 the circuit board does not show any burn spots or cold

solder dents

Remove and replace so/Cored ImironflentionS to plugs
and circuit boards

Make in line soldered splices on wir harnesses ,

Mechanical Drawings

Students will demonsti ate me ability to

Describe the function of a mechanical Cavite pictured in
a cut away drawing

Safety

Students will demonstrate the ability to

Use properly functionurg tools and test equipment in a
sale and affective manner
Use the Proper technique for lifting arid moving 05304
equipment

Electronics

Basic Electronics

Students will demonstrate the ability to

Solve simp)e electrical circuits uSing Ohm s Law

44

Solve tor resistances voltages currents and wattages in
serre3 parallel and mnes-parallel electrical circuits using
Ohm s Law

Measure currents and voltages in AC circuits containing
resistance, inductance and capacitance

Define common base common emitter and common col-
lector transistor circuit characteristics

Electrical Symbols and Diagrams /-
Students will demonstrate the ability tO

Match a specific paint on a schematic representing an
electronic circuit to its part on the eleCtroniC comPonent

I Anode of the CIO.
2 Base, collector, and emitter of the transistor
3 Gate of thrt Mac
4 Specific pin (is pin 3) of the IC
5 Clear ler reset input to the microprocessor

Follow a(signal from startlo finish on schematics repre-
senting more than twei dilferent circuit boards

Determine points where signal flow can be ctreckid on
Circuit boards ,

Describe th condition and purpostof each of the follow-
ing active Cleric's on a sCherrlitiC with signal inputs

t Diodes 5 Triacs

It

2 Transistors
3 LED s
4 SCR s

6 ,2ener diochtS
) Relays

Microswitches ,

Logic Circuitry

Students will demonstrate the ability to

Wire and verily the input an' utput Fircuitry of logic.
gates using truth tables

Block and liming Diagrams

Students will dmonstrate the abilitY to

Define the uses of electrical anck mechanical block dia-
grams

tO
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Tools and Test Equipment

Students will demonstrate the ability to select and use the
following tools to complete a series of mechanical tasks

Iliond Toots .
I Tightening

A Box and open end wrenches
B Hex wrenches
C Ratchet-dr we socket wrenches
D Slip.point pliees
E. Needle nose Pliers
F Screwdrivers

2 Cutting
A Hacksaw
B Files anq lite cam
C Wire cutters
D Wire strippers
E Abrasive cloths

3 Drilling
A Drills
Measuring
A Dial indicators
B 'thermometers (temperature gauges)
C Feeler gauges

C Solder braid
Desoldering tools

E Tip cleaning equipment,
6 Other

A Center punches
8 0-ring removal tool
C Hammers
O kW fors
E Spring hooking tools
F Firm extractor (elctrical plugs and sockets)

Powerools
I Electric drill
2 Electric grinder

Electronic Test Equipmont

Students will demonstrate th ability to use the following
test equipment tO make specdod measurements

oscilloscopes
A _Frequency
B Pilso width
C Amplitude
O Signal relationship (dual-trace scope)

2 Volt ohmmeters5 Soldering
'A Soldering ironsidifferent wattages) 3 Digital voltmeters

Hal sinks . 4 Ammeters
kklejek 4

-4.
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Parts Handling

Shidtrits 4011 derntinstralre tho ability to

Arrsilge\forstorage the foliowing parts so that each part
can 0* located easity and promptly hy means of filmg

s card system

I Stitfts i2 to 2 Ipt,crtest
2 Elearogs tome. Pan pfasti6 block)

Circurl Wards
4 Giass items itamps mirrors)
5 lubricants
ti Small etectrprot parts
7 Hardware (SCHtwS bolts pins keys and rings/

Rollers i2ICV24 nchtSl
9 Seals gaskets -

to Prasuc parts

t-

.

12 0

/4

2 4 7

Reporting and Record Keeping Administration

Students will demonstrate the ability to

File ralphabetically or nurrericaM and retrieve rapidly an
assOriment of technical dai4r.

Add new data to or piing* out dated or redundant mbar
mabon hop a 55.11 organized file or collection of techfiical
data remlining at:4.4o locate with minimum Oelayany bit
of pertinent information

Reports

Complete an accurate time and' activity report for a fly.,
pothetical wotioveek

Fill out an ()War form for parts needed next month using
c, a list of partsused overthe last year alist of recommended

parts to carry and a lat of parts on hand

Fill out accurately machine service history logs
correct technical terms

using

Map Reading

Find a given location on a map of a city

Indicate the best route td, a given town On a state map
marked with a starting point

,
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Members of the
Computer and Business Equipment
Manufacturers Association

30 Company
ACME Visible Records Incorporated
AM International incorporated
AMP IncorpOrated
Apple Computer Inc
Bell & Howell Phillipsburg Division
Burroughs Corporation
Control Data Corporation
Dictaphone Corporation
Digital Equipment Corporation
Eastman Kodak Company
EXXON Enterprises Incorporated
General Binding Corporation
OF Ekusiness Equipment Inc
Hams Corporation
ilewlettiPackard Comport>.
Hope>weil information Systems Inc
itro CorporatOn.

,

-44low
ICL Incorporated
Lanier Business Products Incorporated
Liquid Paper Corporation
Micro Switch a Division of Honeywell Inc
NCR Corporation
Olivetti Corporation of America

'Philips Business Systems Incorporated
Pitney Bowes
Remington Rana Corporation
Sanders Associates Incorporated
Sony Corporation of America
Spemy UNIVAC
TRW Communications Systems & Services
Tektronix Incorporated
Texas Instruments Inn rated
The Standard Regist Company
UARCO. Incorporated
Xerox corporation



Mi. FUQUA: ['hank you %eiy much We appreciate all of the testi-
mony from the witnesses

When Dr. Keyworth testified before the committee, he said that
science was entering an era of maturity and diat we were going to
have to establish uur priorities in a different fashion. I assume that
included research, w here we did it, and the manpower needs. There
are those who think that we needlo spend more money in Close
areas, similar to the post-World War II period and. the Sputnik
period. What advice du you gi%e us on this dilemma that we are
faced with, Dr. Saxon?

Mr. SAXON. First of all, I think that the dilemma you address is

a central one. In your opening statement you referred to it, arid I
agree completely with that.

I am not, however, totally discouraged by the present situation,
despite our problems. The reasori is that I believe there is really
quite broad and general recognition throughout the Government
and throughout our educational system of the true nature of the
problems we face. I see nothing in Mr. Keyworth's statement which
indicates any lack of understanding of what those issues are

I think, however, that there has been perr-4;a0s insufficient appre-
ciation of the fact that ceietain Ations being taken by the Govern-
ment in order to bring spendinAnder R.ontrol are having adverse
consequences, but I do not think the savings are all that large, if
you look very Carefully at it.

I am particularly concerned about the fact that, as my two col-
Ieagues from industry have indicated, we are dealing entirely inad-
equately with the support for and the environment in which gradu-
ate students are going to study and be produced. I fear 'that the
long-term consequences of that inadequacy. Will be quite dreadful.

In a way, we can understand that by what is happening right
now in engineering and computer sciences, because the roots of

ot, that problem go back aboui a decade or so. I think all of you re-
member that a decade or so ago it was widely believed/ that we
were overproducing people in engineering, and therefore an effort
was made, with Government leadership, to cut back on the number
of engineers produced.

But this process of cutting back has long term consequences asso-
ciated with it. That affects what happens in high schools; it affects
what happens when students enter college; and finally, 10 years
later, you find you are not producing enough engineers. I think we
need to understand those kinds of connections.

There is a certain similarly disconnected aspect to the adminis-
tration's policy. On the one hand, it .believes in and understands
the Government's role in supporting lasic research, but it does not
quite see that other. things it is doing are going to adversely affect
our ability to carry out basic research over the long haul I think
we need to hit very hard at that and try to spell out the long-term
consequences I mentioned.

I am very encouraged by the work of this committee, and I think
there are many of my colleagues who would be pleaged to try to lay
out the problem in greater detail for you. I am also encouraged by
the fact that I doubt anything you have hen-d today, or in previous
testimony, has come as a surprise to you.
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In short, I think the problems have been identified. We know
what they are, collectiNely. The question is, Do we have the will
and the capacity to deal .wIth them? Given their importance, I aril
confident that we Can, not that we will, but that we can.

Mr FUQUA- David, one-of the concerns that I have hadand yQU
have touched on it in your testimonyis that the people who sup-
port the Gas Research Institute, and others like EPRI, and others
who are funded by regulated industriesthat for them the rate

Sase has been such that it may have some adverse impact on their
ability to continue to furid research at the present leyel and alsoi
pick up the difference, or part of the difference, between what the
Federal Government had been funding and what you are funding
from private sources. I hope I am making myself clear. Could you
comment on that?

Mr. WEBB Yes, Mr. Chairman. I think what you said is correct.
I know in our industry particularly nearly everyone supports the

idea of trying to reduce the.level of Federal expenditures. It seems
to me)the biggest problem is making the blanket assumption that
whentyou make these budget reductions, the response capability
of the technology base and the ,financial resources are uniform
across all segmerits of industry.

So if you make that blanket assumptionthen you are building in
a lot'of seNere consequences if you try to apply that without reVg-
nizing the differences between regulated versus nonregulated com-
panies tha.t have had a strong technology base for years and those
that have not.

What is going to happen in the case of the gas industry and the
gas technology base is this: Our board, and I think the other
member companies that fund their own research outside of 4RI,
are going to step in and, as.best we can, fill the void in the near-
term research We accept that as a legitimate challenge to the in-
dustry, in fact, it should be done. But we cannot simultaneously do
that in the regulat&I environment in which we work and also pick
up the long-term research we had assumed would be continued by
the Goyernment under their pronouncements. .

So the consequence isand what I am trying to make the com-
mittee aware ofif you decide not to do that, do it with the knowl-
edge it means the research will not be done, not that somehow,
magically, industry is going to step in and do it, because in tht reg-
ulated segments the transition period is over several years, not sev-
er months. .

Mr. FUQUA, Thank you.
1Mr. Brown?

Mr BROWN. Mr Webb, can I continue with a question? First let
me say that I have been very pleased with the development of the
industry-wide approach to. sharing R. & D. costs as represented by
the Gas Research Institute as well is EPRI and other simjar
things The utility industries, both gas and electric, are fortunate
in one sense, in haying a very large base of consumers. That is, in
effeot they represent the people of the United States; they serve
the people of the United States. .

I am sure you will recognize that many of the decisions being
made now with regard to the funding of R. & D. are basically polit-
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teal decisions, at Past in the sense that they are subservient to
overall budgetary or other political goals.

My question to you Is, recognizing that, has your industry consid-
ered the, significance of gaining consumer support for the kind of
expanded R. & D. program that is necessary for your industry and
which you could probably achieve from some relatively simple
system of including a public or consumer input to your GRI board
or policy operators in some fashion? You may already have done
that, but I would like to ask you to comment on it.

Mr WEBB. Yes, Mr. Brown. The Gas Research Institute, the way
a is structuredand it is part of the requirement, going through
the formal rulemaking process before the Federal Regulatory Com-
missionwe have three major ways in which consumer interests
now come into GRI One 'is just the formal rulemaking process
itself, where anybody can intervene-if they do not like the program
we are proposing and request a hearing as it goes through_the reg-
ulatory process. That is kind of removed, from the consumer, but it
is there.

The other is our advisory council, which is a senior policymaking
advisory body to GRI and actually participates in _our board and
has WA.) members at large on our board of directors. At this. time
they are Bob Georgiae, president of the AFL-CIO Buirding Trades
Union. and Larry Moss, who was a past president of the Sierra
Club.,

On that advisory -council there are eight sitting State public util-
ity commissioners, one of which must always tte the chairman or
the-vice chait man There are representatives from file labor move-
ment. the environmental m'ovement,Irom academia, and then the
broad pu,blie interest group. So we do that.

The other part of the program we have is th'at we go to the dif.
terent States and participate when our member companies are ap-
ply ing for rate bases and brief the State commissions and the con-
sumer groups on GRI and our program This appears to have been
successful

I realize that there are probably other steps people could recom-
mend and we would consider, but by putting people on our board
who. in fact, represent the consumer interest and by having State
regulatory commissioners on our advisory council, and then the
protection that the public is ordinarily atcorded through the
tormal ratemaking prObedure for a regulatory body, it seems to me
the consumer interest is there.

I think our recurd'speak, fairly well for itself in that there has
_tot, to my knowledge, been oPposition to the GRI program. As the
GRI gets larger, I. think that will tend to change, because thew
large! you get the more vulnerable you are, and people are saying,
Why are you doing research in this area, when we don't think it

is in our direct interest or our direct benefit?"
Mr BROWN. I think the steps you have mentioned are all ex-

tremely reasonable, but it is obvious to Te that we are going to
have a lot of signifkant policy issues in this session and in the near
future dealing with utility issues The Alaskan pipeline deal that
we voted on in Dedember is a classic example.

What I am talking about is ways in which there can be greater
public awareness of the need for a coordinated energy policy and
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the significance uf gas in this coordinated policy. I think you need
to build on the steps you haw already taken to achieve that. I will
not belabor that. I am just making that as a suggestion.

Dr Sixon, you have made a related point with regard to the
need for a coordinated policy in the R. & D. field and mentioned
the recommendations of the National Commission on Research. I
should be familiar with that, but could you just elaborate briefly
for the record on those recommendations?

Dr SAXON The National Research Commission recommended
the establishment of a forumthat was the word they usedwhich

ould have as its function the discussion and formulation of policy
in these areas.

In addition, the National Academy of Sciences hag appointed a
committee to study the question of university and Government re-
lations with reSpect to the support of science.

It has three subcommittees, one of which is now addresging the
question of organizing such a forumtrying to identify the kinds of
people who would serve on it, trying to identify the kinds of issues
it would discuss, and, perhaps the most complicated of all, trying to
identify its sponsorship.

It cannot simply be an arm of Government, obviously. On the
other hand, it cannot serve any useful purpose if it is totally dis-
connected from Government, and they are struggling with that
what are the appropriate kinds of sponsors? What is the role of the
National Academy of Sciences? What about the Amefican Associ-
ation of Universities, the AAAS, or the National Science Boar 9
These questions are now being pursued with some vigor. We hope
to have, by spring, further development of that particular concept.
If you were to get in touch with the academy people, they could tell.
you the current status.

Mr. BROWN. Yes, I wil1,4o that. Thank you.
Mr. FUQUA. Thank you, IVIr. Brown.
Mr. Flippo?
Mr. FLIPPO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My good friend and colleague from California, Mr. Brown, made

the statementand I agreethat R. & D. policy seems to be sub-
servient to other political considerations in budget terms and that
spit of thing. You gentlemen are being very kind in pointing out
some areas that we need to consider and evaluate in trying to help
determine a national science policy.

I noted with great interest, Dr. Saxon, that you and Dr. Press
both address the area of geographical distribution of funds and
seem to be saying that it is a factor that should Rot be included in
the evaluation of national science policy.

In a sense you seems to be saying, "Cut that other fellow, li you
are going to cut funds, and fund the best universities." That seems
to be rather reinforcing, because certainly the best would then ob-
viously get better. It seems to be denying the mobility of research.

I think that Congress, as a national policy, and the administra-
tion as well, ought to be interested irigeographical excellence. You
make the statement that excellence should take precedence over,
political and geographical considerations. The reason that it has
political consideration is fairly obviousthe economic activity that
comes around the universities from the R. & D. is very clear. The
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growth of ,indostries in computers, in aeronautics, in communica-
tions, in electronics, clearly comes from the Federal R. & D effort,
and It seems to me that a major part of a national policy ought to
be in favor of geographical excellence as well.

I am not trying to say that funds ought to be distributed solely
on that basis, but, first of all, the statement seems to assume that
we already have a policy of allocating funds based upnon geographi-
cal considerations, and I would deny that. I would 'Point out that
the NSF 19230 allocations clearly show, as one example, that we do
not now have a policy of geographical distribution of funds, and to
say that that oUght not to be a consideration seems to me to not be
too good advice at the present time. Would you care to comment On
that?

Dr. SAXON. Yes, that is an issue whose importance, and sènsitiv-
it I understand. Therefore, my remarks were not made lightly

I will not, of course, try to speak for Dr. Press, but let me try to
explain my concern. If I had been appearing before this committee
2 years ago to talk abo& this, the question of geographical distribu-
tion of research support would not have been a part of my state-
ment

The first thing you need to understand is that today's context
and environment are quite different from what they have been in
the past. Indeed, there was a systematic effort over quife a number

- ot years on th'e part of the National Science Foundation and others
to take positive stepsaffirmative action, if I could put it that
wayto produce excellence across the country. The centers.of ex-
cellence program was an example. Very large development grants
were made to universities which were seeking to become excellent.

. I had no disagreement with that; I thought that was a sound
idea:- In' short, the notion of making excellence available every-
where in the countryand I did read your comment on that sub-
jectis one that I would support. But the present environment is
one in which Dr. Key worth is saying we need to look at our cur-
rent programs, and we need to cut.

I am not sure I agree with that, bu I t it is'ing to happen.
I am emphasizing that, if you are goii o cut back on support for
science, you had better, be very careful not to let geographical con-
siderations, which have a lot of political clout associated' with
them, dominat t. that cutting process.

Just read the newspapers and see what happens when someone
wants to close a shipyard somewhere or an elementary school
somewhere, and you will see what I mean. There is quite a differ-
ence between the two processes of expansion and contraction
When, you are adding funds with the explicit aim of producing ex-
cellence everywhere, that is one kind of undertaking,Aand I sup-
ported the effort to help institutions improve the quality of their
resedrch. On the other hand, when you are trying to cut back and
trying to determine what has to be cut, then I think the consider-
ations are rather different.,

I say this because I am very concerned that, as one tries to scale
support downand I am not sure it ought to be scaled downthese
considerations may indeed dominate, and I think that would be a
very serious error in the long term.
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Mr FLIPPO. I appreciate that, and it is an issue that
.
continues to

cause a great deal of controversy. But if there has been an affirma-
tive action program to accomplish that in the past, the statistics
would indicate that that action failed, I believe. But I realize that
others may have different opinions on it. I just thought that it
ought to be, because of its economic importance to the various sec-
tions of the Nation, one of the factors to be considered.

Dr SAXON. May I make one other comment, with your permis-
sion? I think to say that it failed is perhaps to overstate it. To say
that it did riot entirely succeed is, however, correct. In Other words,
if you look at that program, you will find that there have been
quite successful consequences of itquite strikingly successful con-
sequencesbut you will also find that it turned out to be enor-
mously more difficult to do than people had imagined.

I do not think it was less than entirely successful because people
'lid not try. There were, in fact, very substantial grants given, to
quite a large number of universities around the country, but the
realization of the perceived potential for excellence in many cases
did not follow -It turned out to be a very difficult problem. The fail-
ure was not because people did not seriously try.

Mr. FLIPPO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FUQUA. Thank you, Mr. Flippo.

- Mr. Dunn?
Mr. DUNN. We have been talking about impacts of budget cuts.

None of us has seen the 1983 numbers yet. The groups you repre-
sent di,d, nevertheless, take cuts last year and are anticipating
more cuts next year. What if I could say to you that we will guar-
antee you a 20.3-percent increase? How would you feel? .....

Dr. SAXON. Terrific.
Mr. DUNN. Would you feel you had been singled out for special

taie in lithi of what els'e is going on in theGovernment?
Dr. SAXON. Is that addressed to me?
Mr. DUNN. Anybody.
Dr. SAXON. It seems to me that the administration's analysis and

policyand the word policy is related to the word politicalin-
volve an effort to sprt out those things that it is appropriate for the
Government to support and those which it does not find appropri-
ate to support. That sorting out is taking place, and it is one di-
mension of what is going on. The other dimension is an absolute
cut-back in the total level of Government involvement and Govern-
ment expenditures. ,

So Within that framework there are manifestly differential treat-
ments on the part of the the adminiStration. For example, defense
has been already singled out as an area- where support can only
come from the Federal Government. Neithei the States or the pri-
vate sector is going to provide it.

The same statement has been made about basic researchthat it
is something you cannot expect the private sector to support; you
cannot expect it to be supported on the scale required in any other
way than by the Federal Government. It is in that context, I think,
that I would myself put these considerations. ,

Mr. DUNN. But you would agree that a 20.3-percent increase
would be a nice thing to have?

Dr. SAXON. That is your number.
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Mr DUNN No, I am saying, if I could guarantee a 20.3 percent
i ncrease

Dr SAXON. I would feel rather pleased about that, yes
Mr DUNN. You have been talking about cuts in the administra-

tion You should be aware that the majority on, the other side of
this committee have just recommended a 20.3 peTnt increase for
themselves this year. Mr. Flippo used the words "Cut the other
fellow." You ought to, when you are listening to, the rhetoric on
this committee. be aware of who the other fellow is. That 20.3-per-
cent increase just recomrnetided by the majority of this committee
for this committee amounts to $343,000.

You have been talking about engineering students. The chair-
man and I are both concerned about graduate engineering stu-
dents. I wonder if a better use of that $343,000and our research
seems to indicate that there is about a $7,000 spread that would be
necessary to maintain graduate studentsif we divide $7,000 by
343, would it not be a better use of committee funds to give that to
50 deserving students this year? What would you think of that? .

Dr SAXON I'd say I am not dumb enough to answer that ques-
tion fLaughter.I

Mr DLNN. I think I have made my point about campaign rhet-
oric, political rhetoric, and who is cutting whom. I thank the chair-
man.

Mr. FLTQCA Thank you, Mr. Dunn.
Mr. Winn?
Mr. WINN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Webb, it would appear that as Federal R. & D. funding is

decreased, GRI funding with industry participation is taking up the
slack at the present time. To what extent is GRI prepared to carry
out this ,trend? You touched on it, but you did not tell us how far
they were going to go or if they were gping to go much further, and
if the Federal funding is totally eliminatedThat ig the bottom
linewhat would happen to the total R. Ca efforts.

Mr. WEBB. Mr. Winn, we are prepared to pick up as much of the
near-term as we can within a reasonable growth rate, so that it can
be managed. In other words, it does neither the country -nor the gas
industry any good to increase our budget faster than we can actual-
ly properly spend the money. That does nothing but take dollars
from the ratepayer and essentially waste them.

So within,a manageable growth rate, we are stepping up in the
near term. We are going from an R & D. budget of $83.7 million in
1982 that has been approved by the FERC to approximately $118 to
$120 million of research in 1983. We are talking about real growth
in the next 3 or 4 years, probably of $15 to $20 million a year in
real growth above the inflation rate as a long-term goal for the in-
stitute. The areas where we win not be able to pick up the research
are the long-term, high-risk areas sueh as..geopressured methane,
in situ coal gasification, and some of those areas, for the simple
reason we have two charters.

No. 1, we have a constituencythat is, the ratepayerand it is
hard for them to recognize a payback from something that is 20 or
30 years in the future. That is beyond their planning horizon,
beyond the horizon of which they are going to support the GasRe-
search Institute. Second, the regulatory community is insisting
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that there be stmie reasonable chance .9f a paybiick within a rea-
sonable period of time to the ratepayer,

Therefore, it seems legitimate that- we step into the near-term
role I just tIrj.nk there are some legitimate long-term ,research
areas at somefunding level that is required over the next 10 or 15
years as we make a transition from gas produced, from drilling a
hole in the ground, to gas that is thfough some kind of a conver-
sion process, whether it is coal, biomass, or whether it-comes out of
tight formations.

Mr WINN You mentioned the long-range planning. You used
that term several times in your testimony. You did again just now.
In reference to the cofunding research projects, you mentioned the
long-range commitment by DOE. What does that mean, particular-
ly under the present authoriation and appropriations procedure,
and what is it going to mean under the.possible phase-out of DOE?

Mr. WEBB Up to now, we have had a good relationship and have
been able to sit down with the Department, saying, Here's our
budget over the next 5 years. We submit a 5-year and en annua1
program each year that is updated to the regulatory community

Before we de%elop that program, we sit down with the other Gov-
ernment agencies here in town that also fund gas-related research
and try to determine cooperatively the areas they are going to be
funding, so we can try to target our research dollars into those
areas we think are important but the agencies are not funding.

With the change in philosophy, obsiously the cofunding levels we
were projectingand they are not just numbeys pulled out of the
air, they are numbers that are derived after aiscussing with pro-
gram managers in the Federal agencies what they had anticipated
will change The 1983 numbers, fur instance, were derived from the
1983 numbers presented in the 1982 budget by the administration.

If the funding cabacks they are now talking about tare, in fact,
recod)mended and approved, then obviously the long-term cofund-
ing with the Department of Enersy does not mean anything, be-
cause the Department of Energy is not going to do gas-relatn re-
search That means for a period of time, white there is a transition,
the research is just not going to be donethe long-term, high-risk
research.

Mr. WINN. Thank you
Dr Saxon, do you believe that the federally-sponsored R. & D.

funding has inhibited industrial sponsorship?
Dr SAXON I do not think so, although I suppose one could argue

that it takes some pressure off industry in that regard. It is not my
perception that in this area industry is dominantly influenced by
w hat IlOvernment funds I think it is much more influenced by tax
policy.

Mr. WINN. I was just going to ask that.
Dr. SAXON. Tax policy,. I think, is very important. The point

about indUstry support, of course, is thlt it is based on perception
and understanding of how industry is going to benefit. I think
where it is clear that they will, then they are going to go in wheth-
er or not the Federal Government is involved, I have not seen that
as a barrier, but the tax policy is quite a different matter.

Mr WINN I am interested in your comments about the laborato-
ries If the industry is to make more use of the national laborato-
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rkes lirrk do you reconinlend that we overcome industry's
concerns about proprietary information, Federal patent laws, and
the limitations Of ihe Department's contractual regulations"

Dr SAXON I think it is essential that we do in fact resolve some
ot these concerns, because unless we do, it is going to be very diffi-
cult to get significant participation. The Government has been,
generally speaking, much too protective of its interest, superficially
perceived, in connection with patents. I believe that experience

ithin universities and industry shows that the Governmen policy
is not so much protecting patents but preventing pa en s .om ever
getting filed, preventing these works from going forward

There are a lot of ideas which have simply not been developed as
much as they could be, and I, wourd submit that the public interest
might be far better served by opening this process' up, by worrying
less about the potentiality for commercial gain on the part of
people whose work has been carried out 'with Goverrrment sponsor-
ship. That is not a bad thing as long as it is done in an open; un-
derstood way, and I do think that patent policy, licensing policy,
and these other questions need to be addressed from that perspec-
tive

On the other hand, it is important for people to recognize that
where they are dealing with national laboratories on programs
which are intended to provide information and techniques for a
whole industry, that is a case in which they should not worry so
much about proprietary interests

Mr WINN I knom my time is up, but this committee spent quite
a bit of time last year trying to address this problem, and I am
quite sure it is going to come up somewhere, somehow, again this
year.

Dr SAXON'. There has been progress, of course, and 'we very
much appreciate that progress.

Mr WINN. But it is a problem with industry, too.
Dr SAXON. Yes.
Mr. WINN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FUQUA Thank you, Mr. Winn.
Mr Lujan?
Mr LUJAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
One of the concerns that the committee has had for quite some

time and it was brought up under the questioning by Mr Dunn,
and the chairman last year had sorn ts, to encourage
young people into the engineering so 'Itiibk-Ahat
big problem that we have. What mil trieito motivate ybag -
people to go into those fields"

The easy answer is more money, scholarsiiips, and those kinds of
things I am thinking in terms, of exciting the teachers somehow in
high school and junior high to have the kids begin to look at that
kind of a career.

Dr. Saxon, could you address that? How did you happen to go
into the field thet you are in') Was it a scholarship? How can we
get this moving"

Dr SAXON The question you raise is one of the most challenging
and important that we face as a nation. I think it is a problem that
has to be dealt with in,every State and in every municipality of
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this country .ip my los , it has to be attacked at every level simul-
taneously

The worst thing you can do is to somehow treat it as a problem /
w large that, if something hasn't been done by the time a student
reaches the first grade, nothing can be done at all.

Furthermort. I think we need to deal with it at every possibl
level right noN We need to encourage students presently enteri g
college to go into careers in science. That may mean we need o
provide them with special opportunities to increase their rna h-
ematics" skills If' they come in with some deficiencies, we neeq to
provide ways for .them to overcome them. We need to encou age
people who are now finishing college to go on into graduate sc ool.

At my university we have just taken the unprecedented st p of
providing new salary scales for engineersand computer scie tists
as wellwhich are at a higher level than those of their c011eagues.
Thee colleagues are not delighted about this, but we felt it was ab-
solutely essential to do, because we cannot educate people without
the faculty, and we cannot get faculty in these disciplines without
competitive salares. That is one way in which we can work at the
problem Our university is also working with students in the high
schools and in the junior high schools to encourage them to think
about college and to take the right courses.

Mr LUJAN 1` think the teachersif they are excited about it--
Dr SAXON 1We are working with teachers, and right now we

have an effort going in our State which is intended to make explic-
it what it is that youngsters need to know if they are going to suc-
ceed in college, what kind of education they have to have. We are
starting that at the seventh grade level. We are working with
teachers, PTA's, and all such groups. Those are things that require
something other than money.

On the other hand, I think it is also important that we provide
the kind of support that makes it possible for young people to
pursue those kinds of careers, and, I repeat, we need to attack the
problem at various levels simultaneously.

Mr LUJAN Let me get on to a question that may not be quite
fair, but we s:t as Members of Congress, and at least I view the big
problem that we have in this country as expenses rattling away

. the interest rate, the inflation factor. That affects research and af-
fects your operation of the universities, associations, and compa-
nies So we are looking at how do we handle this big, big problem
of the inflation, interest, and all those things going up.

The President's proposal, in which I concur, is to try to keep
Government spending at a modest level. That is not saying cut, for
exampli, in expenditures for research. I am looking at a chart here
from 1960 through 1981 [indicating chart]. It keeps going up. Tbat
k constant dollars [indicating], this is adjusted for inflation [Mdi-
cating] Of course, that is the problerit If we can reduce the infla-
tion, then those two lines will be together.

But we sit here, and our basic responsibility, I guess, is to try to
bring those influences down. As I said, maybe it is not quite a fair
question, but here we are talking about the i.esearch budget under
stress. All budgets aril under stress.

When somebody from a hospital group comes in to see me and
they are in town today, or education peoplethe school boards are
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-in town'today my question is, "Well, if we don't cut you, whom do
we cut?" I will ask you the same question. You are certainly not
going to say the aged, the hot lunch program, the social security, or
any of those. But cuts need to be made.

Dr. SAXON. That is a very difficult and serious question.that obvi-
ously needs to be considered. I know that, your chairman, in his
opening remarks to these hearings, pointed out that self-serving
and untempered requests were not going to be well regarded. I am
quite aware of that.

In a way, I think one has to put it in the same context as Mr.
Webb put his comments. In other words, one needs to understand
the consequences of actions that, are being taken. It is the case at
the moment that the administration has decided that in the de-
fense area, for example, even though the Federal budget needs to
be cut, there are other pressing considerations. The same state-
ment has been made about social security.

What is involved, as you well know and as your chairman also
pointed, out, is that two kinds of actions are taking place simulta-
neouslyi which are not always internally and mutually consistent,
On the one hand, an effort is being made to scale back the cost of
Government, to scale back its cost and its involvment. There is a
coherent political 'program associated with that, and it is intended
to address, among other things, the issue of inflation.

Mr. LUJAN. It affects research also.
Dr. SAXON. Yes, research is a part of it; that is correct.
In the sorting out of what is and, isn't appropriate' for the Federal

Government to do,) there are two elements involved. Some things,
the argument goes, ought to be done at the local level; others ought
to be done by the private sector.

But basic research has been specifically identified by this admin-
istration as an area which cannot be handled by either of those ju-
risdictions..It has been explicitly recognized as an area where the
Federal Government must provide the basic levels of support. I
agree with 'that; you all agree with that. It has also been explicitly
stated that basic research is absolutely indispensable to our produc-
tivity which is, over the long haul, going to solve the problems you
reffr to.

Now comes the question. If you are going to cut back, then I
think you have to recognize the consequences. You are going to
have to recognize that hobbling basic research will work against
just those goals the Federal Government has said it wants to
attain It is quite a different matter from cutting back on food
stampl.

The argument being made in the case of food stamps is that yes,
it is very difficult for people now, but long-term, by increasing pro-
ductivity, by reducing inflation, we are going to make everyone
better off. That is the argument. So there is a long-term purpose
being served by some of the hard cuts that are being made, The
long-term purpose with respect to basic research is the opposite.
That is the reason I think this needs to be looked at very hard and
very carefully.

Mr. Chairman, as I read your remarks and also Mr. Flippo's re-
marks, it seemed to me that both of you were saying just that.
There is a special dilemma here, not a cruel one in the seose of
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dealing with the aged or the poor but a dilemma nonetheless in
terms of the long-term needs of 'the Nation. That is what I read
into your statements, and I4hink there is general agreement about
that dilemma. It is a very tough issue.

Mr. LUJAN. Thank you.
Mr FUQUA. Thank you, Mr. Lujan.
Ms. Schneider?
Ms SCHNEIDER I will give Dr. Saxon a rest fin a minute. Mr.

Webb, I would like to ask you this. You had mentioned possible
GRI efforts to increase R. & D. cofunding with industry. I wonder if
you could be specific and tell us what industries were involved with
cofunding research?

Mr WEBB. Yes, ma'am. Most of our increased funding with in-
dustry has primarily come from the manufacturing segmentr where
we have developed through research a process that the manufac-
turing sector can become involved in to try to develop a product
they can take to the marketplace.

So primarily it has been in the area of appliances, where we are
workipg with several manufacturers to develop productsa pulse
combustion furnace is one example. In exchange for the back-
ground patent rights developed under our research, the manufac-
turer comes in and puts in-some dollars as well as his engineering
time to develop the product. We give them an exclusive license for
3 years, so they have 'an incentive to market it. In exchange for
that, we insist on a royalty payback, so we can try to reduce the
cost of our research in the future.

We are beginning to get quite a bit of increased cofunding in the
manufacturing sector. In the past gas traditionally has been so
cheap there was no incentive to use it efficiently. When it was only
2 or 3 percent of the total cost of the product, the incentive.was to
build the Cheapest device possible to use the gas, not the most effi-
cient We are beginning to see quite a bit of cofundibg in those
areas We still get some cofunding from the Department of Energy,
but it is beginning to be a very, very insignificant amount of.
money,

We are not getting much cOfunding in the production side: be-
cause most pr6duction in the gas industry is done by the oil compa-
nies We represent the regulated segment, and the oil companies, I
think, still produce 89 percent pf all the gas that is transported
through the regulated segments of the industry. So nearly all co-
funding is in 'the effient utilization side with the manufacturing
sector.

Ms SCHNEIDER If natural gas were to be deregulated tomorrow,
would you change your comments insofar as commitment to only
near-term research to incorporate investment in long-term re-
search also?

Mr WEBB No, it would prqbably put greater pressure on us to
increase the near term. The reason is that the economic rent from
de-control goes to the producers. That is the oil companies, that is
not the regulated gas industry. So what you have is the price of gas
going up faster than competing energy commodities, which means
there is more and more pressure to try to use it more efficiently so,
you can still compete in the marketplace.
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What it would do to our program is this: I think you would see
us have to increase our budget primarilyin the industrial sector
faster thin the Other parts, because there is probably 1 million bar-
rels per day of-oil, equivalent out there that can switch in 60 days
from, gas to oil, depending on the economics. They have a dual-fired
capacity. So there would be a tremendeus increase there, but not in
the long-terrif research. I thinkit would ,skew ;It more toward the
near term, is what I am trying to say.

MS. SCHNEIDER. OK. Thank you.
Dr. Saxon, I noticed in your written testimony that you men-

tioned the importance of equal opportunity in education and the
importance of utilizing all of/our human i-esources. I wonder if you
could please elaborate on the effects thee budget cuts will have, for
exatnple, on women and minorities, who aite only of recent years
becoming involved in these areas of educational pursuit?

Dr. SAXON. I think the most immediate impact is likely to have
to do with the cuth in student financial aidt "as it is calledthe sup-
port for, students who are attending universities. As that aid is cut
back, the pressure is going to be felt most keenly by those who are
'least able to afford education for themselves.

I think that is inevitably going to mean thai people will attend
lower cost institutions..That does not ndcessarilymean institutions
with lower fees but institutions closer to home, because the major
costs of ethication often are the costs of living away from home

So we are going to see a great movement of students into their
local institutions, and that pften means community colleges, and
therefore we are going to see-,in our cities more minority students
attending their own local community colleges and fewer being able
to go to the universities. That is an* unfortunate and immediate
effect, but that is my Prediction.

With respect to women, I think these economic factors are obvi-
' ously not related to sei, they are related to quite different matters.

I do not see the same impact on women.
Ms. SCHNEIDER. But specifically in the areas of science and engi-

neering and investment of the research dollars into that, does the
University of California, for example, have any plans or programs
in mind that they might use to pale it a little easier for minorities
or women to get into those fields? More ,offen that not, when the
budget cuts do occur, those individuals who are traditionally in a
field will be the iast to feel the budget cuts.

Dr. SAXON. That certainly is a concern. The programs we have in
place which provide, at least in the educational sense, facilities
which are especiRlly useful to women in mathematics, engineering,
or the like are dominantly from State funds rather than Federal:
So -that is-a problem:for us, because our State budget is also being
squeezed. But I think you probably have enough trouble without
my bringing,that one in.

SCHNEIDER. We h4e had testimony before this coinmittee
earlier this year,.or last year as a matter of fact, and it Was rather
discouraging to find that many of the cOmments made by scholars
were that we are something like 13th in the world insofar as grad-
uating engineeringstudents is concerned. Part of the concern there
was that now the students are living on their own, they are more
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anxiou, to go out .uid get job. and not interested in pursuing or
furthering their caivers through graduate school.

It seems to me that as the Federal Government is getting out of
many different education programs, No. 1, they are riot going to be
able to fund the microscopes, the different technological assistance
machinery, or whatever, that they might have in schools to help
s-tudents So. it seems that there will be increased pressure on in-
dustr:, to assist the institutes of higher learning to focus on specific
wavs of attracting students.

Or SAXON I agree with that There are problems, however. The
studies Or Obsolescence of equipment go back 2 or 3 years. Obsoles-
cent equipment is not the consequence of new Federal policies, it is
the consequence of a process that has been going on for a number
of years We are trying very hard to modernize our laboratories.
That is hard to do Our faalities are.antiquated:

But those deficiencies* not fall with an drieven hand; they fall
evenly on all students. They make it more difficult to provide the
kind of education we would like, but everyone feels that. So I do
not feel it has a differential impact on women ancfnfinorities.

Ms Sciikani..R. Thank you very much.
:1Thaill you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr PI:W.A.-Mr. Glickman?
Mr GLICKMAN Dr. Saxon, nn page 1 of your testimony you indi-

cate that our capacity for scientific research and advanced scientif-
ic education is utterly..dependent on continued assistance from the
Federal Government. On page 4 of your testimony yoq say:

I -;eern to ...ec an \dinaustratton pola.N that makes demands on science and tech-
nnIog making 4va1able the resources needed to meet those demands

That implies to me the following: That the administration's'
policy is based on an attempt to stimulate productivity, to stimu-
late the economy by providing additional tax revenues and.capital
to do so But it seems to imply that without the scientific side of
the picture, perhaps new capital and plant will tale Ais into old
ideas or into nonpruduCtiye development, and therefore we are not
getting anywhere Is that perhaps what you are saying by that'
statement?'

Dr SAXON I was picking up On Dr. Keyworth's statement and
analysis in which he pointed out, I thought very persuasively, that
our long term productivity is critically dependent on our capacities
in .,cience and.technology. The research is done in the universities,
the education is done in the universities, and in order to produce
those long-term gains, we need to have strong univemity progiams
in basic research So, there is an expectation and also a commit-
ment to support-it, but the commitment, it seemed to me, was
somewhat fragmented, and that is what I was referring to.

Mr GLICKMAN I guess my ppint is that the enhancement of capi-
tl is a necessary item to incrvase productivity, but.that alone is
not sufficient.

Dr. SAXON. I agree with that completely.
Mr GLICKMAN OK. On page 8 of your testimony you give two

excellent examples of what this funding reduction is doing. One is
on the NASA issue, where you said you were asked to reduce the
budget a couple of times and apparently the item was'just totally
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zeroed out. For our benefit, since we have jurisdiction over the
NASA budget, what was the nature of that program, if you know?

Dr. SAXON. I cannot give you any more than.is in this document,
but if you would like, I will get that toyou.

Mr. GLICKMAN. Somebody is nodding behind You.
Dr. SAX011. Yes, we will get that.
[Material to be supplied followsj

IVORMATION ON REDUCTIONS IN THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA'S RESEARCH EFFORT

SUPPUED BY THE UNIVERSITY'S BERKELEY CAMPUS, JANUARY 1982

typical example of the impact of funding uncertainties is one of our NASA proj-
ects dsotopic, Studies in Meteorites and Lunar Samples) due to expire on January
31, 1982 The project measured the rare gases in lunar samples and meteorites with
and without prior neutron irradiation as a means of increasing our understanding
of the origifts and .history of the Solar System We had submitted a renewal proposal
in the amount of $205,000 In November we were asked to reduce our budget to
$170,001.) In January, when we followed up on the status of thi renewal, we were
advised that funds.had not yet been Rade available for the renewal Our principal
investigator had been advised by the 'program people at NASA Headquarters that
they are making every%-effort to provide funds for the renewal including a no cost
extension to keep the contract open. Wahave not been able to get a sufficiently firm
opmmitment SO that we will be able to allow the project to continue beyond January
31 Thus the investigator is forced to issue lay-off notices and take other stem pre-
parittory to shutting down his project.fflwo graduate students, a half-time Ottdoc-
toral Reserach Physicist, an Assistant Specialist and a part-time secretary were to
,have been supported on this project

Note The University recently received if foui- month no cost extension for this
- project, which rnearth that, while the project is extended for four months, no Federal a*

funds are aVkillable for its suppOrt, University funds must be used to maintain it A

""..' NASA is expected to resume funding on its own once its procurement request is'ap-
provedarld to reimburse the University, but in the meantime the University cannot
use the funds for other purposes or earn interest on them Office of the-President,
March, 1982

Mr. GLICKMAN. You also talked about the effects-,on the Law-
, .

re1/4nce Berkeley Laboratory. Apparently what you am, paying is, not
only the dollar amounts are concerning you but the uncertainty is
dtiving you craiy. .

Dr. SAXON. That is correct.%Obviously, we are in a situation in
which major chFiges are being made op.a very large kale; andItie
full dimen:sions of those are,not_being Spelled.fint in advance. That
really mirrors the comment-that Mr. Webb, made about the impact

g. ion hsi,ndustry.
We simply cannot respOlk very: quick y to these changes. Nrgri

,

worse, the environment in-Which this kind of work is to be- cakried
out deteriorates very draniatical:;aga that,has an adverse impact

, on the quality of what is done, on students; it does make it ex-
tremely difficult.

Mr. GLICKMAN. OK. Otie final qt.iestion, Mr. Webb.. I have licid an
interest, as has the committee, in the use of natural gas as a motor
fuel. I do not see anywhere in your-thaterials any research being
done by the GasoResgarch Instituteln methane as at automobile or
a transport-Vn fuel. I wonder if it might have appeared in some
subheading or if it is soniething that is an oversight. I wonder if
you'might comment, on that?

Maa. Wzna. Yes, Mr. Glickman. 'The Gas Research Institute, work-
ing with AGA, has had some 'aisCii6ions with F.ord Notor Co. As
.You know, Ford has recently announced they are'coming out with a
prototype vehicle in a .couple of years tgat would use methane as
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fuel The prublem we are tunning into there is try7'ing to identify
truly the reseal (II that needs tu be done and separating it from the
marketing aspects of just getting the knoWlecfge tu the people that
it is economical and it can be done today.

I think our research area will tend to focus on wayS to increase
the capacity of the car through better absorbance, so you can have
a oTeater capacity of methane in the SAme size storage tank and
looking at compressors. We probably. Will not get into the engine
research, because there is no way we can duplicate what the motor
companies themselves, such as Ford or GM can do.

Mr. GLICKMAN But you are pot ignoring the subject?
Mr WEBB. No, we are not ignoring the subject. The reason it was

not on this list is that it was not a cofunded program with DOE,
and what I tried to show i where we are increasing to offset DOE's
budget cuts

Mr. GLICKMAN Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr FUQUA Thank FOLL Mr. Glickman.
Mr Shdinansky'..
Mr SIIANIANSKY. Thank yOu, Mr. Chairman.
President Saxon, I am from Columbus, Ohio, which is the home

of Ohio StateTniir ersity, Batelle Memorial Institute, and Chemical
Abstracts, which are just along a very small river. I am very con-
cerned, and I know the president of Ohio State, and Dean Glower
of the College of Engineering are concerned about- the ability of
Ohio State to continue to turn opt well trained graduates which in-
dustry needs, and having any studentsat all if the cuts contemplat-

. ed by the administration go through. My question ta you is, does
the UniVersity of' California, with all its many campuses, have a
similar problem'

Di: SAXON Yes. we have that problem. I willmot say ninefold; we
have nine campuses, but each of them is not of the scale of Ohio
State But mze,.thae the problem manyfold. It is a problem which is
of long standing

As you try to estimate the impact, you ought to at least be aware
of the fact that in the Department of Defense budget there is some
funding, I be .ch is intended 'for equipment, not on, the
same scald as the NSF ut at least some. So, there has been some
recognition of that need.

Again, I Would suggest t a - re is not one of per-
suading people that th4 need exists, I think Me. Keyworth knows

I think his statement makes it clear. There have been a number
. of independent studies that make that clear. The National Science

Foundation is aware-But the committees of Congress doubt it. So,
it i igaid.the problem of trying to strike balances. I would rate it
as a very high priority need at my institution, just as it apparently
is at Ohio State.

Mr SHAMANsKy In 197, Dr. Saxon, I was in Peking j private
cSpacihr and %se met with a graduate of Ohio State Uni 'ty who
worked -for ,the Chinese Academy of Sciences. She explained that
thiring the Cultural Revolution they went to work but did nothing,
so-there was a hiatusf 10 years in w hich* the Chinese scientific
establishment did nothing
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It seems to me that we ate experiencing almost a budgeter; Cul-
tural Revolution here which will haVe a long-range impact on the,
science and technology of this country. I think it is a continuum;
you cannot stop it now and then, and say, pick up 5 years later, or
whatever, and say you have,not been hurt desperately by it.

Dr. SAXON. The long-term consequences in this area of actions
taken today are one.of the most important elements to be consid-
ered I said earlier that I was not pessimistic, not because I think
the problems are trivial, but because I think the level of under-
standing is great. ,

I would say that China the seriousness of their problems, was
exceeded only by the lack of understanding of what to do about
them. Totally disastroug decisions were. made at the national ,level
which served their long-term goals very badly.

I have every confidence in the capacity of this committee and its
counterpart committees to deal with this-in a reasonable way I do
,not think we are facing a total disaster, but I think we age facing
very serious problems, and I thinlit the decisions made are going to
lieve profound consequences foi the long-term wellbeing of the
country.

Mr. SHANIANSKY: Dr. Saxon,-with respect to this committee, I am
happy to report that a truly bipartisan majority of this committee
voted to eliminate $240 niillionI think it was-L--fot- the Clinch
River breeder reactor, which even David Stockmanlp was a
turkey. ,

Unfortunately, at the same time Shatthe admihiStration cut
back an'd wanted to cut back bri science education and instrumen-
tation, it put back that $240 million for purely political reasons in
the sense that Mr. 'Baker is from Tennessee. That seems ta me to
be a problem which was taken out of the hands oT this committee.
How long can the scientific and technology establishment or part
of our country sit silent on specific actions like that?

Dr. SAXON. As far as I can tell, Congressman Shainansky, there
is little enthusiasm among my colleagues in the scientific commu-
nity for the particular project you referred to, but I am barely
expert in technology and science and not at all expert in politics.

Mr. SHAMANSKY. Well, join the rest of us, Dr. Saxon. -

Do the research universities have any way of coordinating yOur
efforts? t have the feeling that ypu come up in a capacity repre-
sentative of an association, but Pam not sure that Your grOup as
suchwhatever groujis you are members ofgo to their 'Congress-
men of either Party and ,say what it is you want to do in this area
and ask us tcr fight fonit:

Dr. SAXON. I think that is a justified criticism. We do have our
associations. For example, Ohio State University and the Universi-
ty of California belong jointly to at least three that I know: the
American Associatipn of Universities, which tends to focus on re-
search interests; the Land Grant Association, which has a some-
what broader set of constituents; the American Council on Educa-
tion, which has every higher educational institution in its constitu-
ency. All of those associations are engaged, in one way or another,
in trying to develop general views.

On the other hand, it is I think, an intrinsic aspect of Americn
life that our universities, unlike European ones, are really quite in-

11).,
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di.idu.d. Lniic-puttdriit ent :1 it', Tha. Ohio 'State University, aft.,-1
all. is a uniNcisit v%hi,.h I unctions in Ohio, largel fur the people
ot Ohio. although it has a national purpose as well The university
of California functions in a different emironment. If we were in

, Europe, we would all be under some ministry of education and it
w ould be ver eat, to get the kind of coherence .vou talk about.
. It is o of the strengths of aur *stem that we hme this diversi-
t% and think ft is something 0.t: ought tu nurture. But it meansthat , u hme to be as understanding as ,you can about the fact
that ).ou will sometimes get advice which lacks total coherence.
Sometimes you are going to have to do the integrating instead of
hming it done for you. But that is not all bad: The fact that it is,
presented in such zi wa3 gives you an opportunity to see 'for your-
self the true diNersit,I, of views,' as well as of institutions, in this
country on issues that are ve,rv important.

Mr SHAMANSKY Thank,yoIC. Dr Saxon.
Thank you. Mr. Chairinan.'

i. Mr 'FUQUA. Thank vou.,'Mr. Shamansky.
F-, Mr Dymallv'? - ,z-- -.Nr.

---i4 Mr DyNtAtis Mr liairiques, given the fact that' the Japanese
'Government has jusr4tlyanced the computer indtistry several bil-

lion dollars in a cooper4Ve effort to catch up with your industry,
do ou believe Jour in'ilitstry can surive without Federal research
futids with this threat fifeing us? -' - -3Mr HENRIQUES.,Yrs, 4 think it cad without ditect support to the
industry fron'the Government.

Mr DyN1ALLy. Not direct support, research support.
Mr HENRIQUES That is what I am sayingdirect research sup- -

port I think the direct research support.is more appropriate into
the academic community.

The need for engineers and scientsts is pdrhaps more critical to
nur industry than the direct subsidization of research and develop-
ment within the industry To achieve this, we need to support very
,:trongly the universities and centers that have microelectronic re-

'search going on, programming research going on, and mathemat-
ical theory research going on.

I might make the comment, however, that our industry (eels that
we should have a relationship to Federal R. & D. policy but that we

*do not want to (ollow the Japanese rrMciel. We see no need for a
"MITI type organizatiod and the direction of research and the direc-
tion of product development being done by the Government.

Mr DYMALLY. Even though they,may catch up with us and beat
us?

.

Mr HENRIQUES It is not,really apparent that they wilrcatch up
with us

One of the things that we do.need is a less adversarial relation-
ship with the Gmernment in terms of tax structure, information
policy, and the problems of joint R. & D., as I mentioned. In Japan,
research that is developed by one university or one company is
sharethby all If we tried that in this country, we would all be vis-
ited b'y the Jugtice Depastment tmd probably locked up. I think it,
is that difference in philosOphy which is more threatening to us
than the fact that they poured so many dollars into the research

,effort.
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Mr DYMMA Mi Webb, it Federal funds were withdrawn for re-
search and your industry had to resuthe that responsibility, would
you move into alternative sources also"

Mr WEee By alternatie sources, you mean other than gas-relat-

Mrt DNNIALty Yes
WF.1111 Under our current application to the Federal Energy

Regulatory Commission, we could not, for the simple reason that
we can do research on new types of gas supply We can certainly do
research on biomass, because biomass is a product that can be con-
erted to a gas We can do research on anything that can be con-
verted to a gaseous fuel, or we can do research on more efficient
ways to use gas But we would be Precluded, since the money is ac-
tually funded from the gas users in this Nation. from doing re-
search, let us say, on solar that had no possible interface iNith the
gas system

DYNIALLI, Dr Saxon, we face, obviously, a crisis in the, class-
roo)-n, from elementary all the way through the university syS,tem
lkut, it:seems to me that we also face a crisis in communicating
that inessait, to the administration, You -have a very active
member of y,our board of regents in this administration. As a Cali-

. forma resident, he was one of the .university's big.supporters Are
you commu.nRating that message to him, so that he can communi-
jate it to the'administration now?

Dr SAXON I communicate that message to anybody that will
listen to the, and I do it atl the tune

Mr DYMALLY But, do you have a chance to communicate with"
him, now that he is a District of Columbia resident?

Dr. SAXON Well, I have to worry a- little bit about conflicts of
interest in that regard.

Mr D\ MALLY. But he is a member of the board, and therefore it
seems to me that that message ought to be conveyed to the admin-
istration

Dr SAXON. That is the point. We keep our board informed of
these issues. They are very important to theboard of regents We
report to them on it and report to them on programs that we are
initiating, and every member of the board receives that informa-
tion But I could not single out a member of the administration
who happened to be cl member of the board for sonic kina of special'
attention. I think that would be grossly inappropriate and'unfair to
him as well

Mr DYMALLY. You would not have any hesitation to communi-
cate with him as you do with The speaker of the California assem-
hh, who was a member of your board and passed on your.budget

-Dr. SAXON Yes, I do that all the time.
Mr DYMALLY. I mean you do that all the.time. You communicate

with the speaker. who is a member, and you see no conflict there
Dr SAXON I only communicate with the speaker either as a

membes of the board of regents or in connection with our presenta-
tions to the legislature, if we are presenting something, just as
here

Mr. DYMALLY Has there been any special message to the board
about this crisis we face in the classroom?

Dr SAXON. Yes,
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Mr DYMALLY Could I get a copy of that message, so I could send
it to rfly ex-fellow board member? .

Dr. SAXON. Yes.,
Mr. DYMALLY. Thank you very much.
[President Saxon's February 19, 1982, statement to the Regents

on the effects of the Federal budget on the University of California
follows:]
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PRESIDENT SAXON'S STATEMENT ON THE EFFECTS OF THE

FEDERAL BUDGET ON THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

DAVID S. SaxON, rRESIDENT

UNIVERSITY oF CALIFORNIA FEBRUARY RESENTS MEETING

SAN FRANCISCO

FEBRUARY 19, 1982

THE FEDERAL GOvERNMENT IS IN THE MIDST OF A FUNDAMENTAL RE-EXAMINATION

OF ITS PROPER ROLE IN THE LIFE OF THE NATION AND OF THE CHANGES THAT SHOULD

BE MADE IN THE way THE GOVERNMENT DOES BUSINESS. I WANT TO TALK TO YOU,

TODAY ABOUT OUR PRESENT ASSESSMENT OF THOSE MAJoR CHANGES IN FEDERAL PRO-

GRAMS AND SPENDING THAT_HAVE CORRESPONDINGLY MAJOR EFFECTS ON THE UNIVERSITY,

IN ORDER oF. THE DIFFICULTY AND URGENCY OF THE PROBLEMS THEY PRESENT,

DISCUS FIRST, STUDENT FINANCIAL AID; THEN MEDICARE AND MEDI-CAL

SUPPORT OF PATIENT tARE; NEXT, RESEARCH SUPPORT; AND LAST, THE hPARTMENT,

OF ENERGY LABORATORIES.

WE ARE ALL WELL AWARE OF PRESIDENT REAGAN'S EFFORTS TO CONTROL THE

GROwtH OFFEDERAL EXPENDITURES AND INDEBT-EDNESS, EFTORTS WHICH ARE INTENDED

TO FREE RESOURCES.TO ST4MULATE THE ECONOmY'S PRODUCTIVITY AND HEALTH. WE

ARE NoW IN A PERIOD OF LARGE REDUCTION 4N FEDERAL PRoGRAM BUDGETS--;

PERIOD THAT IS EXPECTED TO CONTINUE FOR A WHILE YET. AT LEAST THE

SHORT RUN, THE ECONOMY IS IN RECESI.ON, A SITUATION WHICH MAKES,THE

PRESIDENT'S TASK EVEN MOR,E,DIFFICULT AS REVENUES ARE.REDUCED AND MONEY

REMAINS EXPENSIVE.
NEVERTHELESS, THE ADMINISTRATION IS OPERATING ON THE

EXPECTATION THAT ITS EFFORTS WILL BE SUCCESSFUL, AND THAT A LONG-RUN

SURGE IN PRODUCTICN WILL BEGIN,' HOWEVER, TO ACHIEVE THE PRESIDENT'S
\

GOAL, A VIGOROUS NATIONAL EFFORT,1N sclExE IS ESSENTIAL TO PROVIDE THE

RESEARCH NEEDED TO PR6MOTE PRODUCTIVITY AND, EQUALLY IMPORTANT, A HEALTHY

4 .
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:.3t.R.1r1,11AL ir.,TLm I, INDI,Ptw,ABLE To PROVIDE THE EDUCATED MEN AND WOMEN

JN ,IHOM THAT RESEARCH, AND ITS INNOVATIVE APPLICATION, DEPEND.

EORGE -KEYwORTH, THE PRESIDENT'S SCIENCE ADVISOR, HAS EXPLICITLY

,TATED THAT THE ADMINISTRATION IS COMMITTED TO SUPPORT BASIC SCIENCE AND,

(4,ITHtR, THAT rHE 3uPPOR7 OF SCIENTIFI, AND ACADEMIC RESEARCH TO SUSTAIN

ItiR NATIONAL CAPACITY AND TO OVERCOME 5E410 BSOLESCENCE IN EQUIPMENT

AND FACILITIES IS AN ImPORTANT INVEAST,MENT IN THE FUTURE. AT THE SAME

'ImE( HOWEVER, THE EDMINISTRATION IS CLEARY AND DELIBERATELY SET ON

4EDuCING FEDERAL SUPPORT Oc HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE FORM OF STUDENT

AsSISTVICE AND OTHER S::ENCE.EDUCATION PROGRAMS, THES'E TwO COURSES OF

AcTIN SEEM TO ME'FUNDAMENTALLY INCONSISTENT IT-DOES NOT MAKE SENSE TO

AOKNNLEDGE '71,E ImPQ:R"ANT ROLE SCIENCE PLAISIN OUR NATIONAL WELL-BEING

AHI_E AT THE $AmE TIME REDUCING SUPPORT THAT ENABLES STUDENTS TO ATTEND
r

L,FGE, AND eARTICULARLY TO CONTINUE -THEIR STUDIES AS GRADUATE:YSUDENTS.

WU; NOT m0A.(E SENSE TO DIMINISH RESOURCES AVAILABCE FOR IMPROVEMENT

OF SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION THROUGHOUT THE SCHOOL SYSTEp.

THUS, FR,:m Mt PERSPECTIVE THERE SEEM TO BE MIXED SIGNS AND PORTENTS

IN ADMINISTRATION POLICIES AFFECTING SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND EDUCATION.

THESE MIXED SIGNS ARE A SOURCE OF TREMENDOUS UNCERTAINTY, DOUBT, AND

ANXIETY ABOUT THE DIRECTION OF OUR NATIONAL EFFORT IN SCIENE AND EDUCA-

TION, NOT ONLY FOR THOSE AGENCIES ADMINISTERING FEDERAL PROGRAMS, BUT

ALSO FOR THE COMMUNITY OF FACULTY, STUDENTS, AND STAFF OF UNIVEkSITIES

IN.SENERAL AND THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA IN PARTICULAR,. THIS UNCER-

TAINTY IS COMPOUNDED SY THE VERY COMPLICATED AND CONFUSING NATURE OF THE

FEDERAL BUDGETARY PROCESS, WHICH HAS-YET TO SETTLE THE 1982 BUDGET WHILE

BEGINNING THE CONGRESSIONAL PROCESS FOR 1983,

27o
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LET ME NOW TURN TO THE FOUR MAJOR 'AREAS OF CONCERN.

STUDPNTFINANCTAI AID

IN 19.80-81, WHICH wE shALL TAKE AS OUR BASE YEAR FOR THIS DISCUSSION,

THE UNIVERSITY RECEIVED ABOUT $IJO MILLION IN PEDERAL.STUDENT

ABOUT $20 MILLION IN CERTAIN CAMPUS-BASED PROGRAMS, ANOTHER

MILLION IN NEED-BASED GRANTS (CALLED PELL GRANTS), ANp $90 MILLION

IN GUARANTEED STUDENT LOANS (GSL). BY 1934, CHANGES ALREkDY ADOPTED

OR PROPOSED FOR THESE PROGRAMS WOULD DECREASE THrS SUM BY MORE THAN

75% FRom MILLICN TO $30 MILLION, A DECLI-NE WHICH CAN FAIRLY BE

.PEcSCRIBEa AS CTAS1110pHICi. LET ME TAKE THESE THREE PROGRAM CATE-' ,

GORIES IN ORDER.

C.AMPUS-BBiFil PROGRAMS .,TRECARETHREZ FgDERAL OROGRAMS ADMIN-

ISTERED BY THE CAMPUSES=-SUPPLE4NTAL EDUCATIONAL OppoRrimml,

GRANTS (SEG), NATIOWAL DIRECT STUDENT LOANS (NDSL), AND CoLLEGp,,

WORK-STUDY (NS). kL OF THESE PROGRAMS ARE NEED-BASED AkD

SERvE THE LESS AFFLUENT OF OUR STUDENTS. THE ALLOCATIONS FOR

THESE PROGRAMS FOR 1982;83 HAVE ALREADY. BEEN CUT FROM THE 80-81

BASE-BY 27: IN NDSL, 151 IN SEOG AND 3% IN CWS. WHAT THIS MEANS

IS THAT THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA' WILL FIND IT MUCH-MORE
#

DIFFICULT TO MAINTAIN PAST LEVELS'OF SUPPORT TO STUDENTS WITH

FINANCIAL NEED, MUCH LESS MAKE INCREASES FOR INFLATION. NONETHE-

LESS, WE RILL MAKE EVERY EFFORT 'TO PROTECT STUDENTS WHOSE NEED

IS MOST URGENT'. LET ma ADD THAT STUDENTS HAVE NOT YET FELT THE

EFFECTS OF THESE CUTS IN THE CURRENT' ACADEMIC YEAk BECAUSE THESE

PROGRAMS ARE FORWARD FUNDEDTHAT IS, THE FY 82 APPROPRIATIONS

APPLY TO 4HE 82-83'ACADEMIC YEAR.

2 7 1
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UNFORTUNATELY, PROSPECTS FOR FY 1983 ARE MUCH WORSE. THAT

BUDGET PROPOSES TO ELIMINATE THE SEOG AND N0SL COMPLETELY AND

TO CUT WORK-STUDY BY 302.

fiRANTS. OUR STUDENTS HAvE ALREADY BEEN AFFECTED BY CUTBACKS

IN THE PELL GRANT PROGRAM. REDUCTION IN THE PAST TWO YEARS HAS.

BEEN $130 PER AWARD, EVEN THOUGH COLLEGE COSTSHAVE ESCALATED.

WE ESTIMATE THAT THIS REDUCTION. HAS KEPT OVER 2,000 RECIPIENTS

AT THE UNIVERSITY FROM RECEIVING PELL GRANT HELP TO CONTINUE

THEIR EalCATION, IF THE CHANGES PROPOSED IN THE FY 1983 BUDGET

ARE ADOPTED, THE FUNDS AVAILABLE WILL BE CUT BY ABOUT HALF IN
ts

4o4 CMPARED WITH 1981.

..GNARANTcr0 ,TUDENT LOAN. THE FULL IMPACT OF THE CHANGEIN

ELIGIBILITY,FOR THE LAST OF THESE FINANCIAL AID PROGRAMS

GUARANTEED STUDENT LOANALSO HAS NOT YET BEEN FELT'BY OUR

STUDENTS IHAT IMPACT WILL BE KNOWN ONCE APPLICATIONS ARE MADE

FOR 182-83. FURTHERMORE, GRADUATE STUDENTS WILL NO LONGER BE

.:ELIGIBLE FOR SUCH AWARbS, REGARDLESS OF,NEED:. EFFECTIVE THIS

YEAR. THEY WILL INSTEAD BECOME ELIGIBLE FOR AN AUXILIARY LOAN

.PROGRAM THAT IS MUCH MORE COSTLY TO THE STUDENT.AND THAT HAS YET

TO BE ACCEPTED BY THE BANKS, THE COST OF THE LOANS HAS ALREADY

INCREASED BECAUSE OF A 5: LOAN FEE. IT IS PROPOSED TO DOUBLE

THAT FEE TO 10%.

THE IMPACT OF THESE CHANGES ON ALL OF OUR GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL1

- STUDENTS WILL BE SEVERE, fOR,AT pRESENT.THERE. ARE 94000 SUCH 'STUDENTS,
,

AT THE 1Jrmsaskry-NolikecEiviu081 WHO WOULD NO PHGER BE ELIGIBLE.
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CUMULATIVELY, THESE cuts WOULD REPRESENT, AS I tCIONED EARLIER,

A LOSS of 75% OF THE DOLLARS FOR STUDENT FINANCIAL AID BY 1984, AND

THIS AT A TIME wHEN COLLEGE COSTS ARE RISING. WE ARE STILL NOT

CERTAIN OF THE PRgCPSE EFFECTS OF ALL OF THIS ON UNIVERSITY OF

CALIFORNIA STUDENTS, EXCEPT THAT IT WILL REDUCE OR ELIMINATE THOUSANDS

OF AWARDS AND FELLOWSHIP)S, NOT ONLY FOR millpLE INCOME STUDENTS BUT

FoR LOW INCIdME AND MINORITY STUDENTS AS WELL,

2. MFDirARF MFDI-CA/

WE ESTIMATE THAT IN 1980-81 OUR HOSPITALS RECEIVED ABOUT 1184 MILLION

IN REIMBURSEMENTS FROM MEDICARE A4D THE FEDERAL PORTION oF.MEE1I-CAL .

(,1EDICAID). IN ADDITION, PHYSICIANS' FEEi PAJD THROUGH THESE PRO--

GRAMS ARE A SOURCE OF SUPPORT FoR OUR COMPENSATION pLANS. hESUMABLY,

THESE REIMBURSEMENTS WILL DIMINISH AS MEDICARE AND MEDI7CAL ARE CUT.
"

'BACK. MAJORCHAIsiGES HAVE BEEN INSTITUTED IN BOTH MEDICARE AND

MEDI-CAL THAyWILL WIDEN ,THE GAP FURTHER BETWEEN-,COSTS AND.REIMBURSE,-

MENTS; THE UNIVERSITY'S 1980,81 SHORTFALL OF $50 MILLION IS EXPECTED.

3,
'TO INCREASE BY $19 MILLION TO $69'MILLION IN..1981-82.

7

FoR THE UNIVERSITY, FEDERAL BUDGET CUTS REQUIRING A RETRENCHMENT OF*

THE MEDICARE AND MEDI-CAL PROGRAMS'HAVE SERIOUS CUMULATIVE IMPLICA-
.

LIONS.. THESE PROGRAMS FINANCE THE CARE OF MORE THAN ONE-HALF OF

THE PATIENTS IN,THE UNIVERSITY'S TEACHING HOSPITALS. THEY PROVIDE

ABOUT HALF,OF THE HOSPITALS' REVENUES, AS WELL AS SUBSTANTIAL ADDI-

TIONAL REVENUE FROM PHYSICIANS' FEES, REVENUE THAT FLOWS INTO OUR

COMPENSATI,ON PLANS, AS r HAVE ALREADY SAID. FURTHER, FEDERAL CUTS

ARE OFTEN TRANSLAIED Iq4Si'ATE CUTS,,BECAUSE HEALTH CARE FUNDING Of

MASS1VpLEDI'-CAL PROGRAM IS A JOINT R.ESpONSIBULITY.
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UNFORTU ATELY, THE $19 MILLION SHORTFALL IN 1981-82 THAT I MENTIONED

EARLIER IS MERELY THE FIRST STORM WARNING. THE REASONS ARE AT LEAST

TWO: Fl ST,. WITHOUT KNOWING THE DETAILS OF THE FY 1983 BUDGET--NO

ONE COUL AT THIS POINT--THE GOVERNOR HAS ANTICIPATED 'EWE PROSPECTS

FOR THE S ATE CRE'ATED BY A REVENUE SHORTFALL, COMPOUNDED BY CURRENT

FEDERAL C S. AS A RESULT, HE HAS INCLUDED IN HIS 1982-83 STATE

BUDGET CER AIN FAR-REACH1NG MEDI-CAL CUTS, INCLUDING A FREEZE ON.

COST-AND-CH RGE INFREASES FOR THE NEXT FIS4L YEAR. SECOND, PRESIDENT

REAGAN'S 19 BUDGET INCLUDES CUTS FOR MEDICARE AND MEDICAID THAT

WILL DWARF T E FY 1982 iHORTFALLS. ACCORDING TO THE STATE CONTROLLER'S

OFFICE, THESE CUTS MAY COST CALIFORNIA AS MUCH AS $500 MILLION.

3. REstaali

A...'s

UR,PG 198(1-'81 THE CAMPUSES WERE AWARDED S519 MILLION IN FEDERAL

CONTRACTS AND GRANTS, 12.5% OF ALL FEDERAL DOLLARS AWARDED fo COLLEGES

AND UNIVERSITIES. WE ESTIMATE THAT THIS WILL DECLINE By $26 MILLION

IN 1981,72. THE CONSEQUENCES OF THE REDUCTION ARE DIFFICULT TO

ANALYii, ANQ ALL THE MORE SO BECAUSE IT IS AN AGGREGAT OF THE NET

OF VARIOUS CUTS AND INCREASES, ONE PATTERN IS CLEAR, OWEVER. AS

ATTACHMENT. 1 INDICATES, THERE IS A GENERAL LOSS OF SUPPORT FROM

CIVILIAN AGENCIES EXCEPT AGRICULTURE, BUT LARGE INCREASES IN FUNDING

OM THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE. HOWEVER, THOSE AGENCIES' SLATED TO

RECEIVE INCREASES ARE,THE SOURCE OF ONLY A SMALL FRACTION OF OUR

TOTAL SUPPORT. AND THE AWARD TOTALS DO NOT REVEAL WHAT MAY BE A

VERY REAL SHIFT 'IN THE NATURE OF PROGRAMS THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IS

WILLING TO SPONSO.R, REDUCED RESEARCH FUNDING FOR'PROJECTS IN THE

§ViglAt, SCIENCES AND W4MANITiES MAKES IT .CIEAR:PAT THEY ARE TARGETS
4
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OF A SHIFT,OF EMPNA4L5,' OTHER PROGRAM CHANGES- A.RE.APPARENT IN

ENERG1 adstARiH. AT.'eHARGES IN FDERAL SPENDITAG:PAfTERNS CONTINUE,.

THE ABILITY OF' THE,UNIVERSITY TG eONDUCT RESEARCH DISCIPLINES

46: SE SUBSTANTIALLY AFFECT& SOME PARTICULARS OF.. HoeDucTIqus_

IN FEDERAL RESEARCH MONEY HAVE INFLUENCED THE RESiARCH OF PRINCIPAL
=

INVESTIGATORS ON THE CAMPUSES ARE,SHOWN IN ATTACHMENT 2, -ckAmpus

OF' SOME CAMPUS-REPORTED REDUCTIONS IN THE UNrypsITY OF CALIFORNIA'c.

RESEARCH EFFORT."

I'Jrzutpic NOW 'TO 1932-83, I cAN REPORT)1HAT THE SITUATION PROMISES TO

BE RATHER BETTER, THE FY 83 BUDGET PROPOSAL ..ALLS FOR AN 8.8%

I.NCREASE IN BASIC RESEARCH SUPPORTED BY THE MAJOR FEDERAL.DEPART-

MENTS AND AGENCIES; THIS 8.8Z:WILL KEEP UP WITH INFLATION AND 4.

PERHAPS A LITTLE MORE. 'THIS INCREASE, IT SHOULD BE NOTED, IS NOT

INCONSISTENT WITH THE SCIENCE ADVISOR'S ANNOUNCED POLICY OF FEDERAL

SUPP6RT FOR RESEARCH 6F THE KIND,LARGELY CONDUCTER BY 3..1 NATfON'S

A
.6OLLEGES AND UNIVEBSITtES. IF HE CONTINUE TO COMPETE VIGOROUSLY

FOR FEDERAL FUNDS, THE UNIYOSITY,OF CALIFORNIA WILL, I HAVE NO

DOUST,, GET ITS

TOE DEPARTMENT

THE UNIVERSITY

DIFFERENT FROM

BASED TEACHING

RESPONSIBILITX

fHE NEW POLICY

SHARE OF THESE.PROGRAIri FUNDS.

OF FNFRGY LABORATORIES

'S RELATIONSHIP WITH THE DOE LABORATORIES IS QUITE
-4

THAT WITH OUR HOSPITALS'ANO WITH OUR OTHER CAMPUS-

AND REStARCH PROGRAMS: NONETHELESt, OUR MANAGEAENT

I',AFFECTED BY SdBSTANTIAL CINGES. RESULTING FROM

AND 'FUNDING PATTERNS.OrTHETEPARTMENT OF ENERGY.
.

1
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.THE LAWRENCE BERKELWCLABORATORY EXPERIENCED A BUDGETARY LOSS OF 10.4,

REFORE INFLKTiON, AND REPORTS THE LOSS OP 435 CAREER AND CONTRACT

4PEETSONNEL., OVER 10Z OF.THE TOTAL STAFF'', PROGRAMMATIc'REDUCTIONS OR
It

ELIMINATICMSTHATr BEEN MADE IN 'GEOTHERMAL, COMBUSTION, FOSSIL, OIL

SHALE, AND 41tAASS RESEARCH.PROJECTS. ..LBL'S HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS

41r...2ROJECT IS FACING REOR4NIZAIION AND RESUCTION OF STAFF.

000W
AFTHE LOS ALAMOS MATIONAL LABORATORY, A BUDGET INCREASE OF 9Z.IS

,

P.00JECTED,'BUT THIS FIGIME IS Ibi LESS THAN ESCAUTED COSTS DEMAND.

AND Los ALAAos IS FACING A $30 MILLION REVENUE SHORTFALL. VOLUNTARY

.STAFF REDUCTIONS WERE SOUGHT,.AND.259 EgPLOYEES VOLVTEERED,FOR

SEPARATION. ANOTHER 100 INYOLONTARY SEPARATI&S MAY BE, NEEDED* THE

PROGRAMS MOST SERIOUSLY AFFECTED BY THE REVENUE SHORTFALL ARE FOSSIL

ENERGY, CONSiRVATION, ENERGY RESEARCH, AND THE NUCLEAR ENERGY PROGRAMS.

. -

0

THE LAHRENCE.LIVERMORE NATIONAL LABORATORY.RECEIVED A 97. BUDGET INCREASE,

HUT THIS IS,LESS THAN,THE 10%2Z COST ESCALATION AT THE LABORATORY.

THE 198-WIDERAL BUDGET REQUIRED A REDUCtION OF 300 STAFF FTE, UT

THEIADORATORY BELIEVES THIS.FIGURE.CAN BE REACHED THROUGH NORMAL

,TURNOVERTHE LABORATORY REPORTS ITS WEAEONS:RESEARCH %ND SPECIALa

ISOTOPE!§EPARATION FUNDING ARE UP SinNIFICANT Y, WHILE,THE INERTIAL

CONFINEMENT PUSION FUNDING WAS.REDUCED.BY 10% AND THE ENERGY COW.

SERVATION AND HEALTH ANA Er&fRONmstiTAL Rgaelmoi pRoGRAms WERE REDUCED..
.

THE LABORATORY OF NUCCLAR' MEDICINE AND RADVATIQN BIOLOGY IT LOS

ANGELES FINDS ITS BUDGET 7.7Z LOWER FOR THE,YEAR, NOT TAKING INTO

4
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s
ACCOUNT THE EFFECtS OF INFLATIM FOUR OF TWENTY STAFF NAVE LEFT

THE LABORATORY, AND THE EXCHANGE PROGRAp IN BlOMOLECULAR AND

CELLULAR SCIENCES WAS DROPPED. WHILE THE ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY

PROGRAM RECEIVED,ONLY HALF OF ITS USUAL SUPPORT.

CONCLuSIM

As Tmkg BUDGET RED6CTIONS ARE REGISERED THROUGHOUT THE UNIVERSITY
-

CALIFORNIAMSTRI, ANOTHER IMMEDIATt AND PERHAPs EQUALLY SERIOUS

PROBLEM MAY-BE DEVELOPING, THE ACERTAINTY CREATED BY THE FEDERAL BUDGET

06,e.
HAS,ApPARENTLY AFFECTED THE PATTERN OF SUBMISION Of PROPOSALS BY FACuLTY,

THE SYSTEMWIDE OFFICEAF CONTRACTS'AND GRANTS REPORTS (SEE ATTACHMENT 3)

THATNEW PROPOSALS FOR FEDERAL AWARDS ARE ABOUT 20% LESS IN THE FIRST HALF

OF THIS ACADEMIC YEAR THAN AT THESAME TIME IN19W-81. MOREOVER, FEWER
,

PROPOSALS.WERE MADE IN THE SECOND QUARTER (OCTOBER-DECEMBER) oF THIS

FISCAL YEAR THAN IN THE FIRST ALLIARTER, SUGGESTING THAT PRINCIPAL INVESTI-
,

GATORS MAY BE CONSIDERABLY LESS CERTAIN OF WHAT FEDERAL AGENCIES CAN oR

WILL FUND, UNLESS THIS TREND REVERSES ITSELF (AND IT MAY), THE UNIVERSITY

wILL OBTAIN FEWER FEDE9RAL DOLLARS IN FY 1982-83 THAN,IT OUGHT.

TOGETHER WITH THE CHANCELLORS AND OTHER ADMINISTRATORS AS WELL AS

MANY ON THE FACULTY, I Am WORKING TO ADDRESS THE ISSUES RAISED BY THE

4D11INISTRATION'S POLICY CHANGES, 1 RECENTLYIESTiFIED BEFORE THE NOUSE

-SCIENCE AND TECSNOLOY COMMITTEE ON THE GENERAL TOPIC OF -"SCIENCE AND .

TECHNOLOGY UNIAR BUDGET STRESS," A COPY OF THAT TESTIMONY IS INCLUDED WITH

THIS'REPORT AS ATTACHMENT 4 CLOSER TO HOME, WE ARE MAKING A DEIZBERATE

EFFORT TO BRING INFORMATION TO STUDENTS,AND THEIR'PARENTS-ABOUT PROPOSED

CHANGES IN FINANCIAL AID. WE ARE WORKING WITH GROUPS OF FACULTY AND GOVERN-

MENT AGENCIES ON vARIOUS ELEMENTS OF THE RESEARCH SuPPoRT BUDGET, WE ARE

27 7 ,
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I.C=9
GoVgD NATIONALLY AND CALIFORNIA IN DISCUSSIONS ON THE FUTURE COURSE

2P -suP0'GRT FOR HEALTH CARE, PARTICULARLY IN TEAcHING HOSPITALS,;,

IN SUMMARY,- REeEpCJANGES INIATTERNS OF FEDERAL FUN ING HAVE SO

;kp HAD THE POLLOwING cONSEOENCES:
,

a. WE EXPECT A DECREASE IN SUPPORT,FOR STUDENT FIN NCIAL AID OF

s
$2.3 mALLION IN GRANTS, AND $60 MILLION IN LOANS, BY THE NEXT.ACADEM1C t

TEM. WE ARE,FA,CANG PROPOSALS FOR EVEN MORE mA SIVE REDUCTIONS AN

THE_FOLLOWING YEAR,

HE EtTImATESWO-S*IUL REIMBURSEMENTS FOR IEDICA'RE-MEDI-CAL FOR 1981-

82,WILL SE AN ADDITIONACOOTLLIOWSHOR OF COSTS. THE PROSPECTS-

FOR 82-83.AND BEYOND CAN ONLY BE DESCR1 ED AS FRIGHTENING.

3. WE ESTIMATE A DECREASE IN RESEARC SUPPORT OF PERHAPS AS MUCH AS

$26 MILLION THIS yEAR. NEXT 4CEAR, OWEVER, WE ANTICIPATE A TURN-

- AkOUND, C2uPLED TO SOME AS YET U OWN CHANGES IN DISCIPLINARYEMPHASIS,

4.,THE LABORATORIES HAVE BEgN REQUIRED TO REDUCE THEIR WORK FORCE BY

AT LEAST 1,000,PERSONS, AND UDGETARY CUTS'HbE FORCED THEM TO
, !SHIFT SOME PROGRAM EMPHASEI.,-

. WHAT I HAVE PRESENTED T AYMAS LARGELY BEEN A-RECITAL OF FACTS,

ALTHOUGH 'SOME EDITORIAL COMMENT HAS CERTAINLY CREPT IN, BUT IN THAT

RECITAL SOMETHING IMPORTANT IS MISSING. I HAVE NOT CONVEYED, AND PERHA#S
-

THERE IS NO WAY I cAN topu, THE AMPACT OF ALL OF THIS ON OUR STUDENTS,

WULTy, AND STAFF, ,TWE 'MAJOR TRANSFORMAXIONBAN FEDERAL FOLIGYNOW

'BEING FORMULATED AND IMPLEMENTED IN WASHINGTON ARE ACCCIMPANIED--INEVITABLy,

2 7 8
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SY UNCERTAINTY AND CONFUSION. ',DESP I TE ME BEST- EFFpft.TS OF FEDERAL

OFFICIALS., THAT UNCERTAINTY AND CONFUSION ARE TRANSMITTED TO US, WITH

UNINTENDED DIST RTI011 AND EVEN AMPLIFICATION.,_ THIS MEANS THAT)IT IS_

EXTRAORDINARIC(DIFFICULT FOR l;S TO PLAN OUR RESEARCH PROGRAMS) WHICH 4

SIMPLY CANMV RESPOND TO SHORT TERM'CIANGESI, TO PARRY OUT OUR HEALTH

CARE RESPONSIBILITIES; AND, MOST .OF ALL, TO PROVIDE GUIDANCE FOR -OUR

STUDENTS, WHO ;UST BEAR AN INTOLERABLE 'BURDEN OF UNCERTAINTY AS THEY

TRY TO PLAWFOR THE FUTOE. AND NOT ONLY OUR STUDENTS. STUDENTS IN THE

HIGH SCHOOLS MUST DECIDE ON A TIMELY BrIS, WHETHER THE FEDERAL BUDGET!

IS READY OR NOT, ABOUT WHERE-7AND IFTHEY ARE GOING TO CARRY T4J EDU-

CATION 'EURTHER, SIMILARLY', STUDENTS AT THE UNDERGRADUATE LEVEL IN "
COLLEGES, AND i,NIVERSITIES THROUGHOUT THE NAT(ON MUST DECIDE WHETHER AND

WHERE Vp PURSUE THEIR- EDUCATION AT ;HE GRADUATE LEVEL, LET ME ASSURE

YOU THAT, TIESE BURDE4S ARE REAL A/9 THAI*THEIR CONSEOU CES, IF NOT YET

KNOWN, ARE CERTAIN TO BE LARGE,

As 'DEVELOPMENTS TAKE PLAiE, I WILL CONTINUE TO KEEP ,YOU iNFORna.
et
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-1!'" TABLE 1

?Ma:CT:ENS FCP. FY 82 fL SUPPeRr
A.C..7..Z-EEEPORMEMM-=2=1M7.7.NG RZSOLLT.Iai CF A 44

Attachment 1.

PaR THE uNDIF.RSEry CALIFORNIA
PEELKTICN EN COMTIC SPFNOEst

,

-= (MN Kr.-LICtS)

LC FY 80-81
Arcues

4:*;

"Projected Lt FY 81-82 11
; Awards

PCyliA '5 39.4 '" $359
r 97.7 91.4

tD/NEZ. 31.1 19.5

COM. /t4CAA 5.8 3.6

,40 ft, 1 0!.MER 4-, .9

AGRI= 6.9 7.6

NASA 19.2'. 16.5

OCO 49:0 60.2

NIH.. 214.3 202.1

UTA.40I1 3.8 2.9

25.9 21.9

' EPA 5.6 5r0
LADolvaTA 3.3 0

.3 1.5

.011188." 25.9 24.9

TOTAL $519.1 $493.,0

($452.7 in 1980-81

dollars.) 3/

Alcohol, Drag AbLze, Marital Health AdIUJ1.

,

$ 5.6er. PtiSnraining 1: Institutional Grants

+, 1. &a .PHS/1411i stesearcht Awards

$ - 3.8a.

***Inc1 -n:1es Dept. Justice, Dept. Transportation,

Veterans A±Un., et al.

'0,ss

1/ To prevent distortion, multi-
year loeses Or gains are shown,
here cn an annualized basis.

2/ Projected= FY 82 awards is
estimated by subtracting campus
reported fuoling changes and
the Deoenber Oontirniing Resolu-
tion 44 lces from 1.1C FY 80-81
awards. .

'Inflatirn-adjustment is based
on formula used by the Office'
of.the legislative Analyst, ,

State of California. .Projected
inflation is,8.94.
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TABLE 2 Page42 ,

h 7/2-12/31/80

ist & 274 =Rim wrAts

tof PrtricAls
%t in t

Prnosa:too Przp\is 7/1-12131/81

-.

torlotley S, 92,988,546 650 .$103,323,786
45, -25.1

.San Francisco 100,707,099 690 70,265,607 396

'ikIyi-s 66,326,904 . 3I7 66,273,442 363 +14.5
the Angeles 199,316,312 -.716,- - ... 181,005,946 673 -13.2
Riverside 12,300,026 115* - 4,-21,517,101 102 :11.3
San Diego 152,747,876 660. 183;77,0o701 487 -26.2
Santa Cruz 26,524,565 170 e. 20,667,544- 156 - 8.2
Santa Barbara 18,563,972 140 .12,752,702 101 :27.9 ,
Irvine 44,818,977 262 54,977,520 226 -13.4

$ 714,294,277 3,779 5713,954,349 2,991 -20.8%at
-.00048%b

- Ur.
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Attachrrent 4

tompr.. ce SOS CWUS 1410MD ,REDCCTIOS r 1:17

EFFOFC

,

3erkeieY. "A typical eocmple of the impact of ftrAing incertainties is cne of
our NASA projecteasotOpic Studies in Metercrites and Lunar Saaples)
dce to expire on January 31, 1182." The prOjecC reasiced the rare
cases in Imar simples and meteorites with and without prior neutron
irradiation as a means of increasing cur understanding of the origins
and history of the Solar System. "We had submitted a ronewiafproposal
in the anoint of $205,000. In NomeMber ve were asked to.redloce our

budget to $170,000., /n January, %ten we followed up cn the statim of
the renewal,. we %ere advised that fends had nit yet been made available
for the rerewal. Our prin=pal investigator had teen advised brthe
progrzoi people at NASA Headquarters that they are making every effort
to provide finds for ice rerewal including issuing a no cost extension
va keep the contract open. We have not been able tr3 get a sufficiently
firm commitment so that we will be able to allow theproject to con-
tune tieycncil Januasy 31. Thus the investigator is forced to 1SSUa
lay-off not.ces and take other steps preparatory to shutting down has
project, Tuo 'graduate smxmts, a half-time postdoctoral Research
Physicist, an Assistant Special,ist and a part-tine senetary %ere to
naven si.worted cn this projeh.:'

"Sizable roducticns (from the National FrAcuments for the Arts) are
- being e.,pernsiced in awards to the University Art Museum. We now project

a loss of t1"4 order of magnitude of $40-50,000," as NSA :educed 10% fron
the seven proposals for.$500-,000,which eventually were anded. .

san gieco: NASA deferred the Galva Ray Cbservatory project at San Diego. The
project ate-Jed Goma Rays .v.tted from omlestial objects like siper

novas, solar flares, black holes, neutron stars, etc. The radiation
"signatures" found in Came Rays, which were to be picked in by the
Cbservatory project, identify what elements exist in these objects.
The project called for $20.5 million in funding, and uas sckeduled to.
last from 1979 through 1986. Cre mullion dollars of the total has been
spent up to this point, arA an estimated $1 =Dam would be spent in
ry 1982. The bong-term less to the University is $19.5 million. Of the
total award, $8 mullion was ca be spcnt directly en the ca-pus with the
rest of the project to be subcontracted to businesses throughout California
and the San Diego area. The project's deferralended an international
study conducted by 20 principal investigators from 6 institutions.
According to the lead principal inVestigator, Dr. Lawrence Peterson of

4
LC43, relations with fellow researckers ni France we,re strained by the

careellaticn. Dr. Petersai says the project was to have been the primary

A 'research activity of San tuego's Center for Mionautics Space Science for
the enrare 1980 deeade, and was the next step of his 15 to 20 years of

research. The Cromer could lose 3 to 7 technical staff.

The cstpus lost $615,200 in =Art:nay from the CepariTent of Labor whidh
"has significantly reduced resanoes for general administration and
facilities maintenance." While 69 CETA perscnnel were let go 'from San
Diego, the UC System altogether lost 295 persons and a lotm of $3.3 mullion

from 1980-81. nescurces which could have been used to sdpport research
projects are now needed to cover the maintenance and adolnistratime effort
once provided by/CETA workers.

,

1
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The 'IRaterPollution,Grbat Lakes" project funded by the Environmental
Pict&o.-cn ?gemy previouslyapproved for three years beginning in
1981. "at 100K per year got parrial.support for one year. No new
hires; would have-leant two students and a posbdoctorate.

Riverside: Loss of $500,000 from the Depir=trit of Mercy means de Riverside
"CeOtheirni Research program will be severely limited." Though the
campus is,seekireg alternative funding, the resources for sipporting
three stx4ent assistants is lost.,

San Frarcasco: *Crum very Latham example of theresults of cuts in federal funchng is
at Langley Porter Psychiatric Institute. It is the abrupt ending' of a
contract from the NationaI Institute of Child Health and Develosamit
to stitl the causes of dyslexiaa fora of reading disabilityin-
children. Initial results suggested significant advances in the`sci-
entlfic understanding of this disorder. Thiee years worth of pain-
stakingly collected data characterizing dyslexia children in terms of
brain elec=ical activity and other factors now cannot be analyzed and
reported. Most members of the research tomm44401t of 15 people),
inclteing an internationally renowned investigator (Dr. Charles Yingling),
will have to find poditictis elsewhere."

The Laboratory for Diergy Related Health Fesearch at Davis has experienced
a 208 redicticn in its $3.9 million set of awards in 1981. The Labora-
tory's mission to study the long-term biological and health effects of
&-etgy derived pollutants. The budget cuts sustained this year forced
the lay-oft of 23 people, irzluding the Laboratory's staff biochemist
and crganicohemist. The Laboratory no longer has in-house rapahility
for biochemical analysis and only limited organic chemical analysis.

The Laboratory receives its primary finding from three agencies. Its
Depaxtment of Energy awmais aro $2.86 million this year, down frtam 83.25
mull= in 1981. P. 'ooal-oil.miaZures" project of $340,000 was
eliminated, which would have identified coal-oil mixtures and the
effeets of burning such mixtures on tissue Cultures.

One Envircrrental Protection agemoy'award bf $248,000 was cut, thus
terminating a "ccal-fly-ahh" study, whiCh investigated the long-tern
effects of Wieling coal-ash compounds.

Finding for the le-lear Regulatory Commission fell to $255,000 this
yew: fran $283,000 in 1981. One project eliminated due to this reduction
was to have confirmed the adequa4 of present,NRC standards that set
limits on the legal oposure to low-level radioactive gebstances.

The laboratory reports all studies have a reduced efficiency in their
research efforts,

284
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Mr FtiquA Thank you, Mr. Dymally.
- Ms. Heckler"'

NIS. HECKU:R. I feel personally that one of the rear problems in
engineering education, judging by my Massachusetts experience,
wat.,. the boom and bust cycle of Federal funding in aerospace and
in Government contracts in general. I well remember the, period
when the Government decided not to invest and engineers or
Ph. a's who were 49 or :in and who were on the verge of suicide; a
certain number did commit suicide over the loss of job opportunity,
the loss,vf a career, and their inability to translate their engineer-
ing background into skills that were saleable in the marketplace

I think today there is a lot of hesitancy among young students to
take on an engineering career because the Memory is still fresh, at
least in our area, of what happened when the Governmept changed
its course and. w hen engineering was no longer required. I think
that is one.of the reasons that we do not-have the interest in engi.:_si
neering.

How do we avoid this if we develop the 'personnel that I think is
ttuly needed by industry in the field of engineering? How do we
reassure them that the boom and bust cycle is not going to return,
that tWrture is going to be a stable and productive one

Dr SAXON. I referred earlier to the roots of the present shcirtage
of engineer:, and the same phenomenon you talked about In a free
society it is quite impossible to give absolute assurances of this
sort. I do think, however, that in a free society we ought to be free
to learn from Our experience.

One of the lessons that I draw frpm those earlier events is.that,
whatever else we,are good at in this country, manpower prediction
is riot one of them. As a matter of fact, as far as I can tell, even in
societies IA here Government planning is total, manpower, predic-
tions are something that is done very, very badly indeed. So I think
we ought to be very cautious about overreacting when these kinds
of events occur.
s T3 pically, we see stgns of change occurri4 in our estimates of
manpower needs. By Government parficipation we actually Worsen
rather than moderate such changes. In othea- words, a little recog-
nition of the fact that these cycles are, inevilable but that they
work their way slowly would belp a great deal. The catastrophic
event is one in which we do not have people we desperately need.

With respect to engineers, statistically at least, the impact of
those events of a decade ago was really relatively small -compared,
let us say, to what is happening to people working in the auto-
mobile industry today, a major problem in which a very, vgry sub-
stantial number of people are not going to have jobs and at., going
to fincl,it very-diffickilt to find other jobs.

Engineers are generally well educated people with long,term
commitments. The number involved a decade ago was really quite
small, if you looked at it carefully, and most of them were eventu-
ally able to find other work. But it is vefy diffidalt for an individu-
al, of course, and thereis no way we can guarantee that any indi:-
vidual is going to be immune from those kinds of problems.

Ms. HECKLERA would agree with that. I do not believe there is a
no-risk lifestyle or career.
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N`I just wonder about the diversification of contract sources in the
private sector Certainly, if industry did not totally rely on.Govern-
meat contracts but developed foreign markets and priyate con-
tracts, and diversified its customer list, then you wOuld not have a
boom and bust cycle for engineers related to Government shifts in
priorities Is that happening in the high tEchnology .field, would
you say?

Dr SAXON Again, Lthink that v:,herever you have-a single spon-
sor for an activity, there is some danger. Right now, the defense-
i.elateA induatries are building very dramatically. Clearly, the only
rustomer for defense activities is the Federal Government.

It seeMs to me that one needs to understand very clearly what
the implications of this build-up are, what its long-term conse-
quences are, and how to deal with both, That is a governmental
matter; it is nothing that any of us can control. If you look, on the) -
other hand; .at, an. industry such as computer science, while th
governrrientis clearly a major buyer, it is not the only buyer, and
there is prOpection in that.

Biotechnology, which is a newly developing field, isone in which ,
I do not see large Federal Government involvement. In fact, it
would make me nervous if the Federal Government became the
principal sponsor or buyer of those products.

Ms. HECKLER. Thank you, Dr. Saxon.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
'Mr. FUQUA. Thank you veIy. much, Ms. Heckler:
I want to thank all of bur itnesses this morning for very excel-

lent testimony and the answ s to questions. I think you can see
that there is a great deal of ikiterest in'the subject that we are all
very concerned about. Thauk jou all- very much.

Mr. FUQUA. Our next ,Nitness this mornisg is our colleague,
Berkley Bedell, from Iowa.-

Berk, we are happy to have you back testifying again this week.
I apologize for the delay, but I think, .as you, can see, Ahere is a
great deal of interest in this subject matter.

STATEMENT OF THE ,HONORABLE. BERKLEY BEDELL, A MEMBER
OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FROM THE STATE OF.
'IOWA

Mr. &DELL I certainly can, Mr.-Chairman.
I know the hour is late. I do not have prepared testimony, but I

was most anxious to come aver and speak to the committee, be-
cause of some of the strong beliefs and concerns I have in this par-
ticular area.

Current policies are based upon supply side economics. As I un-
derstand it, the proposal is that if we increase our productivity and
produde more goodsour economy will take off. I think that philos-
ophy makes Some .sense, but I believe it starts in the middle, Mr.
Chairman, we are not really looking at what it is we are going to

- I think the question is, what are we going to produce? Are we
going to produce more TV sets when we already have several in
each home? Are we going to produce more commercial airlines sim-
ilar to those that are nOw in storage at all the various different air-
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lines'? Are we going to produce mere cars that are similar to the
ones we already have; or are we going to ge forward with new tech-
nology and with new items that will change4the way we live?-

I thought Mr. Glickman's question was right onIhe button If we
are really going to move forward into new products, into a new
world, and give-new tax 'breaks so we ctiti go ahead and make more
of the old...products we already, have, clearly, in my opinion, it is
not goin to 'work. :-

I am very, sorry that Mr. Shamansky haS left. 1 woUld urge ev-
erybody to read the article that he had in the New York Times just

- i.n.t,thedast'2.or.3 days in regivrd to automobiles. I thought it hit
- ,tright siiiiare on the head.

*, -We are i'n tough times. As Mr. Lujan mentiolied, we are cutting
back. I come out of a business background, Mr. Chairman, and I
agree with Mr. Saxon, we had better look at the long, term. When
busmesses find themselves in difficulty, they can, cut back, if they

a v.ish to, on their research,,on their promotion, and on their afiv,er-
using, because they do not have_ the money, and the result isabso-

,
. lutely assured: That business is going to die.

On the contrary, when they get in trouble, they can say, "We are
going to go forward, and we are going to increase-our effort in re-
search, develop new products, we are going, to advertise those new
products, and we are going to go forward. ', Those conmanies will
prosper When times are good Or bad.

Whether or not we like it, we compete today in international
markets. I happen to believe we are Just on the ,knife-edge of a
whole new world of new technology. I believe a lot of this came out

, of the space program:
Lt is unusual for a' Member of Congress to ever admit he has

been wrong, but I have to tell you, I have been wrong. 1 did not
properly supOort the space, program. I could not see us spending all
that muney going to the 'Moon when we had all these problems
down here. Of all the things that have come from that space pro-
gram, I now know it was one of the greater things that we-have
done in our sOciety. .

,

.
When people tell you that Goyernment is inefficient, they are

going to do things wrong, and all that, they aie right, but thelact
is that Government took us to t Moon, arid I think it shows what
we can do if we work together. .

Whether we like it or not, he Japanese and the Germans are
going to.go fOrward. They arq working together in order to go for-
-ward. There is' certainly roo Mr disagreement, and I have to tell
you I disagree with the ntleman who just, testified h at het

. thought the Japanese are ot going forward ahead Of us not pass-
. ing .us. I thihk they are 'king fools Out of us, frankly. I think if

he had Been testifying or binocularS, cameras, TVs, or auto-
mobiles, he might have ad a little different concern. My concern

,is not just what they h<ve dorie; my concern is what it is that they
are going-to do.

So I am afraid we will sit back and let them pass us by. I think
, -they'are going to pa us by in the world markets for new products

I think they are g9ing to pass us by in regard to our standard of
living if we sit her . I think they are going' to pass us by,in econom-
ic development ifi e stick to the oldi
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I urge this committee to.recognize the importance 'of moving for-
ward with new technology that can make this world a better place

-in which to live I believe new technology is the answer to a strong
economy where we have People working and where we can move
forward just as business can do, if they really decide tfiat they are
not going to simply draw in their,necks.

Mr FUQUA ,Thank you very mach, Berk. You certainly, I thini$,,
outline the really critical situation we are in. I certainly want to
forgive you for any past transgressions on the support .of the space
program But you know, or all the Money that was spent, not one
dollar was spent on the Moon, it was all spent right here, not only
providing jobs but, as you point out, new technology and things we
can use for the future.

As yoti further point out, at a time when we are in a critical situ-
ation, where we should rmive forward tetbnologically, we find our-
selves laying off, sales forces. There is no company that can Sur-
vive-3,6u are absolutely correctin the fOng term that way. Short-
term, you Can maybe get by,but ,in the long tergi I think we are
just eroding 'our baSe ikg has been referred to many times, we are
eating our seed corn.

Mr. Glickman? .

Mr GUCKMAN juSt want to compliment Berkley on his state-.
meat and 'also for his recognition that our competitors are moving
ahead in a broad,variety of substaRtive,areas that we traditionally
have had the lead ori. ,

You mentioned spate. This week's Time or Newsweek has1 stdry
about 'what the West Gennaris or doing, 'and the European Eco-
nomic Community. and' the Joint Consortium, on, Space that will
rival otir space shuttle effort. In the*ea of aeronautics, 'which is
near and,dear to my heart since we make 'all these airplaneSrin my
district, We are finding that the rest of the world is moving far
'ahead, .primarily because their government .has a 'rather coopera-
tive, positive role with their industry that we do not seem to have..

Netwithstanding Dr, Keyworth's nice, poSitive, pleasing- state-
ments to- thecontrary, I do,ndt believe that the real meaning of
ihis administration's attitude' tOWard science and technology is any-0
hing but negative, and it disturbs me very muCh.

Mr. FUQUA:Thank you.
We are very happy to welcome back one of our members who

had a misfortune in an automobile recently in Maryland.
We are very:happy to have you back with usI was going to say

hail and hearty. but f am not sure that,woUld be the appropriate
thing, but I know it is hearty, and we certainly offer our heartfelt
thanks that yon are back. .

"Ms BOUWARD Thank you very much, Mr:Chairman. I want you
to know that I appreciate your concern and the concern of the corn-
mitte It is od to be back, and I am sorry that I 'have had to miss

,some of our earings.
was rather appalled by a statement expressed gy Dr. Saxon,

president of thd University of California, who said that he could
not '?find any scientists that were willing to back up our commit-
Mein to CRBR I' would like to ask unanimous xonsent to submit
questions in writirig to qr. Saxon to back up hi§ statement in view
of the support that, our proad scientific community has given to

4
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this most worthyin my opinionprojec,t, since we are of course
going to have 'to spend our money in the most prudent fashion,

It is good to be back. Thank you very much.
Mr. FUQUA. We thank you very much. Berkley, for your state-

ment and taking your time to be here. I apologize for having to
keepyou Waiting so long, but we thank you very much for your
support and the problems that we are facing in trying to reach our
long-range goals of technology and basic research. Thank you very
much.

Mr. BEDELLThank you, Mr. Chairman.
W. FUQUA. The committee wilt be adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12 nbon, the hearing was recessek subject to the

call of the Chair.]
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U.S. ScrkNCE AND TECHNOLOGY UNDER
'BUDGET. STRESS

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 19841.

HOUSE OF REPRESENT- ATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,

Washington, D.C.
The ,committee met, pursuant to.tall at 2 p.m., in room 2818 of

the Rayburn House Office Building, Non. Don .Fuqua (chairman of
the full committee) presiding.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will be in order.
Without objection, photograph and recording devices may be

used during the course of the hearing. 1

The comMittee meets this afternoon to continue its series of
hearings on US. Science and Technology Under Budget Stress.
What we are concerned about in these bearings is to examine the
administration's policies for federally supported research and de-
velopment arid .their impact on our Nation s scientific and techno-
logical capabilities.

Here is the overall budget picture thus far: From 1980 to 1982
the Federal nondeferise R. & D. budget has decreased by 16 percent,
in evistant 1980 dollars. This is a serious situation. We are already
aware of substantial program retrenchment in certain agencies and
Rersonnel layoffs at several major national laboratories.

We are looking across the board, from basic- research' to technol-
ogy deveropment, considering all areas of civilian R. & D., in order
to get a general assessment of the situation before we receive the
fiscal year 1983 budget request. The testimony we receive and the
issues raised should help us in What promises to be difficult delib-
erations over-the fiscal year 1983 R. & D. authorizations.

With us today are distinguished representatives from the scien-,
tific community, who will give us their' assessments and recommen-
dations.

It is epleasure to welcome back before the committee Dr.
Allan Bromley, whq Is now chairman of the board of directors of
the American Ass4(ciation for the Advancement of Science. Dr.
Bromley is also ri distinguished professOr of physics at Yale Univer-
sity.

We also welcome Dr. Robert W. Parry, who has just recently
become president of the American Chemical Society. Dr. Parry is
also an eminent chemistry professor at the University of Ufah.

We ?re especially honored today to' have Dr. James Watson, a
leading member of the' prestigious Delegation, for Basic 'Biomedical
Research. Dr. Watson, as many of you know, is a Nobel laureate

1%1495 0-82-19
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renowned for' his pioneering work on DNA, and he directs- the
famous Cold Spring 'Harbor Laboratory on NOw York's"Long Island

RePresenting ,the American Institute of.Biological Sciences, we
are delighted to have Dr. Pt. ,Carl Leopold, a senior scientist work:'
ing in plant physiology at the Boyce Thompson Institute in upstate lts
New York.

We want to welcome all, of our distinguished witnesses this atter-
noon. As has been the practice, we will hear from the witnesses.
and then fry to relate questions to all of you, otherwise we will be
here until tomorrow with the interest shown by the membership.
° As our first witness we will Start with Dr. Bromley.

[Whe biographical sketch of Mr. Bromley follows]

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION OF D. ALLAN BROMLEY, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE

D. Allan Bromley iphysics), 1926; B Sc.,1948. M.Sc., 1950, Queen's University;
Ph D., University ot Rochester. 1952, M.A , Yale University, 1961, Dr Nat Phil
University of Frankfurt, 1978. With Yale University since 1960? Henry Ford protes-

t sor since 1972, director, A. W Wright Nuclear Structure Laboiatory, since 1963
Previously with University of Rochester and Atomic Energy of Canada, Ltd FelleN,
American Academy of Arts and Sciences,povernor General of Canada Metal, 194R,

National Research, Council fellotv, 1952. Guggenheim fellow, 1977-T78; Humboldt
fellow, 197s, Benjamin Franklin fellow, Royal Society of Arts, 1979; Council, Atneri.

%i can Physical Society, J967-71, chairman. Physics Survey Committee, National Acad
emy of Sciences, 1969-73, chairman, Office 9f Physical Science, NRC, 1975-78 Vice
president, International Union of Pure and Applied Physics; chairman, National
Science Foundation committee to, review univarsity based nuclear science laborato-
ries': chairman, CSPRC Delegation in N uclear. Science to China; United States/
U.S.S.R. Working Groups on Science Policy and on Research on Fundamental Prop-

. Pales of Matter. AAAS activitiet. chairman, Section on Physics, 19'78; Council,,1979;
eresident-Elect, 1980: Ptesidentl 1981.

STATEMENT OF D. ALLAN BROMLEY, CHAIRMA N, WARD OF' DI-
RECTORS, AMERICIAN ASSOCIATIpV FOR THE ADVANUEMENT

OF, SCIENCE,,AND PROFESSOR -oF PHYSICS, YALE UNIVERSITY,
NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT

Mr. BROMLEY. Good'afternoon, Mr. Chairmak -
Mr.. FuguA, I might add alsoothat if you wish to make your state-

ment in its entirety part of the record and summarize it, we will be
happy to receive it in that fashion also.

Mr. BROMLEY. Thank you, ,Mr. /Chairman. I want to begirt by
thankingsou and members of the committee for the opportunity to
appear before you again as,You continue yOur series of hearings on
U.S. Science and Technology Under Budget Stress.

3..

have submitted a' rather more complete testimony than lasual
for the record, Mr. Chairman, because I felt that the questions you
addressed to us were particularly penetrating and diffictilt ones,

- and that they deserved rather detailed answers.
So, with your permission, I will sabmit the testimony for the

i-ecord, and provide here only highlights. To help you in this, I
have made available to you a summary of those highlights, and I
will be speaking from that summary. By viay Of a general overview. . 4

I should like to summarize a number:of my views. Some of these I
will address later today. Others will be followed up in greater
detail in the formal testimony.
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OVERVIEW

Let Me start by simply emphasizing that overall, we still have in.
the United States the world's strongest science.and technology en-
terprige, although I, sense th'at that strength is in smile jeopardy.

It is also a time of very rapid change in the legislative and execu-
tive branches of the Government, in science and technology them-

, selves.and-in public-expectations:
One of our major tasks is that of building a new constituency ,

and greater understanding of science anci technology.
I would- argue we must uncouple ,the research and development

aspects of R. & D, and would advocate that under almost any na-
tional seenario, modest real growth in Federal support ef long-
range research is an essential investment in our Nation's future.

We, must rebuild science and mathematics in .the Nations'
schools to foster both public literacy arrd foundations fat' profession-

. al development. -
Whatecer we may eventually decide regarding the optimum mix

oftiour research And development institutions, and whatever we
may decide as a Nation to do in response to current personnel
shoreages, I should like to urge that we not embark on crash cor-
rectiv.e programs, but rather make changes consistent with the

. time constraints of the systems involved. .

We- hal, e to rebuild the bridges between the scientific and engi-
. neering communities and the national security and defense enter-

prise, '
. .

We must also rebuild bridges,between the scientific and engi-
,neering communities and privatJ industry, and herp focus our at-
tention on the international, as opposed to the national market-
place. . . .

.

We .must act and be perceived as acting to better the quality of
life in the Third World and we must maintain a Major role in the
international science and technology community.

We must face up to the factlhat there are areas where sciepce
and, technology may. appear tolPbe on a collision course with the
democratic process. We have to address these issues openly and in-
telligently, and do so now.

Finally, those of us in the scientific arid engineering commUnities
must do a better job of working, together, and we must do a better
job of working with,you, Mr. Chairman, and Your colleagues in the
political ,Isorld. ',$, 1. e

FEDERAL ROLE R. & D.

Let me then turn to the question' of the Federal role in research
and development-. It is important to recognize that the principal
support of basic research for 40 years has been a public responsibil-
ity, and I believe that it mu$ remain one. ,

The private sector will not necessarily a'llocate optimal resources
in all the -areas that are of importance to the Nation. There are
seeral reasons for this. First of all, the overall benefits are distrib-
uted much more widely beyond the institution that pays for the
work. Second, long range research is inherently risky. Third, the

scale of investmenn instrumentation required to reach the fron-
tiers .(for example, telescopes, acceleratomvphytotrons, large elec-,_.
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,tron micrbscopes) is such as to be beyond the means of all but the
very largest private organizations. Finally, in this area; current

/- management philosophies in this country that place emphasis on
short-term payoffs seem to me, to mitigate against long-term in-
vestment and research.

And so,'I conclude that the issues ofsuppAing investment in
basic research should be separated from those relating to develop-
ment. The Federal role in the development, process is often debat-
able in.terms of specific *projects. But modest real growth in Feder-

' al support of basic' research I believe to be central to our nationfil
well-being in the future.

National security and defense matters ail\ also a vital part of the ,

, Federal role. The relatibnahip between science and the military
goes back a very long time, to the very beginning of ()dr Nation.

But, the major buildup occurred only during and after World
War II. All-of us in the Nation, paftitularly in the scientifil and
engineering communities, owe a yerrgreat debt to people like
Robert Conrad, Mannie Fiore, a0 other people in the Office 'of
Nayal Research who formed a pluralistic mechanism that hai
served this Nation well and has been the envy of the world. It

. bears emphasis that during the 1950's the Department of Defense
was the dominant -supporta ot basic research and of uniVersity re-
search in this country.

We all knovi about the influences that arose during the 1960's
and 1970's .tb separate the military from the universities. There
were the antiv,ar, the ,antitechnology movements that,grew in the
shadow of the Vietharn conflict external to ' government. iVild

within government there was the Mansfield amendment.
AS I view the Federal role I see -the need fo close and enduring,

relationships between scientists and engineers on the one hand;
and those in the 'inilitaq forces on the other. Yet, we must recog-
nizé that tl-pre are inherent tensions here. National security often
calls for secrecy. Science almost always calls-for open communica-
tion. Devising the appropriate balances here will stitely be one-of

, the most vexing and challenging questions in an open society such
as ours.

Private sector relationships areNalsT part of the' Federal role,
Prior,to World War.II, as we all know,, the private sector was the
dOminant supporter of academic research in the countrY.IButtwith
the availability of generous Federal supphrt flowing after the war,
this role dwindled,

it see,ms to me the private sectoi- must continue to "play a large
and complementary role to the Federal Government in supporting
basic Tesearch. Both industry and the research community have
much to gain from this. A rebuilding process is long overdue in this
private sectoruniversity interface. And happily, it is underway. It
reflects a .greater xecognition by the private sector of its needs. It
also reflects recognition in academita, belated recognition, .of its
needs for private support, and beyond- private support for the phi-

. . losophy and the real world inpurfrom industry. I happen to believe
that these latter contributions more important even,than the direct
support

The private sector-Federal interface reflects many of the same
problems, and furtlier displays a myopia about international corn-

%
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petition. 9thet goernments work closely with their companies to,-..,

make tkem more competiti% e, usually with us, in the in,l,ernatipnal-
marketpla,ce.

Until recently, our Justice Department, however, has been seek-
ing to.break up firms like IBM mid the Bell System with interna-
tional competjtive R. & D capabilities. The rime has come for us to
think through What we are trying to accomplish.

And because of these things it is a matter of seri9us concern, I
beliew, to us in the United States to.recognibe that the fraction of
the scientists and engineers in the U.S. labor force has decline.d
steadily since 1965, while-in the same period this fraction has dou-
bled in both Japan and in Germany. .

:I woukl atgue that this is not at all unrelated to trends Tho pro-
ductivity In my formal testimony I have argued that the' Federal
role in R & D is really I set of complex issues which demand close
study New kinds of partnerships must be developed between those
concerned with national security and those in the universities. It
will not.he easy. 0 #

Similiarly, we must evolve a broadened partnership among uni-
ersities, the Federal Government and the private sector. It is es-
sential to our economic growth and improved international
competitie posture. And while part of this deals with budgets and
with policies, A very important part of itis related totttitudes.

SETTLING PRIORITIES FOR DIRECT.FEDERAL SUPPORT OF R.,8.: D.
2 -In your letter, Mr. Chairman, you asked for my comments on set-

ting priorities for direct Federal 'support of R. & D. I am afraid I
atli going to pass this mostly back to you, because I believe that it

s really is more-a political process than it is a scientifieone.
Generally, I would have to argue for substantive science and en-,

gineering community influence .on the aggregale size, the 'composi-
tion, the general directions for bask research, including that sup-
porteçl by the Narious mission agencies. I would argue, how-ever,
th t the essential .strength of U.S. science has been the fact that
sc a 'fists themselves, have in general decided what specific' re-

arch projects should be ,conduCted, by Which investigators. And
, he second real source of strength has been the multiplicity of our
support agencies. But thatmultiplicity is decreasing.

The second priority is on development projects and of course is
far more clearly a political task. Advice, can be given I would hope,

'from scientists and engineers on feasibility and attunatives, but
nonetheless, development priorities are a political task.

And I will emphasize that priorities, both private and public,
change very rapidly, and they should, in response to changing na-
tional and international pressures. But what should not change; at
least anything as rapidly, are the criteria which mnderlie these pri-
ority decisions. What are we trying to achieve, and why? And I
would urge that we devote more time than we have in thepast to
considering these criteria to arriving at a consensus concerning
them In my wrigen ,testimony I have given some backgrotind in-
formation, on an exercise in my Own field Of physics a number of
years ago which might be in partiillustrative.

'2 9 4
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But, let me conclude this pait of my testimony by commenting
that if there is a peculiar genius to the American political system,
it is rooted in how you, Mr. Chairman, and your colleagues in the
Congress and the occupant of the White House must, finally come
to grips with acceptable compromises on priorities. We scientists

' can offer advice to the President and to you, but we must acknowl-
edge how the decisions are ultimately made.

_POSSIBLE DAMAGE TO U.S. SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Another question that you asked me was that concerning possi-
ble damage to U.S. sdience and technology capabilities from actual
reducti ns in support levels.t

It is ii1ortant to emphasize that some reductions .were in plans
and expec ations.

For exa ple in the Carter budge,t, some aieas were slated for
rather ke emus increases. These increases have been ciit back in
many in ances. In many.other cases we are faced with actual
ductions in tne programs involved. I am submitting for the record
the most current analyses Of actual budget levels and changes- fpr
R. & D. This is an AAAS report entitled,-"Congressional Action
R. & D. in the 1982 Budget, released" a few Weeks ago. It shows
ttentls since 1980. Briefly, they can be summarized.

Defense researCh and, development haS increased 22 Percent in
connt dollars since 1980 while nondefense research and develop-
meift-Bas decreased by 16 percent. Overall, the conclusion, can be
simply stated: Exqept for defense R. & D. with two very minor ex-
ceptions, all agencies of the U.S. Government will experience an
actual, that is constant dollar,,recluction in total of R..,& D. funding

. from fiscal year 1980 to fiscal year 1981.
- And you ask what has been the damage? What damage would
result if further reductions were made in the Presidedt's fiscal year

.1983 budge4 or bY the Congress?
To take the second question first, I should emphasize 'of course

tjlat we don't yet know what the President's fiscal 1983 budget will'
be. If there are further reductions the darhage will of course
depend on where the cuts have been made and how deep they are:
'With respect to the first question, what has been the damage? I

should like to respond in two ways. First, I want topuch on sever-
al broad, general aspects. Then, I want to focus on a number of
very specific issues that concern me particularly.

Among the general concerns.are these: A eurnber of fields of sci-
ence and technology in the United States, fields essentialry invent-

. 'ed and developed to healthy maturity in this country, my own
among them, are now at critical junctures. We have arrived at this
condition after more than a decade of roughly level dollar funding,
'awing which time we have tightened our belts, moregaged our fur
tures and .often. foregone high-risk studies. Relatively modest
creases in investments would maintain U.S. activity at world fron,-'

. tiers; failure to make'these investments now will drop U.S. actM-,
tiessback from the fr.ontiers to positions from which it ma'y take us
years and major expenditures to recover.

It bears emphasis thati since World War II, primacy in all scien- '
tific fields has been a cornerstone of U.S. science policy. Yet, as I.
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have note6 above, and as acknowledged by Dr. Keyworth on a
number of recent occasions, we are in the midst of changing this
policy of primacy. It may well b,e, Mr. Chairman, that you and the
administration, taking all thihgs into consideration, Will conclude
that we have no realistic alternative to this in some casesnut, if
this is the case, our retreat from the frontiers should be as a conse-
quence of careftit deliberation and decision, rather than some inad-
vertence or defaulf. -

And I am concerned, too, abOlit some.comparative lierspectives. I
don't intend to present a complete analysis, I do present more in
my formal testimony, but here are a few key concerns.

Compared to..aapan and West Germany, relatively we invest far
less Of our resources in civilian & D. directly oriented toward
economic and social needs as well as the search for npw knowledge.
Ope reason for this is obvious. Their expenditures for, defense

& D are minimal. Ours aninunf to more than 50 percent of our
toial expenditures and are groWi,ng. World military expenditureg
are now at ,a level of $550 billion per year, increasing at more than
$50 million per day. We are carrying a, large proportion of the de-
fense loacci.for the Western World.

Another matter of slitcstantial condern is the fact thatinvest-
ment by U.S. indu4ry in research measured as a percentage of
U S. industrial saler, has decreased by one-third between 1968 and .

1980 And indeed, in summary, we are currently in this country in-
vesting a smaller fradtion of our resources in our future than at'
any time since the mid-1950's! This I would submit tolyou is a
solace of serious concern.

Without attempting to minimize the seriousness of other im-
pacts, I want.,to mention the following as ones of special concern to
me I have, been privileged to testify before you on earlier occa-
sions, sir, on some of these.

The first is international science activities. At a time when we
. slpould be participating even more extensively in the international

,scientific world, unhappily, just the opposite seems to be happen-._
ing Whgn we are dropping back consciously from preeminence in

/ international ,science and technology it surely i not ,the time to
slam shut our window on the World. And a very speoialfacet of the
international scene is our set .of ties with the developing world.
Very special. opportunties and problems arise here. They see-sci-
ence and technology as a means of achieving economic and social
programs": It would seem to me that it would be a major mistake
for us to forego these oppo,rtunities.
; And much time and effort, Mr. Chairman, has been devoted by

yo.ur committee, by many other groups in this 'country to the topic
of science and engineering educatiOn. But I cannot pass by it. Brief-
ly, let me summarize my 'cOrfcerns this way. Imaginative, creative
people in A broadvariety of scientific and engineering fields are es-

% sential in this cou'ntry. But we have a very troubling and grownig
. shortage of the right kind of people.

An adequate flow of tho best young people into science and engi-
!leering enterprises must be maintained. But in too many areas -the
flow is ominonsly inadequate and decreasing.

In the latest National Research Council study on science and
mathematics shows what can only be characterized as a dreadful
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state of affairs. 7here are limited offerings, fey taters, and far less
science and:--rrrathematics. M our schools than in th_ose of other
countries. To continue, there are shortages of supplies and equip-
ment for laboratory work, a. very high level of drop-outs and illiter-
acy, decreasing SAT scores, and the litany gbes on.

As I have emphasized elsewhere, we really are eating OUT seed
Qum, our high school science and mathematics teachers, as well as
university faculty. A recent survey of the National Science Teach-
ers Association also shows what can only be classified as a stun .
ning drop in the number of those preparing to teach science and

' mathematics, more than 75 percent in the last 10 years, and an
even worse drop in the number having trained for this work who
have decided not to enter. Mat again is over 75 percent.

The private sector, happily, is already taking important and wel-
come remedial steps. They are not going to be enough. I would
submit to you, sir, that there is an important role for the Federal
Government, still, in science edwation. , , ,

Now I have to emphasize the fact that we are doi g a, mi8erab1e
job of attracting women and minority grou memb rs into math-
ematics, science, and engineering. And this Fetoresen a talent lost

p .

that we simply can ill-afford. . .

But in the face of these rather dreadful statistics I am ilot calling
fOr crash remedial lardkrams. We need: insteall,"it seems to me, in- A

, tensive examination of policies and Federalf support of science edu-
cation in' the context of private sector and local roles.

Much that NSF did in the past with your4telp was good. And we
should build on it. An important aspect of the whole science educa-
tion area concerns public literacy in science and technology It re-

, quires extensive attention on the part of all of us. -

Instrumentation and facilities represent an area that we have
talked about before. I would emphasize again, we must have
modern_competitive science and engineering facilities bofh for
teaching and for research., ...

But in many areas and in many places throughout our country,
our facilities are obsolete ail noncompetitiVe. Even at high school
level, in the areas of physical science and engineering, laboratory
exposure is of critical importance. We are in terrible shape.

Within the last few years, shortage of equipment has dropped
laboratory expostire in U.S. high schools by a faCtor of two. This is
a situation we simply cannot tolerate.

.,

If anything, the instrumenfation situation in, tlie American "col-
lege and university world is,even worse than in the high schools. In

l field after field, supposedly representing high technology frontiers,
we are educating students with instrumentation frequently 20 and
more years dld, of another age, another generation. The instrumen-
tation problem is serious in all physical science, but it is particular-
ly serious in engineering.

And one of the areas of particular concern during the Past year
has been that of social and behavioral science. It has been of great
importance during the last year that humanists and natural scien-
tists throughout the country have been willing to speak up in de-
fense of the social scientists. .

There haNe been unprecedented and precipitous cuts in funding
io vital areas of these fields. I would hope the arguments that have
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been advamed ,Against these cuts will have some wieght, and that
the fiscal 1983 budget picture will be brighter.

.,
. But,.I would submit to you that there is a unity to science fhat

we w ill destrdy or let perish only at substantial-peril to-the Nation.

IMPACT OF UNCERTAINTY 4ND INSTABILITY

You also asked me, sir, what the impact would be on the scienfif-
- ic and technical communities of uncertainty in budget revisions,

and stability in the R. & D. planning and budget process. With
your permission I. would like to combine these questions in my
answer. '

First of' all, I think it is terribly important for us to recognize im-
pdiately the fact that science and technology are inevitably
shaped by the societies in which they are embedded. To expect im-
munity from the forces and influences, particularly political ones,
at work in the society is not-realistic. We are not Aigidesting that

, science ";and technology should o,,,be immune from these changes.
Also, I would have to say that Presidents have a long history of
changing their predecessor's budgets, and even their own. ,

But,.having said that, let Me emphasize that I certainly don't
like uncertainty. I want to make some remarks about uncertainty
and about variability in support of scientific research.

Mdst important of all is the fact that productive research groups
are extraordinarily fragile entities. Once they are disbanded they
can never be put back together again.

There is always, therefore, strong tendency in times of hadget
stringency to try to protect the group without too much reference
to what the ldng-term costs of that p'rotection might be. What are
some of theSe costs One of the early casualties in the protection
system is usually foregoing development of new instrumentation,
new devices, neW teckniques, and not doing the. high-risk studies,
with .great potential importance but low success probability. Both
of these-cut deeply into the future of our science and into our effec-
tiveness.

Otherconsequences are that upeertainty leads to short time hori-
zons, limited expectations, a tendency to hunker down and hope
that it will pass, apd a loss of enthusiasm.

Over any extended period, extensive uncertainty is inimical to
the very fabric. and structure of research, and it strikes in the
deadliest faShion against pur investment in our long-range future.

Most of all, the damage occurs in areas of human resources. We
already, as I ficKe noted, face serious sho-rtages in many areas. Un-
certainty in research fields leads to loss of the best people in many
of those areas.

Fields of science that have grown rapidly in the recent past can
mqre readily accommodate leveling OF even declines ror a short
time But if I cah take physical science and mathematics, the areas
with *V;hich I happen to be Most familiar, as examples, after more
than a decade of essentially level funding when inflation has taken
a heavy toll in our ability'to do research and t9 train new scholars,
I have to tell you that a weeding process 14as already taken place.
Further reductions are:not Pr,uning away the less than excelleni by

r
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any measure. They at e cutting into our national excellence itself r

We will pay a heavy price for this in our future.
Let me deal with the last facet of stability and change. Over the

past fuur decades and more we have evolved in this country a com-
plex mix uf university facilities,.national baratories, industrial re-
search organizations that has served us ftry well Some, of course,

, have more effective internal renewal mechanisms than others
They are.more able to respond to changing mission objectives and
public expectation's. I believe that, lacking adequate renewal and
redirection mechanisms, some areas of our national research capac-
ity are now seriously underutilized, at a time when we are very
much in need of more and better research.

We have never felt it necessary to rationalize our present mix of
institutions. They grew in response to local and immediate needs
But when our resources are in criticaf supply, with new and urgent
demands fur new research and new researchers are being made on
the system, I believe that the time has come for us to undertake
this rationalization. I have testified, Mr. Chairman, previously to
you un this matter in the context of the national laboratories And
finally, let me say again that our goal rriust be that of supporting
excellence, wherever we find it. The obverse is that in a time of
limited resources and high competition we mirt never be satisfied
with less than excellence. . ..

In my formal testimony, Mr. Chairman, I touch also on science
an.d society, and stresses other than from the budget. I shall not
testify here in detail on this subject in the interest of time. But, let
me only say that in working toward better public understanding of
science and technology, it is important for us to keep in mind that
there is a much deeper question ihvolved. And that is, can science
and technology be permitted to go their own way following their
internal logic, without reference to decisions and to frameworks
outside of science and technorogy? I think not. . ,.

increasMgly, and I have given exaMples in my testirnony, the'
public is demanding,th be heard in decisions that even now' are en-
tirely internarto science and technology. It seems to me that this is
something that wq in the scientific com T unity, and something that
you in the political world must. recognis a d something that we
must pay mua more attention to in the' re than we have ever

-,. .done in the yast.,
Let me in conclusion, Mr. Chairman, thank you and yon,.,col-

leagues on the committee, both personally and on behalf of pie
.AAAS for this opportunity to share with" you a number of, my con-
Lerns'as we attempt to forge a new partnership that will insure the
most effective growth and use of U.S. science and technology in a
time'of budget stress.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. N
[The prepared statement of Allan Bromley followsj ,
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SCatement by

1DR. D. .ALLAN BROMLEY
-

Chairman, 1164rd of Directors

Amer3can Association for the Advancement of Szience

Introduction

, Thank you for theopportuoity tcAevith you again as you
continue your serles of hearings on "U.S. Scieme and, Technology
Under Budget Slrevs."

Since the Ex 19§3 Budget has not yet been sUbmitted to you
by rhe Presfdeot, I will not be able to comment on specific
budge,t numbers, Yel, based on what has happened to the FY 1982

t. 1111.1gt.t and vallous other developments I ylan to offer a number
of general observation's and recommendations for your
cons40eration.

But fiistilet me say 'just d Vw words about the American
Co; the Advcment of Science--or th AAAS as it is

-commonly know. Oar'membership is about 1.36,00Q sLientists and
engineers; as affiliates we have about 283 other icientific,
'enginee0,ng and technical societies and, organizationswith a
totalmembership of around 5 million. AAAS publ.ishe's ihe

jpurnals SOieoce and Science 82, the ratter with a cireulition
of about 750,000. The Association is also active in a broad
variety of public policy, science education Au publie udder
standing f science activities, 4

.
'

- Overview
I.

YOU have already, heard much tc:stioony--sOart;Ag in Docemb(-r '

1981and I hau read tht; various statements cakefully. You
will find that pn a number of basic poiw:s I m in awoment
4ith Almiaistration policy as presented by'Dr. geyworth
14cemb,rOth. 4t the same time, I would ppi be reiponsive to
.yNrwequest, Mr. Chaitman, i1t did not pillkee before you certain
efreas Owe my views differ from the,sciencejolicies of the
Vagan Admnistcation, at1they have unfolaed during the plar,..
months. .

p. *.
By way of,providing a general overview let me.Aummarize a .4

number of my views, some of which r,will expahden latey ip my
statem'thlt as I attempt to restiond to the .questions you asked in
your Vetter of invitation:

We still have, overall, the worid's strongest science,
and technology enterprise, but this strength is now' in
some jeopacdy.

This is a time ofrapid change--in thg,Legislative
aod Executive Branches of government, in science and
tecbnotlogy .and in public expectations.$

-6
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We must build a new pub4c k.onstituency and greater
understanding for science an,t1 technology,

! ; , ,

1 "'

We must uncoupie therresearcn and development,aspects of
R&D; and I would advocatt that under almost any Aational

scenario, modest real growth in federal suppert of
longrange research is an essential investment in our

future,

',a We must rebuild science and mathematics in the Nation's
schools to foster both.increased PUblic literacy and the

foundations for professional development.

Whatever we may eventually decide regarding change in
the mix of our R&D institutions, and Watever we may
deFide to do in response to current personnel snortages,

Ape should not embark on crash sorrective programs, but
rather make changes consistent with the time constants

? of the 'systems involved.

We mbst rebuild bridges between the,Kientific 'and
engineering communities and the national seaurity and

,

defense enterprise.

os We mu'st rebuild bridges'between the scientific and
engineering cmmmunities and privaee induAtry and help
to,focUs national attention on the international

marketplace.

We must pat, and be fierceived-to be acting, to better'
the quality of life in the Third World, and we must-
maintain a major role in the intepational science and ,

technology communicies. . V'

We must face up to the fact that there are areas wherein'
science and technology May alipeat to,be on a c011ision
courseith the democratic process and addr6ss these
issues openly and intelligently

Those of us it the scientific and7engineering
communities must do a,better7job of working together:
and with,those of you in the4o1itical world.

I



Yanization,of Testimony

You asked two
In responding, and
recast them slightly
the following topics',
neatly:

(I) Federal rol

ts of questions in your invitation letter.
th your permission, Ili. Chairman, I plan to
In the following order I will talk about

though my commen& do not always divide

in R&D.

(2) Setting pri rities for jirect Federal suppprt of R&D.

(3) Possible damage to U.S. science and technology
capabilitiesfrom actual reduction in support levels.

(4) Impact on 01
of uncertain

(5) Stabititydn

scieific and technical communities of
, and 'budget revisions.

he R&D. planning and budget processes.

4.0
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Federal Hole in R&D
0

General: As I eMphasized when I last met with you, it
would be difficult to hnprove on a statement made by Pr6ident
Truman to a Joint Session of the Congress on September 6, 1945,
only three weeks after V-J Day when he said:

"Progress scientIfic research and development is'"an

indispensible conditilon to the future welfare and securi

of the Nation. ,No nation can maintain a position
of leader-hip in the world of today unl-ess it develops to

the full ts scientific and technological resources. No

government adequately meets its responsibilities unless it
generously and intelligently sUpports the work of sciencd
in university, industry and in its own laboratories."

The Nation has responded to this challenge. Currently some

70 billion dollars are spent annually, about equallY divided
between federa1.0nd private, sectors, on research and develop-

ment. This corresponds to about $312 per citizen. Basic

research, of course, accounts for only about $36 per citizen.

This latter is veiy probably the wisest i'nvestment that thZ
citizen makes, even if few have any direct control over it
indeed, ever think o it. 4'

This linking of R&D has become traditional. However, it is

essential, if weare to have informed dischssions of the issues,
that tliey be separated. The Reagan Administration is moving in

this direction with its insistence that the private sector fund
a larger share _of development costs for technologies intended

for civilian.applications. As this occurs, it is important to

recognize, and remember, as has been the case for forty years,
that the principal support of basic research must remain a

,

public responsibility.

Economists .bave repeatedly shown that the private sector
will not necessarily allooate optimal iesources to research in
all areas that are bf national interest. There are several

reasons for this.. It is widely recognized that the overall
benefits to the Netien of much, though not all,long-range
research and developmen

t.

certainly exteed the benefits to the

organization that paid To it. By its very nature long-range
. research is risky; in many areas of science'the scale of the

instrumentation required to re'ach the frontiers--telescopes,
accelerators, phytrons and the like--puts them beyond the_scope '

of all but pethaps the very largest private eector organiza-
tions; and current industrial management philosophies in this

,

e'
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country, with their emphasis on -hort-term evaltration And
payoff, Allindtiztate against si&nificant industrial investment
in many ireas hf long-term research. Whatever the problems may 0.
be, it remains essenti1 that R&D be separated and that basic
research be discusse0 oil its own merits as an investment in both
the short and long-term future of this Nation.

Because you have asked for my views, let me state explicitly
my b,lief: yven if we firid ouiselves with lesser growth--or even
reductibn--in oor ort-rall R&D investments. for the near term (And
emphasizing my obvious conflict of interest here), I would be
less than-candid if I did not mnphasi.ze to you in the strongest
terms my conviction that we sh,ould plan for modest,,continuing
real growth in our re-search (R) evenght the cost of
correspondtng reductions in our development (D). This would
represent! true investment in our pational future and the faost

,cost-effcctive one of which I am awar.

A numbe; of fields of science and technology: fields
essentially invented and developed t4salthy maturity in.this
cournty--my own among them--Are at critical junctures. We
have arrived to this condition acter mote than a liecade of level
dollar funding, during which time we hdve tightened our belts,
mortgaged our futures, .nid often foregone ISe high risk studies.
Relacively modest increases in investments would maintain U.S.
aCtivity at wor'd frontiers ;. fAnure to make these investments
would drop U.S. activities ba4A Lrom the frontiers, to positions7
from which it may take us many years and major expenditures to

'recover.

It may well be that you, Mr. Chairman, and the AdMinis-
tration, taking all things into consideration, will' conclude
that we-Nave no realistic alternative to this in some cases.
But if this isn't the Ase, our,rètreat from the frontiers

,

should be as a consequence of careful deliberation and decision,
rather thah some inadvertence or default.

And no contemporary discussi,on of th-efeder4'rarimuld be
complete without mention of accountability. No responsible
member of the scientific community lquestions for a moment the
obligation to account for the sup-port received from the
taxpayer. But the premisq that scientists must beheld to the
stame accounting st-andarOsIas hourly workers is one tga.t deserves
much 'more attontion and discussion than it has received thus
far. Obviously, accountability is not a subject neW to you; the ,
pressures in thiS,plhee in recent years have /ed tO more, and

304
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not less. But we may have reaebed the point where we should

question more deeply what it is that' we are trying to achieve

with incessant demAnds for more control and'more accountability.

National Security and Defense: It is impossible to comment

on the Federal role in R&D without a brief look at yational

security and defense.. Indeed, it is often'difficult to remember

that priorato the 1'93orl, and really to World War II, natural

philosophy$Lunderstandini th6 universe--and mastery of nature--

invention--were almost entirely st.parate endeavours. With the

radar and Manhattan projects $14World War II thi's separation---

tor better or worse--was gorleiVqfever. However, use of

technology for military purpOte, is nothing new, indeed

marked the earliest contact, in our history as a Nation, between'

the Federal Government_andthe university community. During ttie.

19th Century there were nUNZrous frnitfull_contects between the

military and the,universitie's.

.Yet, not until World War II did the large-scale, sustained

.
.buijd-up in the relationships between defense and the univer- .

sities occur. The Nation, and science and engineering in '
particular, o.,/e an enormous debt to individuals such as Robert
Dexter COnrad, Emanuel g. Fiore and other early postwar
administrattore of the Office of Naval Research for forging a

pluralistic, and enlightened federal support meclianism for -

research" and development that served us well and that has been

the envy ot the world. dOt only did acadettlia and the private

sector benefit'enormously from support of their research

. activities but tlso the Navy benefiUd equally from day-to-day
contact with some of the -Nation's most able citizens and with

some of its brightest young pe6ple.

The other Services were somewhat later but they, too,
developed effective linkages with the research community. In

the army it was Dwight Eisenhower who urged these linkages; in

the Air Force it was General Curtis LeMay. Thus it. caris to pass

that during the 1950's the Department of Defense was the

domihant supporter of U,S, academic research..

Wha'n it4was finally established in 1950, aften extended

and frequently bitter discussion about the extent to which

scientists themselves should control it, the National Science
Foundation Act of 1912, passed by the fllst Congress on May 10

of 1950, had as its Illamble thc following:

4 "An act--to promote the progress of "Iiience; te advance

the national health, prosperity 'and wilfare; to secure

the national defense; and for Other purposeq."

3
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' Clearly, this envisions a broad role for science;
specifically including national defense. Indeed, Section 3(a)3
of thp,Act read'as follows:

'

"(3) At the request of,the Secretary fo Defense, to
initiate and support specific scientific research
activities in connection with matters relating to the
national defense by making contracts or other arrangsments

(including grants, loans and other forms of assistanee) for
the conduct of siich scientific research."

' Subsequently, this section was forma,ily deleted from the
NSF Act--a step in the direction of separating sc.ience
specifically related ,to defense from quest?ons regarding the
general support of science.

This separation continues, and was greatly,accelerated, by
iwo evoents in'the 19610's and early 1970's. Evolving inexorably
during ehe 196o,s, V.S. involvement in the Vietnam conflict
ttiggered Nioient'anti-military and, secondgrity, anti--
technology, sentiments across the' Nation, but particularly on
university and college campuses. The resultihg, often dramatic
separation of the universities and the DOD hurt both.

In 1969, Nlowing hard on this, Congress enaoted a rider
theMilitary Authoriza,tion Act for fiscal year 1970. (Public Law
9--121, Section 203)--the so-called Mansfield Amendment,
reading as follows:

"Nope of the funds authorized to be appropriated by this
Act may be used to carry out any research pro5ect or study
unleis such a project or study has a direct or apparent
-relationship to a specfic military function or operation."

9;495 20
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The followi:g year, the,Language of Section 203 wag -

modified in response to geneial recognition that the original

Mansfield Amendment was+counterproductive and Section 204 of

Public Law 91-441 read:

"None of the funds authorized j_o be appropriked,std the

Devtwent of Defense by this or any other apt *way be used

to finance any ?,eseareh project or studpunless such

project or study 110,3, in the opinion of the Secretary of

Defense, a.poteatial relationship to a military function or

operation."

.

in a follow-on Section 205, the Congr,ss affirmed the

necessity for Federal support of basic scientific research, and

.Y

went on record that_the Ma1 'onal Science Foundation should

' assume a large share of s h support.
,

,

Paage of th'e original Amendment was necessrily followed

by deta,led examination of the research portfolios supported by

each of the DOD program officers, an& a very large number of

very high-quality research projects were deemed not to meet the.

requirements of the Amendment, as strictly interpreted, and lost

DOI' support. Projects total)ing 8 ilillion dollars were dropped. .

loday thete a:e differentmvieits about' the legal status of

the nansfield LmendmLut; soma argue that it is still in effect

while others argue chat it was repeale&with the sipstftution of

.12.potential" fot "direct and .apparent."

, Whatever the exact legal status of the.Mansfield Amendment

may bc, a vastly more effective entity', the "ghost Mansfield

Amendment," is firmly:in place and both it and the actual

modified Amendment still influence DOD-funding decisions. The

Yghost" Amendment describes this situation: program officers,
,-

,thaving been once held responsible for dropping research projects

not.obviously having a "direct or apparent" relationship to DOD

missions, as required by the original Amendment, were reluctant

tp sonsider, ii not adamantly opposed to, rebuilding programs in

such areas. This attitude persieted despite the modification of

the Amendment and quite concrete 'and repeated pronouncements by

highez officials in the DOD in one Administration after the

otherto the effect that DOD was back in the business of

sepUtting long-tcrm basic recearch, was interested'in

rebuilding bridges to academia, and the like. The program

officer reaction'was a quite understandable one.

3-0 7
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tut the 4ime to rebuild these bridges is long overdue. In

a democratic apciety, such as dUrs,,,,ir-isossential that those
resporpible faa- 'national security.and defense neithdr be, nor
feel4cut off;pr isolated from the general socitty. And at a
time when the -DOD R,D;T&F,budget has been increased by more than
6 billion dollarsbY 47Zsince;1980-'-and when it is experi-
encing in urgent nged for manpower able to cope 'With,ever more
sophisticated weap6ns systems, it is essential for both the
universities and the DOD that they establish new relationships,
and ieractions. It will require goodwill and flexibility on
both sides.

,\
All too frequently, discussion ot DOD manpower needs focuses

on research and engineering personnel. While serious shortages
exist in these areas, aa equally critical question is whether we,
can produce high-school graduates with sufficient background and
s,cie41-tific and technical literacyso that they dre trainable in

-----the military services maintain 'and.operate the complex .

weapons and communicitions 'systems now in place and on the
drawing boards. ,It is,time that DOD. acciepted-partbk the
responsibility for strengthening °sce1,4Cdar,y school education.

For decades the mi itoysevices,have provided personnel
'

and equipment f3r. ROTC programs in both:high schools and
t:olleges. Perhaps there, ii a comparable .3;my in whiêh the
services could provide scientific'equipment,and scientifically
trained personnel to supplemeni existing capabilities in at
least selected secondary school systems.

As I View the federal role in regard to science and
national security I see the need for close and enduring
relationships between scientists and engineers and those in
the milItary forces. Yet.we must recognize inherent tension in
these relationships: national security often calls for secrecy;
science almost always calls for open communication. Devising
the approperitte'balances is surely one of the most vex.ingand
challengingquestions in an open society such as ours. Hyper-
anxiety on the/part of government officials, and that of -
stientists, muset be avoided lest we fall into,twin idiocies:
attempting to hide all knowledr on the one hand--or eliminating
research of importance ot notioital security from the toiyersit§
world, as we attempted to do in the late 19661s and early 1970's,
on the other.

Private Sector 'Relationshifm!. The federal role in R&D must
alSo be seen in the ontext of private sector roles; they must
be viewed as, interconnected. Prior to World War IL support
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from the private see(cir played a dominant tole in academic

research and ip research generally. With generous postwar

federar support flowing'from scientifiC and technological

-triumphs during the war years, however, the private sector

support for academic research dwindled in visibility and

perceived, importance.

Galloping academic arrogance also contributed to the

destruction of the bridges batmen academia and the= ate

seceor. All (too often these bridges were replaced with mutual

ignorance and susPicion.

The rebuildilu -process is long overdue and, happily, is in

progress. In part, this, reflects the private sector's

recognition of its desperate need for bright. young people and

for new and better technologies if it is to remain competitive

in the international marketplace. In part,. it also 'refrects

academia's belated recognition that it needs both financihl %

support and real-world input for its research and teaching

activities as well as career opportunities for its graduates.

, -

While the mnphasis has larger), been on the first and last,

I believe that the real world input is of greatest importance.

Only theough interaction can the stereotypes be destroyed. I

believe, for example, that over the years the c9ntent of our

collegeand udiversity educational programs has remained ofaligh

quality but the attitudes that have been inculcated have

frequently been very questionable. Much of an entire generation

of graduate students in science gained the impression that

firat-clast citizenship implied replication of ones professor's

laboratory and program with all speed, while second--or perhap

third cIass--citizenship was the best one could hope for in any

industrial milieu. Such,attitudes carry low sufvival potential

in todayis world.

U.S. industry has been relatively slow in coming to grips

with the international marketplaceafter decades of easy

dominance of both national. and inte?Ilational scenes; All too .

frequently the entire focus has been on national needs and

opportunities; the federal-private sector interface still

largely relects this myopi. While foreigni-governments aid,

abet,and even organize'cartels so that-their industries can

compete morn effectively (usually with us) on the world market,

our Justice Department, until, recently, has worked at at

breaking up entities like IBM and the Bell System that are

large enough to support the level of R&D that makes them 'highly

Competitivelinternationally. A
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During th3 1977 AAAS R&D Policy Colloquium, several
spbkers repexted rltat technelogical advance, the grOwth of
knowledge, has beel second only to the labor supply increase is
a majot sburce of U.S. economic rrowthover both the shdrq and
the long term since )929. AL this-same colloguium William
Nordhaus, then member Of the Council of Economic A4isers,
told us that mo:t economic analysts.vere,convinced that "The

role of resarcr and development in.technological change in the
economy is par&nount.° .

is then.a matter of concern to fiat that the ,f tion df .

,scientists and ealineers in the labor force has declined*
steadily since 1965, while in this same peiiod the, fracliou has.
'doubled in both Japan and Germany. I would arguethat such
trends, at least, partially explain national producCevity
results of the past ten to fifteen years.

Between 1961 and 1978 the annun1 productivity gain in
manufa(turiog aver4ej more than 9% in Japan, 5% in Germany and
3% ih this country. Tblal U.S. private sector produdtivity haV
actually.tleclined in recent years. More graphically, the
Japanese outproduce us by a factor of 15 when making metore..140
and hy .-'fctot of 2 when making either steel or pianos. And
their qnality la crcquentlY superior to outs.

4

There are inn,/ facets to the productivity question--611pit-h1

investment, management, human resources and research and
devcqopmene to nsPe only four. In capital investmept per' /
capita, in 1963 we ranked first in the world; by 1975-two had
slApped to sixth place behind Porway, Canada, Sweden,
Switzerland and France. More recently, EUropeans have been
increasing theic par c4pital investment in industrial plant and,'
equipment by 4% per year, Japanese and Koreans report 15 per
year while our corresponding number is 2%.

William J. Abernathy, of Harvard, has also suggested that
we ha:4 educdited a generation of MBA industrial managers to
believe that in order to remain on the "fast-track" they muit
cheAge corporatiqns every,3-4 yeats and that any investment,with
a longer payoff will inevitably benefit their successors rather
than themselves. This is not conducive to ehe- strong support.of
long range industrial R&D or signifaant produqivity increaaes.

In July 1981 th.e AAAS sponsoredtogether wi'ttitp,House
Taslc.Force on Ind'ustri,a1 Innovation and PrqUetivity and, the
Committe on Scieacebod Techonolgy--a Congressional seuitnar on
the human tesource.faeets.of productivity. Researchra*suIts

A
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p.teented to the Congress in this sminar, and iiklubsequent
hearings, pointed to the need for greater attention on the
"people" part of productivity. Henry Ford Il has also noted

that the largest untepped'potent;a1 for improvemeRt in
iadustrial productivity in this cduntry is the American worker.

All of tiles( questions bear close study- But industry ha'S

already retognvcd that it's future depends critically on more

and better science and engineering. The partnership among ,

universities, indutry and the rederal Government that is
essential to CcUnemic growth and improved interntional compe=
titive posture is now under construction. The, soundness of that

construction and its success should be matters of deep concern

to qvery citizen.

-Oh
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Setting PtioriLie,; for Direct'Federal Support of R&D

Your letter asRed for rey.perspective on how to set
priorities for direct Federal support of R&D. I thidk that
mostly I an going to pass this pne beck ,to you; essentially,
this is a politiCal, ptocess rather thaq a scientific one. Yet, ,-

I do not wish to appear non-resPonsive,
.

As a generalizationt, I would 7arRuo for substantive science
and engineering community influence on the.apregate..size,
composition, and general directions.for.bastc resenrch--including
that supported by the various mission agencits. -Moreover, I
would aLso argue that an essential strength bi U.T. scieLee has
been that scientists' themselveS bavc urimarily decided what
specific research projects should be supported by which.
investigatoi.s.

It is sometimes said.that scientists have no meChanisms for
setting priorities;-this, of course, i§'Orong becpuse.each .

scientist makes numerous d2cisions concerning how best to spend
his time and resouices over the weeks and months.ahead. TheSe
,are immediate priority, decisions; Other decisions about lines of
inquiry-, opportunities, and emerging fields tend to be longer-
term priority decisions. But there- rv,a.very important point
here priorities, no,matterjhow carefaly drawn or developed,
can change almost instsntly. In our ownersonal lives,
priorities change radLally. So"also do lational priorities in
response'to changing national end ;nternational pressures.

4
But,what shduld not ---chsnge;--ft prorerly d6ve1oped, 'are the

criteria upon which.priorities should be based. I believe thal
we should devoce much greater emphasis than we do to devolopment
of a pationa4 consensus as eo what our-criteria should be. FOr
areas of science and teChnology, we shoOld exaM5.ne.what ate we
trying to accomplish and why. Only with basic. criteria in hand,
do I believe tet our priority decislons wil/ be informed, useful
and, effective.

Roughly ten years ago, I had the privilege of chairing the
r Nstional Academy of Sciences' Physieb survey, one pf the most

ambitious studies in the field of sciente ever Undertaken.
DurAng the study we devoted substantial efforts to the develop-,
mbilt of criteria for the selection of areas of our science for
preferential emphasis and support. Obviously, the questions'

'become more difficult as we move beyond the boundaries of a
single science. But as an illustration of criteria development,
I include the physics criteria established in the study, as an
appendix to.my testimony.

,
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For large technological projects, priorities musC be set b)0

politicians in the context of national objectives. Here, the

roles of scientists and engineers should clearly an8 distinctly

deJ1 with advice on such matters as feasibility, aIt.ernatives,

risk asSessment, and potential pay off.

But the world seldom presents clemr choicesand, if there 4,

is a peculiar genius to the American politicalsystem, it is

rooted in.how you in the Congress and the occupant of the White

House must finally come to grips with ap:ceptable compromises on

priorities. We sceientists can offer advTee to the Presidenand

to you, but we must acknowledge how the decissAons are ultimately

made. *

Sometimes, scientists 'and engineers are "like babes in the

woods" wkeo it comes to this complicated decision process. I

was very much struck with the advice that one of,your former

colleagues gave in remarks at the 1980 AAAS R&D Pol,icy

Colloquium% Bob Giamo, then Chairman of the Budget Committee,

said this in a remarkably candid and illuminating talk:

."Tou have to fight harder for your own,prpgrams because yoU

now competing with other people in the United States who

are fighting unusually hard for thier programs. If they

win you are going to lose--and vice versa. This is a new

phenomenon in Washington."

"You have to work doubly hard becaule, while I understand

the importance of R&D, I can tell you that you'are competing

with school lunch subsidies, and postal services and social "-

security pens4ons and with twice a year cost of living

adjustments as opposed to once. And while you may have a

pretty good lsbby and while I know that you are articulate,

you don't have the numbers that some of the others do and

you.don't scream and raise hell as well as they do."

MM.
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,rossiblp pmago to 11.'3. Science and TechnoloPv
Canabilities Frnm Actual 14,2(Inctions in Supi.ovt

47.
Another question you Asked me to discuss was the pddsible

.damage to U.S. scia.qce and technolog3Ntipabilities from .nktual
reductions in'support levels.

We 41 know ihat in the pst year there have been many
substantial reductions in federal sonpoet for researcl and
development. Soab of the radNions were primarily reductions in
pl&ns and expectations for neT'programs which would have required
substprtial funding incneases. Miry of the reductions in
Pres:dear Carter's ry 1982'brdget made by N-esident ,etaan laat
March cit.' in this category. 0ther reductions actuar,y,forced
major project cancallations and major ohangea.in

The mot?PulfLto-dLte survey ofthe actual changes in,hudget
levels for P&P is in the AAAS report "Congressional Action on P&D-
in the FY 1V2 hudrk," prepared et the end of December and
released early in'..1c,.noary. Thi report estimates.the following
trends in feclarzl support of PAD from FY 1980, the last year for
which firm figures_are available, So FY 1982:

*

o, Total n.)n-defenzt. R&D is'alout level, in current dollars,
but is down 1( % in constant dolla"s.

Totardefense R&U is up 45% in current dollers and 2n in
constant dollars.

Total basic reseaYch-ds up 13% in current dollars but
. i down 52 in coustlnt dollars Ott spite of a 6.6% real

increase in defense basic research).

Tables 3 and of tha AAAS report, which I will submit for
the record, give the details of these trends by federal agency;
further details are giyen in the report itself. The conclusion
.can be simply state4: except for defense R&D (and one minor
other exception) all agencies of the government will experience
an actual (i.e. constant dollars), reduction in total of R&D

\/ding from FY 1980 to, PY 1982, .

What has been the damage? What damage would result 'if
further reductions are made, in the President's FY:1933 bildget or
b'y Congress?

To take the second question first, I should emphasize that
we do not yet litio4_what the President's FY 1983 budget recom-
mendations will be. If there are further actual reductions, 'the

b
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, 'damage will of course depend on where the, cuts eave been made

and now det?p they are. We will learn more ahOut this during the

next few weeks as wo begin our work on analyzing the budget.

Vith,respect to the first question, "what has been the

damage," should respoild on two levels. Let me begin by

focusing on 1Wrtain general.questions. Later in my testimony I

shall return to thc wstion of specific damage to science, with

particular reference to the effect 3f long periods of essentially

constant dollar funding in and inflationary environme.nt. I

shall,first focus on die impact,of che FY 1982 budget reduc-

tions. Without minimizing the seriousness of other inipacts I

want to mention tnk, folloWing areas of difficulty as of special

importance and as ones which i shall discuss later in my,

te4imony:

Science arud, eng&ering education

Instrumentation and facilities

Areas of social altd behavioral science

International sciance activities

In any such discuscions, howe\er, it bears emphasis tLat the

Congress hls appropriatedja lot of money for R&D--$40 billion for

FY 1982. The npmbere hese are large. William D. Can,y,

Exeeutive Officec,of AMP, has ,estimated that over the decade ,of

the eighties, government and industry in this country will spend

about one trillion dollars on reiearch and development.

However, suppbrt numbers in the billions and even trillions of

dollars cannot be examined in isolation and, indeed, can be

misleading. The sheer size of the U.S. economy results in'

larger E&D expenditures than those of other countries; it is in

comparative;.perspectives that the ser'ious concerns arise. Also,

in certain sectors of R&D-and in some special areas there are

prolilems'which should cause us to be dislurbed--if not alarmed.
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<Summary of ImmediatelBudget Outlook

We are likely to see a total;R&D amount for FY 1983 in the
range of $43-44 billion--with thOargest increase being in the
defense category. The Slight decline in non-idefense R&D
(current dollars) between FY 1980 and FY 1982 is rot fitely to
be significantly offset by FY 1983, increases. Short of a major
confrontation between Congress and' the Reagan Administration,'
these trends are likely to continue for the next 2-:3 years.

In following sections I discuss a number of policy issues
tht go beyond budget numbers--and outline for you some of the
areas wheTe I am especially concerned.

Comparative Perspecttves. I don't pretend to provide you
with-an extensive comparative analYsis, but here are some
factors that We should looR at:

Compared to aapan and West Germany, relatiVely wd invest
far less of our resources ir. civilian R&D which is
di.rectly oriented toward economic and social needs'
as well as to the search for new knowledge. One.reason
is rather obvious.,:In recent years Japan,has ,allocated
only 2% of its governmentWR&D expeLditures for
national security and defetige, West Cermany about 12%
and France 30Z; we have beeninvesting about 50% of our
R&D funds in this sector and this fraction is growing.
Werld Military expenditures 'Tlow.are at the level of 550 '

, billion dollars annually and this is growing at a rate
of more than 50 million do,11rs per day. We are
carrying much of the defensel load for the western world.

Our total expenditureg on R&D,-considered as'a
.percentage of Our Gross National PrOduct, have been
deClining steadily since th(N*.ddle 1960's--from 2.97%

'

in 1964 to 2.27% currently; We may have the first slight
upWard trend in 1981. In coritrast, the Japanese
percentage in this same periad has risen from 1.48 to

1.93% and the West German percentage from 1.57 to 2.36%
--now above ours,

Investment by U.S. industry cnPresearch, aa percentage
irof U.S. industrial sales, hasAecreased by One-third
. between 19681end 1980..

Indeed, we-are currently investing A sm'alPer fraction of
our resources in our future than at any time since the:
mid-4950's.1 IThili_mustfie a sciurce of serious concern:
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Major Polity Ispoe: What Kind of beadorship. One of the

toughst issues before you i, "What Kind of Leadership Role Does

the U.S. Intend to Maintain?"
.

Following World War II, in almost every area of scientific

research and development, U.S. activity established the frame-

worh and set the pace_for woOd activity. Pre-cm,inence in all

field& was bot.O an explicit and i4lieit cornerstone of our
national apereach to science and technology.

In talking aobut comparative perspecti.,e::-..in a different

way, ii wes, perhaps inevitable that-our pre-otn:n?nce hat;

changed in one arxua after another of,modeill trience, in particle
and nuclear physi s in Westerm,Zurope, in ca;:q.uter science in

1(

Japan, in applied mathematics in the Soviet Union, for eAample.

o Other countries, by fqcusing their resources, have mounted -

saIients in'these And fields that are equal to, if not indeed
ahead of, ours, although as I have emphasi.ted above, we still

have a commanding everall'ilead.
-1 *.

The Rearan Administration is the first to gxplicitly

recoOire this changed sftti6eion. In his remarks il the 3981

,AAAS R&D Colloquium, and in similai ,,ords preented to you in.

teltimony lag heember 10th: G.:orge Veyworth said:
.

-4

'Undoubtedly, our country has relinquished its pre-eminence
in some -sc:entific fiel0s, while others are stror.gl50
threatened through efforts in Lurope, Japan or the Soviet

Union. It is no longer,wi6hin our economic capatility,

nor perhaps even desirable, to'aspire to primacy across

the spectrum of scientific disciplines. 'The contraints. of

reality require discriminattLn and vision, attainable only

through a collaboration of the government and the

scientific and engineering eommunites. It is simply

unreasonable for us to expect,to 'be best in everything."

As we engage in the debate on this major policy change, a
number of considerations' arise which are discussed in serb,sequent

sections,

Polic Implementation. Shall.w6 consciously yield in

certain fields or sub-fields of science? What new, if any,

mechanisms shall be empfoyed to make sual decisions? We need,

I would argue, to-think\through the implications of this explicit

policy--given the strong likeLihnod that economic factors will

force its'further hnplementation.

3
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International' Science and Te.ahnology. Proceeding with such
a policy calls,M the more, for full U.S. participation iv the
international sMentific and technological communitr-one uhich
is perhaps the only. community that fully transcends political
boundaries and one in which we haiie playefl a major re:le since
'World War-II. Sharing and international exchanges will be ecten
more essential than they h.r.ve been in the past.

Unhappily, just the oppoizite. seems to be Wappening. Current
budgetary limitatiots have Plieady'forced likely cancellation of .

such.international projects aS the U.S. European.international
Solar Polar space missior.--tJ the consternation of.our Europe.an
colleagues. Similar limitations On NSF budgets for international
activities will .require sharp curtn:lment pf our participation
in such bodies as the International Council of ScienItific Unions
and iTs member disciplinary uniond. And the vie*s ftom the j

t Defense Department would suggest strong pressures to reduce
drastically international exchanges. It would seem that uMen we
are falling back from pre-emihnce in international science and
technology, it.is Rurely not the ti-t,e to slam shut our windows,-
on the world!

-

Another dimension of the coMpltr-mixtIrte of co operation and
competition on,the international, w.ene deals with publicprivzhe
sector connections. We ha...o never attempted tc focus or jointly
plan governmental apd private seeior sei,,nce and technology i44
ways 'that are commonplact throughbut the developed world: Wa
have never felt a need for such pi!anning, but as we reexamine
our chap.ol_role in the international econon:yi total laissez-
,faireay be a luxury we can no longer afford. The role Of
MITI, the Ministry of International Trade ard Industry, in
orchestratin Japanese national and international activities,
for example, is one we can no longer ignore. If we 'are to be
competitive, the international marketplact, it would,seem that
revaminati,v the policies, laws, and traditions controlling
thej.nteracettn of our industries; our universities, and our
Federal C. aent,is long overdue.

Ties with the Developing WorIcIr. Very special opbortunities
and problems emerge in our intdrac'tion with the developing world
which sees the application of scfence and technology as a major
means of achieving economic.and soclal progress. It would be a
major mistake to forego these opportunities because of internal
dcaestie- pre-occupations.

It bears emphasis that, using World Bank staeistics, in
1973, the average GNP per capita (in U.S.dollars) in North

n.4
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Americo and Japan--the most affluent two sub2areas considered--

was $5340, while in Africa and Asia (excluding Japan)--the least

affluenz two sub-aTeas--it was S215: The ratio here is 24.8.

In 1978, after five years of ativt cl:scussions and projects

directed toward reduction of the ratio, the twoocorrespciuling

numbers were $9029,and $328, and the ratio was 27.5. lhe gap

between the most-and the least affluent had widena; it a ,

continues to do so.

All of us in the developed world share, to a greater or ,

lesser degree, the humaaitarian desire to improve the quality of

life of those less fortunate than ourselves. With the adve4, of

Satellite communication links and bicycle-powered TV setwin

even some of the most remote villages, however, there has been a '

qualita:-ive change in qur interaction with much of the Third

World. Prior to this change, few iR that world realized thae we,

and many like us; enjoyed a quality of life beyond their wildest

imagining; but having seen and appreciated thi* distinction,,

Third World expectations have Laken a quantum jump. And unless

we act, ind are,perceived to be acting to better their lot, we

run the serious risk of a world in turmoil, with the devUoping

world making common cause to fight for What they view as a

fairer share of the earth!s resources. In this sense, OPEC may

'be only a p-ale preursor of worse things ahead.,

- Aside from humanitarian desires for gena;ally making the

world a better plate fo l. all, there are additional reasons for

arguing that ie is in the best interest of the United State

that e help in.the utilization of science and technology fôr

Third World development. We .e.xport more goods and, services o

Third World countries than to Western Europe and Japen combi ed

It is possible to agreetwith President Reagan in calling

for significant reliance upon the private sector; however, I

also think this is one of those areas--mentioned earlier--in

which concerted government-private endeavors will be superior.

to those of either,acting alone.

As a specific'suggestinu) except inyery'special cases, it
4

appears to me that WO, would beswell adtised to Change the focus

of our interactionsf=with the developing world frqm a preoccupa-

tion with technology-traufer (to the,usual extent that this-,

implies high-technolugy) Ls include a'more halanc'ed considera-

/.tion of science-transfer as Well. We can and should--and at

much reduced expense--assist developing nations to develop

educational structures--in whieh science and technology woulct

appropriately receive considerable pragmatic emphasis. And

most important, we must help the developing world to create
`:.

4a
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challenging and rewarding career oppoq.unIties for their most
able and highly erained Citizens-'hf"..home. Only.by retaining
a large fraction- '-ok their best pecT5f;77,7,hich'is certainly not

1;R
now Ahvdiage--itan they hope to develop a stable and growing
eSucatiohal syStem and a pool of educated persons who can
function as mishaves and developers for the future transferred
technologies fundamental to economic growth and stability.

In our long-term best irterest, we must orego the short-
term advantages of the continuing brain drain wherein out
universiiies and'hospitals are increasingly populated by the
best minds'we can find anywhere in ihe world. And we must make
it in the individual'T best interest--both personally and '-ko-
fessionally--to build a career at home.

Here, again, we must be much more ,senOtive to the special
needs of other countries, other cultures, 'other systems than we
,have been. Wetyler overtly or not, much of our interactir with
the rest of the world has rested on the frontier assumption that
"if it's good for us, is good for anyone." Particularly has
this been true ip our interaction with the developing world.

Increasingly, its members do not want to be told what to do;
Izather, they waut us to help them do what they decide to do.

Special Concerns AffeceUg Oue Strength.. The comparisons
noted aboye and 'my other comments on international aspects of
science end trchpology provide a rather disturbing insight
about what has l'en happqning over time to our investment in
the ,future. Let me reiterate that we still have, overall, the
strongest scientific and technological establishment in the
yorld--but we have have some 'very special problems, as Dr.
Keyworth and-others'besides.me have.reported to you.

We must have modern, competitive science and engineering
facilities both for teaching and research--bnt'in many
areas nnd places our facilities are obsolete and non-

.competitive.

Imaginative, creative people in a broad varieSy of
,scientifid and engineering fields are,bssential--but
we have troubling and growing shortages of,the right
kinds of people.

An adequate flow of our best young peoble int.() our'

scientific and engineering enterprise must be maintained
--but in too many al!eas the: flow is odinously
inadequate and decreasing.

320
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11, 1 tc-2: r I ahnut our pro'd.?ms .cience
an.-1 n _dt.c at tot. ths,., i n tend to p-ov ouod-

_ raony thin yee o,led for. The prs.blem. ,,,!o far ,beyoryl any one
t et ^ wieo neath t hreve,h 'rat- ard its

insti tut

A 2-%,..} ,ns:1.-....,fed,s-r;,.. in, or iee Eshication Overview. Surely one
of the is a test ehcl , ar.d at the same717E7one of the
gieatest opportmlit-s sant as a Nation, face is in the
area of eliucazion. it is n. ...rea to which AAAS has :Pp:lcand
is making-7a major Loigitaier.t of effort and resources.

I am on re;ord as bel tl at we- sti 1 1 set the sty3 e
pace for the whole world in terns or graduate education. Ard,
although quality variations at the college level are motie
extreme here than. elscwher... io 1.1e dc /eloped world , uh,,tre in
gener'd, there i; ore central control, en average ye remain
Cotnpetttiqe. at the piecol lege level , however, we have fal len
fa,- behiod oat inteseatioael competitors aud friends bath in
quality .c.d in number; out system has very serious difficulties.
All of you are familiar with some of the dismal stat4tics--hut
they bear repetition.

The latest 11.;-.tivral Research Council%study entitled !'The
State of S,-..hool S,cience" shows' thca:

1.%

tz Only one-third' of the nation's high school's, offer 'more
than one year of mathematics or scierice.

..At least half of 'all U.S. high school graduates have
taken.no more than one year,of biolo,ty, no other science
and no mathematics beyong algebra.

Only 105,000 U.S. high school studatts study any
calculus at all while 5 million in the Soviet Union
take two years of it. The Chinese situation is 'simildr
to the Soviet one.

Japan now graduates annually five times as many engineers
as 'does the 1V.S. s

o shortages of supplies and equipment in the school's; have,
in the last desade.' cut, by more than half, the exposure
to any form of laboratory experience by,even those
students who take science.
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,And there is more:

4.

At present, only 75% of those enrolled graduate from
U_.S. high schools; in seme areas of-the country this
fract:cn drops to 55%.. In centrast, 98% of all Soviet

.youth complete, successfully, a ten year-secondary
schoel program generally agreed to be substantially
more demanding than ours.

0

Even worse, recent studies show that 20i. of those who do
graduate from U.S. high schools are illiterate and
unable to function effectively in'ouf society.

t

And, across the board, average scores/of high school
seniors on Scholastic Aptitude Tests have continyed to
fall. The average score for phich these tests were
standardized.is 500. In 1979 the national averages of
those who took the tests were 427 'and 467 for verbal and
mathematical aptitude respectively; College Board
estimates'suggest that if all 3 Million U.S. high scbool
sen:tors had been tested the reSults would have been 368
aad 402 respeetPely. Most serious of all, and contrary
to popaar lATief, the fraction of those scoring in
excess of 600 on these test:: is now,zdso decreasing
althobgh fr many years ir had remained essenti'ally

"4 constant.

' This is an unhappy litany and not one worthy of this
nation: 4

tet me then foeus on mathematics andsciencm. There are
two major inter-related questions here. First, we have the
urgent problem of d=weloping scientific literacy on the part of
citizenry. Over 80% of our citizens receive their last expo-
sure, if any, to mathematics and,science during their high
school years. In a society, such as ours, of growing techno-
logical sophistication where the quesdone of conaequence
increasingly have scientific and technological a.qects, if our
publid,cannot at least appreciate the nature of.the issues,

,quite AFirt from contributing tO their reselttion, they
inevitably will' tend tiefbecome 'alienated fyom society. This is
a trend that no nation can long 'endure.

1From amore parochial point, to which I shall return below,
increased publim scientific literacy is a necessary--if far from
sufficientcondition for Ole development of the new constitu-

,ency for science and technology that I see as essential.

92-195 -42--21
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That the term "cre'ationist seience" and what it implies can

Ire taken seriously by so many people is perhopb Ithe most damning

indictment we currently have of our failure in science educa-

tion. If our lawmakera,,school swerintendents, publishers, and

citizens understood the nature of scientific inquiry and .

evidence and Ow kind of knowledge that flows from it; it, in '

short, they had had education in science appropriate to our

time, then "creationist science" would be seea not to be

science, whatever else it might'mean--and thf.re imuld be less

danger of the sort our schools now face. Altl'ough current

engagemeht is taking place in hiologyr.let there be no misunder-

standingthe attacks represented by "creationist scieece are"

drawn from the same narrow intel,lectual base which powered 19th

century assaults on sciencein gential. Vow, asethen, the

"creationist scientists," despite their apparent new garb, are

attemptiag to stifle rational investigation, freedom of rescarch

and teaching and wish to reshape the basic fahric.of education.

Make no mistake, tiiis is not a matter which can be dismissed

lightly or laughed away.

Second, we have the question of providini, science and
----;---mathemoticl in hieh schools of such character that they will

attract a pre...tier friction of the Nation's most, able youth _into

-mathematics, science ar.d enginent'ing careers as well as provide

them with lhe eduCational foundatiOns appropriate to such

careers.c ,

These two questions of scientific literacy and of prepro-

fessional education are quite distinct and must be recognited as

such. Program and changes designed 'to Answer one may well be

inapproprite for the other.

We must avoid the common trap of assuming that since 11..S.

scientists continue to receive the lion's share of Nobel Prizes

in scitnce, our educational enterprise cannot be all that bad.

Prizes won nourreflect research of 10'to 20 years ago and

education of perhaps 20 to 30 years ago.

What can we do,to turn ?round a system that involves overt,

25,000'schools, sone 15 million students, over 1 million

,
teachers and administiators and that each year now accounts fin-

.,about.,,95 billion tax dollars? Perhaps little, but we must at

least try"we mustjnot expect miraclesand.ve must begin now.

We must return to Objective standar'ds of performance and

1
learning; we must maintain discipline so students can study and

learn; we must remove raw violence from the classroom; and we
se
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must stop social experimntr; czaried ont at the exl%use ofVour .
children. For the good of our Vatioa we must.b4Tin to spCnd at
/east as much time and effort on the most able 10% of our
students as we do on the 10% least able. :

And most of all, we must give all of our students some
knowledge and appreciation of all cultures.- It isshocl.ing to
find that high sc.hool gradu.:te: know no maChematics or sciencc:

it is even more shocking to find a pi-eat many who h.ve nevei
rend a novel or who are unable to writc.a cpberent peragraoll-- .

sometimes because they have never been expected to!

Ue currently are expericriceing scrioits shortage of
mathematicians, natural scientists z:nd engineers in this
country: It will inevitably worsen in the 'mid 80's since
educational time constants prevent any quick fix.

Let me illustrate with a few concrete numbers dsserblej by
Lee Giodzins for physics and astiwoomy; eery similar staatisti..,:.
can be assembled for chemi.stry and enginee,rirg..

v1406,

The number of Ph.D's.awarded in 1980, in physics and
astropemi as 985--almcst identicaLto the, nwlber in
1965 and only 57% of the 17/0 Iwcr.lee in 1971.

The num-cer of Plr.D's employod iv 0-1.1.7. z-rrur,11r

practid!,pltysics in,1977 was 18,090.;'virtoatly the sam.e
as in 19C8 and'down by 10% froM the970 peak.period.

During the 1979-1V 80 academic yeaOhe namber of.foroie,n .
studenis enrolled in U.S. colleges ,ird nniveisities rose,

to a record level of 786,h30--more than 8 times the
number enrolled in 195455. Some 5'5% of the pre'sent
foieign students aile enrolled in scicncifie and

.te*ehnicol fields; almost half of _thew arc in engineering.

Of the 2379 Ph.D's awarded in enginvering in 1980, 49%
were to foreign citizens. The fraction of foreign
citizens receiving Ph.D degrees in xillysics has, increased
from 14.3% in the early 1960's to 24.4% in 1980 (99d to
an extrapolated 28730% in the late 1980°s; comparaWle
comparable figures for chemistry are 12.1%, 2f.% and
23-27% respectively; and for engineering 21.4Z, 49% and
50-60% respectively).

At a,time when we are just beginning to see an increase
(11:5% in the number of graduates in 1980--the firai increase
since 1970) in the fraction of U.S. high school graduates
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errtering and graddv_ing trom engineering schools we'see a.much

stronger Pxodus of engineering faculty to th y! private sector.
Similar :rends arc appatent in college and university mathe-
matics and nntur:0 sdiA_nce departments--and in high school

science depctt.ment.o.

With induslriatsalaries twice those in higher education
and often thle,9 times Mose now bting offered in4high schools,i,

.
we cannot be surprised lo see them accepted. Nor can we goes-

tign the private sector need for $uch persons. It has 'never

been greater.

But as I have emphasized elsewhere, we really are eating

our seed corn. Infomation on the cnrolding extent of this
depletion ha s. been acquired in recent sutveys by the National

Science leachers Association. They found that drastically fewer

persons are now being prepared to Leach math and science

compared with ten years ego: a 64% dezline,for science' teachers

and a 787 derline tor math teachers. Of those who'prepare to

Iteach science and math, the number who actuallytseek teaching
jobs has declived even more; a decline over the past ten year of

74% for science and an decline of LW- for math. These findings

--as a leading indi-ator of ymat, lies nhead--have-stunned many

observers. t '

'The time has come when the academic nAd private sectors
must recogn4e ana address more ditectly their interdependence.

shall return to this below but on a more,positive note, I
am happy.lto report that there have been redent encouraging

developments. n'

As group of Pittsburgh companies has set up a $750,000
fund to provide, maong other thi0s, computer services
to the city's junior and senior high schools.

Exxon has made n grant of $150,000 to Florida State
University specifically to slow the brain drain'of young
faculty to indu$try and a substantially larger one to

MIT for the same purpose.

Phillips Petroleum has made a contribution of 6 million
dollars, to be administered by AAAS, and used for
.improving sq.eondary school education.in mathematics.

IBM reports that. over the past five years it has
contributed 23 million dollars for programs, faculty and
equipment in science, mathematics dnd engtnecring
departments acrocs the Nation.
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%Companies such as Hewlett-Packard and Intel have
veloped programs that annually contribute millions

sf ollars of equipment to.c,olleges and _universities
throughout the nation, and

Johnaon Ad Johnson has teen Ov.I.,r sponsorship of the
110VA science program on public tdTEVision.

* We can hupe that theae Lorsporate initiatiltei will be widely
rec'ognized and paralleled.

4 Turning to another area, faced with vely real personnel
shortages we still do e Miserable iob of attracting women and
minority group members into mathematics, science and engi-
neering. Current statistics suggest that we nre making progress
toward increasing the participation of women in science and P

engineet7ngalthough not in mathemntics. Doctoral awards to
women in science and engineering have, increased froW7% in 1965
to 23Z in 1980 but women still hp;ie higher unemployment rates
and lower snlaries than men in all fields.

The situatiun regarding minorities is much bleaker and
indeed we aOpear cp haVe regressA. The number in scienc..,
mathematics and cnginecring is significantly lower than it vas
10 year,: ago-. ln physical sciences, life sciences and mathe-
matics, for exampla, the fraction of total Ph.D's,awarded to
Blacks has decrensed by almost a factor of 2--from 2.9% in 1973
to 1.71% in 1980. In 1980) hmelican Indians, Blacks, Puerto
Ricans Mexican Americans received 0.3%, 2.1% and 0.27 of the
dotto tes, respeetively, in science and engineering; of these
well eve 50% are ir the social sciences.

We are WtIng talent here for which the Nation has urgent
need. I am coeed, however, that the heart of the problem
remains in the seconanry school and that we cannot realistically
expect much improvemtnt until we can make substantial
changes at this level.

'Nmp

I have already mentioned IIV,aerious problem regarding
teaching and, laboratory instrumentation at the hrgb sLhooj
level. The college nnd university sit tion, is if anything,
worse and is rapidly npproaching a Otiooa -scandal. ln field
after fipld, L,tipposedly reptesentWg high teennology frontiers,
we are educat,ine students with instrumentation treqnently twenty
and more years oldinstrumentation of another age and genera-
tion. Little wonder that we,all too often fail to attract or
hold our students' interest!
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This instrumentation question is serious for all physical.
.

sciences; it ig particularly serious in engineering where

'
graduates ofteven our best known en&ineering schools are

confr...mted vith entirely new and unfamiliar instrumentatioA on

their fj.rst jobs and require substantial additional private

sector investments in retraining and familiarization.

One of my major worries, in the interface,vith education,

howerer, is that we may have learned Coo litle froM reCent,

history. In 1962, the Gilliland Panel of PSAC, responding to a

widespread perception of impending shortages of personnel for -

the Nation's space and military programs recomended a crash

,program of support for students and for univ,?.rsities. Univer-

sities responded drithusiastically--in retrospect, much too

enthusiastically--so that the 1970 manpower goals were aciTieyed

in 1967 and, not surprisingly., the crash program lies terminated.

h abrupt changes--both positive and, negative--applied to any

tight4y-coupled'system having several similar time cons%ants,

will, as,any engineer or phy<icist will recognize immediatley,

cause' the system to oscillate. As oscillate it has. The Iaige

number of students educated in J960'4 via the crash program had

difficulties finding employment once the prozramvas terminated.

Media reports.of tliese ditfic.talies--frequenity exaggerated--

influonced a new generation qf students away from sciPnce and

engineering.with our present shortage as a consequenc.e.

ObvioUsly this is an oversimplified scoaario--but it

emphasizes a characteristic of our sytem that has catwed untold

wastage, hardship'and heartache among some of our most talented

young people, thoe for whom the country has the greatest need.

Why am I worrigd? Because fsense pressures for measures

that can begin a new oscillatory cycle in response to our

current shortages of el-ained manpower. Obviously we must take

steps to meet andltorrect these shortages; new support for

people, programs and instrumentation is badly needed but'we

should not'mount a new crash program designed to produce large,

shott-term outputs. Rather, we 4hoold concentrate on long-term

improvemcntsq education which will attract adequate number of

our best apd br"ghtest. . ,

1

Finally, a a vital policy question, I think that is is'

terribly important for us tb bear down on the /bestion of

federak support of science educatidn. I think the Congress

acted wisety,yhen it amended the NSF organic act:in"1972 to

itipulate that the NSF should "initiate and suppor.t basic

1 32 7
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scientific rt'sejr.h and pCegiams to streN;t: en se-ientifio;?

research potential'and seu.rua_....ivieAtei'orr ozramir at ali
levels . . .11 (eilphEi'S11-d).

,

It is dot very realistic to expect each State to,"reinvent
the scientific,and technolegical wheel." Also, budget pressures
will operate agaiut them stavilla ourrent with the latest
advances on an ind:vidual_b.:sis. I tlink it is important to
note Eliot the 1:',1 has never "dietated" to schools what they
should teach,; ra taw r the ir put po:-a .1t.s bean to set ve as a
resoulLe fut lhe l'tates aad individual school districts to use

. material as they see fit in local edueotional programs.

On the other hand, I 4o" not wish to be in the position of I

defenaing, each and every elmentof previous NSF science
.

education progr..ims. And given the Admi,,istration1s agreement
that there are serious problems and given its expressed

.

'willingness to .onsi.der various after!. lives, it would seem that
an urgent priority for you would be to seek the forging of an
acceptably science and engiaeering edncation policy--not only
for the NSF but also tot-the Federal'Government.

Two specific areas are of spezial ^onrern to me. Firsr,
time and time :wain as I've talhed with secondary school scien,.e
and.mathematics teachers *in Oiffeient poits cf,t.he country.,1
hal/lb been iratessd by the degLw to which they have ielied or
NSF-supported srrier propas to, leep them in toach with their
professional fi1.1a. These teachers have expressed their deep
feelings of dismay and sense of loss at the demise of these
programs following cutbacks in NSF support. These programs arc
particularly im?ortac,t for our very best setondary school
teachers. They are important to the Nation. And I believe that
they Should not only be reestablished, but krengtheneti. They
ate an immensely cost effective investment in our youth.

Second, I have long regretted that for many reasons, the
progcars foi pre- a0d post-doctoral fellowshipu gheed on com-
petitive excellene have dwindled as other programs fostering
greater equi"ty of op ortunity have grown. Important andEl
essential as these.la ter continue to hc, we should not forget
that to a remarkably isproportionate &glee our future restin
thy hands of our most abl_e youth in all parts of the country mud
from all elements of our society.

Programs for competitive fello.4ships 11-ave identified,
epcouraged, dhd supported' such persons, particularly in areas of
_perceived natiooal need. These plogram-; se& to be one of ouo
most obvious investments. I have been two.oraged by the support

that has been wade avsilable in this area by NSF. Put che .

suppot level's l,avi br, far itos coamzenrate with the national
important:, of Ova,' proz1LNs 0) with Lac eeriousness o; the
problems, we face in 44trectio, and rotainine, adequate nimfbers of
the Very best yOtlog people in sciJnIce, mathematics and
41engineering. Maier oxponsion of kxisting programs here would
also, I believe, Mr. Chairzman, reptIZ'sent cn exceedingly cost
effecrive,,investmert.
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Im,)act on the Scientific and Tochnical Communities'

of bncertainty_and Bijt Revisions ..

and

Stability in the R&D Planning and Budget'Process

Turning now to the final questions*you asked,'I have chosen

to combine the.a. I wfll begin with a clearly obvipussstatement:,

scibnce and rechnoiegy are inevitably coefiitionad and shaped by

the society in 'ulich they ate imbedded. Therefore, to expect

immunity from the forces nnd influences--and especially
political forres and it.fluences---at work in our society is

t not very realistic. Nor do I belie've that responsible scientists

and engineers ..e,:pect'such immunity, .

And i.f yot ask me about Presidents changing budgets, I

Can't say that.I like. the uncertainty all that much; however, I .

also h.dveit,p acknowledge it ts a way of life, Presidents Nixon,

Ford, Carter ./ere not too ilnclined to keep their predecessors

'budgetsand even made changes 3n their &tin.

Perhaps being too phi1osophic41 about this, but changes

in Administrations and political viewa inevitably bring uncer-

tainty, corfdsien and new pecrole, -Let me, hcwemer, make certain

nz.n2ral reml.rks auJut uncer6ainty,and variability in the support.

of scientific resarrch. Research groups, particularly the most

preducttve oncs, are exo.aordinarily fragile, their mcmher,s have

complementary c4emistries and interests and once disbanded they

can never be reassembled. Consequently, thete's always a

tendency in tines of uncertainty to protect the research group's

existence--in hope of better day--anct often without due

consideration of longer xange costs.

What are sone of these costsa Let me give only a few

exa 4Devefopment of new instrum9tntion, new devices, and
new techniques is.prequentlx an early casualty and an extia-

ordinari1y0cOstly one. , Thrs is,because such development luny
is our gateway t8 new frontiers and to a prodactive future.

The 1Tigh risk .study with low success probability and with the

potential of revolutionao, consequences, if it should pay off,

ic another early casualty. Uncertainty breeds short time

horizon's, limited expectations, and a tendency to "hunker down."

It also kills enthusiasm. In short, over any extended period,

uncertainty is inimical to. tile very fabric and structure of

research nnd it strikes in deadliest fashion against our

investment in the Nation's long-range futuid.

Most of all, this istrue in terms of human'resourcei:

already, a:4 I have noted, face serious shortages of trained
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personnel in many fields of s...ieuce and_engiteerfng. But nothing'
isoore discourcging tu promising yc.,un:!, minds thai-the spectre of
continuing uncertainty in our. re.carch opportunities and career
possibilities. Such uncertainty wakes coherent planning
particularly difficult----if not indeed 7impossible--for our
youngest, 'brightest, most imFrtant resourcts. They are all too
frequently lost. In today's-science and technology this is a
loss that we as a Nation can ill afro46.

And there is a domino effect: Di'scouraged and disenchanLed
young scholars send a-powerful messpe back to the secondary
schools--particularly to the most Ale,studenis--and many of the
students'who bight orherwise have entereJ the -important areas in
question are also lost.

There'is another,aspect of change that bears emphasis.
, After a period of growth, any field can more readily accommodate
leveling or even,declining support for,some limited time. This
is freouently a time of self-selection in which some of the
least excellent activities are weeded out; it is a time of
consolidation in which the fruits of the growth period ace
brought into,better perspective and integrated into the broader
world or science and technology. Currently, however, if I can
take physical sciences and matheMatics-the areas with' which I
happen.to be most familiar--as examples', we find ourselves at the
end of more than a decade of almost levgl dollar funding, a
decade Where inflation has taken a,heavY toll on our capacity to
do research an4 to train new scholars. A brutal weeding process
has already occurrled and further redUctions are net pruning
away the less than excellent. By any measnre they are cutting
directly into our national excellence itself. This too, we WV
simply cannot allow to happen.

Let me deal with a last facet of stability and change.
Over,the past four decades and more we have evolved a complex
mix of university facilities, national laboratories and indus-
triat research organizations that has served us well. Some of
these have more effective internal renewal mechanisms than
others and have been more able to respond to changes in mission
objectives thd public expectations.e, I b,elieve that lacking
adequate renewal and redirection mechanisms, some areas of our-
national research capacity are seriouslY underutilized, at a

s time when we arc very much in need of moire, and better,
research.

7."

We have never found it necessary toirationalize our present
qix qi researc.h facilities and institutions; they grew in
response to local and immediate needs. When resources are in

- I
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critical supoly, whea new and urg,nt iemands fol both research

c,d arP belez, main on tht gystea, how;ver1
that the turn: has come for us to undertake thi, rationalization,

to re()Ianir,-! tr-,tio,A research enterprise in the lignt of

pre;e4t and fut ire needsw- Fran% Press,'Prs.-sident of thettil A..;ad,ry of Scicncts and f;cience Advisvr in the Cartcr

aommnted on this pornt 'a few nonths a7o:

"...(thP se.;entific community) may also d;tcct its
ztt,:ntion in.,art,,ofttri,,g to rc-,.xwaine the nacional

research enterpr:ise--including academie research, naLicilial

lahoratoriPs, andjadustrial research--to lesrn whcth:r del

inctitutional relationships and other.structural cLani;c:-

can preserve our scientific str,ngths iO a period of

financial stringency. All settioes of thy scientific
comunity,must be prepared to set aside thc shibboleth!, of

ill:: vast and perhaps propose new nodes of research ju.lt AS

efftcti,.e yet less costly..."

Whale acknowl'edging the need for continuing.renewal z114.

sapp)rt;_ng the call for -a reexamination of our scientific and

te:hnolog,cal enterprise,'I cannot emphasize too strongly what

m:_7. appear to be a rather:confliatin;,, cautionary note. Thi-,

not.: feenses oa all chaneeS that na, cmerga: all:nges in on.

desircd rates ot manpowr production; changes our miA of

s,rcr.tific institwcions--or indeed of ccience; changes In eu.:

ruplort level; srd changes in our-gwort institutions."
There are natural time constant.- associaza6 with the

ent.,rprise and .ct- distinct element!.. A Ph.D. program requires

4-5 years; a major,nvw facility may require 5-10 years for it.fi

realaz.t ion; a new:116periment may.require several years from

conception to cempletion. Changeseither up or down--thar do

.
not recognize thcse time constants can ba a waste of both

resources and trlent 4n addition te being actually counter-

productive. I would urge, Mr. Chairman, that whatever changes

Lay emerge fsrom.yo..r considerations ohd those of tire Adminit-

tration be made gradually so that the systems involved can

tAadjust with minimum damage.

Fortbetter or worse, science and scientists are committed

and involved with the government; they are integral to the major

missions of virtually every agency The major issue, today, is

not wnether to become igiolved as it was 50 years ago, but bow

best can scli-ence he employe'd for the well-being ond security of

our nation/
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Science and Society and Stresses Other Than Budgets

A; I observell e1ier, piience and technology are
in?v1tab1y conditioned by the society in which th-dy are
o,nbed1dcd. There has been much,tallc in decent years in this
coutrv of iampant anti-science sentiment. I do not believe
tbat this exists but, on the other hand, -there is widespread
,fat:-tet_hnologv sentiment and, unfortunately, a very large
troction of our public is u.able to distinguish between the two.

' I have already: toa.r.hed on'the.questioa of improving science
_ teaching, and ttot-; science literacy, ;_n forthcoming high.school
- gradting classe,s. tut this is clezily not enough. Otir

present adult pcpnlation can no longzx be diiectly affected by
changes in our hi-e,h school systems.

Tlwre is evidence to suggest that a very signifiant
fraction of these adults have a reol hungerfor accessible,
authuritativ inf.rrnation about science and. technology. There
h* teen an explosion ol new popular magazines--Science'82,
Discover, Next, Science QuestScience Digest, Technology, and

other,directed to this market; the succes4 of the NOVA and
COS!IOSItelevisios. series provides additioual evIdence.

lne science and technclogy community in this country has
a very real respn'sihiiity to respond to this public interest,
p,ItLly in accourting for support received, partly because its
r-mbers want to Tilk' and write about What thcy are doing, and
partly because .i: is in the be.st interests of the science and
Ceclnology commun1ty to fbster public awareness of science and
technology.

, This raiges, again, Bob Giamo's gnestior of the U.S. con-
stituency for science and technology. Although rarely stated
overtly, for several decades following World Warr I, public
support for science vas tied, :consciously or unconsciously, to
national security and defense. In part, this was a holdover
from the war years themselves. During the late B60's, in the
shadows of the Vietnam conflict and.with burgeoning anti-
technology sentiment, this rinkage became increasingly
precarious and suspect.

p

4

On,November 7, 1973, in a television address o the Nation,
Prel.ident'Nixon attempted to Spilt major supportjor science aud
technology to the quest for energy self-sufficiency. He called
for energy independence by 1980 via a major national commitment,
"in kIlltspiAt of Apollo, with the determination of the
Manhattan Project," As part of this commitment he callea
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4the creation of,n Energy Research and Development

Administration (ERDA).4
-r

As we all know, CRDA came and has gone; its successor

agency, the Department of Energy came and.now it, too, may be

goingalthough our energy problems certainly haze not gone.
Energy, it seems, is not the star to which our science and

teclanology wagon:should be hitched.

I am convinced thIt the.ultimate answer must lie in an

Informed, interested public prepared.to understandat least in

outlIne--and support seience and technology on their own merits

and in recognition of the vital role they play in almost all

pects of contemporary lifeenetwy, health care, environment::

Cpmmerce, trade, national security and international affairs, to

list only a.few.

Ifl) this is tO happen, it requires a major commitment by

members of the science and technologY community to improving

adult scientific literacy. It is not enough to leave the task

to the tiny group of professional science writers, able as many

,
of them ate, ta Carl Sagan and others who have learned to use

television j days captivating to a general publid. Imprving

publi, und,trstanding of science is one of the stated goals of

AAAS, dnd one toward which we are waking fignificant progress,

but we-haye not-, as:yet, found the necessary,mechanimsids to

mobilize 411 oar members ascatalysts in this important mission.

In working toward this goat of beter public understanding

of science and technology, it is well to bear'in mind that a

mui:h deeper question is involved. Can science and technology be''

permitted to go their own way--to follow their internal
logic--in isolation from the societies N which they are
embedded, or mustt some system of independent value iudgmcnts be

made first by tliose societies forming a fram6ork within science

and technoly,gyrMust function? k*
h

444.,

We are closer to this situation tban,you may think.

Remember that the Cambridge, MasSachusetts, City Council, by

democratic vote, prevnted any.research on recombinant DNA at

Harvard for alme:.,t a yearalthough there is substantial

question as to whether any member of that Counoil had any real

idea of what thee vote implied--or that by voting as the Council

did it-might well delay a possible cure for cancer much more
probably,sthan unleash,any danger whatever on.the cilizens of

Cambridge. But, inc;',Insingly, the public is demanding to he

'bgard in decisions which even now are entirely internal to

science-and technology.
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A related luestion, increasiagly being posed, is whether

scientists hwie spe'Cial responsibilities hy,virtue of being
sLientists. After all, lawyers are officers of the court,
physicians and engineers must adhere to standards set by their
peers. Are there collisions between such notions of respon-
sibility and the traditional noons of scientific freedom?

I find it convenient he're to return to ny earlier dichotomy
between natural philosophy and mastery of nature. In the

former, the pursuit of knowledge, because I believe deiply that
none of us are wise enough to even gucs the future uses Tor new
knowledge. I believe equally deeply thet,there should be no .

artificial limitations or boundarie. Ultimately, I cannot
believe that ignorance is ever preferable to understanding.

But at the same time, as in the examples I have just '
listed, when xie turn to the utilizatipn of knowledge, either old
ur new, I am copvinced that ,there must be adherence to generally
acepted standards and limitations. Eut / am nat convinced that
scientists and engineers are wise enough to establish these
standards and limitations in sptendid isolation and by peek,/
agreem,,nt. Input is essential from those outside our guilds.

Let me consider only three examples from among the many
prossing,problens--facing us nationally and internationally
today-,-that may illustrate this point.

o Human'population growth is the most doadly spectre
looming over us today, And its control one of our
greattst challenges. In 1950, we had 2.5 billion people
on this small planet; in 1981, we have'4 billion, and in
1990 ow- best estimates suggest 6 billion. This

exponential growth--but our public is programmed to
think in only linear terms. Crucial human values are
invo,lved'here; in the last analysis, we are balancing
freedom to reproduee against the quality of subsequent
lifeif not,_indeed, against that life, itselfin
those areas of the world,where starvation is a constant
threat. The technology is in handalthough it needs
improvementto turn off human fertility unless an 1
antidote is taken. 1 sec no other solution ahead, but I
also sec enormoUs social and political problems in
implementing any such solution.

I have mentionedAhe energy problem as crucial. Here,

again, we know the technology that would give us
essentially unlimited energy--but none of the current
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technologies, coal,'nuclear, solar, will provide the

energy neAssary for maintenance of anythipg beyond

rural lifestyle for much of the planet unlc< ftesent

societal values caa be changdd to permit their more

effective implementation.

o Health care delivery is another area of growing stress.

With rapidly improving tephnology, as long as we'are

prepared to pay the cost, we can keep peoplewho only a

few years ago would have died earlyalive almost for

their ull, and growing, span of years. Dialysis, '

requi .d regularly after kidney failure, is a ease in

point. Right nm6 we;in the U.S. have the technology.
Right now? 0something like 100,000 Americans are on
regular dialysis--anetight now, we ace payins,about

$2.5 billion a year to support this program alone.

Where do we draw the line? As thins now stand, we

will, in the near future, find ourselves forced to tell

someone, "We are sorry butiowe can!t afford to keep you

',alive, even though we do haVe the technology."- Who will

make that decision? And on what basis? How do we

decide who gets the benefits of advancing medical

technology?

Genetic engineering raises other spectres, If and when

, it becomes possible to influence significantly the

characteristics of ones offspring, for example, should

the parents have complete freedom to make whatever

changes may appeal. to them? If not, what arc the

limits? And who decides? And on what bases?

In all of these'examples--and there are many more like

, them--examples that are normally presented as Problems for
0

science and technology--much of the technology and science is

already at hand. What we lack is agreement on the underlying

values and priorities--and adequate knowledge of the social,

behavioral, and economic consequences. 'All of us, humanists,

socaal scientists, natural scientisfs, are in tfiese problems

together. And the time When we face up to this ond get to wotk

is long.overdue.

Humanists, deeply involved in the study of mankind, are

well acquainted With the seamier sides of our nature, with our

shortcomings And failures. In ,consequence, if I may be

permitted a huge oversimplification, they tend to be pessimists.

Social scientists tend to be pragmatists, to take the world as

it comes and not get too extited about it., Recently, I took a

group of distinguished economists to lunch because I wanted au

3 3 5
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answer,to the deceptively s irple question, "What is our economy
, going to clp?" The answerentirely unanimooswas, "How the
hell hhould we know?--It's never behaved 'this way beforeld

Natural scientists tend to be optimists; they are inclined
4to be impatient to see if something, can be done; and inclined to

believe that it can, until proved otherwise.

These are alai caricatures, bet trtere is truth in each of
them. What we bnly need is e. fusion of al 1 of them. Not only
musC.we work together:and in so doing Learn to actually
communicate with one anotherbut -al so we must be mutual ly
cuppbrtive. In this past year, it has been of the greatest
importance that natural hc Lanti sts ned humanists were willing to
speak cult in dcfense of their social sc ience colleagues faced
with 'prqcipitous and unfirecedented funjing cuts. . There is a
ttc.ity ;to all science and technology that we will destroy or let
perish only at great peril.

And at a time of growing shortages of scientists and
engineers , cannot be comfortable with the fact that we have',.
failed so miserdbly to bring-more worten. and more minority group
rners intu thc forefrorq of our act: v tiet,. Our goal 11.11br be
that of s.t.pro.t.,ng excel le.n whercr we find i t; the ob,"ersc-
i... Clot in a tir,e of imited resource_ s and htgh c.ompeti t ion we
retu,t ne.ter be satisfied with leas thzirt Cxcellence...

let me in conclusion, ttr,. ChSirran, thank you and your
cunt .10105 on tht.., Commit tee,, on behal f o.f the MAS, for this ,

opportunity to oharc ii th you a nuohet of my concerns, as
attt rapt to forge a new partnership for the mort e frective grovt.h
an,1 use of U.S. science and technology in a time of budget
stres's.

Ca1 lT111 FOR !:"RRAM E \fF"itS:

Three .1.0 criterta merged' front our diNcus.tens and were refined
through apphLatk.n tu pro,,am cicn:tntt, In the varimo, subfield,.

Questioacit5ed to determine iwrpr,.< merit wcrc the followinc
444,

I o what extent is. the field ri n explerut tot/ I

2 ro %%hat tAtt.rd does the OW .a! ire's,. e!-1 to
tion% t:,,, ir ,Inw.cred, c'11',Y,bstonti proutp,c

;toy k n w
I+
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3 (a) To what extent Iles the had have the po....ati,1 of thscoseriag
nes(e fundamental bus of nature or of major extension of tEe ran;ze of
validity of known laws? g

(b) To what extent does he, field base thc potential of discovering
or desektping broad generalizatio , ef a fundamental nati.re that can
provide a solid foundation for ottac ,on- broad areas of mem?

4 TO what extent does the field attract the most able members of
the physics community at both professional and student,levels?

To assess extrinsic merit, we asked:

5 To what extent does the k1/41 contribute to progres§ in other
scientific disciplines.through transfer of its concepts or instrumentation?

6 To what extent does the field, ey drawing on adjaeeM arcas of
science for concepts, technologies, and approaches, provide a stimulus
for their enrichment?

7. To what extent does the field 6ntribute to The development of
technology?

8 To what extent does the field contribute to engineering, medicine,
or applied science and to the training of professionals in these fields?,

9. To syhat extent does the field contribute directly lo the solution
of major societal,problerns and to_the realization of societal goals?

lb. To what cxtcnt docs the l..l have immediate app/ications?

I 1. To what extent sloes the field contrIbute to national defense?

12. To what extent does activity in the field contribute to national
4,eprestige and to international cooperation?,

13. To what extent does activity in the field have, a direct ichpact
on broad. public education objectives?

Taken f ront Physics so Port-neetive, Vol tune 4. Physics Survey Cosmi tree,

National Research Ceurt. I Nacional Ae.ulmy sf Litsacert: Davhington, D. C.,
1972 Chapter 5, pp. 400-CD1.

Questions, to establish structured criteria were:

14. (a) To what extent is major new mstrumentation required for

progress in the field?
(b) lb what extent is support of the field, beyond the current levq,

urgently re4uired to maintain viability or to ob:ain a proper scientific return

on major capital investments?

15. To what extent has ,. the resourecs in the field been utilized

effectively?

16. To what extent is the skilled and dedicnted nianpowcr neces.ary

for thc propihed programs available in the field?

17. To what cxtcnt is there a balance between the present and en.

itisaged detruind for persons traineo in the ,field and the current rate of

productioa of such manpower?

18. To what extent :s maintenance of the field essential to the continued

health of the scientific rimip!ine et which it is a pa: t?

3:3 7
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Mr. FUQUA hank you very much, Dr. Bromley, for a very fine
statement. Ydi may remain at the table if yliu like. -

Our next w ness will be Dr. Robert W. Parry, president of the
American Che ical Society. We are very happy to have you join us
today. ,

STATEMENTS OF DR. ROBERT W. PARRY, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
CHEMICAL SOCIETY AND PROFESSOR OF _CHEMISTRY; UNIVER-
SITY OF UTAH, SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH; AND DR. FRED BASOLO,
MOBRISON PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY AT NORTHWESTERN,
UNIVERSITY, EVANSTON, ILL; AND PRESIDENT-ELECT OF THE
AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY

Dr. PARRY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.:
The CHAIRMAN. Also, if you wish to make your statement part of

the record and summarize, you may.
Dr. PARRY. This will be a summary of the-statement submitted

for the record.
Mr. Chairman, members of the committee,, the American Chemi-

cal Society welcomes this opportunity to present views on U.S. Sci-,
ence and Technology Under Budget Stress.

We hope that the society's comments will be of value inyour de-
liberations. I appear before you today with the authoritation of the
board of directors of the American Chemical Society. Accompany-
ing me is Dr. Fred Basolo, Morrison professor of chemistry at
Northwestern University, and president-elect of the American
Chemical Society. -

In earlier testimonies given to this committee by Drs. Tteyworth;
Press, Stever, and Bromley, the case was made for science in gener-
al While many features unite the various scientific disciplines,
these disciplines also differ in their organizational patterns and in

lop-priority research needs.
For example, in.high-energy physics an accelerator may hold the

key to progres in astronomy, a large telescope may be central to
future advance ent. On the other hand, progress in chemistry
arises from a sigiificant number of small, but well-equipped labora:
tories.

Today, my rem rks will focus on the resethch needs in chemlcal
science. You may recognize many of the points in-Dr. Bromley's
testimony in my own. This was not planned. But, our analysis of
many of these issubs turns out to be very similar.

What drives the technological machine which serves society so
well? Most scientific disciplines, ranging from molecular biology to -

astronomy, make use of chemistry. It is central to a large part of
the Nation's health effort including the development of new thera-
peutic agents.

It is central to a very 'large segment of our industrial develop-
ment. Let me give you an example. In the history of crude oil, con-
version of crude oil to gasoline, an active catalyst was found which
Increased the gasoline yield dramatically. It is estiMated 200 mil-

.' lion barrels of crude oil are saVed each year as a result of this proc-
ess.

The potential for further discovery and *hnological advance-
ment in the chemical sciences is vast. Chemistry is poised as never
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before to enter a new, period of fruitful inquiry because of advances
in theory, discoveries in chemical synthesis, and the advent of new
classes of instrumentation.

What drives this technological machine which serves society so
well? Evely, technological advance had its origin in or was heavily
dependerit 4on ideas and experience emanating from basic re-
search laboratories.

One then wonders who has responsibility for the support of this
basic research effort. Drs. Keyworth, Press, and Stever, and also
Dr. Bromley, have all agreed the Federal Government must play a
central role in maintaining America's basic research. This is also
the view of the American Chemical Society.

According to the NSF series, Federal Funds for R. & D., total
Federal fundim for basic research in chemistry was $290 Million in
1981. The Department of,Energy and National Science Foundation
provide half of all the Federal funds for basic chemical research.

While, NSF supports only about 10 percent of the total basic
work in chemistry nationwide, it funds 33 percent of that, done in
universities. What other sources of support exist for basic research
in chemistry? This is of particular concern while we are talking
about what other alternatives we might have.

A few private foundations with limited resources are active in
funding this research. For example, following World War H, re-
sources from six major petroleum companies were used to establish
the petroleum research fund, a charitable scientific and education-
al trust.

. The American Chemical Society administers the distribution of
income frOm pis trust fund to, support advanced scientific-educa-
tion and funclamental research in the petroleum field. I might
point. out ,that most of these-funds support chemical research at
tiniversities.

In 1982, about $7 million will be distributed, hi-recent years, the
society has been exploring the possibility of Creating another pri-
vate fund patterned after the petroleum research fund for the sup-
port of basic ,chemical research. This point 1 think is very signifi-
cant.

To date, results have been very discouraging; industrial leaders
generally have not been supportive of such an effort.

Still, the chemical industry has a long historY of supporting basic
chemical research in universities through special grants, fellow-
ships, or cooperative research projects.

We note, however, the extent of such support is relatively small.
According to a survey conducted by the newly formed Council' for
Chemical Research, chemistry departments received an estimated
$14 million, and chemical engineering departments $12 million
This level of support for chemistry, when`added to the $7 million
from the petroleum research fund, is small compared t6 Federal ex-
penditures of $290 million for basic chemical research, over half of
which goes into academic research.

In our judgment, the responsibility for the support of basic re-
search in chemistry lies clearly with the Federal Government.
There absolutely is no-indication that the industrial community
can or will shoulder any significant increased proportion of the
burden for funding basic chemical research in universities.
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t, A funding policy based on such an assumption is unrealistic. Is it
4 too early to assess the impact on, chemistry of the R. & D. tax

credit provisions' and the increased deduction for instrument dona-
tions enacted last year as part of the Economic Recovery Tax (Act.
It is hoped that the credit truly is an additional incentive to indus-
try to increase their support for research overall.

The American Chemical Society agrees with Drs. Press, Stever,
and Keyworth that when resources are limited, a sound approach
is to fund only the best proposals. Merit of each individual proposal
should be the basis of the funding decision.

In recent years, pe'er review has been the basis for proposal selec-
tion In our opinion, the tystem has worked well. The quality of
basic research supported by most agencies has been yery high.

At present, the NSF chemistey division is funding only oout of'
five proposals it receives from first-time applicants. To-ObjeCtively
identify the best proposal out of these five without expecting some
differences in evaluation is unrealistic. No known evaluation
system can meet such a challenge 100 percent of the time because
a component of subjective value judgment is involved in proposal
evaluation.

There is currently little evidence to suggest that additional sav-
ings can be gained without Scientific loss: This is supported by the
findings of seven specially appointed panels that reviewed the oper-
ation of the chemistry division at NSF. Without exception, the
panels praised the way the chemistry division insures that only
high-quality researcb is funded.

Another effort to evaluate Federal basic research programs is
currently underway. i. panel ha's just completed the evaluation of
the basic energy science programs of the Department of Energy.
Dr. Bromley and I both serve on that panel.

As a member of the- panel I can say that of the programs exam-
ined, we found very little evidence of poor or even second-rate sci-
ence.

On the contrary, there is evidence that the current limited basic
research budgets are seriously hampering desired scientific devel-
opment For example, the competitive nature of the selection proc-
ess is having a strong negative impact on young investigators who
are tomorrotv's scientists.

Those who are new to the system, who are just developing' a
reputation, and whose record of accomplishments ieL4i_piited, are
having a terrible time obtaining funding. In fact, our. observations
lead us to believe tliat the country's basic research effort is under-
funded and real benefits wohld flow in the years ihead from an in-
crease in the funding available for this enterprise.

Increased DOD support of basic research in universities and in-
dustrial laboratories would help remedy some of this underfunding
situation.

Selecting basic research projects which will. pay off is a tricky
business. In fact, it would be far easier to select the Super Bowl
winner at the beginning of the football season. In our case, we -un-
derstand the nature of the contest, but the schedule is mostly unde-
fined; we do not know ahead of time what we might run into. Fur-
thermore, our strategy and execution are hampered when the rules
are changed without notice.
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So, far, our best course of action seems to be to give a large
number of bright, innovative investigators a chance to ask mature
questions in many areas. From the artSwers, we expect to realize
progress. We agree.with Drs. Stever. and Press that the country
would profif greatly from an increased effort in basic research,

...both 'industrial and academic.
ICis important that the Federal Government view support of

basic research in terms of supporting the research system in Ats to-
tality. Three other' issues deserve comment in this regard. They
are 1 continuity of research support; (2) condition of instrunienta-
tion in our 'unive_rsity laboratories; aq4 (3) manpower problems
which we see for the future of chemistiland America.

At present, one of the most serious problems in the administra-
tion of the country's basic research effort at all levels relates to
sudden budget cuts and withdrawal of funds. The American Chemi-
cal Society enters a strong appeal for increased stabilitin the
funding process. The Nation should make a long:term commitment '

consistentwith its long-term scientific and economic goals.
Lacking definite suggestions for long-term solutions to the stabil-

ity-of-funding problem, the society joins those in the scientific com-
munity and the Congress who urge that the pPoblem be carefully
examined. The American Chejnical Society would welcOme the Op-
portunity to explore with appropriate Government officials possible
solutions to this problem.

One additional problem whIch concerns the American Chemical
Society is the reported inability of U.S. colleges and universities to
provide the instruments and equipment necessary for student in-
struction and the performance of research by faculty and star-

The consequences can be severe when new instrumentation or
equipment cannot be obtained, or when obtained, cannot be main-
tained properly. A number of surveys, including one by the ACS,
are underway in the area of scientific 1/4,instrumentation. Attention
will be given in the ACS survey to the wisdom of using funds origi-
nally intended for research projects to provide research instrument
tation.

All.theseAssuesr.especially funding, warn of a problem we believe
lies ahead. Will the United States have an adequate number of,
chemical professionals to operate the chemical enterprise in the
next 5 years? We believe there is cause for concern, Already there
is a very serious shortage of Ph. D. analytical chemists and chemi-
cal engineers. This problem is so severe that a chemical industry
panel is investigating Ar options as a profession Survey data indi-
cate that the shortage of professionals will get worse before it im-
proves, and that it will soon involve all branates of chemistry,, not
jdst analytical chemistry and chemical engineering,

jn 1970, the United States produced 2,235 Ph. D.'s in chemistrk
That was our high watermark, 2,235; since then there has been a
steady downturn. In 1980, the country produced 1,538 Ph. D.'s in
chemistry. By way of comparison, 1,594 Ph. D. chemists gradualed
in 1966, so in 1980, we are below 1966. And the.supply in 1966 was
judged inadequate for tbe Nation's needs.

To further complicate bur current problem, a sizable fraction, 22
percent, of tile 1,538 Ph. D.'s produced in 1980 was composed of for-

e
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ign nationals, most of° whom will not be avajlable for the U.S.
labor force because of immigration laws.

Furfher, the number of U.S. citizens reaching the age of 18 will.
le declining over the next 10-year period from 4.2 million in 1980
to 3 3 million in 1990, and these are firm numbers. And the inter-
est of high school graduates in science and mathematics is declin-
ing We have good reasons to be concerned over these facts.

Up to the present time, our presentation has not addressed the
question of possible savings in the R. & D. sector. We agree with
Drs Keyworth, Press, and Stever that applied research and devel-
opment are principally an activity for the priNate sector and will
be pursued by industry except in the special,cases of defense, space,
and nuclear technology. As Government moves out of applied re-
search, devylopment, and some demonstration activity, the funds
liberated might profitably be used to support basic research.

Our testimony contains a summarY which I will not read at this
time The contribution of the chemical sciences to the e'Conornic
growth and to an im'proved standard of living in the United States.
in the past decdes is well documented. the society appreciates
this opportunity to urge tilat: the knowledge base which has made
this progress possible be maintained in a healthy condition by ap-
propriate funding of, scientific research.

Thank you for thie opportunity to appear before you.
[The prepared statethent of Robert Parry followsd

PREpARED STATEMENT OF Da. ROBERT W. PARRY, PRESIDENT,.
AmERICAN CHEMICAL So ChiTY

mr Chairman and members of the House Committee on Science and Technology,
the American Chenucal Society welcomes this opportunity ti -esent Ito views on

science and technology under budget stress. We hope that tile Society's com-
ments will be of value in your deliberations. I appear befor,e you today with the au-
thorization of the Mord of Directors of the Aiberican Chemical,Society. Accompany-
ing me is Dr Fred Basuto, Morrison Professor of Chmistry at Northwestern Uni-
versity. and President-Elect of the Arverican Chemical Society.

In earlier testimomes given to this Committee by Drs. Keyworth, Press, Stever,
and Bromley, the case was made science in general While mahy features unite
the various scientific disciplines, these disciplines also differ in tbeir organizational_
patterns and in their top-priority research needs For example, in high-energy phys.'
ics an accelerator may hold the key to progress, in ascronomy, a huge telescope m4 L
be central to future advancement On the other hand, progress in chemistry arises .

from a significant number of small, but well-equipped laboratories. Tod 'ay, my re-
Marks will focus on the research needs in chemical science.

Our review uf testimony given by Drs. Keyworth, Press, Stever, and Bromley has
,indicated a number of areas of agreement. First, have commented positively on
the social benefits of research In this context, contributions made by cheinistry to
our national progress are most impressive. Everything in our physical wor,ld is
made of material that lends itself to transformation, substitution, and pt,rvation.-4,
These activities are4camed out thMugh chemical science and technology7lIost syl-
entific discipliiws, ranging from rnolecular biology lo astronomy, make use o'f chem-
istry A large number af industries practice chemistry in 4he manufacture of their
products The routine analytical sciences .vhich support th nation's health efforts
use chemistry In particular. medical testing and moMtoring of food quality rely on
methodology and instrumentation developed by chemistt Even forensic investiga-
tions in pohce work depend on chemistry Chemistry i nqw helping to identify and
solve the problems associated with proper disposal of wastes of all types. Chemistry
is truly the "central science."

Chemistry., as a tec"-igical area, is directly responsible for at least 6 percent of
-the gross national product In addition, chemistry plays a supporting role in food
production and a crucial role in our- energy technology These areas alone account
for over 30 percent cif the gross national product The foregoing facts emphasize the
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importance and d'iversity of i,heinistry in our economy. Other specific examples are
of interest Basic researdi tn photochemistry, physical chemistry,.and solid state
chemistry contributed to the development of the silicon integrated circuit and to the
development of optical fibers- Both developments resulted in startling changes in
the communication incluttry. In the history of crude oil refining, the discovery of a
catalytic method fur crticking petroleum to produce gasoline increased the gasoline
teld to Mt pereent, as cdmpared to a 50-percent yield of the 'raw crude oil processed

using previous methods It is estimated that 200 million barrels of crude oil are
saved each year through catalytic cracking,

The potential opportunities tor further discovery tand application in the chemical
sciences are vast Chemistry is poise4 as never before,to enter a new period of fruit-
ful inquiry because of advances in theory. discoveries in syiithetic chemistry, and
the advent ofiiew classes of instrumentation

Underlying many aLhievementsi promised for the future is our improved abilMon
chemical synthesis. We cammow prepare molecules that, had been thought too com-
phcated to make just a few years ago. We can even make molecules that had been '
considered incapable of existence. Much more progress is to come Major advances
are foreseen in the design and synthesis of macromolecules for ever more demand-
ing applications ,For exam*, on the horizon we may see the ultimate in computer
microminiaturization The "molecular computer" as its name implies, will use mol-
ecules for information storage. These molecules are being designed with the help of
synthetic and surface chemists. Switching may even be accomplished through rota-
hoe about a chelincal bond Othef further goals include designing materials appro-
priate tor the fabrication Of artificial organs and for the delivery of drugs to target
organs or to pa.Zhological cells. i,

What drives \this technological machine which serves society so WeI19 Evvry tech-
nological adt'ance had its origin in or was heavily dependent upori ideas and experi-
encl. emanating from basic research laboratories. One then wonders who has the re-
sponsibility flr the support. of this basic research effort,9 Drs Keyworth, Press,
Stever, and BromlZy all agree that the federal governmenrraust plpy a central role
in maintaining America's basic research, and that is.also the view of the American
Chemical Society

According to the NSF series "Federal Funds for *Research and Development,"
total toderal funding.of basic chenneaf research was $290 million in 1981 Six feder-
al agencres are the major sources of funds for such research in chemistry- the Na-
tional Science Foundation, Department of Energy, Department of Defense, Depart-
ment of Agriculture, Environmental Protection Agency, and National Institutes of
Health DOE and NSF provide half of all the federal funds for basic chemical re-
search While baste research supported by mission agencies certainly adds to the
store of chernical knbwledge, that-basic research is not likely to exploit opportuni-
ties whiCh exist outside the missons of these agencies. Thus, the National Science'
Foundation s support of basic chemical research is extremely important to the ad-
vancement of the science un all fronts, because NSF tries to ensure that opportuni-
ties in basic research not explored by the mission ,agencies are met through NSF
programS-4,;, .

NSF cafsupport the . bold idea, the fresh intuition, and the oui-of-fashion field
lioni which may spring the next major research and technology endeavor Support
of NSF Is probably one of our better, long-term uses of federal resources While the
National &awe Foundation accounts for only about 10 percent of the total basic
work in chemistry nationwade, it flinds 33 percent of all the university basic re-
search in chemistry. Thus, the vitality of the research base.residing in our academic
Institutiong depends heavily upon NSF.

According to NSF statistics. in the ,1970s support for basic chemical research
from all sources, federal and.,non-federat varied little tn constant dotlars The feder-.
al share fluctuated' areund -Irrettrent while industry's share fluctuated around 50
percent This later pool deserves comment, Corporate research, even when lahsked
basic research. Is almost always structhred to the near-term'needs of business, and
looks for a return on investment in.a reasonable time period Thus, industrial re-
search complements, but is certainly no substitute for federal efforts to advance the
science of cheInistry on all fronts

What othePsources uf support exist for basic research in chemistry9 A few private
foundations with limited resources are'active in funding this research Following
World War II, resources from SIX riltijor petroleuni companies were used to establish
the Petwleum Research Fund, a charitable scientific find edueational trust The
American Chernical Society administers the distribution' of income from this trust
fund to support advanced scientific education and fundamental research in the "pe-
.troleuni field, A good portion uf these funds supporti chemistryAresearch at univer-

,
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sides In 1(.02 about r million will be distributed. In recent years, the Society has
been exploring the possibility of ..reating another private fund patterned after the
Petroleum Research Fund for t e support for basic chemical research. To date, re-
sults have been very discouragi , in ustrial leaders generally have not been sup-
portive of such an effort,

The chemical industry has a Ion history of supportingbasic chemical research in
universities through special grants, lowships, opcqoperative research projects We
note, however, the extent of such sup is relatively small, There is an effort afoot
to improve the situation The Council Chemical Research oNas officially orga-
nized last year to encourage increased in II try support of university research in.

chemistry and chemical engineering, and to . pond overall mteraction in other
areas of common interest The Council conducted a survey to determine the amount
of money industry contributes to university departments, of chemistry and chemical
engineering The Council found that in 1980, chemistry departments received an es-
timated $14 million, and chemical engineering departments $n million. This level
of support for chemistry, when added to the $7 million from the Petroleum Re-
search Fund, is small compared to federal expenditures of $290 million for basic
chemical research, over half of which goes into acadelnic research.
' In our judgment the responsibility for the support,of basic research in chemistry

hes clearly with tbe federal government There absolutely is no, indication that the
industrial community can or will shoulder any significant increased proportion of
the burden for funding basic chemical research in universities. A funding policy
based onsuch an assumption is unrealistic.

It is too early to a§sess the impact on chem try or the R&D tax credit provisions
and the increased deduction for instrument onations enacted last year as part of
the Economic Recovery Tax Act. It is hoped that the credit truly is an additional
incentive,to industry to increase their stimior for research overall.

It does seem, howeverfthat the incentive i not sufficiently attractive to cause the
chemical industry to assume a level of suPPort for basic research in universities
that is significant compared to the current cjirect federal effort.

As to stimulating ?n house R&D, Dr. Keyworth has Stated that the Administration
estimates American industry will increase its investment by $3 billion over the next
five years, largely in the area of appied research and development. We hope this
prediction is realized The increase wo Id substantially benefit the nation.

The funding pattern of the chemical industry's in-house R&D Ls even more prom-
ising Traditionally, the chemicals and allied products industries have invested

" heavily in R&D Most of these expenditures have been, financed with the companies'
internal funds In other industries such as aerospace, the federal government paid
for most of the R&D Thy Chemical & Engineering News annual R&D budget survey
of the largest basic chemical companies' kJanuary 18, 1982 issue) reveals an increase
'in R&D expenditures of 21 percent, from $1.85 billion in 1980 to $2.24 billion in
1981 A growth of 17 percent is expected from 1981 to 1982.

If we accept the premise that the federal government bears the major and almost
exclusive responsibility for support of basic research ih chemistry, and that science
policy must work within the constraints of economic policy as outlined by Dr.
Keyw,orih, we then must examine the nation's options for funding science. As Dr.
Keiworth noted, science is central to our problem-solving ability. To quote him.-

' Science is a critical factor in determining our ability and readiness to meet the
problems of the unforeseeable future No one can-tell at this time what all the prob-
lems of our suciety will be Bat we can be sure that many of them will be inextrica-
bly tied to science. and that our future,problem-solving capability wilht gelid on
the depth and breath of our scientific knowledge, particularly upon the type of
breakthrough that comes from basic research." , 1

The American Chemical Society agrees with Drs. Prdss, Stever and Keyworth that
when resources are limited, a sound approach is tti, fund nnly the best. Merit should
be the watchword, merit of each individual proposal sh'ould be the basis of the fund-
ing decision Imposing geographic or institutional constraints on agencies for award-
ing research grants is difficult to justify, particularly in tight budget years. In

' recent years peer review has been the/basis for proposal selection. In our opinion
the system haS worked well The quality of basic research supported by most agen-
ciesihas been very high,

At present, the NSF Chemistry Dkision is funding only one out of five proposals
it receives from first time applicants To objectively, ident6 the best proposal
among the top two out of these five proposals, wVout expecting some differences in
evaluation, presents a challenge MY known syst0h can yet meet A component of
subjective value judgment is involved There is currently little evidence that addi-
tional savings can be gained without scientific loss. Thid is supported by the findings
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of *v en specially ppiatited that re% iewed the ,operation of the Chemistry Di-
vision at NSF Without exception, the panels praised the way the Chemistry Divi-
sion ensures that only quality research is funded

Another effort to evaluate federal basic research programs is underway A panel
has just completed the evaluation of the Basic Energy Science Programs of the De-
partment of Energy As a member of the panel, I can say that of the programs ex-
anuned, we toilful very little evidence of poor or even second-rate science

Since the ACS agrees that the scientifk community has a responsibility ti join
with government to ensure the quality of the basic research to be supported, we
would be happy to assist gmernment agencies in the evaluation of chemistry pro-
grams This job would notbe an easy one The data from the NSF and DOE evalua-
tions mentioned previously suggest the no significant savings can be expected from
increased screening among projects in the basic chemical research area

On the contrary, there is Fvidence that the current limited basic research budgets
are seriously hampering desired scientific development For example, the competi-
tive nature of the selection process is having_ a strong negative impact on young in-
vestigators who are tomorrow's professors Those who are new to the system, who
are just developing a reputation, and whose record of accomplishments is limited,
are having a terrible time obtaining funding In some.cases, their inability to secure
funds has been tised as a basis for.denyingthem tenure Many are doing high qual-
it% work which could well lead to great scientific advances The ACS believes that
when ,young investigators lose funding, the country is the real loser Also, many 0-
tablished investigators who have difficulty maintaining support for their research
programs under the current highly competitive conditions are dropping oat of the
research enterprise Their yalue to the system as researcherz,_and as teachers, is
lost or reduced

To summarize several points made so far. American Chemical Society be.
heves, along witi Drs Keyworth, Stever, and ss, the only top gushy" basic re-
search should be supported. We note that recent reviews give NSF and the Basic
Energy Sciences Section of the Department of Energy good marks for their selection
of very high quality research projects We stand ready to assist the federal govern-
ment in further-evaluation of the nation's basic research efforts, but as yet there is
no evidence to suggest to us ihat poor quality research is being supported In fact,
our observations lead us to believe that the country's basic research effort is under-

" funded and real benefits would flow in ,the years ahead from an increase in-the
funding available for this enterprise. -Indreased DOD support of basic research in
universities and industrial laboratories would help remedy some of this underfund-
ing situation.

Selecting basic research projects which will "pay off' is a tricky business In fare
it would be far easier to select the Super Bowl winner at the beginning of the foot-
ball season, In our case we understand the nature of the contest, but the schedule is
mostly undefined, we do not know ahead of time what we might run into Further-
more, our strategy and execution are hampered when the rules are changed without
notice So far, our best course of action seems to be to give a large number of bright,
innovative investigators a chance to ask questions about nature in many areas
FroM the answers, we expect to realize progress. -

It is tempting to believe we can look at disciplines or segments of disciplines and
isee which areas will be fruitful, and which should be abandoned. Some people even
believe they can suggest which questions should be asked Science and scientists,
however, have a poor track record here Just before the turn of the century severely
very influential scientists indicated that all great discoveries in physics had been
made In their judgment the physics of the future would concentrate on defining
known constants at a higher level of accuracy A comparison of the world of 1880
and, the world of 1980 would indicate how wrong they were. Imagination coupled
with ingenuity pays ore We agree with Drs. Stever and Press that the country
would profit greatly from an increased effort in basicmsearch, both'industrial and
academie.,

It is important that the federal government view support of basic research in
terms of supporting the research system in its totality. Three other issues deserve
comment in this regard. They are fl coptinuitfa research support, (21 Condition of
instrumentation In our university laboratories, dna (3) manpOwer problems which
we see for the future Of chemistxy and America.

At present, one of the most !serious problems in the administration'of the coun-
try s basic research effort at all levels relates to sudden budget cuts' and withdrawal
of funds. The American Chemical Society enters a strong apptal for increased stabil-
ity in the fundingiprocess. The nation should make a longer term commitment con-
sistent with its long-term:scientific and'econdmic goals.

f
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Abrupt reductions it) support for research are extremely wasteful of human re-
sources Discouraged scientists who leave the field for other employment become ob-
solete and cannot return to research.:A 'long lead titne then is required to rebuild
the scientific manpower base. As will be shown, current projections indicate we can
ill efford future losses of manpower inchemistry, in partticular, the Ph. D. chemists
ypen whom research depends.

The federal government bears the responsibility for-maintaining funding stabli-
My, since it supports most, of the bask research in the U.S. At this point, we know
of no enforceable way teensure stability in federal funding. The concept of a multi-
year authorization is good in principle Jt would-allow the C.ongress, with the cooper-
ation of the executive branch, to set the upper limits in funding for different re-
search programs The major stumbling block, however, is the appropriations process
which is normally an annual exr cise, and which even went through three cycles
last-year.

Laeking sound suggestions for long term solutions, the Society joins those in the
scieptifiC'community and the Congress who urge that the problem be carefully ex-
amiffed The American Chemical Society and many other members of the scientific
community yould welcome the opportunity to explore with approprlate government
officials pble solutions to this problem. We note further that the suddenibreation
and equa y sudden termination or reduction of matsive scientific and development
programssuch as the space and synthetic fuels programcan hava a very serious
destabilizing effect on the entire scientific establishment. A sudden surplus of scien-
tists due to termination of a large program can create problems in the recruiting of
students It raises questions of employment security in their minds. Scientific prog-
ress in the future will suffer.

Our colleges and many, if not most of, U.S. research universities are struggling
with inflating costs,. decreasing enrollment, and various facility problems. One prob-
lem which concerns the American Chemical Society is the reported inakility of U.S.
colleges.and universities to provide, the instruments and equipment necessary for
student instruction and the performance of research by faculty and staff. This prob-
lem has been disctekeil widely in anecdotal terms and by one, survey report pub-
fished by the American Association of Universities tAAU) The AAU survey showed
a significant discrepancy between the age of university and industry instrumenta-
tion and equipment The most significant F.onsequence of this situation is that the
training of students as experimental scientists is neither in.keeping with the needs
of industry nor with that of the discipline. Replacing worn-out instruments and lab-
oratory equipment, and updating laboratories with new, significantly advanced in-
strumentation, are extremely expensive piopositions. Advances in instrumentation
hove been occurring at a furious pace, principally because of advances,in electronic
hardware and computers:'

The Consequences can be severe when new instrumentation or equipment cannot
be obtained, or when obtained cannot be maintained properly. We are especially
concerned because this.is occurring at the same time investigators are being chses-
tablished by insufficient research-funding.

Research laboratories which are either improperly or inadequately equipped
spawn inefficiencies. Much valuable time is lost when both students and faculty
must struggle and imprOvise to obtain the instruments and equipment needed for
'their work.

NSF and GAO studies are underway on the instrumentation problem. In addition,
the review by the Defense Science Board of the research and education capabilities
of universities will include an examination of research equipment needs. ACS also
has a survey underway in the area of chemical instrumentation. Attention will be
given in the ACS survey to the wisdom of using funds originally intended for re-
search projects to provide research instrumentation It is hoped these efforts will
shed further light on the situation_ and provoke some new thinking on how to deal
with it Additk nally, attention needs to be given to the difficulties encountered by
universities and colleges in selling and giving away equipment purchased with gov-
ernment funds Current regulations make transfer of.equipment between institu-
tions difficult.

All these issues, especially funding, warn of a problem we belleva lies ahead. Will
the United States have an adequate number of chemical professionbls to operate the
chorkical enterprioe in the next 5 years" We believe there is cause for concern. Al-
ready there is a very serious shortage of Ph. D. analytical chemists. problem is
so severe that a chemical industry panel is investigating our options as a profession
Further, the shortage of Ph D chemical engineerS is a very critical national prob-
lem Survey data indicate that the shortage of professionals will get worse before It
i m proves.
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Data in the recently published Science Indicators 1980 give a perspective on the
'size of the human component in themistry and related fields In 1978, there were

125.ititt.chenusts and 57,800 chemical engineers employed in science and engitieenkk
mg Based on these figures, we estimate there will be 135,400 chemists and 61,100
chemical engmeers in science and engineering jobs in 1982 Sixty-five Percent of the
Lhernists and 58 pement of the cheniical engineers work in R&D, with the engineers
concentrated in development, and the chemists evenly distributed among bask re-
search, applied research and development,and R&D management 'Next to R&D, the
largest concentration of Lhemical professionals is in production and inspection, with
ni percent of the chemists and 23 percent of the chemical engineers in these fields
The third largest category is teaching, where 11 percent of the chemists and 3 per-
cent of the chemical engineers are found.

To maintain this sizable establishment, our nation's colleges and u'nivezsities turn
out trained chemists at three levels, B.S., MS., and Ph. D A major protion of the
chemical research and development work of.the country is spearheaded by well
trained Ph D.s. The supply of chemistry Ph. D.s, therefore, concerns us. In 1970, the
United States produced 2,235 Ph. D.s in chemistry That was our high watermark,
since then there has been a steadrdownturn In 1980, the country produced 1,538
Ph D.s in chemistry. By way of comparison, 1,594 Ph ID chemists gradhated in ,
1966and the supply in that year was judged inadequate for the nation's needs To
further complkate our current problem, a sizable fraction (22 percent) of the 1,538
Ph Ds produced in 1980 was composed of fofeign nationals, most of whom will not
be available tor the U.S. labor force Further, the number of U.S. citizens reaching
the age of 18 will be deelming over the next 10-year period (from 4.2 million in 1980
to .3 .3 million in 19901 and the interest of high school graduates in science and math-
ematics is declining. We have good reason to be concerned over these facts and
trends It appears the pool of talent required to operate Americ&s chemical enter-
prise is shrinking at a time when opportunities for discovery and development are
on the upswing American industry will suffer from an inadequate pool of technical
manpower The problem deserves serious examination by industry and academia,
anc1,4particularly by government, since it is closely Coupled to funding'of research
and developFerft.'

Up to the present time, our presentation has not addressed the question of possi-
ble satings in the-R&D sector.-We agree with Drs Keyworth, Press and Stever that
applied research and development are principally an activity for the private sector
and will be pursued by industry except in the special cases of defense, space, and
nuclear technology As government moves out of applied research, development and
some demonstration attivity. the freed up federal resources might profitably beused
to support basic research.

Difficult decisions are involved in achieving the necessary overall savings in the
broad array of federal programs running from research to development and demon-
stration. These a.re polii4 decisions which involve the consideration of many more
factors than only the quality of the work performed. In general, we welcome any
opportunity which federal agencies give the scientific community to participate in
policy decisions. The American Cehmical Society stands ready to cooperate with
agencies in setting, up review panels in,agencies,where they do not already exist.
The Society hopes that,the agepcies will utilize the advice of these panels in formu-
kiting R&D policies and allocating R&D funds.

I should reiterate that setting priorities among NSF research thrusts is extremely
difficult given the fact that the Foundaqon has, the charter for broad support of re-
search across all fields, and that the po&ntial of basic research projects cannot be
evaluated precisely. A similar ranking of research programs in mission agencies
would be somew hat easier since these programs can be ordered according to-the
extent they are expected to advance the mission of the particular agency

lu comlude, I note that Dr. Key worth has cited the example of the high-energy
physiLs community completing a ranking of research priorities within its field The
Amerumn Chemical soviety congratulates the high-energy physicists for their accom-
plishment aod hope we can learn Trum their experience We should point out, how-

ever. that chenustry, in contrast to high-energy physics, is a wide-ranging field
where a diversity of thiusts and opportunities for research exists Setting priorities
among all these thrusts would be much more difficult than within a relatively
narrow field of investigation such as high-energy physics

Mr hairman, our testimony Lan be stuunniriwd in 'the following eight points
Lhernistry Is a centrM science with a tremendous impact oh the present and.

`tuture economic vigor of the country
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2 The federal government had significant responsibility for the support of basic
research in the ti S A Industry will not take up the slack from inadequate govern-ment funding. .

3 Currently available information on the two mdjor agencies funding basic re-- search in chemistry indicates there is little hope of effecting major savings in basic
research budgets by more careful "discrimination and area selection," While the.-

. thesis sounds attractive, the results of current evaluations indicate that cuts will
involve "muscle, not fat " Still, the American Chemical Society stands ready to co-
AMate and assist in any evaluation projects undertaken, by the governmen.t. We
pledge our help if needed.

4 Considering that NSF can fund only one in five research proposals by first-time
applicants, the American Chemical Society believes that an increase in the basic
chemical research budget is justified.

5 Continuity and stability of research support is a major problem-in basic re-
search management Abrupt changes and uncertainties in funding cause very seri-
ous management pro lenis which can have a negative impact on.the entire research
enterprise. This probl deserves the attention of all of us.

6 Recent reports su est that U S. academic laboratories have agine and inad-
equate equipment in chemistry The .1,CS is involved in ascertaining the severityof
the situation, and what should be done to correct it.

7 An extrapolation from current data suggests that there could be a severe prob-
lem in the next five years in relation to the supply of chemical professionals, in par-,ticular Ph D.s.

g With few exceptions, applied research and development is an area for private
rather than public support. A shift of federal funds from these areas to basic re-
search could be benefioial.

The contributibn of the chemical sciences to the ,economic growth and- to an im-
proved standard of Sting in the United States in the past deçades is well document-
ed The Society appreciates this opportunity- to urge that the knowledge base which.
has made this progress possible be maintained in a healthy condition by appropriate
funding of scientific research. . .

.,
Mr: FUQUA. Thank you very much, Dr. Parry.
Our next witness will be Dr. James Watson, Nobel laureate and

member of the delegation for basic biomedical research and direc-
tor of the Cold Siring Harbin- Laboratory in New York.

STATEMENT OF DR. iAMES.,_ WATSON, 'NOBEL LAUREATE,
MEMBER, DELEGATION ,FOR BASIC BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH,
AND DIRECTOR, COLD SPRING HARBOR LABORATORY, LONG
ISLAND, NEW YORIC

,

Dr. WAT's0N. Mr:Chairman, I come here, as a member of the Del-
. egation for Biomedical Research but I should' say we are a rather

informal group and the views I express are my own:.
I have read the earlier statements of Dr. Keyworth, as well- as

Dr Press, and Dr. Stever. I will frame my remarks largely in terms
of my reactions to Dr. Keyworth's summary of the Reagan adminis-
tration's position on the current state of American science. ,

I will -talk about several matters. One, is his view that a shake
out now in science funding wouldn't be a bad thing because we 1
have expanded rapidly and there is a, lot of waste in the system
and that only in times of adversity will we face up to rot. ,I can
only comment about those areas that I, am personally connected
with. I cannot talk about, say, thd 'national labs, which Dr.
Keyworth has experience with. Instead I.shall comment on cancer
research, now believed by many public difliens to have expanded
too fltst during the war on cancer-1972-82when NCI money
went up very rapidly. Between 1972 and 1974 I was a member of
the National Cancer Advisory Board, and I think then that much
Money was, at best, haphazardly spent. Clearly the money went up
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faster than we had ideas. And so there was considerable waste but
not much outrageous rot.

In particular, there were Jarge contract programs without
review, except by members of the staff. 1 think these conditions
have been largely corrected. Today, contracts are only given out
with peer review from people outside the National Cancer Insti-
tute. So, today we don't go around talking at length aboul people
getting money that shouldn't. That, however, was a frequefit topic
of conversation, say as little as 4 years ago

--Th-e-re, was also then the dilemma of what to do about cancer con-
trol. Congress wanted this effort, and told the NCI initially to
spend $25 Million maybe later going up to $100 million. 'This pro-
gram was a total waste of money because there were no good ideas
except to stop smoking which all too many Members of Congress
did not want to hear. Maybe we could have then sanely spent $3
million. Now, however, the amount of money that NCI receives is
almost in line with which they can wisely use. With other parts of
NIH, money matters begin tb get tight as soon after Lyndon John-
son went put to NIH and said you guys have got to be practical. I
think that was 1966. Up till then we really felt comfortable. But
since my own efforts over the last decade ,has been in cancer re-
search, I have not been so constricted. But the amount of money
we get from NIH for what we call basic science research is very
tight now. Many of the good labs are reaching the state where the
amount of mbney left over for supplies arid equipmerit is drastical-
ly down. .

As a conseque ige a percentage of the NIH granteriow
go to salaries, hen this appens you begin to pay people to be
around butilot for doing sc'ence.

I remember Very well when I was chairman of President Kenne-.
dy's Committee on the Boll Wevil, making a tour of Government
labs working on cotton insects, to discover over 90 percent of their
budgets went for salaries. That meant the boll wevil was going to
be around for a very long while. Any thought that you were going
to make it disappear was an impossible illusion when you are
spending all your efforts to just maintaining the e blishment, not
asking what it is doing.

Up till now our Delegation for Basic Biomedica Research has de-
voted most of its efforts toward seeing that NWcan maintain the
number of individual research grants so that we can maintain a
fixed number of people doing science. We must also start looking at
what percentage of grant moneys goes to salaries. If it is too high,
you know that people aren't doing competitive science.

With regard to NSF, there can be little conspicuous waste. Far
too many NSF grants are now almost absurdly sfiriall As NSF has
such a broad mandate it trieg to cover a vast area, and novithere
are masses, of grants in the size range of $20,000, effectively just
peanuts, in terms of the total effort of a given research group. So
the major support for biological research hai had to come from
NIH.

I think those staffs who labor so well in behalf of NST have had,
a yery difficult time in part because it has been national policy to
inbrease the number of institutions doing a first-rate science, was
say from 20 to 40, to between 100 arld 200,
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Excellent younger faculty have been recruited 'anl a numiaer of
institutions which only marginally did. real research now have the
capability Yet the 'size of the NSF has not gone up proportionally,
-thus the ever decreasing effective size of indivIdual grants.

Now we must make the choice of either restricting the number
of institutions that do first-rate science, or. drastically increasing
the budget which is going to NSF.

We, of course, have to worry as to where these increased funds
must come from. Here we might first ask Dr. Keyworth, because he
says there is all tilis waste in American science. So I assume lit has
already appointed committees to document this waste, so that the
administration and Congress can begin redistributing the money to
where it-will not be misused.

The second major feature of American scidnce which greElly cOn-
cerns me is the education of our potential scientists. Every year we

k4.11creasingly worry that the OMB is finally going to stop our fellow-
ship programs. That will bring us back to the late 1940 s when as a
nation we first decided o encourage people to on into science by

programs which/recognize the best young
lets them choose the institutions at which

large national fellowshi
potential scientists, an
they do regearch.

These governmen 1 fellowship program ave given enormous
vitality to the Unit d States because t - lialowed young students
to take a deg one university, to e to another for their
Ph D , then transfer tostill another institution for posaloctoral re-
search So in\ich of the good science that has been done by Ameri-
cans has been due to the mobility made possible by our 'rewarding
and trusting in the good sense of our students.

I think we should contrast our program to Japan. Now, when-
ever we say Japan, we get ffightened because they do most of
many things better than we don, science, however, they don't. For
example, they have no fellowshlp programs. Effectively*they treat
their students lousy, their professors no better and still their jour-
nalists ask why they don't more often get Nobel prizes. The answer
is simple: They have an archaic educational system, for science at
the university level and we have had a marvelous system.

Mow many leading Japanese educators want to change their
system, and I have beentraitorouslytrying to help them. But, I
don't think I or anyone else will succeed, at least, over the short
term. .

In contrast we have been a wonderful place for science over the
past' '30 years. Now we have to be very careful that our academia
does not fall back to the almost second level status We had before
the Second World War.

As for the decreasing quality of American initrumentation in
our schools, this sad state of affairs has been commented on repeat-
edly in prior testimony and there is no point in repeating such
statements. I should say, however, that even if we spend much
more money for instrumentation we shall not necessarily greatly
increase the number of people learning science, as long as our lead-
ing universities officially remain so indifferent to whether those
entering student classes *know any hard science.

Now I think it is impossible to imagine the faculties at say Har-
vard or Yale or Princeton voting a science entrance requirement as

4
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once they required the classics. They are not going to announce
admitthat hardas opposed to soft-7-science must be an integral
part of any civilized youth's education.,Given such scandelohs indif-
ference by our official educators, how can we provide the carrot
that might make them change their minds.-'

Perhaps we should give out Government funds to universities to
provide instrumentation on the basis of the amount of advance
training taken by their students before they.enter. If they enter
with advanced, standing in chemistrYimage the whole class at
Yale with advance standing irr sciencethey would get more
money in proportion to those that largely admit scientific illiter-

4 ates. For example, if the students going to Northwestern Universi-
ty all knew some real science before they go there, then Northwest-
ern would get much more governmental moneys than their neigh-
boring universities that happilyhaplesslYtry to teach students
who have never been exposed to quantitative ideas.

If a scheme of this sort came into operation, I'm sure that the
presidents of our major universities, all in constant worry about
their deficits, and knowing that they would get substantially more
Federal money if more of their entering students actually knew
some mathematics, would see to it that their admissions commit-
tees acted accordingly.

Likewise, our high`schools have to face up to their dismally low
objectives with all too many of their students having no concern
for hard learning. With the time getting harder financially.we can
assume our youths will work a little harder. But real improvement
might come by only giving money to high" schools for science equip-
ment on the basis of how welh they teach their studentsthat is
their national test scores.

This goes counter to the notion that we should be spending the
majority of our efforts* on those students who- are far behind be-
cause of past cultural misfortunes. Now, however, I think we have
to concentrate at least as hard if not harder on those who are now
our best, candidates, for future distinction in science.

I don't fear that my proposal, if enacted, wOuld reward only a
small number of schools. There are a large number of secondary
schools in the United States capable of teaching science very well

'at the high-schbol level, and we might most wisely give them Fed-
eral money largely on hard evidence of their student's accomplish-
merits.

I fear the past proposed remediessummer school for high-
school science teachers and all thatwithout. asking something in
return will not succeed.

For t or haven't worked very ,well in the past 20 years and we
shouldr1t conveniently say it has been because not enough money
was haiaded out. The main point is that we cannot continue to be

the leading nation in- the world with our secondary school students
so indifferent to the need of hard work as opposed to play.

And now to conclude, with my commebt on Dr. Keyworth's posi:
tion that as a country we should try not to be the best in eyery
field. Given a nation of our size, to say that there exist major scien-
tific areas where we do npt strive to be the best,is very bad public
policy. I know a university which has quietly proclaimed that they
only have money to be first rate in physics and mathematics. As a
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consequence, their chemistry and biochemistry ace non-distin-
guished. Once we start saying that some 'American science isn't
going to be the best, we shall end up not being in second place, but
in third, fourth or 9.ven worse. Unless we fry to intelligently plan
to be the best in everything, can the United States remain the
nation which has done the wonderful things it has done, in the past
30 years through science? I fear not!

Thank you.
Mr. FUQUA. Thank you very much, Dr: Wason.
Our next and last witness will be Dr. Carl Leopold, who is a

member of the American Institute of Biological Science from
Ithaca, N. 'Y.

Dr. Leopold? we 'are very pleased to welc6rne you this afternoon.
If you wish to summarize your statement,it will appear ih the
record in its entirety.

[The biographical sketch of Dr. Leopold followsl

DR. A. CARL LEOPOLD

Plant physiologist, Dr A Carl Leopold, is a William C. Crocker Scientist at' Boyce
Thompson Institute for Plant Research, Ithaca, N.Y.

A former Dean of the Graduate College and Assistant Vice President for ResearCh
at the University of Nebraska, Dr Leopold has also been a senior policy analyst in
the Science and Technology Policy Office at the National Science Foundation and a
professor at Purdue University He was Assistant Horticulturist with the Hawaiian
Pineapple Company.

Dr Leopold holds the Ph D degree from Harvard University and is a former
member of the Executive Committee of theAmerican Institute of Biological Sci-
ences and is a fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science.
He is a member of several scientific organizations and serves on the eckrial boards
for several scientific journaR

The author of three books on plant 'growth, Dr. Leopold also has publislvd about
200 scientific research papers anfl numerous oilier articles. He has held a Carnegie
Visiting Professsorship at'the'University of Hawaii and has been a H.K. Hayes Me-

rnorial Lecturer at the University of Minnesota

STATEMENT OF A. CARL LEOPOLD, WILLIAM C. CROCKER SCIEN-
,TIST, BOYCE THOMPSON INSTITUTE, ITHACA, N.Y., ON BEHALF
OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

Mr. LEOPOLD. I would like to briefly summarize my statement. I
have given you written testimony.

First of all, I think you have heard a unanimou s. voice from each
of the speakers, both today and last month, on the importance of
the Federal role in researCh funding, and I would-like to comment
on it just a little further, but with some specifics.

I believe I would like to open my remarks by emphasizing the
close relatignship between the effectiveness of the R. & D. sector
and productivity in the manufacturing area.

The difficulty is that when inflatiogets to bp a binding issue in
a society, we tend to cut back on. R. g D. adivities even though we
know that the R. & D. effort contributes enormously to the produc-
tivity of the manufacturing sector; so this is the situation today
where an inflationary period is settling on us and we are looking at
our R. & D. sector and asking that tough question: Should we now
cut back on our,investment in R. & D., even though we know that
it, is such a basic component in productivity.

I will come back to this matter of productivity in a minute, but
let me go on to talk abdut the trend in the research and develop-
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ment funding Di Bioniley spoke of the comparisons of funding
and productivity in the United States, West Germany and Japan.

I would like to continue that comparison using some data that
were published recently in Science Indicators of 1980, a piiblication
from the National Science Board.'

In Chapter 1 civilian research and development is reported as a
percent of the gross national product in the United States; it has
risen only 10 percen.t in the past 14 years. That is, 1968 was the
high in research funding in comparison with the gross national
product.

The comparable value for ,West Germany rose 30 percent, that is,
a three-fold higher increase rate. In Japan it rose 25 percent. Let's
compare numbers of research and development personnel. In the
United States since 1968, our number of trained personnel has
dropped 11 percent, and in West Germany and Japan it has "in-
creased 60 and 65 percent respectively.

Now if we believe that supporting the R. & D. sector is ultimate
ly reflected in manufacturing productivity, then we should expect
that manufacturing productivity in the United States should re-
flect our investment in R. & D. since 1968, arid sure enough, during
this same period, manufacturing productivity in the United States
has risen 30 percent, and it has risen 85 percent in West Germany,
and 290 percent in Japan.

With these numbers I would like to make the point that while
we have essentially been experiencing a plateau of no gain in real
dollars in the support of R. & D. in the United State since 1968, our
relative position in respect to productivity has deteriorated sub-
stantially.

Each of the speakers this afternoon has mentioned the central
role of basic research and the development of new areas of infor-
mation that are relevant to technology. Thg basic researclr sector
is, of course, the source of usually more than half of the new tech-
nological gains that are made in a given practical field; new tech-

nologies spring from the 6asic research area. Research support to
the basic sector can be expected to provide approximately half of
the major improvements in technology.

For instance, may I point, to the new inchistry of genetic engi-
neering as a consequence of a basic research Program. Genetic en-
gineering was supported since about 1960, principally by the Na-
tional Science, Foundation, as a long-term investment in basic sci-
ence..Today, of course, it is a new technol e.rit in the
economic world.

How well are we doing in the support O*3-f-Aiez rch? I woult
like to point out that it is rather discouragini.that olitrof p total
R. & D. budget of $35 billion in 1981, only 13 percent of this was
for basic research.

Health-related researchin HHS received only 5 percent of this
R. & D. budget. The National Science foundation received 0.9 per-
cent-of this budget, agriculture only 0.8 percent. This is,really very
poignant, because while the basic research areas receive such small
support, the military sector receives 60 percent of the R & D.
budget.

Another component of R. & D. funding aspect which I think is
relevant for your consideration is the return on your investment. .
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Fur must inanufat. tut ing industi ies, the return on your investment
in research usually runs between 10 and 15 percent per year. In
the pat four decades the analyses have shown that investment in
agricultural research, has producea gains ranging from 24 percent
per year to 47 percent per year, and some estimates have' been
placed at even 90 and 100 percent per year return on investment in
R & D The contrasf with the military research productivity need
hardly be drawn.

I would like to make one more point in relation to the funding of
basic research and that is the funding of research in the plant sci-
ences has been extraordinarily or uniquely poor. In the plant sci-
ences, we are concerned with the commodity which constitutes the
principal export from the United States. In the balance of pay-
ments it is unsurpassed in terms of its importance. r think it is
very interestrng that plant sciences, which produce such an impor-
tant commodity, which provide such a very high return on your in-
vestment, are getting less than one-tefith of a percent of the
R. & D. budget.

I have prepared a little list of problems that I see in the research
community, particularly in the biological sciences, in ;terms of
living with austerity in research furiding. First of all, decreases in
funding are more expensive than the simpre dollar amounts that
are*taken away The actual inefficiency produced from interruption
of a continuous long-range program is very substantial.

The second point I would like to make is that the university com-
munity is especially vulnerable to cuts right now. The numbers
projections of young people enrolling in universities in the next 10
years will decline, and Dr. Parry has mentioned thiS also. This is
an especially vulnerable time, then, for the universities, and to cut
the research budget now would be especially difficult for them.

As a consequence of the nonibcreasing funding over the past 14
years, we have seen the development of a shortage of research and
teaching positions in the faculties, so that to keep young people
that are finishing training in the sciences is increasingly difficult.

A curious thing happens. When you have a hot field like, enetic
engineering, for instance, a -;iversion of personnel out of t 'e aca-
demic field into industry means that the university co mur)ity
may'have a particularly difficult time hiring people to teOch these
most important areas to students in training.

At the resetuch level, the centers of excellence tend to crowd out
the money for the smaller laboratories, and yet the smaller univer-
sities tend to be the source of much of the research staff for the
centers of excellence. Both Dr. Bromley and Dr. Parry have men-
tioned She prbblems of training of science personnel, and also Dr.
Watson, so I won't mention that again. .

The r rch equipment problem is Ow very serious. Another
one is t e maintenance of arqffective flow of personnel into the
research community.

As the next tO last item, I would like to point out that in my per-
ception, the reseal-ch community is experiencing a combination of
discouragement about being able to maintain effective research
programs because of the shortage of funding, and along with an in-
creasing cost in -the competition for mopey..The National.Science
Foundation has just completed a study of tlie amount of time that
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faculty invest in the search for'research support. They found that
at one of the major, univerSities of the United States junior staff
were putting in a third of their time in the garth foi research sup-
port.

I would -like to make one last comment in relation to Dr.
Keyworth's testimony. He said some very nice thins about t ci-g
ence community. He said a lot, of the things that we here at his
table have said this afternoon about the importance of research in
terms of maintenance of productivity, in terms of technological ex-
cellence. But he concluded that research was due for a decrease in
funding, and he compared it to the pruning of a tree to maintain
its health. .

I submit to you, Mr. Chairman, that a reduction in research sup-
_port for our community at this time is not the same as pruning a
tree. It ts in fact much more comparable to removal of the supply
of nutrients, no again, I see no way that imProvement in efficiency
could be obtained by shortening the budget. .

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of I) r. Leopold follows]

v
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1 February 3, 1982

Testimony before the

House -Committee on Science and Technology

by Dr. A. Carl Leopold
William C. Crocker Scientist

Boyce Thompson Institute
Ithaca, New York 14853

owbehalf of
The American Institute of Biological Sciences

I am pleased'to appear before this committee to discuss Science and

Technology Under Budget Stress.

fbelieve that there is general Agreement among the various persons

Who have been testifying before this committee that the.increasin4ly

technological base of the:country's economy makes it dependent to a

Ist;ge extent upon the advances' of science, research, and development.°.

The capability for economic growth depends to a considerable extent on

the health and continuity of the flow of Information andskills and

trained personnel' from the science community.

Federal Role in Research Funding

For some thsrty years the federal government has played a mayor

role in supporting research and development. Such support has proved to

be a vital investment in economic growth: and one that provades a good

return in terms of enhancing productivity in addition to providing a

continually'impioved knoi.ledge of man and hls biological and physical

environment. These,Ofinements in knowledge may be as important as the
srt--

contibutions' to the economic proactivity of the country. For the

purposes of our discussion today, the present cencern about the economy

causes us to focus our attention especially on the economiC returns from
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. An interesting
artiple was published by Professor Mansfield from

;

Pennsylvania (Science 209f1091, 1980) concerning the relatiOnship

between R5 D.and vitiation. He pointed out...tbat industrial

productivity is closeli'relatci to the
level:of R S D support ,

'

40'. especiall; basic research done over'a long ierm. He pointed out that

although improvements In industrial prodytiviey prOvidke strong

.force against inflation, it is generally true that 4s inflationary

11
pressures Acrease, there often occurs a discouragement abet

investment in R & D, both at the industrial and the federal level.

In inflationary periods, there is a tenaency to cut back on the

investment in R & D, which could otherwise be providing new potentials

to improve productivity and to hold down inflation. I believe that the

.presen't situation of proposed cuts in the II & D budget,at a time lap

inflationary presstre ili"precisely the sequence Professor Mansfield

described. o

Trends R & D Pudding

As a backgrousid.for my remarks concerning science and prquctivity,

1 would like to review,for you some faces which have been published f

recently in the report of the Natio 1 Science.Board, entiiied SCIENCE

INDICATIORS, 1890. The0first chap of that'publication.describes the

extent offederal support of R 6.13, *showing that since 1968 'Owe has

been essentially no increase in support'for semtor in terms,of

P ' .4

constant dollars. I shall use comparative data for the United States,

Nest Germany ana Japan in several aspects of R 6'D. .First,
,

R &-D as a percent of the atcp rose only 10% in the United States

aurIng the past 1+ years: in Hest Germany it rose 30%, and in Jakan
0

it rose 25%. In thxs same peried, the number of R & D'personnel in

West Germany and Japan have Incrtased 60 and 65% respectively. Our
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initial assumptivh ts that these differences In R'& D should be re/lected

idftanufacturing productivity,'and in fact, during this same period,

manufarturing productivity rose 30% in the Unitedistates, 85% in Gtest

.' Germany and 2.9.0i in Japan. The point I wish to makerwith these statistics

is that for ll'years our 'investment in 11"& 0 has shown no increase in

constantNollars, and this plateau in -he R & D sector islreflected

declining tt.rength in terms of R & D personnel and' in manufacturing

productivity, in striking contrast witl;Nest Germahy and Japan.

A Central Role for Basic Research
,t

I expect that yoR"are finding complete agreem%t among (hose-

testifying for your committee that basic research as the comporet oi

4

the R 0 sector which is most fragile and is the source of,unepected

a.00.

and dtatati, tet'hnolvgit.al gains. The robketing of genetic engineering

into the tethnological arena rs an Impressive .exampllof payoff that

0 1

comes from basic research. The new industryt.arose after nearly two.

Ieoades di redearch support, essentially by the NS?, for.basic studres

it nucleic acids Sustained and steady suppo4 of basic resrearch
,

has proved time and again to pVoilde a ?low of new.technologyinto

the economy
t

A'discouraging aspect of the federal R& 13 investment is,its

distribution. Out of a total R & D budget 0'135.5 billion an 1981:-
r

.

-.fray 13% wtis for tiasic research even.though bas.ic research Is known to

be the immediate source of, between 40% and 60V-of the advances in

technologl. Health-relatel.research (HHS) receives only 5% of4tge

R & 0 budget,'NSF only 0.9%,'alrriculture only 0.87%, and the milita'ry
-

receives 60%. It is a poignant paradox that 'basic.research

construcilve knowledge areas ts encouraged,S0 littlo. The poignancy '

is even more acute when one. realises teat the return on the

t
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irestment is very high. in manufacturing industries:the return oni-

research investment ranges usually between 10% and 15% per year; in

contrast the return pntunited states investment in agricultural'

,-

,gesearch in the past four decades has been becween 24% and 47% per

year., 4c is curious that the countri's greatest export commodity

0 t.

receives so little research support end at the same time it yields

,

"tauch high returns. The contrast with military research need hardly

"-:1"- be drawn.
'es*

BefoAis 1eire4tg the issue of the diitribution of researchk. ,
support,;1- 11,gli1d like tO/tall Yeitir attention to the singularly low

research sumrt given to the plant sciences. I estiMate that in

,

1981, the federal Investment in plent researchwas,less that $25

7

million, which amounts to 0.07% of the R s`D'Irillocation. Considering

the central role of plants in the production of food,'and their role
.s -

as the source of the largest export An the balance of payments with

other countries, I-find it astonishing that plant'science's heleto

this-miniscule proportion of R 5 D support.

Living with Austerity

Several particular problems may be anticipated to follow,a

t5lessening of federal support for science and techndlOgy at this time.'

(1) The interruption of long term research creates a serious:

inefficiency; restoration,of funds'in another year when inflatTod,"'

11Wen'
has.brought under control does not.make up: for the lOsses.

(21 The university community isItecially vulnerable to

financial setbac)cs now and,fn the coming decade: Aup to the lowering'

enrollments which are,already causing financial difficulties on many

and resulting in losses of faculri strongth.

.44>
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(3) The shortage of research And teaching positions in

universities is resulting in the dispersal of trained personnel often

Qinto employment areas which are outside of the research sector.

(4) Research areas with the greatest technological* promise are

especially vulnerable to the losdes of faculty to bditness sectors; the

Area of genetic engineering is a good example of one witn grelt

technological promise in which there is a shortage of trained personnel

for university positions. In a recent editorial, D.A. Bromley

tScienCe 213.159, 1981) compared the losses of trained people from the
,

university marketplace to the eating of the seed corn in the American.A.,
/-

Indian culture. The loss of professionals from the education sector

have an irreversible effect in henderwig the production of new

professionals'for lack of people to teach them -- an act which almost

juaranieeS a pp,fessional famine,in the future. The shortage of educatorl

lAas alreadY'oC:urred In the engineeeind disciplines, copputer science

and genetic engiineering.

Another consequence of a shortage in science funding 1,s,that the

laboratories of tWmost prominent experts tend to dominate the

available money, with the consequence that resfarchers at junior).evels

and in smaller universities may be preferentiAlly excluded. 'The

concentratidn' of fun:age:I:lithe most prestigious.14boratories can

seriously impeae the devel.olgrienk of youngerliaff and can illierfere

with the flow of student training in the 42141-er or. less%notable

universities.

The training of..7science gerssonilWis an area that_already is in

Major reductions in science education :already in effectwill

hinder the flow of trarned scientists-in the futdre.

trouble.

e

The, prblem of waintaining research equipment under the present

f

.4
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4
budgetary limits has been mentioned by each of the previous testimonies

you have heard.,

In a more general comment, I would .like te report that there is a

combination of discouragement.about being' able to maintain an effective

research program in the academic laboratories due to the increasing

limitation of financing and of students, and ineffeciency in terms of

the_pressures and competition for obtaining research funds. Some very

talented researchers among my acquaintances have almost ceased to

function in research for lack of funds. The competition for 4rants ii

so kten that a large-proportion of kresearcher's tine is often spent

in competing lor grants, *A,rece'nt StudiatarriAotit_by theNSF

indicates that in a sample:universitx. young professors are spending

an average of one-thArclof tneir,iime Pursuing'ICents.

Comments on Dr.'Reyworth's Testimony

X liave found the,earlier testimony of Dr. Keiworth before tbiS,

.Committee to be especially interesting, aria would vihg to Aake sOme

comments on that testimony. He made some excellent remarks about the

umportance of civilian R S D, including the following: "Support of.

ScienCirand technology -- especially basic research.-- is a long-term

investment that representi an essential element in the foundation of

0 healthy economy.'. Reemphasizes that-"this,adminlstration views

?. v,

basic research ai a vital investMent with a good,return,"-and agairi

, that: "basic research warrinta,government.suPPort berause it lei;

investment in the future -1: in a better qualitli.of,life, better sWuritY....-..:

better economy and simply better understanding/ On the4other hand,

he feels that: "We Cannot realisticapy expect to accelerate spending

for R'S 0 in a period of fiscal austeritil" In his conclusion, he

states that lrthe growih that science and technology have enjoyed for

so many years cannot coniinue," and that changing goals call tor

4
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dhanges in science policy. There JA. room for debate about whether

science and technology have enjoyed growth for so many years, in view -

of the,almost unchanging R & D..budget in constant dollars since 1968,

and. in view of the actual decline in national expenditures for R 6 D

AS a percent of GNP. The iritent to cqtAhe investment of 6 D inthese

inflationary times seems to be an'enactment o Mansfield's

generalization that inflation discourages investment in R 6 D which

would otherwise hold out Promise of allevdating inflation:.

As a last comment, I would like to mention the simile used by

Dr. Key',06i'th about benefittin4 the health of science bY making cuts in

the budget. He'compared it to the occasional pruning of a tlee to '

't '*.,
.....,NTOMOte its health. It is my opinion that lessening the financial

....i"
support for'science is not comparable to pruning, but rather t a apa

.reduction of the nutrients which sustain the tree's growth. I see

no way in which lessenihg the financial supportAor science can
.

i

benefit its health, and I urgethis committee to str,ive for the

effective maintenanceof the heilth of science.

3
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Mr. FUQUA. Thank you very much, Dr. Leopold, and all our wit-
nesses, for ymir Nery informative and thought-provoking comments

Dr. Bromley, you mentioned priorities and that is one of the big
problems that we have in this committee. I am sure the adminis-
tration is,trying to establish priorities, where do we spend and how
do we accomplish this, not only in the R. & D. budget, but alio in
the total budget process as a whole.

You mentioned that you are not going to give us any help on
that because it was a political decision, and I agr'ee with you some-
what. But when we make political decisions and priorities, we wind
up es Dr. Watson pointed out, maybe emphasizing the wrong
things or putting too much emphasis, as in the case Maybe of the
cancer research at the outset of that program.

In the political process, how do we avoid making those types of
mistakes, if you turn it over to us or to the administration, ,dr
whomever, as long as it is a political body. What we need, I think,
is really scientific help and assistance as to how we arrive at these
priorities, ,

I ask that, of you because you mentioned the priorities, htit
maybe some of the other witnesses might like to address that ques-
tion.

- Mr. ThioNti.Ev Let me only say, Mr. Chairman, that I wish I had
a clean-cut, concrete answer for you. It is one orthe most serious
problems we face. I think that to expand a little ()lithe shorthand4
used earlier, it is, I believe, largely a political decision. However, I
believe that wp can have much more effective input from the scien-
tific engineering communities to the decisions that you gentlemen
must ultimately Make than we have in the past.

Fol. example, I am impressed by the extent to which Dr.
Keyworth has made a point of consulting with the scientific .arid
engineering communities thus far in his tenure. We have heard the
statement made by him that he plans to reinstitute a seniö'r sci-
ence advisory committee to bring input from science and technol-
ogy to the highe"st levels of Government.

I feel, also, that perhaps we have not been utilizing the scientific,
engineering,.and technical advisory panels in the agencies to the
extent that perhaps they might be utilized. We can provide you,
and We should provide you, sir, with alternatives, 'estimates of feaS-
ibility, estimates of risk, and thi& sort of thing, to make your deci-

,sions as informed as they can be..within our present state of science
and technology:

Mr. FUQUA. Do any, of the other panel members wish to com-
ment?,Yes, Dr. Parry.

Dr. 'P'ARRY. Mr. Chairman, I believe, that onp of thepoints that
wd note is that the kind of result Dr. Watson was referring to fre-
quently results froin, a rather emotional or, a rather sudden re-
sponse on the part orthe Government to a probletn, be it energy,
be it cancer, what have you, and'we note that the sudden creation
of these large *grams, and then their termination, causes.a dislo-
cation in the'scientific community, which in the end does a lot
more harm than good, and I believe that in the crehtion of many of
these projectSi, adequate scientific advice relative to the reality of
the options and reality of the' goals that are set, would be most
useful.
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Mr. FUQUA. I want to point out, toO, that not all of the decisions
that the Congress has made have been bad: I recall in the post-
Sputnik era that I think Congress resppnded in a very aPpropriate
fashion in not only creating the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration but also in the various science education programs,
and- beefing up of the National Science Foundation, in trying to
cope with what was then a real national problem. I am afraid we
are approaching that again at this time, that we are finding our-
selves back in that same posture..

Dr. PittitY. I believe that the decisions which you referred to
were extremely good, and I think they were made with a lot of con-
sultation with the scientific tornmbnity.

Mr. FUquA. That is correct.
Dr. PARRY. As to whatiwas possible.
Mr. Ftrqu.k. I also want to acknowledge the presence, as has been

mentioned earlier, of Dr. Fred Basolo, the incoming president of
the, American Chemical Society. We are very happy to have you
join us.

I thought one of the other very interesting points, and I think it
has been made by manyDr. Bromley pointed it outwas that we
not enter into any type of crash program. One of the things that
he concerned me, is that we establish a policy that is well thought
out, but that we follow through with it.

I am not concerned about a crash program but a well-designed
program to achieve the ends, and I think in many cases in recent
years, withiAnaybe some exceptions, there have been very well
thought-out programs.

The point of stability in program funding is important, because
you just can't turn it on and off, as you, can maybe some other pro-
grams.

Mr. Brown.
Mr, BROWN. May I say that I have been very impressed with the

testimony of all the witnesses this afternoon. I think it represents a
real contribution to our thinking. I was stimulated by the iugges-
tion that you made, Dr. Broin ley, that perhaps we ought to sepa-
rate the research from the development aspects in our usual think-
ing about the R. & D. formula, and I can see considerable merit in
that.

I want to just explore briefly the fact, and it. is true, you have
indicated, that in periods of stringent budgetarraituations we may
tend to cut unduly in basic research, if we are not careful*. We need.
to have a long-term framework for examining this. But I am in,
dined to feel that there are many in the'Congress, and probably in
the public, whose support for basic research is not founded on an
qnderstanding of the long-term importance of it, but perhaps is due
to a feeling that basic research is always coupled with some out-
standing public good.

For example, I comment fairly often that the post-Wofd War II
support for R. & D. may have stemmed from a feeling that when-
ever you apply science to meeting a problem like defense, it always,
produces something amazing, like a nuclear weapon or something
like that.

And so I raise the question that if we uncouple them, do we not
need to do something about inculcating a feeling of strategic impor-
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tance, that is, the long-term importance of basic research, and to
substitute for this rather emotional cause/effect the idea that a
dollar on basic science always causes,a dollar increase in GNP oi
defense? I ask you to comMent on that.

Dr. BROMLEY. I would agree with you entirely, Mr. Brown. I
think that if we face up to it, since World War II support for basic
research was tied to military questions, and as you well know, back
in the early seventies President Nixon tried' to tie support for basic
science to energy.

This has turned out not to be a particularly successful tie, and-
this is very much behind the reason that I have been arguing for
the development of a new constituency for science.

Just as you say, I think that between usthe scientific communi-
. ty, political communityshare the resgansibility for developing

this constituency. I am perhaps a little more optimistic than I
sense that you are, sir, because in terms of science per.se,, I have
been very pleased in the last year,or so to see evidence for a real
hunger on the part of the public fer authoritative accessible infor-
mation about science.

The explosion of popular science magazinesScience 1982, Dis-
*IP

covery, Quest, you name it, neW popular scientific TV programs
and the likegives me some encouragement that perhaps our task
isn't going to be as rough as we had thought.

But we really have to work at it to develop this constituency, and
I think that if we can separate the R from the D, focus on What ye
are trying to do in the two areas, and the goals are different, 'that
we can do something very worthwhile for the Nation.

Mr. BROWN. Dr. Watson.
Dr. WATSON. Yes. k
In separating thes& two, I think we should also separate our,de-

fense-related science because we and the RuSsian'S uniquely are
doing it on a grand scale, and we have to ask whether this, in the
long term, is possible.

As long as we continue our current- course we should have a
tariff op all items from countries Which do not spend any real
money on defense, on, say, every Japanese car there should be a
tariff to go to support American science. The Japanese.reaction
wo-tild be a sense of outrage, .but on the other hand we now right-
fully have a sense of outrage. Maybe they would' balance. This
move would give us the money to keep doing science at its best.

As loPg as we are carrying such a disproportional component of
the free world's defense effOrt, we shall deemphasize that research
which keeps us healthy economically. So at least over the short
term we should place a modest surcharge on Japanese cars
$300?=-Japanese TV's, et cetera. Of course, there is an eyen better
alternativethat we and the Russians should decrease Mir weep-
ons-related research.

But if this is hot achievable, I think we have no choice but to ask
ourselves whether the American pure research effert increasingly
Ras to be less effective thah that of other major industrial coun-
tries. I cannot see our remaining a first-rate country with the con-
tinuation of our current policy. The sooner we separate defense.
R. & D. from the total picture, the sooner Dr. Keyworth will stop
making speeches with such misleading statistics.
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Mr BROWN I think you are guilty of coming out with a lot of
outrageous ideas. Dr Leopold, I liked your anal*/ or your refer-
ence to the remarks made by Dr. Keyworth abOut pruning, but
sometimes these could be dangerous analogies. Dr. Keyworth may
has e been thinking about animals rather than plants, although he
used the plant analogy, where you remove nourishment and the
nutrients tend to be focused in the brain and you get sharper and
sharper all the timeyou just lose fat, w h we could probably all
lose.

Thank you, Mr. Ghairnmn
The FUQUA. Mr. Winn.
Mr. WINN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have been very interested in the coniients today from this dis-

tinguished panel I am somewhat disapprinted in the title that we
sent out to you in "U.S. Science and Technology Under Budget
Stress I would hope maybe that we could have hatta subtitle
something along the Tine of how we can do a better job for science
and technology if we are forced.to accept budget cuts.

I also have the feeling soniewhere that we left an open door be-
cause uf the first title or the main title to criticize this administra-
tion. I don't read that into much of the testimony, particularly
when you use statistics that go clear back to 1960, or 1966, or 1969,
depending un which statistics, and over half of you used some sta-
tistics showing that +we have been on this course for quite some
time, not just under this present administration,

Now, I realize that this present administration has told the Con-
gress and told the world that we have to have some ,budget cuts,
but I think, Dr. Watson, your commentand I am not trying to
pick on LBJ, but you go back to 1966 and' you say possibly, that is
when I think you said we got in trouble, in 1966, when he said let's
be pratical.

We may'be getting in trouble right now. But I would like to have
your comments on a little different facet that nobody touched on
too much, and that is what w,é might expect in the R. & D. field or
science and engineering with the added tax incentives that this ad-
ministration is eroposing. Would any of you care to commelit on
the tax incentives with souSe more to come next Monday, asi un-
derstand it, but also the ones that Congress passed last year?

Dr BROMLEY. Mr. Winn, I was merely going to comment that it
may be a little early, given the time constraints of the R. & D. en-
terprise, for us tereally be able to evaluate those tax' measures. I
would simply say..that in my own case I would find it very difficult
to evaluate I am optimistic, but I would be hard Put to respond to
you in a concrete fashion this soon, because I don't think we really
have had -the_shance to see how they are going to function.

Mr. WINN. Dr. Watson.
Dr WATSON. It is my hope that the chief effect will be on Ameri-

can industry itself, which has been spending far too 'little on
R & D. to maintain itself competitively. I can't really see them
bailing out academic science through the 1981 tax incentives. We

-would not gain if industry concentrated on saving us academics
and not themselves.

Mr. WINN, Dr. Parry.
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Dr. PARRY. I agree with both the comment thar it is too early to
tell and the comment that the major h6nefit "will be on industry
itself. The American Chemical Society ha's made some effort tOl_es-
tabIish another ,trust fund like the Petroleum Research Fund,
hoping that the tax benefit package would be an incentive for in-
dustry to contribute.

We find that that has not been a suitable incentive to get them
to contribute to academic research. Whether the activities of the
Counoil for Chemical Research, a newly formed group, will ulti-
mately develop to any level in the future is still uncertain, but cer-
tainly the data up to the present time indicate that the council is
having extrer difficulty, too, in raising money.

I whuld say that the data currently available indicates that in-
dustry is unlikely to be a large source of funds for basic research in
the univerSity community.

Mr. WINN. Have you all had the opportunity to tell Keyworth
-that?

Dr.*PARRY. No, I haven':t.
Mr. WINN. You talked about good communications. Communicate

that to him.
Dr. Leopold.
Dr. LEOPOLD. I am mai more optimistic about the effectiveness

of industrial money in terms of the support of research on 'the uni-
versity campus. At Cornell University we see quite a lot of activity
already this past year, industry and industrial groups recruiting
first-rate people to work on probreins that they feel have an impor-
tance in the long term.

These are not developmental issues that they are interested to
finance, but they are actually attempting to recruit really long-
term basic research.

I think it can work. I think it isn't going to solve the problem
entirely, but I am optimistic about it.

Mr. WINN. Thereare claims on the one hand that research facili-
ties in the United States, are second to none in the world. We have
read articles about those. Then on the other hand we hear that re-'
search facilities at colleges, universities, national labs, and other
technology centers are old, obsolete, and decaying, That is a little
confusing to many of us, and I just wonder if you care to give us
your comments on that.

Dr. BROMLEY. I thinic that we have to distinguish, Mr. Winh, be-
tween the stars in our repertory and what we have throughout' the
universities and colleges, high schools of the country. We do in
many areas haNe outstanding facilitieS that are not duplicated any-
where else in the world.

'Mr. WINN. Those would be industry? ,

Dr. BROMLEY. Some in industry, some, for example, the 2-mile
linear accelerator at Stamford, the big Fermi accelerator At Stan-
ford, the big telescopes that are simply not duplicated elsewhere.

Where the real problem seems to emerge in the most striking
fashion is in the colleges and universities where, as I mentioned
earlier, we are literally teaching what should be frontiers of sci-
ence and technology with instrumentation usually more than two
generations old, so that it literally bears very little resemblance, to
what is out there in the actual real world.
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And we have engineers who have graduated frn our best engi-
neering schools who must be run through a remedial course when
they arrive at the industry with which they are going to work, so
that they can recognize the instruments that are being used..And
so I think we must distinguish carefully beween our frontier facili-
tiesand we have themand the general run of facilities in our
teaching and research laboratories.

Mr WINN. Does anybody else care to comment or' differ in their
opinions on that9

Dr PARRY Also this involves the difference between what one
might call small research and big research. Big research involves
large telescopes, large accelerators and this kind of thing, and
America does have a large number of these.

Then we have small research, wIt&e the instrumentation is in
smaller units and smaller laboratories throughout the country, and .
in universities and schools, `and I believe that the problems in
many, znany of our small.research operations are severe..

Me 'WINN:, Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr. Chaikalan,
Mr. I.N.1(114A Thank you, Mr. Winn. Mr. Lundine.
Mr.-LuNotE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr Bromley, I am intereSted in your conAments on the manp*ow-

er. or person poier r guess we should say'Ahe Aiorfage in seience
- and engtriwring Other than su6orting instrumentation and facili-

ties, specifiLally what would you-do to alleviate these,shortages?
Dr BaeiiLEY Several ,things, Mr. Lundine. Firsf an&probably

the most c'ritical problem that I see is one that we have had with
us for some time, and that is_simply the decay of our secondary
school system We are not attracting people into the areas where
the shortages exist, !physical science, engineering, mathematics,
computer science, and so .on, nor are we providing them at the high
st.houl level with the kind of background that would be required for
them to enter those profeSsions.

It seems to me that what I would do there, Nery simply, is to re-
build some of the programs that made it possible for those limited
number Of.dedicated, qualified, enthusiastic high school teachers,.
w Ito generate a vastly disprdportionate number of the leaders in
these fields, to keep in contact with their professions.

The NSF simmer program fe high school teachers %as in my
iew the best investment we as a Nation made in our future in

high technology,, in science, and engineering.. That is disappearing.
We are cutting ourselves off at the roots, beottuse we are not bring-
ing young people inMthe fields that are of importance to .us as a
Nation. That is point one.

We really focus on a limited numbe'r of teacherS. Tirrie and time
again we find that ,a surprising fraction of the, leaders in all of
these fields come from a few key high schools in the most unlikely
places, ehtirely at random across the country.

The second thing, apart from instrumentation and support and
labut atory upkeep of the kind you mentioned, it seems to me tern--
illy impot tant that, just.at a time when we begin tu see an increase
in students entet trig engineering-schools, the faculty are disappear-
ing out the other (lout They ai e going off, quite understandably, to
what, are much more lucrative and challenging opportunities in

k ate industry. But. it seems to me that thiFkis not a Federal prob-
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lem. It is a problem that the private universities an e State uni-
versities and the private sector must address among& themsetres'

There are several things that have to happen. One thing that"
seems CO be possible is that universities areAgoing to have to give
up the idea that all, faculty are on the same salary scale. Universi-
ties have long learned to live with the fact that medical doctors
and lawyers are different when it come to salaries in universities

It may well be that the engineers will shortly have to be paid in
response to market pressures, so that it Makes it more possible for
them to stay 'in the universities where they can train the next gen-
eratiOn of technical ,people.

And I am optimistic, because already, as you may know, some of
the private concerns in this country are addressing this problem
Exxon, for example, already is engaged in a substantial program of
relatively string-free grants to some 66 universities to help them
retain people in engineering and physical sciences and mathemat-

.,. Exkorf*ecognized that in the future ihey are going to need the
produces of,those universities. That may be a start.

Mr. LUNDINE, One thing that may also help would be to promote
better cooperative arrangements between universities and industry,
and one thing that concerns me, if I understand it correctly, is that
they can't get a tax credit if they contract some research to a uni-
versity, whereas they can if they hire away the professor from the
'university: Isthat not correct? )

Dr. BROMLEY. FirSt my understanding is far from total in this
area, but I believe that what you say is correct. I believe that the
way the tax laws finally emerged was not exactly what people had
in mind during.the discussions, and we may have to fine tune the
process.

That is clearly one of the problems, but I could not support you
more strongly in your view that we must work out better coopera-
tive arrangements between the private sector and the universities
It is one of the major challenges we have in this country.

Mr. LUNDINE. Another challenge that you referred tp, and some
of the other panelists did, is the problem, the challenge of the de-
Tense need for higher technology, in research, possibly taking from
the, private sector, which tends to improve our prOductivity and'
solve some of our economic problems. Do yoir have any particular
reflections on how we can pursue our defense objectives withaut

4.1

adversely affecting private nonmilitary research?
. Dr. BROMLEY. There are many .areai of concern here. Tile one
that I think ultimately is probably the most important is that,
again, of manpower. We have ever increasing sophistication arid
complexity in our weapons systems, in our communciations System
in the military. But the basic question,it seems to me s one of
whether we'can produce the kinds of people who wiWbe able to
handle those systenis in a knowledgeable fashion and in an effec-
tive fashion under an emergency sittitition. It is far from obvious
that this is the case.

.

I would suggest that there are two things that the Defense De-
partment really must do. in responding to this increased challenge.
First of all, the Defense Department is going to have to work with'
uriiversities to yebuild the bridges that were burned during the six-

.r
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ties and the seventies, because they need profession! engineers and
.,scientists.

Wev need people, competent people coming in from the high
schools, who can handle things that are essential to 'the Defense
Department now Also it seems to me that the Defense Department
is going to have to pick up a substantial role ,in supporting science
and efication that they once had in the fifties, for example, and
lost almoseentirely in the sixties and sexenties.

I think they are going to have to picks it up again in the eigh,ties,
if we are going to be able to carry forward in con'structive fashion
With the rebuilding that the present administration has directed
will be undertaket.

-Mr LUNDINE....MT Chairman, I realize that my time has expired.
May I be permitted to ask one specific further question, thotig,b?

Mr. FUQUA. A quick one.
Mr LUNDINE Dr. Watson, you made an interesting proposal to

give money to the best high khools. Specifically, would you include
private-as well as public high schools in thaf?

Mr WATSON. Yes. Our objective is to get well-trained people.
Mr LUNDINE Not only did you get a quick question but you got

a brief answer as well.
Mr. FUQUA. Thank you. Mr. Walgren.

.14r. WALOREN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would: like fo'adcfres an obvious question to the p nel. How

would yoU go about deciding which programs to fund d which
programs not to fund? One of the witnesses indicated /that peer
revieW was working well in this area but this is apparently the
problem we are faced with.

We have a science adviser who says there are a lot of nonopti-
mized programs out of there. It was said that cancer research in-
volved a lot of waste My instinct,would be that Congress wanted a
lot of waste in the cancer program because of the type of problem-

was. -There was probably a relatively unconscious but real decision
made that this problem was so important, and the Kalue of time so
critical that it was an area in which we were not particularly con--,,
cerned with waste, but appartntly that is not true.

Another area is scieoce funding. Is there, a Why thit we can dif-,fereritiate between these programs?-
Dr )3R0MLEY If I Could begin the answer.Mr. Walgren, bydiffer-

ing a little bit with you. 'I think that it is certainly my feeling, and
I believe that of my colleagues on the panel, that there is net all
that Much of the less than excellent work in the system.,

. The point I was making earlier was that during a- period of rapid /
growth, such as w- enjoyed during the sixties,- for example, in /
many areas I think one could legitimately claim that there was /
work that could be judged Iess than excellent in some fields. in
rapid periods of growth, just as you say, sometimes you want t
take risks You are in a hurry, and you do things that if you wer
under tight budget constraints or had more time you perha s
would weed out.

However, the point that I tried to make earlier is that for about
a decade we have been working in most of the fields of science and,
technology represented here on more or less flat budgets and

IV, 0 .44 -fl
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during that period of flat..badgeting, we have already done the
weeding, and it is not now a question of taking out ,the less than
excellent.

Frankly, I don't know where this mediocre work is, and we are
really cutting some things that are less excellent than others, but
still excellent and still, contributhig in a major way to the well
being of this country.

Dr. WATSON. I think it is natural in_good times thaeyou don't try
to be too tough on your friends. I think you' probably always Should
be a little tougher than we are. The problem now is not that one
shouldn't be critical, but .we sekm to be-in a situation where you
can't do anything new.

1 have the feeling that if you now go to NSF and argue for a big
new programthere is no way of getting it done. What worries, me
the most is the lack of optimism that comes from the thought that
you might start something new and important.

Dr. LEOPOLD. I feel as Dr. Bromley does that the pure science hes
Jiretty'well .been weeded out, and that cuts now are into the sub-
4'stance the real meat of the-field. I would like tO also respond to
your question about how do you decide What ,areas need to he sup-
ported. I feel that it really w,ould be most expeditious to let the sci-
ence community decide where the motley should be put. ,

Targets .of' opportunity some up, as Dr.' Watson has'pointed out,
that don't fall in any particdfar category, and if you have a-founda-
tion to support basic research, let-them. decide'vthere support can
be put With the greatest efficiency.
-44r. WALGREN. can you indicate where they would Tank science

education in general under the'NSF buiket as we eXpbct to see it
In 1988. We are going to be reducing science education by $5 mil-
lion, and we are going t® be increasing the effort in mathematical
and phisical sciences by $30 million. If you consider the. Govern-
ment's basic role in investment, where does science education fit in
that prioritk?

Dr. BROMLEY. I. wthald first not, waht to be a*empting to defend,
,all of the..NSF science edlicatien progra.m of the paSt. However,
there are two area's pf that prbgrbm- that strike, me as absolutelSi'
critical; the first rdisc4sed in answer to Mr. Lundiné's question. It
seeins to me, with liMited,investment, to make it pbssible for the
best high school. Oachers in thiS country to maintain 'copract With
science. We had dprograrn which had a remarkable' return on in-
vestiient.4wou1d like to see us buila on that eatlier program.

Tlw second' thing that I wouldnike to see i,s substantiAl expan`sion
of a program of fellovtishins and grants fiti outstanding tudents se-
lected on the basis ol competitive..evaluation. I don't in any way .
decry the, need for other programs designed to cerrectsocial inequi-
tie4or anything -else. They are important. But what is critically im-
portAnt and., what has been allowed to decay over the past many
years are tfrose programs where we select, identify and support the
most able youth'in. the coUntry.

To a ,disproportionate share, far disproportionate, 'our future and
thefilture 'of our country rests in their hailds. I think that any-

thing we can AO to identifythem early, help them, Support them, 4
move them on *lir way is a tremendous blvestnient in our future

-
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: ..
4p. So,lhose-lip programs I would like to see us build on and Wild

op effectively. A .4'
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you,.1qr. Chairman,.
Mr. PIJSUA,Thelk yooliMr.X.Vidgren. '

t

I tkriderstandyou agreed.to yield to Wis. Schneider,
Mrs Sc-m4Eibwit, Manic yolt very nnioh. I thank my colleague for

yieldiit., . ,...., .

f egret I. appeared late for some df your testimony. However, I
h star cover it, andlhaye all the information. Regretably I
ha e to jeave at 4 o'ctock Ow fot another rneetkig. However, I am
critically concerned &nut the, future finanCinr Of research, I am
verx_soncerned that irsternsliat we have a tendency in this body
to respd to crises, crisis- management, as has 'already been men-
tioned: ... - N. ,

.2

It is very apparea t4hat--kou are responding to the need or we
hay, responded a-couple df years ago for increased funding for

-"cancer, Rhode Island t eing -the ,highest cancer Jileath rate in the
Nation, of coure I ani-f-7.ery cqncerned that,money continues to 7..;,
flow into that area.

It_ is also obvious insofar as the space program is concerned, and
communications technology and a broad spectrum of other things.

).What is particularly frustrating is that perhaps, as we say, it is dif- .
ficult for us to niaintain our lead, I sincerely question whether we
do have a les44n man34of the:se Ilifferent scientific 'Etna research

;---,
areas And iWitha'ps maybe we slibuld, instead' of responding to
crises, haTe the scientific community clearly articulate a serie§ of
priorities th4t4re based on a foresight, based _on lootting into the
future:1as to what ourneeds will be".. .,: ..44g . -

I serve as fart of a caucus here initCongresS called the 'Clearing
HOuge. on the Euture which helps us to have,lest,of a' tendency .to
focus onAthe- here and now% on .0of ,...2-yeaf decisions, to focus instead
on, the long range. ,. 1i' .r , .

Looking areVaces like Japan, where thek have'-a tendency to
have .the _government iria direction toward setting' priorities,, per-
haps-this ,is,What We need to do. I am feeling your frustration of''
talking to 0 "almost empty hearing room. I know win i, I am going
to be doing on the-Science budget, but lib! am I going to persuade
some of my col es doing that When they haven't been sit-' * 1ing here leall kan- have-to say. ,, 1 .., -

. -it see'ins to me that if all of you went OyOnd.,the .measures of
4.klaCcition of time and energy today to maybe havethe AAAS or

yendividtabodies put together at comprehensive .list of spend-
ing pribritieirfefuture research, that 4,ve would get natIonal atten-
tion and th* attention of, some of my colleagues ,herernaybe we
could be-making' better leoisionS. That is what I am really con-
cerned about. -

.
, . . .

...

7.. 1 guess'?don't7have so muchi.-of a, question,. but it is more in the
form, of a request. I just wonder what yo u. think as to that, kind of
strategy or approach to getting the results that 'w,e are looking for.

'sn, Dr.?*soLo. Since I have had nothirfg to saY so far, perhaps I
ought to justify my exiStence and coinintent. .

4
I think kvhart we iidve been' hearing is really', what. neeas to be

, ,.. said At Least In tbe.area of basic research inshemistryI-happen

t ;-
t6 be.a ohemiSt7i-we have been policink the exp'rditures of what

!;,,,,,,, ..
1'
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funds are iniulahle. very stringently, as Professor Parry indicated_
Only one out of !Vie proposals to NSF is being funded, and some

. very, very t'<Nod young people, assistant professors, never get tenure
because they do not succeed in getting funding, not because the
pro-posal that they submit is not goo,d, but simply because the funds

- -available du riot extend sufficiently to cover these proposals_
So; that we really are talking here, and- you have been hearing it

over and over. about priorities, about pruning, however you spell it.
It is usually referred to as cutting out the fat. The fat has-been cut
opt. You are working on 'cutting out the Muscle. It is beginning to
hurt a great deal. It is beginning to show up in a lot of places: I

_know we are alOrery much interested in defense.
When we mention being a superpower, the first thing we think

about is militarily. We wouldlike to be a superpower in technol-
ogy, we would like to be a superpoyver in economics as well. Basic
research really is the foundation Tor technology and 'economic ad-

; vances countries make.
So, I think we better think about things in the right perspective.

In defense, we like to be, gild all of us agree, a superpower; but if
the budget p $200 billion, there has got to be some waste, there has
got to be something falling'in the cracks. I-am sure that basic re-
search would be more than happy to piCk up the things that fall
through the cracks where defense is concerned.

It might be more profitable, rather than listening to these argu-
ments over and over again that scientists are able, to give you, that
we' have already cut right down to the muscle, to ,have somebody
look at where the bulk of our funding is going and see if there
can't be some savings there without detriment to dik defense, bf
course.

Thank you.
Mrs. SORNEIDER. Yes.
Dr, BROMLEY. if I can add to that, you have asked, as you well

know, one of the very difficult questions, where do we place our
,hets for the future. And it is incredibly difficult within a science to

.

get agreement among the people in the science aS to the priorities.
- It becomes vastly more difficult when you move outside of a specif-

.,ic science and consider priorities betiteen 5cience.
So, even with the best will in the world, rthink that,,speaking on.;

behalf of AAAS, I would know of no way in which I could get an
. agreement from the ,members of AAAS on anything I could present

;;
'to you. .

But I come back to the fact that in our system of, gdverninent, it
is, after all, the responsibility, of the executiVe brandh, Dr.
Keyworth, his associates, to forthulate a program to present to you 4+
folks for consideration. 7

I hope that the system will develop in such a why that there will
be more scientific, engineering, -mathematical, -general 'Scientific
input to the processes within the executive branch. That approach
will formulate at least the first cut at a program which will benefit

- from consideration by -committees like this one, frpm discussion's
throlighouyhe scientific community, '

But, if seems to me that is where we have to start. And getting
more input into that discussion, and getting the discussibn more in;-

-formed,'-is a first, if certainly far fi-órn suffiCient sfep.
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Mr. FuquA.,Dicl you wish to comment, Dr. Watson?
,Mr WovrsON Yes, we are trying for the impossible by haying our

Government run for the large jpart by people who are almoSt total-
19 ignorant of science and engineering when the economic basis of
our society is technoloky. .

Dr Keyworth Must have a very difficult time operating with vir-
tually no staff and as far as we can tell,;iiot a very high place in
the Government. I think we are getting jtist about what our adinin-
istration wantsindifference to scientists.

I mean I don't see how, we can if within the administration the
role of science is so small in an official sense to think that in fact it
is going to affect our decisions is ludicrous. Fortunately our Gov-
ernment is split, and we have Congress. Of course, I think your
rqe has to be even nwore important than in the past in seeing we
try and rationally run our -Governikent.

We have, talked about 'Voodoo economics. Vice President Bush
once used that word. you know, we are almost asking for voodoo
science If we don't have, yoti know, we want the great things, but
we really don't have trainedipeople to do it. In the last analysis we
are going to rise or fall ovfr, the number of people of competence
who can run our country,And I, think the Auestion is, is science
education important? It is verY important. And we cannot have
that nuinber decrease without having a real crisisetlevelop.

Mrs SCHNEIDER. Well, I just would like to make one cicising com-
ment We may have limited technical expertise in this area. But,
yet, we are the ones who have to make the decisions. And for ex-
ample, the Energy Research Advisory Board has made recommen-
dations as to the most cost-effective investments of research dollars
in energy.

They have given us their priorities. If just so happens that, you..
know, that will certainly help us in making decisions. Now, we
have a whole panapoly of different decisions to make on research.
Now, do I want to vote to put a lot of money. into space research, or
do I want to put more into health researc4 or energy research, and
that sort of thing:.

AllI am suggesting is that if the 'sitAentific commtinity, granted,
diffieult for maybe two of you toitalk to one another, but when

,you get three, it is even tougher, buO think that that kind of thing
-needs to happen. This needs to hapPen in order to provide some na-
tional directiVe for effective spending of our dollars. And, if that
kind of initiative could be taken by the scientific community, I
think that you would see this body much more responsive to that
kind of direction.

Thank you; Mr. Chairman..f
Mr. FUQUA. Thank you,MrS:,Schneider.
M. Shamansky.
Kr. SHAMANSEV. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
De. Parry, my home iS Columbus, Ohio; and one of your most im-

portant divisionS, the Chemical Abstracts Service ie there. And it
sits on one side of Ohio State University and the Battelle Memorial
Institute sitS on the other.

Last week ,the president of Ohio State was here having lunch
with the Ohio delegation. He Pointed out that it would take. $50
million to bring the instrumentation of Ohio State,.up to where it

3 74
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should be to train our future scientists. I just talked to one of t
vice presidents and I am going to take a tour. He said Subur an
High School has a better chemical lab setup than does the universi=',
ty at this Point. I don't see how in the world mY-community, and I

am very locally -,griepted, can continue to enjoy the economic

strength provrdeeby Chemical Abstracts Service if the supplier of
the personnel in a significant sense, Ohio State University, is just

. dot turning but people properly trained.
- ,

' I., would like to know from you-what your profe$sional society
thinks it canAloAther than coming here to inform the handful of
us who come Dy.

Dr. PARRY. At the present time we have a task force looking at
. the issue of instrumentation to try to get a more considered answer
to the question you have asked me. It is a tough one, and the deci-

sions that are put before us are, Can we take- the money that nor-
mally would go for research grants to try to build up this instru-
inentation?

Mr. SRAMANSKY. Is that,robbing Peter to pay Paul? -

Dr, Pawn.. This is exactly right. Thez is a questio then, A to
whether or not this is a wise decision. The obviou
infusion of a sizable amount of money would be n
Ohio State uP to where it should be,. and this problem .
to Ohio State

Mr. SHAMANSKY. I think it is typical: That is what worries me:
Dr. PARRY. We re now lking abet...a-bringing university labora-

,.
we wo

ith

answer is an
eded to bring

not unique

tories up to whe
industry, let. alone
real problem is, whe re you goingft get the money forthis. The
only option tve can see is that among the development and demon-
stration projects, there may be many that industry would lie will-
ing to pick lip and that mightlree some Federal money for other
uses.

Mr:SHAMANSKY. Frankly, sir, that leads me to' my next question.
I would like to suggest to you, at least as far as I am concerned,

that this pleading-by the administration of no money.is a very self-
serving declaration. This committee, on a bipartisan basis, elimi-
nated about $240 million for the Clinch River Ireeder Reactor.
Then, the administration mobilized itself, as a favOr,to Mr. Baker.
It put baelt $240 million for the .QIinch River Breeder'Reactor, Mr.
Baker beindfrom Teritessee.-

That could fund a lot of science education and a lot or instrnmen-
tation. So, this claim that there is no money, and that there is no
money for this, but there is plenty of money for other things.

I think that when you see Dr. Keyworth, I urge you tq point that
out to him, because he ends up nothing but an apologist'. I iiirean,

that is what he is hired try do, unfortunately. The question is, is he
an apologist for the administration; or is he a spokesman for, sci-

ence? Now if he has no staff, as Dr. Watson says, obviously, he
can't be much more. He is a hired apologist.

r PARRY. I co,uld only indicate that the need for money for the.
instrumentation is severe. I am glad that you folks are worrying
about where the money comes froth. That, is not in my proVince:
But. I do believe, firmly, that without some attention to instrumen-

.,

Id be competitive even with American
oratories in other countries. And the
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tation an other problems w hiFh we face, we will slip into a second-
rate position in the area of science.

Mr. SHAMANSKY. I would like to comment that tny law school
classmate, John Harp, is president of the council on financial aid to
education, .1, hich ad% isesthe large corporations on how they s end
their Money. He,talks about working with these large corpora "Ons,
Exxon and so on, to help. But it is a spit in the ocean.

Dr. PARRY. Right.
Mr. SHAMANSKY Don't have any illUsion. I 'don't want-to say it is

a PR job Every penny, helps. But it is not addiessing the major
problem. Before I yield I would like to say to the two witnesses
froth the American Chemical Society that your uhemical Abstracts
Service headed by Pale Baker is.an important part of our commu-

. nity and they do a good job.
Thank yo,q,. Mr. Chtdrnian.
Mr. FUQUA. Thank you, Mr. Shanmnsky.
Mr. Nelson..
Mr Nasoi4. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. First of all I want to

make a statement that my eye caught in Dr. Leopold's testimony
' herein shich he concluded that it is his opinion that the lessening

of financial support for science is not comparable to pruning, but
rather to a reduction of the nutrients which sustain the tree's
growth. And I Cancur in *at conclusion. Now, Let me pick up.

One of yoq sort of compared the advancement of science and
technology, as an either-or proposition, with regarct`to the defense
budget. And I think the statement was, where you can tighten up,
where you can eliniinate waste and duplication in the Defense De--
partment, let that fall through the cracks, -and we in science can
utilize that.

Then, my eye caught Dr. Bromley's testimony, where he is talk-
ing about the inner relationship between defense rnatte.ks and sci-
ence. And the cross-pollenization, if you will, between the two. I
would like sOme more comment from you as to that,. because being
on Chairman Fuqua's committee, and also being on ihe Budget
'Committee, where we get these competing demands for the alloca-
tion- of how big is the slice of the pie going to be in this or, that
sector, and of course, frequently there is the dasault,on-defense,
aying, yell, we ought to cut down defense, and then we can pro-

vide for-more social programs.
You know, I heard a rendition of that with regard to science

here. G.I'4 me some commentary onthat. Dr. Eromley, perhaps you
Might want to illucidate, please.

Dr. BROMLEY. Thank.yon, Mr. Nelson. .

Yes, I happen to feel that both the scientific and technical com-
. munity, the Department of Defense, and the Nation were all hurt

when we had the major schism developed between thed-research
cOmmunity and Defense Department in the sixties.

It seems to me that in a democractic society like ours, the people
responsible for-our security and 'defense should neither be nor feel
to be 'cut off from the major body of society. I think it is terribly
important first from a philosophic point of view that there be con-.
Crating interaction between some of the bright young people in our
country and the people responsiblP for the defense,, rif:1 'that they
be one and.the same part of the time.

st
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So, they think It is tet t Ibly impurtant to get the communication

going Then-1 cvnie back to the fact that the Defense DepartMent
-has a desperate need, if it is going to do the. thing it is being
charged to do by this administration and past administrations, de-
fense Ls becoming a much,Inore technological enterprise than it
ever was. -,

Mr. NELSON. Pretisely. .

Dr. BROMLEY. We are seeing a need for people who are at a level
of training and eicpertise that tranken'ds anything we have seen
before in the ,defense community. It seems to pie that on all these
grounds, it is essential triat we begin td make common cause, that

4 we begin to recognize that, for the good of the country, the Defense
Department has to go back to sonie of its old role of being one of
the supporters and partiCipants in research activity and science
education.

It is going to draw on that systein for people and ideas and con-
cepts and devices. And on. the university side, the universities have
to get involved to bring new points of view into t1ie Defense'De-
partment, to the discussions and to the priority decis s that must
be made there.

I would end by sayin -that a two-way street is not anywhere
near enough. What we Tve to have is a three.way communication
among the private sec or, the research community, particularly in
,the univesities, and the dbfense'area.

ee, ..--So, I for one feel that we 411 lost during the sixties when we had
. the violent divorce between the Defense Department and research

and the universities. And I am very anxious that We find ways to
put the relationship back together. It is not going to be easy. It is
going to require a lot of forebearance, a lot of good will, and a lot of
focus on the fact that we are all in this together.

Mr. NELSON. How can we help in that process of establishing
good will?

Dr. BROMLEY. If I may say so, sir, orie of the major problems in
the whole enterprise is somethi gat least in the university
known as the. ghost Mansfield tmendment. When the Mansfield
amendment was enacted in 1969, it represented the will of the
people. There was no question ;about it. As a result of that, pro-
gram officers throughout the Defense Department and all the seri"-
ices had their portfolios scrutinized. And if things did not have a
direct and apparent relationship to an immediate Defense need
the project was dropped. Eight million dollars of projects were
dropped imone bundle.

Now, the program officers also got a black eye at this po,int. It is
not surprisingthat program officers treat with considerable skepti-
cism statements made by each new Secretary of Defense, and

& E. people who say we are ndw back in the business of sup-
porting research. We are now back in the business of dealing with
universities. We want to be ypur, friends, because the program 'offi-
cenknows that people up there'can Change. And they don't want to
getcaught with their portfolios down again.

And, so, it seems to me that what you could do and what this
committee could do and what your colleagues could do is to help to
convince the people in the trenches, who actually do the Support of

,
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science out ,there throughout the country and community that you
mean business. , otk-

Mr. NELSON. Do .any ofyou have a contrary expression of opinion
-on that subject? Do yott all agtee? Yes, sir.

Dr. BASOLO. I agree but I would like to mention that ,a few weeks
ago, at Northwestern University our Nce president for research and
his staff got together a symposium where people from DOD were
imited. And they came with the express purpose of just telling our
people in the physical sciences the kinds of things that they were

' interested in,
NOthing claSsified. But their missions and so forth. Now, I think

contacts have been made,..so. people Pare beginning to write prnpos-
als; particularly young people who are having difficulty in getting
funding, and trying to take akantage of some of this DOD money._

Now, since I was the one that mentioned this is falling betWeen
the cracks and so forth, I don't want to be misunderstOnd..I am just
saying that here we are spinning our wheels, thinking about waste
in basic resear,ch where we keep telling,you that there is none, and
we have been scrutinizing this so carefully. -,

But when you are talking about $200 billion, I dot not know
enough about it, but there has got to be some Waste. And if there is
any waste at all, it has go to be appreciable in tvms of the amount
of money that is going into basic research.

So, that is the point that I was tiling folnake.
Mr. NELSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman
Mr. FixitiA. Thank you, Mr. Nelson.
I might point out that the attitude at DOD has changed consider-

ably in the last few years. And there is a positive program going oh
now for fellowships and traineeships, and to renew that relation-
ship with the universities. And I think it is a very positive step in
the right direction.

Mr. Lowery.
Mr. LOWERY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Bromley, yotir statement included a widely held 'belief that

corporate managers are primarily concerned with the short-term ,

accomplishment, the immediate i.eturn on, investment. If that is
true, I would like to know how deeply you feel that is felt within
the corporate community. How should corporate research be struc-
tured or-restructurbd? And what changes should be made?

Dr. BROMLEY. In my testimony I quoted specifically from William.
Abernathy .t'of, the Harvard Business School, who made the com-
ment recently'that MBA's, one after the other, are being turned
out in this. country, being convinced that if they are to stay on the
fast track, they have to jump corporations about every 3 or 4 years.

Once you accept that as one of your basic tenets, you are then
*aced with the recognition that anything you do that will pay off

beyond 3 to 4 years will benefit your successor, rather than your-
self, and necessarily shouk: be viewed with &certain skepticism.

So to the extent that Abernathy is correct, and he knows a lot
more about it than 1 do becausct I am _from an .entirely different
wing of the academic business, it seems to me that we have in this
country fostered a philosophy, and I think he is right, whkh makes
it extremely difficult for any industry to really engage 'in long-term
researcb. This certainly seems to be true ih the sense yve are dis-
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cussing it liete iii.this committee- Anything that does not pay off
w ithin sutnething hke a year or two is considered very lOng-range
in most.industries I know about. .

But, I am not an expert. Some of the other people here may be
able to expand this. ,.

Mr. LOWERY.. Are" there any suggeStions you or the cher wit-
nesses have as to what Changes should be made?

Dr. BROMLEY. Our competitiveness in the international market-
place, after years of easy dominance of both national and interna-
tional 'science, is falling, and falling rapidly. If we can't somehow
convince our corporate executives and managers that in The long
run our competitiveness depends on our maintaining the know-how
ehat has brought us to where we are today, most of whicl ? has come
from lung-range research, then I am afraid we are-going to fall
from any kind of competitive position internationally.

So. if you ask me how we are going to do this, the only way, I can
see tu do it is to somehow mount a sufficient educational campaign
that will convince people that it is in the long-range best interests
of the shareholders of the "corporations of this country to do it, and
have them force Maeir own managements and their own people to
take this somewhat longer view than seems to be the case at the
moment,

Mx. Lowtoiv. Further comments by witnesses? Let me follow up
with a question as well. The committee is continually exposed to
international researa comparisons. In fact, in your testimony Dr.
Bromley, you mdritioned the total expenditures for R. & D. in the
United States is currently 2.97 percent of GNP; in Japan, 1.93 per-
cent; in West Germany, 2,.36 percent.

What really does this mean? Is theye a ranking? Can we assume
the funds are equally utilized or somewhat equally grouped9

Dr. BROMLEY., Let_ me go back and emphasize, first of all, that if
we average across the board, we still have by fir the strongest sci-
ence and technology enterprise in the world. But by focusing their
activities, op,e country,,after anoth abroad, Japan, Germany,-
Russia, you'imme it; by focusing on a narrow salient ,. are able to
move up to us and ahead of us. And w at is being shown in the
numberS that you just quote is the fact that those salients are
broadening, and they are expending more of their available re-
sources on, the long-term future of their respective countries, and
on making their countries more competitive internationally, as Dr.
Watson has just indicated, than we are. .

.

They believe moi=e"than,we do, it seems, that expenditures of this
kind are an investment in their" future. That is where the critical
comparison comes. 'And it is a Matter of national philosophy. ,

Dr, WAtsor.. I would like to come back to the vvry large amount
of money we spend for defense. About one-half of our total R &D.
budget. This has remarkably little return to our industrial eitter-
prise. Su the amount we are doing in su2port of what we really
need is much less than generally appreciated. .

'The budget for the National Science Foundation should be dou-
bled. Then we might be gvtting to the point where we are really'
able to maintain what we have.

_

Dr. BROMLEN. If I may, just to-emphasize Dr. Watson's point, I
have the numbers here that all, the total governmental R. & a,
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Japan allocates 2 percent 'to defense, West Germany 12 percent;
France 30 percent, whereas we have more than 50 percent and our
fraction is growing rapidly. Those numbers speak for themselves.

Mr. LOWERY. What is the percentage in the United States?
Dr. BROMLEY. It is between 51 and 52.
Mi. LOWERY. Thank you very much. Th-ank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FUQUA. Thank you, Mr.-Lowery.
One concluding question. It has, been mentioned that probably,

the better thing would be to separate R from D. Is there a practical
or an easy .way that that can be separated, because in my opinion
many times D is very _related to what happened in R, and many of
the same pdrticipants need to -help make D work because they
know all about the R.

Dr. BROMLEY. Your point is'extremely well taken, Mr. Chairman.
I think 1 have on previous occasions said that I can't tell basic from
applied research, but I Sure can tell good from ba4liesearch. That
separation is easy, but I think what I am proposing, what I propose
in my testimony today, recognizes that there is a gray area. There
are certain things that are clearly all people of good will would
agree are in the basic area.
, Mr. FUQUA. And we fund programs in basic research?

Dr. BROMLEY. Yes, and also in the development area, and the cri-
teria that should be applied to those two areas, development and
research, are fiesitiently quite different, and I think that we should
focus on that aspect'.

I think also that the development of miorities are quite different
in the two. The time scales are quite different. The degree to which
scientific judgment as opposed to political judgment should enter is
quite different in the large development project on the one hand,
and on the-small basic resenrch project on the other.

So I would agree with you completely, that there will always be a
gray area in the middle. But I am convinced that our discussion of
what our problems are in the basic research area are being clouded
bS, the fact that for every dollar spent in basic research, 10 are,
spent on development. It seems development completely controls
the discussion, when the perhaps more fundamental problems at
any given moment may be down there in the 10 percent that is
really basic research. .

I would like to see the two areas considered on their merits, and
I think in order to do that we really must separate them.

Mr. FUQUA. I see we are getting a good response.
Dr. Parry and then Dr. Leopold. ,

Dr. PARRY. One of the decisions that I believe is very important
in the industrial community is a guess as to whether a project will
succeed or not industrially..It is very, very hard to make that as
long as you are in the basic research province, and for that reason
industry hastbeen unwilling to fund basic research in the amount
that the country needs.

They are more willing to fund development work, because at that
poiht you can make a better guess as to whether it will wotk or
not. In reference to Dr. Bromley's separation, you are more apt to
have the private sector pick up some of these development oper-
ations, whereas nobody really is going to be willing to pick up the
basic research operation.

3 8
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Mr FUQUA I think that is very true. Dr. Leopold.
Dr. LEOPOI.D. I am not sure I wuld agree with the separation) of

R. & D. It would seem to-me that inuch is to be said for an integra-
tion of the people who have expertise 'in the basic side ahd the
people Ahose, charges are in the developmental, side I would say
long live the grey teea between the two.

Dr BRON1LEY. If I may, Mr. Chairman, I `w-ant -US emphasize I
never suggested that we separate the activities or the people or
anything else,'but we should separate the budgets,.so that we cah
discuss themlnowledgeably. They are two different things.

Mr. FUQUA. Well, we do that in many areas, particularly in, say,
the National Sci?nce Foundation, which is primarily supporting
basic research. Now, when we get into, say, the Department of
Energy, we do have basic energy sciences, nuclear physic*, and
other programs, but we also have demonstration programs, which
is a further refinement of development..

So we do ticire many programs that are broken down in those
areas, but we tend to lump all those budgets when we talk about
R. & D. in this country' or R. & D. in some other country. Then we
are talking about the whole combined figure that we use in both.

pr. BanNax.xYes. If I can make one lasr Point, sir, in this con-
nection, and relating to our prior discussion about the Defense De-
partment. It does bear emph6sis that because the area that is grow-
ing by far the most slowly is basic research, and in the long run it
may be the ,most important in ternis of our national defense and
security. -

Mi. FUQUA. Dr. Parry.
Dr. PARRY. I-would like to comment that I don't disagree with

Dr. Leopold, long live the gray area. I think that that is a basic
given in the nature of research and development.

There is always going to be an overlap of these two,but ultimate-
ly when a project gets a long ways Monk, you begin to getaddition,-
al people of a different type into the development phase, and it
moves away from what had been done in the bAic research area,
and I think it is in that context that one can consider the transfer
of funds, where industry might be willing to pick up'a charge and
where'they would not be willing to do so in the basic research area.

Dr. BROMLEY. Yes.
The.CHAtamAN. I want to thank all, of you for Your time and

having a chanee to visit with you earlier today. We thank you very
much for your testimony and your time and responses to the ques-
tions. I think you can see by the...participation of the Members that
we are all very concerned and interested in the future of.our scien-
tific program. We thank.you very much for your contribution.

The, committee wFll stand adjourned until 9:30 in the morning.
[Whereupon, at 4.40 p.m., the committee adjourned, to'reconvene

at 9:30 a.m Thursday, February 4, 1981.]
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U.S. SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY UNDER
BUDGET STRESS

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 4,1982

HOUSE Op REPRISENTATIVES,
CONIMthEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,

Washington, D.C.
The cOmmittee met, pursuant to call, at 10:10 a.m., in room. 2318,

Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Ronnie Flippo presiding.
Mr. FLIPPO [presiding]. The meeting will come to order.
Mr Fuqua is unavoidably detained for a moment. I am sure he

will be joining us directly. I ask unanimous consent that Mr.
Fiiqua's opening remarks be placed in the record at this point.

[The prepared opening statement by Mr, Fuqua follows:]

a,
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OPENING STATEOENT

OF THE !

HONORABLE. DON FUQUA (D-FLA.)

AT THE HEARING ON

, U.S. SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY .6NDER BUDGET STRESS

FEBRUARY,4, 1982

MR. FUQUA: THIS MORNING'S SESSION WILL CONCLUDOHE AUST

PHASE OF OUR CONSIDERATION OF THE FY 1983 BUDGET. WHEN WE4'
HAVE HEARD-7HE FOUR DISTINGIJISHED WITNESSES SCHEDIILED

TODAY WE WILL HAVE LAID A SOUND BASE FOR THE,NEXT PHASE IN

WHICH OUR SWICOMMITTEES WILL CONSIDER THE R&D BUDGETS OF

THE:VARIQUS ASENCIES THAT COME BEFORE.US.

BY WAY OF INTRODUCTION TO TODAY'S SESSION I WANT TO MENTION

(TWO POINTS RELATED TO THE EXPERIENCE tF OUR WITNESSES, ALL

.OF WHOM ARE DISTINGUISHED UNIVERSITY PRESIDENTS. SEVERAL

PREVIOUS WITNESSES HAVE J1EFERRED TO-THE NEED FOR MORE
,

TECHNICALLY TRAINED PEOPLE IN INDUSTRY, ESPECIALLY ENGJNEERS.

HOW SHOULD:WE-RESPOND TO THIS NEED? IS IT A REAL NEED,OR

MERELY A ,CYCLICAL PHENOMENON%WHICH WILL BECOME A SURPLUS IN

A FEU YEARS? SHOULD WE CONCENTRATE ON TRAINING MORE

ENGINEERS OR ON--A BROAD SCIATIFIC AND TECHNICAL LITERACY?

GIVEN TIGHT BUDGETS, HOW DO WE' SET PRIORITIES?.

t4
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SECOND, A w1rNEss FROM THE ELECTRONIC, INDUSTRY STATED fRAT

INDUSTRY NEEDS THE STOREHOUSE OF EXPERTISE THAT EXISTS IN

THE UNIVERSITIES, IN ORDER TO MEET FOREI91 TECHNTCAL

COMPETITION. HE STATED THAT HIS INDUSTRY'DTD NOi WANT

DIRECT.FEDERAL AAD, OUT WOULD LIKE TO'SEE CONTINUED PtDERAL

FUNDING 0? UNIVERSITY RESEARCH. WHAT 'WILL HAPPEN TO THE

a
EXPERTISE IN THE UNIVERSITIES. IF PRESENT BUDGET TRENDS,-

CONTIgle' WI IMPROVED COUPLING BETWEENAWDUSTRY AND .

UNIVERSITIES HELP COMPENSATE FOR REDUCED R&D BUDGETS? HOW

WILL THE PRESENT TRENDS AFrECT THE TRADITIONAL,UNIVERSITY

ROME IN BASIC RESEARCH?

SUCH QUESTIONS WILL BE ASKED IN COKING WEEKS AS WE DEAL WITH

.syEcirtc AGENCY REQUESTS. 1 AM SURE THAT TODAY'S TESTIMONY.,

WILL PROYADEIA VERY HELPFUL BACKGROUND.

,

. OUR FIRST WITNESS'WILL BE DR. WALTER SMITH,1PRESIDENT OF

' FLORIDA ARM.UN.IVERSIfY IN:TALLAHASSEE.

SECOND, WILL BE DR. EDWARD DLOUSTEIN, PRESIIDENT OCRUTGERS'

UNIWERSITY IN NEW JERSEY.

4

THIRD, WILL, BE DR.. PETER MAGRATH, PRESIDENTLOF THE UNIVERSITY.

OF MI*NNLOTA:

.

FINALIY, WE WILL HAVE DR., NORMANAACKERMAN, PRESIDENT, RICE-

UNIVERSITY AND, FORMER CHAIRMAN OF THCNATIONAL SCIENCE'BOARD.
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1 AM VERY PLEASED TO WELCOME TO THIS HEARING, DR. WALTE13.4'

SMITH, PRESIDENT OF FLORIDA A&M UNIVERSITY. FLORIDA MA

Is ONE OF THOSE'TRADITIONALLY BLACK UNIVERSITfES wrar

PLAYED A CRUGIAL AND HISTORIC ROLE IN EDUCATING BLACK

STUDENTS WHEN THEY WERE tf1G DEPRIVtD 9F OTHER OPPORTUNITIES '

IN HIGHER EDUCATION. 'FLORIDA AM HAS CONTiNUED AND WILL,

CONTINUE, TO Pa:II/IDE SPECIAL
OPPORTUNITIES. .FURTHER, UNDER

THE LEADERSHIp OF
PRESIDENT SMITH, IT HAS ENGAGED IN FRONT:-

RANK RESEARCH. SUCH RESEARCH IS VITAL IN DETERMIFIING THE

ACADEMIC HEALTH AND PROMOTING NI6-1 SCHOLARLY STANDARDS:IN A

MODERN ,IMVERSITY.

IT WAS PERHAPS INEVITABLE THAT
THESE HEARINGS ON "SCIENCE

'AND lECHNOLOGY UNDER BUDGET STRESS" WOULD-BRING IN A

,DIVERSITY OF ISSUES AS WELL AS VIEWPOINTS. WE HAVE ALREADY

HEARD SHARP EXCHANGES ABOUT THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF

KEEPING UP THE RESEARCH LEVELS A THOSE UNIVERSJTIES WHICH

ARE ACKNOWLEDGED AS BEING OUR VERY BEST, VIS-A-VIS KEEPING

4)

UP THE RESEX.RCH ACTIVITIES NT UNIVERSITIES WHICH ARE

GEOGRAPHICALLY DISTRIBUTED BUT HAVE NOT AS YET ACQUIRED THE

'HI6HEST ACADEMIC PRESTIGE.

-

AS THE DOLLARS GRQW MORE SCARCE,
SbCH CHOICES MAY HAVE TO

,

BE MADE. THIS IS PROBABLY NOT T4 TIME TO EXPLORE THIS

ISSUE IN DETA11_,-:BUT I THOUGHT IT WOULD BE VERY IMPORTANT

FOR US TO HEAR FROM A UNIVERSITY THAT IS STILL TRYING TO

DEVELQP A AOGRAM'OF EXCELLENCE IN THIS TIME'OF BUDGET

STRESS,

PRES1"DENT SMITH, I WELCOME YOU TO' THESE:HEARINGS ANb I ANT

1111 TO CONGRATULATE YOU ON THE EXCELLENT JOB YOU ARE DOING.

IUNDERSTAND'THAT MR. PL1PPO WOULD ALSO'LIKE tb WELCOME YOU

AND MAKE A STATEMENT FOR THE RECORD. MR. FLIPPO.

3 8 5
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We would like to start our -hearings with a slight change. I know
the chairman woUld like to address Dr. Smith and,'Dr. Smith, with
your kind agreement I would like tc; start with Dr. Bloustein's tes-
timony first, if that would be_acceptable, 'if Your schedule will
permit that. .

would like to ask unanimous donsent of the committee for:tape
recordings and photographs and television during this session.
Without objection, we will conduct it in that 'fashion.

I think the chairman, Mi. Fuqua, has been receiving the testimo-
ny of all our witnesses and then, when all testimony has been'pre-

.sented and then going to qbestions in the interest of time.
So, if it would be a&eptable we would like to have your testimo:

ny at this time, Doctor. Please feel free to summarize your state-
ment and we will, include STour entire statement in the record.

I might say that Mr. Roe would like to have been here to ext'end
his welcome to you, but he could not be here.

[The brographical sketch of Dr..Bloustein followsj

/

.92 797, 0-182---45
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RUTGERS ;,.EUSPSERIIICE

Barbara Selick Dawson, Director
Tel. (20) 932-7034 'October 1931

e

BICGRAPHICAL OUTLI4 OF DR. EPAPD J.,5LCUSTEIN,DR:SLDEHT Or RUTGERS, THE STATE

UNIVERSITY OF,NEU JERSEY

BO'N: New York City. Ja.....ary 20, MS
Son of Samuel 91c.ste,n (deceased) and Cella (EinIchner)

91oustein (deceased)

EDUCATIO(1:

PROFESSIONAL

EXPERIENCE:
+A.

J

PUBLIC SERVICE;

J.C., Cornell Law Sch6ol, 1959
Ph.D., in Philosophy, Cornell University, 1354

B. Phil., Oxford University, 1950 l(:adham College)

B.A.. New York University, 1948 (Washington.,Square Coilege)

.

President, Rutgers, The State Univeffity of New jersey.

1971 to present.
member, Board of Directors. United Jersey. Banks. 1972 to present.

Member, Board Of D4ectors, Columbia Pixtures ndustriesv Inc..

1978 to present.
President, Bennington College, 1965-1971.
Professor of Law, liew York University Law chool, teaching Torts

and Jurisprudence, 1961-1966.
Private Law Practice, specializing in Ppl1atê Law, Hew York

City, 1961-1165.

Law Clerk to former Chief Judge !tanleyrl. Fuld of the Court

of Appeals of tie State of.ilew Y rk, 1959-1961.

Political AnalysG tinited Statp:Oeoart nt Of-State,

1951-1952, 1955-1936. ,

Instructor in Logic and Philosophy. Cor ell University,

1954-1955.
Lecturer in Phildscphy of Lawand Social Philosophy, Brooklyn

College. 1950-1951.
Membar of the Bar;'New York State, The State of Vermont.

President, College Public Agency Council of the ew York Region

of the United States Civil Service Comnission,11977

to present. , -

Member. Commission on Individual Liberty and Personal Privacy,

State of new Jersey. 1977 to present.
Chairman of Council of Presidents, and member, Executive

Committee, National Association 0 State Universities

and Lapd.Grant Cineges:
Chairman, Legal'iAffairs Committee, National Association of State

UniverSities apetand-Grant Colleges, 1975 to present.

Special Corkettee on the;Second Century, Bar Association of the

Cfty bf (Iew,Yoils; 1972 to preSent.
Advipry Council:Omen Law School, 1974 to present.

Member. Advi ry Council. -Department of Philosophy, ,

Princeton Unfveriity, 1973 to present. .

Member. Panel on Privav,and Behavioral Research, Executive

Office of the,President, Office of.Science ind

Technology, 1957: t'ee "Privacy alid ehavioral Research."

a report of the Panel (1967). e,

(over)

4i.,Weept
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0.1ILITARY SERVICE:

800M. REPORTS
AND ARTFCCES;.

AWARDS AND /
DISTINCTUNS:

FAMICY:

10/81
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Served with the U.S. Army 1943-1946, discharged itith rank of
staff sergeant. ,

Freeeom of Expression, a bcodto be published in 1982.
,

'Social Responsioility, Publit Policy, and the Law Schools,".
NeA York University Law Review, (19GO).

, Individual and Grouo Privacy, Transaction Press(1978).
'Privacyls DearNt Any Price: A Response to Professor Phsner's

. Economic Theory," 12 Ga. L. Rev. 429 (1973):
'Group Privacy: The Right tg go178 Ruteers-Camden LaW

Journal 219 (1976). _

"'The Fii.TFIFinoment and Privacy: The Suprere Court Justice and
the Phil6sopher," 23 Rutgers Law Review 41 (1974). .

The University and the Counterculture, Rutgers University Press
.

(1972f, '

Dimensions of Academic Freedan, joint author, Illinois University
Press (1969).

"Privacy, Tort law and the Constitution," 46 Texas Law Review
611 (196Z). '.."

"The Statute of Limitations Applicable to Common Law Recovery
for Radiation Injuries,"a stddy for the Atomic Energy

,Cennissions (19661.
thuclear Energy, Public Policy and the Law, editor, Oceana Rress

i (1964).
.

"Privacy As An Aspect of Human Dignity," 39 New York University
Law Review 962 (1964). ,

"Logic and Legal Realism° 50 Cornell Law Ouarterly 24 (1964).
"Account of a Field StLdy in a Rural Area of the Representation

of Indigents Accused of Crime: with B.F. Willcox,
59 Columbia Law Review 551 (195;9). ,

"The Griffin Case--Poverty and the Fourteenth Amendment,' with
; S.F. Willeox,'43 Cornell Law Quarterly I ,(1957).

"Political Dynamics in East Germany," a study for the Office of
, Intelligence Research of the UAited States Department

of State, (1956)- .

,

"The Reconstitution of the So'cialist International," attudy for
4 the Office of -Intelligence Research of the United States

Departsent of,State, (1951).

L.H.D. (hon.) Nebrew,Union College, 1977
LL.D. (hon.) 'College -of Charleston, 1976

; ,1

LL.D. (hon. , University of Pennsylvania, 1975
LL.D. Dion. 'lew York University, 1972
LL.D. (hon. Cedar Crest College 1970

Editor-in-Chief. Cornell_Law_OuArterlY.-19S9
Fulbrig)t Scholar at Oxford University, 1948-50
Phf Seta Kappa, 1948

"Business Statesman of the Year," Sales Executive Club of
- New Jersey., April. 1970

-

He married Dr. Ruth Ellen Steinman, a pediatridian', in 1951

, and they have two daughters...Elise, born Deceniber 31,
' 1952 and Lori, born October 17, 1954.
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STATEMENT OF DR. EDWARD J. BLQUSTEIN, PRESIDENT,
. RUTGERS, THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW JERSEY, 'NEW

BRUNSWICK, ,IEW JERSEY

Dr. BLOUSTEIN. hank you very mugh, Mr. Chairman, and mem-
alers of the comthittee.

I am .Edward J. Bloustein, president of Rutgers, the State'univer-
sity of New Jersey, and I am pleased lo join my colleagues from a
number of disfinguished universities this morning twontribute to
this 'Committee's h'earing and review of U.S. science d technology
under kudget stress.

It is a, Subject of the greatest importance to our Nation .and IQ
our ,Nation's univeriities and I congratulate the committee on fo-
cusing so sharply on this vital issue.

The commitment of Rutgers to science and technology is funda-
mental. I am pleased to add as well that although we are being se-
verely strained, our program Ptill sound. Moreover, let me add
that however great the Itress, science and technology will continue
to play a central role inAhe university's teaching and research mis-
sion. -

As I have intimated, however, we are currently facing substan-
tial budget problems in science and technology, speCifically in tht
areas of faculty compensation,: graduate support and, equipment,
andlacility needs which threaten out very capacity and thq contin-
ued quality of our effort.

It is my overall 'judgment, and that of many Of my colleagues
througohout, the COuntry, that the maintenance of current levels of
scientific and technological support will only be sufficient to main-
tain the status quo in our universities.

not enable us to recailture out once corlimanding lead in
the international s'Pheres and ib will iNt enable uS to help revital-
ize as we should, this Nation'3s ecoomy and this Nation's defense
preparedness.

I vimildliketoTevievir-with this-com-rhittee-very; briefly-the-rel
of science and technologytat Rutgers and the problems facing us I
should then like to focus.bn the specific areas cif gravest concern-to
us, including4hose areas most appropriate, in my judgment, for re-
dress by the Federal Goverament.

Rutgers College, the antecedent a Rutgers, 'the State-university
was_ charte'red in 1766 and is the eighth oldest college in the United
StateS:

We, became the land-grant college of New Jersey in 1864, the
State university in 1956. I should add that we are the only colonial
college that became a landtrant college and a State university.

Science and techyiology have played a large Part in the iiniversi-
ty's mission from the earliest days of the colonial college to todaY's
multipurpose, multicampus university which enrolls 48,000 stu-
dents and has an annual operating budget of some $300 million.

Indeed, the scientific.and technological interests of the university,'
were instruinektAl in obtaining the land-grant status and. as a
-State university we have emphasized science and technology at
every step in our development.

. .
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I hope you will indulge inp for a -few moments at least while I
take a moment to point with pride to certain of our accomplish-
ments.

Our departments of physics and mathematics have4 both been
designated as centers of excellence by the National Science Foun-
dation.

Our microbiology efforts are baSed at the Waksman Institute,.
named for the distinguished Rutgers Nobel Prize winning .fact4ty
member Selman Waksman, who discovered streptomycin.

We have substantial .3t,ork of national distihction in seatistics,
chemical engineering, and agriculture. Our computer science de-
partment is one of the strongest in the United States.
. Our .facully has been enormotisly successful in competition fo r

Feteral research' funds awarded under the peer review process. In
fact, Federal grants have doubled in the last 5 years and we are
currently very excited about the possibility of extending our coop-
eration with 4: dustry,

We are very enthusiastic about the recent National Science
Foundation initiatives in generic research designed to foster uni-
versity-industrial cooperation.

And we are proposing a very heavy investment in the area of ce-
ramics research in our college of engiheering whiCh has both a
long-range history of excellence in bhsic research, and very strong,
tieto indUstry.

However, as this committee might realize, I am very concerned
about certain tendencies which seem to threaten our current level
of achieFement as a center of research and science and promise to
forestalitnecessary progressive develOpment.

Let m6 describe my general concerns by focusing on four specific
areas. faculty compensation, graduate student support, equipment
instrumentation and facilities, and the current steady state level of
Federal support of resexch.

In simplest terms, tile problem of faculty compensation in cer-
taM areas or science and talthology, particularly computer sci-
ences and, engineering, is the disparity between our salarY scale
and the salary, scale offered by induspy.

It is not unconimon for our laculty to receive., salaiy offers from
industry, at a level of $20,000 a year higher than ,ive can offer at
Rutgers.

I underscore ,that this disparity exists despite the factthat our
salaryaale is amvg the top 5 percent in the Natibn.

The problem is campOunded by the Tact.that our, ability to retain
faculty depends not only on salary but also on the maintenance of
an overall research environmeiht including graduate and technic&
assistance, state-of-the-art instrumentation, eqUipment and facili-
ties, and a reasonable level of external funding adequate to meet
the high cost of research,:

All .of these elements of the research environment are, in my 1.
judgment, matters of Federal competence and they require the at-
tention of the Federal Government.

A supply of quality graduate students is crucial to our mission as
a research university. Successful basic research depends on quality
research assistance which, in turn, requires that we prepare the

3 9 u
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personnel and 'processes fur that assistance to continue into the in-
definite future.

1,-7,..-Thus, as we do our current research, we must train future e-
gearchers to carry on future research efforts.

'We, at Rutgers, have reached a crisis stagein such areas as eng;i-
neering and computer science. Industrial demand has been so
severe and thereWards so great that college seniors find graduate
irork unattractive at the 'substantial expense of our graduate and
research programs.

The Exxon Foundation has recently estimated that in order to
attract students to graduate work, stipends must approach one-
third of the level of starting industrial salaries for gra,uating se-
niors which now exceeds, $25,000. This is a salary for a graduating
se n iot.

Generally, our stipends run $6,000. The most immediate impact
of this on the university and on all univerties is that we 'are
breaking the lines of continuity in our basic research program;

We ate plainly not training sufficient numbers of either current
or, future faculty.

Our department of computer science, for instance, hes alwayS''
htd more faculty lines available than it can fill. And we have been
forced to freeze the level of majors in that department.

The situatipn in engineering is equally disastrous: Nationally
thereis a shoftage of 2,000 engineering facultSr.

I take no pleasure in noting that a recent Library of Congress
survey done at the request of Congressman Ike Skelton finds the
Soviets training five times the number of enghteering students that
we are training.

I also note that the Defense Department currently estimates it
has 5,(3100 unfilled civilian and military openings in the hard sci-
ences and engineering.

In terms of scientific research and equipment; State funds at
'Rutgers allow us to replace 1 percent of our equipment a year. At a

should_be_rep1acing.11/percentof that eauipment_an-
nually. We simply can't wait a century for equipment replacement.

We must rely heavily on Federal grants, student tuition an'd en-
dowments to make up the criicial difference between need and
State support with the Federal contribution 'looming much larger'
than any of the others.

Let me say plainly and as emphatically as I can, that without
the equipment grants availabte in the recent past throuth the Na-
tional-Science Foundation, our equipment and instrumentation will
soon fall far below the national norm, which, 'is estimated by the.
National Scierice Foundation and the Association of American Uni-
versities to be twice the age of equipment fOund in industry.

In fact, industrial leaders now regularly complain to me that
they must retrain our best students to use state-of-the art 'equip-
ment which students have never seen at the university level.

To turn tcrfacilities, the .picture looks equally bleak.,We have a
po million backlog of deferred maintenance and repairs.

Our animal care facilities are in compliance with relevantyed -

al regulations. However, we reauire an expenditure in excess of $
million to meet the accreditation standards of the American Asso-
ciation for Sccreditation of Laboratory Animal Care.- :
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We eStimate thItt our library, especially our science colle tions, ..our College of Engineering and such facilities as the Waks In-
stitute require some $50 million of investnieht to 'maintain their
level of _equality.. .

.
, .NI want to assure this committee that I have, in ,the past, and I 4

i intend iri.the future -to devote every resource ,at my disposUl to the '
maintenance of scientifie Snd technological, activities at Rutgers.

My point is to emphasiie to thg committee that short' of major
Federal contribution in these areas, other available resources are
insigficient to- meet our needs. Neither State appropriations nor
coTporate invevstment in this area can begin to fulfill our need's. . .

We have heard riiuch recently 'about the potential role of the pri-
vate*s4ctor in supporting research programs at America's universi-
ties. Rutgers has had substantial experience in this area.

The work,of Professor Waksman, which led to the discovery of
streptomycin, was funded hy Merck and CO. Ourrent campus sup-
port ranges from the Bell Laboratories' funding of some of the costs
of our nuclear research laPoratories to the exciting and innovative

.. industrial consortium that has just been formed'Io fund the ceram-
ics work at our College of.Engipeering while ser4Ing the, ceramics
industry itself,

I have giv'en highest priority to increasing private sector support
at Rtitgers and justmestablished in my' own office an Office of Indils-
trial Liaison and Reserved Serv_ices. I have worked nationally with
New Jersey's junior Senator, Bi11 Bradley, to incorporate tax cred-
its for businegs support of resekrch under the 1981 Tax Acts.

Our Collegeoof Pharmacy has industrially..funded faculty posi-
tions and we are engaged in a fund-raising campaign for certain
campus building addikipns.

This experience has seen encouraging but it has else' led me to
, understand the limits of industry's capecity to support university

(research.
Because of the_conditions_under which industry m,ust, report,

quarterly and annually, a bottom line profit, they are simply not,ln
, ppoiition to niakean investment in the long-term returns of basic

Tesearch.
They can only.,support baSic research in a very limited way,

Their substantial investment must necessarily be in that applied
p research which'is nearer to the development stage and which will

show up on quarterly and annual accounting bottom lines to man-
agement and shareholders.

Looking at Stale support, I note giat the State of New Jersey
ranks 46th in higher education expenditures per capita, 4tith in ex-
penditures per stuilent and 42d for population aged 18 'to 24.

In a pattern spmew'hat common to many Northeastern 'States,
New Jersey does not have a record of high investment in higher
education, particularly in.the public university segment.
44` The State Midget ,at Rutgers this year is exactly what it was last
year and we have made up a 10-percent inflationary difference
through severe budgetary cutbacks.and an 18-percent tuition in-
crease.

I have no doubt the State of gew ,Jerseir, like so many other
States, can andwill do everYthing in its ability to fund the univer-
sity. I also' have no doubt that the State will face' enormous de-. . ,

39
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!hands in terms of,rmtly added social welfare and other pro-
grams at a time o ively high unemployment and declining
revenues.

What is left over in that State appropriation bill cannot begin to
maintain, nf:\ less advance, ourscientific and technological enter-
prise

This then leads me to the` role of the Federal.Government in the
budget stress facing science and technology at Rutgers As this
committee is well aware, during this century the U.S. Government
has become, properly, the prime investor in basic research, particu-
larly the 80 percent of basic research done to'our Nation's universi-
,ties.

We have no seen some real slippage in that' investment. In
1965, the United tates invested 2.8 percent of its gross national
product in research and development.

In 1980, the figure had dropped to 2.25 percent. During the same
time, Germany increased'its investment by 80 percent. In Japan, -

the growth has been 40 percent.
The Department of .Defense estimates it has unkfundek basic

research by $4 billion since 1965.
f , In a receett statement that Department noted that America's air-

rent lead in the Stealth bomber and related radaz devices .iS' a
direct result of the heavy'exPenditures in basic research in 1960.

That same statement notes, however, that otir current weakness
in submarine warfare is a direct result of aLlack of basic research'
support in metallurgy and metal joining which were inadequately
funded in the 1970's.

Gentlemen, there is a di'rect relationship between the support of
basic research in our universities and.the health of our economy-
and the-preparedness of our national defense.

I want to emphasize that what I am referring to here is the.his-
toricaLdeclipe_since at least 1965 of the real level of Federal sup-
port in such ai'eas as fellowships, research,moneys and other areas
vital to a sound research base-heeded to support Arhericatrindus
try and American defense preparedness.

do not wish to imply that what we are today is the result solely
of the current administration or any single past administration

It is true that the current administration's cuts in the social sci-
- ences and student financial aid as well as'their general policy of

level funding for current science research and nonfunding.new pro-
grams have affected Rutgers.

However,, as Lsaid earlier', our Federal research funding hag dou-
_ bled in thelast 5 years. What concerns me most is that there is no

aggressive policy winch will define a fair Federal share in the solu-
tion of such probWrii as graduate student assistance, and inad-
equate facilities and equipment in science and technology.

Indeed, in the area of graduate studenEsupport there is already
a distinct and menacing threat.

In terms of graduate student support, I believe that administra-
tion proposals to be announced formally oh February 8, 1982 will
undercut the very core of our activities.

As most of you are aware, the administration has proposed to ex-
clude graduate students from' the graduate student loan program,

le.
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cut colleke wutk study niories by one-third, and end Federal fund-
ing of the NDSL program. ,

We have 4,033 full-timegraduate students and we are the 12th
largest university in terms of graduates in the' Nation. About half
of these students receive nid from the above three programs. About
SOO recipients are in the sciences and engineering and their aid
under these programs, of course,-will,either bo sharply curtailed or
eliminated.

In terms of equipment and instrumentation, 1.am sure that this
committee is aware that last year the administration propoled a
$100 million fund at the National Science FoundatiOn. The current
administration has simply removed those moneys.

In terms-of facilities I would note that the last 15 years the
'Federal iuNestment in research facilities has declined from $130 to
$30 millYon hile construction costs have Multiplied several times.

In terms of...the level Federal research budget, I can provide you
with one immediate example of the impact ar Rutgers.

Our computer, science department-is resently applying for one
of the centers 'for resedtch and experimental computer gkint's
funded through the National Science Foundation. GiVen the na-
tional need for manpower in computer science, some experts sug-

_gest tat there should be at least 10 Ao 15 of these centers in the
linite ates.

Before the recent administration cutbacks, the National Science
Foundation had intended tO fund four. We now learn that they will
fund two.

On April 3, 1981, it was my privilege to chair a panel of universi-
ty and corporate scientists and administrators who appeared for
the first time in over a decade before the House Armed Services
Subcommittee on Researclfand Development and vho testified on
the status of the university research base for defense.

I testified_g_that_tinie-that_the_university _research base for-de-
fense Preparedness was in sorrit considerOle disrepair. The nation-
alretpenditure for research has decreased, markedly, there is. a seri-

,ous shortage of tinined research personnel and our research equip-
ment arid facilities are in a deplorable State of inadequacy.

'As ".a result :tif that testimony, I am plleased to say, the Armed
Services Connifittee will greatlyincrease its expenditures for basic
research.

I,hope this committee will take the same adtion as the Armed
Services Committee:

I irbuld, therefbre, like tolnake the following recommendations
for the conamittee's consideration.

First,1 would urge this,committee to give high priority recom-
mendation to the maintenance of graduate and professional school
students in the guaranteed student loan program as well, as urge
continued funding for the NDSL and die college work study pro-
grams.

Second, I would recommend this -committee bolster the equip-
Ment and instrumentation portions of the National Science Foun-
dation grants and review the need to reinstate a separate instru-
mentation program.

-
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I would also encourage the committee to meet with' its counter-
parts in such areas as Defense and Commerce to address this very
serious problem.

Separate from the instrumentation and 'equipment issues, we
also, have, third, a problem in scientific research facilities.

In my judgment, the solution to that problem will involve some
participation and funding by the Federal Government I 'would
urge,this committee to review the matter in some formal manner.

I deeply appreciate, Mr. Chairman, thij opportunity to appear
before such a distinguished committee whose members have given
such great historical support- to science and technology at Ameri-
ca's universities.

I have developed this testimony with a full understanding of the
competing needs being placed on the Federal budget. But I urge
this committee to remember the extraordinary value this Nation
has received from its investment in research and development as a
stimulation to our Nation's economy and as a provision for the na-
tional defense.

This Nation's greathess is truly tied to the developments in sci-
ence and technology of the last centtiry, particularly to the period
of such development since World War II.

Your committee has served our Nation well in these, develop-
ments. Please be assured of my full cooperation and-support of
your work now and in the future and that of my colleagues.

Let me add one final word.
I am not here personally to take any stand on national priority I

am here, however, as a professional to say, that given this adminis-
trat4n's priority, the highest order effort should be made to fund
our 1)asic scientific and research, resources in the universities of
this Nation.

If defense preparedness is at pie top of our need as a Nation, and
if a -revitalization of the econopy of this Nation is second, each of
those goals can only be accomplished through a revitalization of
the funding of university research and technological efforts.

It was those efforts that made for our greatness as an economic"
power in the postwar period, and built our military preparedness
vo are sliPping fast.
, We urge this committee most strongly to 'see 'that we don't slip
further and that, indeed9 we recapture our position.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
(The prepared statement of Dr. Bloustein follows:]

0
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I am Edward J. BlOustein, President of Rutgers, The State'University
,

,

vapf4-2.1ew Jersey.: ,It is my underslauding that the purnose of this hearing
",,.

,

is to review: "U. S.-Stied-A an:d Technologyi,Under Budget 8tress," with'

ypresidents Of a representative number of major iM;i'veriitpiiIr
-

p -

The commitment of Rutgers to science and technology is sound, and

science and technology will continue to play a central role in the University's '

teachIng'and research mission. However, I must also infor'm this Committee

that Rutgers is facing major budget problems in scienbe,and teChnology,

specifically in the areas of faculty compensation, eraduate support, and

equipment an facilities needs. It is'also.my judgment that, in total, the

level of scielptific and technology support available.to the University is

adequate dnly to maintain the status quo; it is not enough to maintain or

increase our lead in international competition. A full solution to this

budget stress is beyond the available reslirs of our students, of mit

endowments, of the private sector, and oA state appropriations.

I should like to review, with this Committee very briefly the role of

science and technology at Rutgers and ate problems facing us. I should

then like to focus on areas of budget stress, including those areas most

appropriate for redress by the Federal Government.

Itiltgers College, the antecedent of Rutgers, TheState University of
'

New Jersey, was chartered on November 10, 1766 and is-the eighth oldest

_
.college in the United States. We became the land-grant college of New

Jersey in 1864 and the atate university in 1956. Science andtechnology

have played.a large'nirt in the University* !s mlisibn from the earliast days

of the colonial college to4today's multi-purpose, multi-cdmpus University

which,enr011s some 48,000 students. Indeed the scientific-and technological

"*.
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interests of the University were Instrumental in obtaining the land-grant

statusand as a state university, we have emphasized science and technology

at every step in our developMent.

i can point with some pride at certain extraordinary tcomplishments.

Our Depirtmeilts of Physics and Mathematics have both been designated as

Centeri of Excellence by the National. Science Foundation. Out microbiology

efforts are bated at the Weisman Institute, named for the distinguished Rutgers

.Nobel Prize winning faculty member, Selman Waksman, who discovered streptomycin.

,142,have aubstantial work in ChemisT, StatistJfs, gngineering, and in the

agricultural areas. Our Computer Scitnce pepdrtment is one of the strongest

in the United States
r.

Our faculty haiOeen enormously successful in competi-
.

tion for federal research funds awarded.Under the peer review process. In

fact, federal grants have doubled in thiAasefive years.

We are currently very excited about the possibility of extending our

cooperation with industry. We view with great affirmation therecent NSF

initiatives in leneric research, which foster university-industrial cooperhtion,

and we are proposing a very heavy investment in the area of ceramics reseafch

in our College of'Engineerins, which has both a long range history of excellence

in basic research and strong ties wiih industry. Howeer, as this Committee

might realize, I do have some alarm about certain directions taken in the

development of our university research base. These developments have led to

the budget stress which most affects the profile of science and technology at

New Jersey's State University. That budget stre s can best be dealt with under

the succinct headings of faculty compensation, gr duate student support,

'equipment, instrumentation ihd facilities, and.the currtnt steady state level

of federal support. '

.- 398
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At one simple level the problem of faculty compensation in certain

areas in science and technology, partic larly Computer Sciences and Engineering,

is one of disphrity between our salary sc*le e salary scale of industry,

which has such heavy demands at the current time. It is not uncomnon for our

faculty to receive salary offers from:industry at a level $20,000 per annum

higher than those at Rutgeri. This is a 'problem for New Jersey and for,Rutgers

to address and I am pleased to note that our salary scale still is in the tOp

10 pereent of the Nationts colleges and universities. However, on a more

complex level, the matter of faculty compensation includes elements nIcessary

tto conduct sucCessful research. These elements include anenvironment

which fosters flee inquiry, graduate and technical assistance, A:a-to-date

instrumentation, equipment, and facilities and a reasonable,level of external

funding adequate to meet the high cost of research. ',All of these areas, in

judgment,are matters of some federal concepn.

The role of graduate students at Rutgers is crucial to its mission

as a research:university. SUccessful basic research must build on successive

past efforts while preparing the personnel and processes for the work to

continue into the,;indefinite future. Thus,we must train future researchers

as we carry on 'current research.

In science at Rutgers, we have reached a crisis-stage in such areas as

Engineering and Computer Science. Industrial demand,has been so 'severe and

the regards so great that aeniors find graduate work unattractive--at the

substantial expense of our graduate programs. The Exxon Foundation has,

recently estimated that in order to attract students to graduate work,

stipends must approach one third of the level of starting industrial

salaries for graduating seniors, which now exceed $25,000. Generally our
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.
stipends run S6,000. The most immediate imMact of this on the University,

i.
fr . e

and on aAl universities, is that we are breaking the lines of continuity in

our baiic research program'and not training sufficient numbers of either

current or future faculty. Our DePartment_of,Computer icienct, for instance

=

has always Aad more faculty lines available than it can fill and we have

been forced to freezt the level of majors in-that department. The situation

in Engineering is equally damatg. Nationally, there is a shortage of
-

over 2,000 Engineering faculty. I take no pleasure i noting that a recenr

Library of Congress survey done at the request of Congressman Ike Skelton
It

(Democrat-Missouri) finds the Soviets training five-times our nuMber of

Engineering studats. I would also note.that the Defense Department currently

esti:Mates it has 5,000 unfilled civilian and military,Openings in the.hard

sciences and engineering.

In terra of scientific research and equipment,/state funds at Rutgers

allow us to replace about 1 percent of our equipment each year. At a

minimum, we should be replacing 10 percent of that.equipment, and rather

tlian wait a century for equipment replacement, we rely heavily on federal ,

grants, student tuition, and endowments to make up lhe crucial difference.

' I would emphasize that without the equipment grants'available in the recent

'past through,the National Science Foundation, our equipment and instrumenta-

tion will fall far below the national norm, which NSF and AAU have recently

defined as twice.the age,of equipment found In industry. In fact, industry

has,recently complained that it must retrain our best students in'

of modern equipMent.'

q, )
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In terms of facilOos, we ave a $20 Mi.11,1on backlog of deferred

main;enance and repairs. Oura mal care facilities are in compliance

with:the relevaInt regulations; owever, we require an expenditure in excess

of S4 million to meet the accreditation standards of the American Association

for Accreditation of Laboratdry Animal Care. Our Library, our College of

Engineering, and such facilities as the Waldman Ihstitute will require

perhaps $50 million in the near future,.

I wiih to assure this Committee 'ttiii0 I have in the past, and,I intend

in the future, to-doefte every resource at my disposal to the maintenance

of scientific and teChnoIogical activities at Rutgers, but this Committee

should understand the parameters and the limits of our non-federal resources.

We,have.heard much,recqntly about the potential role of the private

'sector' in supporting resea h programs'at America's universities. Rutgers

has had substantial experie e im this area. the work of Profeaosor Waksconn,

which led tO the discovetlY of streptonycin, was funded by ,Merck and Company.

Current c pus support ranges from the Bell Laboratories' funding of some

of the c sts of our nuclear research laboratories to the exciting and

innovativ industrial consortium being formed to fund the ce;amics work at

Our College ot Engineering, while serving the ceramdcs industry.

.i.have given hignest priority to increasing private sector support at

Rutgers. I have recently established under,my jurisdiction on Office of

dorporate and Industrial Liaison and Research Services, and I have worked

nationally with New Jersey's Juriior Senator, Bill Bradley. to incorporate

tv,credits for business support of research under the 1981 tax acts. Our,

_College of Pharmacy has industrially-funded faculty positions andwe are

engaged in a fund raising campaign for certain campus building additions.

e,
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This experience has been'encouraging but it has also led.me to understAd

'the linistd parameters of industry support for university research. There is

stmply no great intevest on the part of industry in supporting basic research,

and tlere is substantial interest in suppotting that applied research which is
,

nearer to the development stage.

Regarding the Scats of New Jersey, I would note that the state ranks

46th in higher education expenditures per c'apita, 44th in expenditures per

'k
student, and'42nd per population aged 18 to 24. When relatei to income,

the state's spending per parson' 18 to 24-ranks 49th., In 0 patEern somewhat

common to matiy northessiern states', New Jersey does not have a record of high

investment in higher education, particularly in the public university sector.

The state budget at Rtagers this year is exactlY what.it was last year,

and we pave made up the inflationary difference through'budget cutbacks and.

an 18 percent tuitic:n hike. I have-no doubt that the State of New Jersey,

like so many other states, can and will do everything in its ability to

und the 'University. I also have no doubt that the state will face enormous

deiands in terms of recently added social welfare and other'programs at a

time of relativelr high unemployment and declining re;.,enues.

This then leads me to- the role of the federal governmentrin the budget

' stress facing science.and, technology at Rutgers. AA this Committee is well

aware, -during this century the Nnited States Government has becote, properly,

the prise investor in basic research, particularly the 40 percent of basic

research done at our Nation's universities. We have now seen same real

slippage in that investment. In 1965, the United States invested 2.8 percent
1

pf its Gross Nationat Product in research and development. Tn 1980, the

figure had dropped to 2.25 percent. During the same time, Grmany increased

k
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its investment by:80 percent; inlepan, the growth has been 40 percept.,

, The Department of Defense estimates it haa%underfunded basic research by

$4 billion since 1965. in a recent statement that Department noted that

n.....1

4

Amer ca's current lead in the Stealth Bomber and related radar devices is

a direct result of the heavy expenditure in basic research in 1960. That

same statement notes, however, that our gurrent weakness in submarine warfare

is a'airect result of a lack of basic research support inmetallurgy and

metal Joining, which weri-inadequately,funded in the 1970's7

I wish to emphasize that,what I am referring to here is the historical

4I
decline since at least 1965 of the real level of federal support in such

areas SS fallopships, research monies, and other areas vital to a sound*

research 'Hese. I do not wish to imply, thit what we are today is the result

solely of the current Administration. It is true that the current Ad:dills-
!

tration's cuts in,the social sciences, in student financial aid, and in areas

IC. '-

such as the Office of' Water Resources and Technology, Ss well as the general

policy of level funding of current science research and the non-funding of

new programs,haVe if-fected Rutgers. However, as I said earlier, our federal

researcb funding hal doubled in.the last five years. What concerns me most

is that there is no aggressive policy which will aefine a fair federal hare

.in the solution of sua prohlems,as graduate student assistance, facilities,
;

and equipmentin science and technology. Indeed, in the area of graduate

student support, there is a distinct threat.

In terms of graduate student supportAI believe that idministration

proposals, to be announced formally on February 8, 1982, will undercut the

very core of our activities. As most of you are aware, the Administration

proposed to exclude graduate students from the Guaranteed Student Loan

()3
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program, cut College Work Study monies by one third, and end federal funding

of the NDSL program. We have 4,033 full-time graduste,students and about A

half of those recite aid from theigove three programs. About 800 recipients

ate in the sciences and engineering and their aid under these programs, of

course, will either be sharply curtailed or eliminated.

In.terms of equipment and instrumentation, I am sure that this Committee

is aware that last year the Administration proposed a $100 million fund at

the i,lational Science Foundation. The current Administiation has simply

removed those monies. In terms of facilities, I would tOte that in the last

15 years the federal inveitMent in resea:Ch facilities hat declined from
0

abob*,$130 million to $30 million while construction costs have multiplied
e--

several times.

In terms of the steady state federal reseirch budget, I can provide

yon with one immediate example of the impact at Rutgem Our ComPuter t*
Science Department is presently applying for one of the Centers for Research

in Exrrimental Computer Oianis funded through theyationai Science Foundition.,

iven the nationalTneed for manpower in Computer ScienCe, some etperts suggest

that there should be 10 to 15 of these venters in the United States. Before

the recent AAministration cutbacks, NSF had intended to fund four; now they

are funding tyo.

On April 3, 1$81,it Was my privilege to chair a panel of university and

corporate scientists and administrators ao appeared for the first time in

over a decade before the House Armed Services Subcommittee on Research and

Development, and Ybo textified on the status of the university research Vise.

I had tated at that time that6the university research base for defense

peparedneis is in tome cOnsiderable disrepair, that the national expenditure 4'

A
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for research has decreased markedly, that there is a serious shortage of

trained research personnel, and that our research equipment and facilities

are in a deplorable sthte of inadequacy. As'this Committee is aware, the

university research base also suppovcs our national economy.

I would, ther4oie, like to m_Skethe following recommendations for the

.Committee's consideration:

1. That every effort be made to maintain and extend our grAduate

student support in science and technology. I would urge this
IL

Committee to gi;e high priOrity recommendation to the naintenince

of graduate and professional school students in the GSLprogram,

as well as continued funding for NDSL and the SEOG programs. I

would also Hope this Committei would urge the maintenance and

enlargement, wherever possible, of the research-prOject-funded,
1.

gradu'ate support:

2. I would recommend this Cemmittee.bolster-the equipmeni and

instrumentation portions of the NSF project support grants.and

review the need to reinstaie a separate instrumentation program.

I would also encourage the Committee to meet with its*counter-

parts ih sucb areas as Defense and Commerce to address this

very serious prOblem.

3. Separate from the instrumentation and equipment issues, we do

have a problem in scientific research facilities. In mry judgment

the,solution of that problem will involve some particlrn and

funding by the Federal Government. I'woul044e this Committee to

feview the matter in some formal manner.

5
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I deeply a'Opre,iate the opportunity to'aficear before such a distinguished f,",

Coemittee whose mminbers have given suCh,grelt histOticalSupport to science '

and technology s..."America!s. universities. I #:ave deveAoped this teitimony'

with a full,unditstanding of the competinglneeds being pliced,on the federal .

(
-

budget, but r urge this Dmmmittee,to remember the exiraordinary value [hitt,

Nation has.received from its investment ip research And devflopment ea a

stimulation to our Nati'on's economy tnd as a provision for the cOmmon defense.

This Nation's greatness is truly tied to the developments in science and

technologx of the last century, particularly, the period during and since

World War II. Tour Committee has Served well our Nation ip those developments.
. 04:-

Please be assured of my full cooperation and support of your work nOw and in
,4!

".. .. '6the future.

Mr. FUQUA. Thank you vet'y much.
Borrowings a phrase I hear& at the National Prayer Breakfast

this morning, let.me say, "'Amen, amen, amen."
I am pleased to welcome to this hearing Dr. Walter Smith, prRsi-

dent of Florida A. & M. University. Florida A. & M. is one of those
'traditionally black universities which *played a crucial historical
role in educating black, students when the"), were being deprived of
other opportunities in higher education:Florida A. & M. has conD
tinued and will continue to provide special opportunities. **-7

Furthermore, under the leadership of Dr. Smith it is engaged,in s

front rank research. Such research is vital in determining theaca-
demid health and promoting high scholarly standards in. a modern
university.

It was perhaps inevitable that these hearings on science and
technology under budget stress would bring in a diversity of issuet
as well .as discussion of them. We have already heard over the
years and in the course of these hearings about the relative iMpor-,._
tance of keeping research levels at those universities which are a&
knowledged as being our very best. We are also concerned about !
visibly keeping the research activities strong at universities which
are geographically distributed but do not have or have not as yet
acquired the highest academic prestige.

As the dollars grow more scarce some choices may liave to be° r
made. This is probably not the time to eXplo/se this ithue14.datail
but I thought it would be very important for us to hear frolfri,mni-
versity that is still:trying to develop a program of excellence in 'this
time of budget stress.

President Smith, I am very happy to w elcome 'you. I notice in the
audience, and I will deviate from protocol and say that y6u al.e'ac-
companied by two very fine young people that came up here to
make sure you stay on the right track, your daughter and son, who
are very fine studef its themselves.

1f3
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I want to, welconw you to the hearings and congratulate you on
doing a..vely fine job. I understand that Mr. Flippo, who has been
most interbsted in this subject has a statement to make for the
record.

Mr. FLIPPO, Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
President Smith, I should like to join the chairman in welcoming

you.
Ns you know, I come from Alabama, a State which shares a

border and also many aspirations with your State of Florida
The chairman has referred to testimony we have received con-

cerning the setting of priorities in the use of the declining Federal
funds that will be available for the support of seience and technol-'

vgy. In particular, we have heard testimony by, Dr. Keyworth, Dr.
Press, and Dr. Saxon that the elite schools must be protected as we
react to the budget stress: -

It may be trash for me to argue with this impressive array of aca-
demic wisdom, but I must say that I do. not regard this as a closed
issue.

It is a matter of statistical fact that most of our students are riot
educated in the so-called elite universities; they are educated in
schools like Florida A. & M. and the University of Alabama. For
that reason it seems to me to be of crucial concern that the aca-
demic quality be maintaine& at those universities that have not
achieved that special prestige. Support for research at these uni-
versifies undergirds the quality of instruction, in part because the
schools do-not have a long history of front-rank scholarship.

I will not argue that' Federal money should be distributed mind-

/lessly
on a strictly geographic baais. But I do think it is wrong to

ignore, the needs of the students around the country at the places
where they are being educated. What I am looking for is a geo--
graphic distribution of aeademic excellence rather, than geographic
distribtition of funding.

I submit tha,t it may even lie true that a relatively minor cutback
in the funding for those schools that are getting major funding now
could have a salutory effect. That would be consistent withthe
views, that Dr. Keywortr has expressed. ,But, I believe that with-
drawing the small amount that the nonelitist colleges and universi-
ties receive would have devastating effects on them and on the
quality of education that such schools offer.

I agree with Dr. Carl Leopold who testified yesterday that:
The coneentration of funding in the most prestigious laboratories can_seriously

impede the development of younger staff ti'nd can interfere with the flow 'Of student
training in the smaller or less notable universities.

SO, President Smith, I would join with the chairman in extending
o you a hearty welcome and look forward to your testimony.

he prepared statement of Mr. Flippo follows:]

WELCOMING .TATEMENT Or HON. RONNIE FLIPPO .W.ALA

President Smith, I should like to join the chairman in welcoming you As you may
know, I cbme from Alabama, a State which shares a border and also many aspira-
tions with your State of Florida.

The chairman has referred to, testimony we have rkeived concerning the setting
of priorities in the use of the declining Federal funds. that will be available for the
support of science and technology. In partictilar, wohave heard testimony by Dr
Keyworth, Dr-,Press, and Dr. Saxon that the elite schools mtist Ele InAtected as we
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rt,kt tu the budget tftleSS It may be t.ish fur me tg argue with this impressive array'
of acadeznic wtsdom. but I inust say that I du not regard this as a ctosed issue.

It is a rnatteu of statistical, fact that must of our students are not educated in the
so-called elite universities, they are *educated in schools like Florida A&M and the
University of Alabama. For that reason it.seems to me to be of crucial concern that
the ac.ademic quality be maintained at those universities that have not *hieved
that bpet.ial prestige Support fqr research at these universities undergirds the qual-
ity of instruction, in part because the schools do not haw a long history of front-
rank scholarship.

I will nut argue that Federal mon6y should be distributed Mindlessly on a strictly
geographic. basis But I du think it is wrung to ignore the heeds Cif the students
around the country at the places where they are being &located What I am looking
fur is a geugzaphic distribution zfacadezhic,excellence rather than geographic distri
bution of funding.

I Submit that it may men bentrue thM orelittively,rninor cutbad in the funaing
fur those schools that are getting major funding now coUld hake a salutory effect.
That woul4 be consistent with the views that Dr Keyworth has e3ipressed, But, I
believe tha wrthdrawals the small amount that the nunelitist colleges and universi-
ties receive. re dmastating effects on them and on. the qual)ty of education
that such schools.off r.

I agree with Di Carl Leopold who testified,yesterday thAt "The concentration of
funding in the most prestigious laboratories can seriously impede the development
of younger staff and can interfere with the flow of student training in the smaller
or less notable universities."

STATEMENT OF DR. WALTER L. SMITH, -PRESIDENT, FLORIDA,AG-
RICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL UNIiTERSITY, TALLAHASSEE,
FLORIDA v

Dr. SMITH. Mr. Chairinan, members of the Committee on Science
and Technology, thank you for the opportunity to appear before,
you here today.

The discussion of U.S. science and teahnology under budget
. stress offers a unique opportunity for me to share with you some of. ..my observations on this subject..

Fu'rther, it proxides for meaningful dialog to be established be-
tween this committee and institutions of higher learning where a
gfeat deal of. the Gyvernment's research and development take
place.

I note with interest the several comments of previous testimonies
on the subject and am not surprised that the various agency heads,
particularly representatives of the currefit national administration
espouse a. stroriger involvement of business and indatry in the R.
& D. effort.. Unfortunately, however, the proponents also advocate
a simultaneous withdrawal of substantial U.S. support from the sci-
entific,and technical effort.

As is trup throughou'r many testimonies on our national- scene,
defense spending appears to be the one area where R. & D. will not
suffer. Certainly, no one argues against the developmnt of strong
defensive and offensive weaponry systems.

However, other key areas pf national interest must be main-
tained at a healthy And viable level. ,

The question is: klow greatly will these programs, at our institu-
,tions, colleges, and universities across the, country be impaired`by
.the projected cutbacks as proposed by the current administration?

The institution I represent is a small, majority black, land-grant
university whe& major scientific research projects Are ongoing in
three ot ureiict schools and colleges. ,

,
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Theie etforts are supported with grants from,.the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration, National Institutes of Health,
National Cancer Center, Department of Education, the Office of
Naval Re Search, the National Science Foundation and the Depart-
ment'of Health and Human Services.

Research programs developed and conducted by our school of
" pharmacy have been featured in a variety of national publications

and the British Medicial Journal.
The research scientists are involved in a wide array of projects

which have regional, national, and international implications. '
Probably the most interesting and far-reachingOorts are relevant
to ai4, travel, space flight, and health related topks in the field of
pharmacology and toxicology.

It is likely that the most recent research of note, reportedrbY bur
institution, appeared in the October 1981 edition of Research Re-
Sources Reporter from NIH.

The discovery was the synthesis of a new -set of anti-inflamma-
tory steroids which, when given to laboratory animals have the
same beneficial effects of steroids presently used, but without the
resulting toxic side effects.

- Other research at Florida A. & M. University relative to steroid
synthesis includes arthritis treatment and other inflammatory con-
ditions. Nearly 3 percent of all Americans suffer from arthritis. We
are developing medications that could substantially reduce the'
pain and suffering associated with such diseases.

A recent report indicated at least one commercial airline carried
over 38 million passengers annually. In 1980 over 296 million per-
sons traVeled on commercial airlines with the United States.
Hence, important ongoing research at FANU is exploring methods

'of reducing fatal and near-fatal air Mishaps.
Our efforts in conjunction with NASA have been in the areas of

circadian ihythms, hypertension and stress. These programs have
great implications for national and international efforts in space
exploration and our developing programs for safety in air travel as
it relates to the work assignments of pilots and flight attendants.

In advocating the need for such research in 1980, Congressmen
Royet, McClosky, and Goldwater felt the need to have scientists
study the4effect, th'at jet lag has on the performance of airline
pilots.
'Representative Royer stated that

Pilots will not be the only beneficiaries ci.f the NASA research, this work on fa-
tigue And ctrcadian rhythms could be of significant benefit to truck drivers and

. workers assigned to the night shift, including doctors and nurses and nuclear power
plant operators ,

The interdisciplinary relationship between our behavioral and
natural scientists deserves to be mentioned here. A critical biome-
dical research program designed to research cognitive styles, sub-

. jectiye feelings, and autonomic responses to 'atress events ,in the
lives of college students is underway.

The importance or such an interdisciplinary research approach is
underscored by the fact that stress represents one of the most
vaguely understood concepts in our Nation-. Yet, it is one which
may have devastating effects on the human body; for example,

4
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ulcer Kodak:thin, c'Ot omit> heal t disease, and a variety of neurotic
behavior patterns.t

,Stress is a condition 1,hich adversely affects one out of every four
black American. Hence, the need for such research in oilier to en-
hance the quality of life for a signficant part of our 'American pop-
ulation.

In FAMU's Collpge of Science and Technology, -4:i research and
teaching faculty are invo1ved in federally 'funded research and de-
velopment activities. . ' .

These investigators provide influential exposdre, and 'iluakle
direct research experiences for hundreds of graduate aiid under-
graduate minority students. , ,-

Actual reductions in the relatively small ($800,000). research
funding base would all but eliminate this very beneficial effect and
more importantly, halt the progress toward nationally useful re-
search findings in the general areas of enzyme metabolism, anti-
cancer agent identiAcation, estuarian food production, astronauti-
cal blood conditions, deutron induced nuclear reactions and com-
puter applications in chemical physics.

The fact that a small historically black institution makes such
efficient use of Federal research and development dollars should be
duly noted In addition, an important nation'al resource, our youth,
have advanced into the mainstream of research activities because
ot our efforts to involve them at an early.age.

The cutbacks as presently projected would take approximately
$350,000 to $375,000 from our meager budget over the next 4 y&ars.

Delayed funding or discontinuance of viable research programs
places a sev'ere-salary strain on the very meager amount of earned
overhead d011ars in our budget,

Reallocation of academic manpower to teaching or other research
activities becomes impossible as the fiscal year and the academic
year are not congruent.

The development and delivery of technological instructional pro-
grams can be viitually stymied by Federal policy changes that shift
manpower needs, deemphasizing energy conservation research, and
environmental Control efforts.

Development of the very significant pool of scienti-fic and techni-
cal talent in our youth is an effort which deserves priority consid-
eration for direct Federal support.

Insufficient junior and senior high school preparation in math-
etnatics and the sciences will lead to a serious and alarming de-
crease in future scientists.

Priority programs must be designed to increase preparation in
the sciences at the eleMentary and secondary school leveC Minority
youth offers an untapped source' of scientific expertise.

Specific training programs designed to concentrate minority
youth on technical subjects have markedly increased comprehen-
sion of those.disciplines.

The level of funding required for significant results is relatively
low as compared to the potential diScoveries andcures made by the
scientists derived from these prOgranis.

The scientific and technological problems that must be resolved
in order to eradicate world hunger are also, deserving of direct Fed-
&al support. The breadth of these problems exceed those efforts

92-795 0-82--26
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normally made tv impi ove farm operations. They include research
in food preservation and storage, basic and child nutrition, identifi-
cation and production of new food sources, and transportation

The United States must take the leadership role in these re-
search areas, the transfer of new te,chnologies and the training of
scientists from deteloping countries are essential.

The need for qualiV, high level research activities has been doc-
umented by the adfancements the United States has made in'
space, computer technology, Medicine, and numerous other areas

As we begin the next century, it will be necessary for this coun-
try to maintain this leadership role in science, and technology
Through research at the colleges and universities across the coun-
try, scientific research and training has facilitated the advance-
ment of knowledge and the improvement of life for the people of
this Nation and the world.

Through various Federal programs, research at minority institu-
tions in the areas of health care, science and technology has signifi-
cantly increased. Even though research and training programs
lutve expanded, the representation of minorities at the Ph. D level
in the natural sciences is still less than 1 percent nationally.

Research and training activities at Florida A. & M. University
add other minority institutions has enabled minority scientists to

- reach the mainstream, of research activity and make significant
contributions in various fiehls of endeavor.

Mr. Chairman, in review Of the literature ope will find that the
NSF spent $17 to $18 ,million fo attract minorities and women to
scientific and technical education last year. .

There must be a continuation of this effort in order tO,Amprove
this NatiOn's minority ihvolvement in the scientific and technical
fields.

A great emphasis is being placed on the use of business and in-
dustry as major boosters of our R. & D. efforts. This concept is
wholesome.

However, we Inust remember that private enterprise works to
produce a profit as'quickly as possible a.nd Co the -sAtsisfaction of
stockholders; . -

Our 'national and international interests must not be left to this
'approach:

Government should maintain if's present thrust in science and
technology, including enhancement of ongoing quality programs,
toward impoving the status of our Nation in the world marketplace
for the improvement of heqlth care, the solution of world hunger,
the enhancement of space dxploration, the improvement of our na-
tional,defense kInd the reestablishment of our Nation as the world
leader in sciektific and technological development.

;Toward this....epd we must not lose our greatest natural resource,
our youth. Thr" must be oriented toward the hard sciences and
mathematics, research and development, ,as well as a sensitNity to
national and international happenings and priorities.

Yesterday, February 3, 1982, the Washington Post, on its 'editori-
al page provided some interesting commentary. The editor suggest-
ed that our scientific pre-eminence is under strain. The editor fur-
ther suggested that the problem is in our education system begin-
ning in our secondary schools curriculum in science and math.
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More() Ner, states the editoi, basic research as a long-range invest-
ment for the benefit of all society is proper!), and necessarily the

,responsibility of the Federal Government. On this I concur.
America must not be awakened to the shock of another nation

.having surpassed our research and development accomplishment as
was the case on Qctober 1957. On that day noneof us knew exactly
what the launch of Sputnik I meant to the world of technological
development.

Our Government scrambled to establish new programs, many
agencies, and pumped billions of dollars into a catch-up effort.

Finally, Comdr. Alan Shepard rode a Mercury rocket into a sub-
orbital flight from Cape Kennedy, hence the beginning of the
United States real acceleration into the space race.

rodayk, the tace for space superiority is no longer the' question.
The real question is how can America maximally utilize its full
human and financial resources to maintain its world status for the
benefit Of all its people through meaningful scientific and techno-
logical advancement,

I recently received from the Ames Research Center in Moffett
Field, Calif. a letter from Dr. C. M. Winget, one of your researCh
scientists at NASA which applauded, the efforts and research Of
Florida A:& M. University. I quote:

The overall research prqductivity of the Scheool of Pharmacy is certainly in the
upper percentiles This.is especially impressive if one considers some.of the other:
f.ticrs, such as mmimal lab assistance, excessive faculty wOrk load imPinging oi
the research professor. '

This high level of productivity is possible because the faculty in general is young
and v igorous There is good balance between the applied scientists and basic scien-
tists.

The morale is good and the faulty works very hard. The students and faculty
alike respect the dean His effective leadership is certainly a significant factur in
the school's performance.

Furthermore, the institution does use, to its maximtnn advantage, the university
setting, faculty and students partkipate in a broad spectrum of research studies.
Ltxal health care facilities for the mentally.all person and geriatric are also utilized
for researEh as well as teaching by the School of Pharmacy.

It goes on to state that the greatest netd for Florida A. & M.
University is strengthening of its research facilities.'

In summary, Mr Chairman, any cutbacks in our scientific and
technical- areas which negatively impact our efforts in quality re-
search at the college-and univerFities of ottr Nation, or which
inipede our efforts to introduce minorities and other youth to re-,
search and development efforts will certainly assuro- the Nation of,
an uncertaia and unComfortable future in the ongoing battle for
world pr6-eillinence in scienfific research and development!.

I welcome questions and appreciate the oppoyunity to address
'your committee. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Smith follows:]

PREkRin STATEMEN'r OF DR. SMITfi"

'Mr Chairman, members of the Committee on Science and Technology, thank you
for the opportunity to appear before you today.

The discussion of U S. Science and Technology under budget steess offers a unique
opportunity for me to share with you some of my observations on this subject, Fur-
ther, it provides for meaningful dialogue to be established between this committee
and institutions of higher learning where a great deal of the government's research
and development take place.
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I note with interest the several cununents of previous testimonies on the subject
and am not surprised that the variousjagency heads, particularly representatives of
the current national adnunistration espouse a stronger involvement of business and
industry in the R & D effort. Unfortunately, however, the proponents also advocate
a simultaneous withdrawal of substantial U S_ support" front.the scientific and tech-
Mcal effort.

As is true throughout many testimonies on our national scene, defense spending
aPpears to be the one area where R & D will not suffer Certainly, no one argues
against the des elopment of strong defensive and offensiye weaponry sYstems How-
ever, other key areas or national ,interest must-he maintained at a healthy and
viahle level. .

The question is. how greatly will these programs at our institutions, colleges and
universities across the country be impaired by the projected cutbacks as proposed by
the current administration? The institution I represent is a small, majority black,
land-grant university where major scientific rest..arch projects are on-going in three
of our eight schools and colleges.. These efforts are supported with grants from the
National Aeronauti and, Space Ailininistration, National Institutes of.Health, Na-
tional Cancer Center, Department Of education, the Office of Naval Research, the
National Science Foundation and Ole Pepartmerit of Health and Human Services

Research progra 1 developed era conducted by our School of Pharmacy have
been featured in a va ety of national publications and the British Medical Journal
The research scientis are involved in a wide array of projects which have regional,
national and international implications. Probably the most interesting and Tar
reaching efforts are relevant to air tiavel, space flight and health related topics in
the field of pharmacoloe and toxicology. It is likely that the most recent research
of note, reported by our institution, .appeared in the October 1981' edition of Re-
search Resources Reporter, from NA-I. The discovery was the synthesis of a new set
of anti-inflammatory steroids which, when given to laboratory `animals have the
same leneficial seffects of steroids presently used, but without the resulting toxic
side effects. i . -

Other research at flOrida'UM University relative to steroid synthesis includes
arthritis treatment and othqr inflammatory conditions. Nearly 3 percent of all
Amemans suffer from arthritis. We are developing medications that could substan-
tially reduce the pain and suffering associated with such diseases.

A recent report indichted at least one commercial airline carried over 38 million
passengers annually. Therefore, on-going research of ours is exploring methods of
reducing fatal andknear-fatal air mishaps.

Our efforts in conjunction with NASA 'have be-en in the areas of circlidian
rhythms, hypertension and stress. These programs haft great implication's for tui-
tional and international efforts in space exploration and our developing programs
for safety in air travel as it relates to the work asgignments of pilots and flight at-

tendants. In advocating the need for such research in 1980, Congressmen Royer,
McClosky and Goldwater felt -the need to have scientists studithe effect that jet lag
has on the performance of airline pilbts. Representative Royer stated that "pilots
will not be the only beneficiaries of the NASA research, this work on fatigue and
=cal:Ilan rhythms could be of significant benefit to truck drivers and workers as-
signed to the night shift, including doctors and nurses and nuclear power plant op-

.eratdrs." 4?' .... ;Li' 1.4 r,
In FAMU's College of Science and Technology, forty-three (43) research and teach-

ing faculty are involved WI federally funded researc13 and development activities
These investigators provide influential exposure and invalutible direct research ex-

- ..1 periences for hundreds of graduate and undergraduate Minority students Actual re-
ductions in.the relatively small 4890,000) research funAing base would all but elimi-
nate this very fienefIcial effect and more IMportantlyhalt the,progress toward na-
tionally useful research findings in the general ekes of enzyme metabolism, anti-
cancer agent identification, estuarian food productibn, astronautical bloo,: condi-
tions, deutron induced nuclear reactions and comPutek applications ln Chemical
physics. The fact that a small historically,black institution makes such efficient use
of federal research and development dollars should be duly rioted In addition, an
important national resource, our youth, have advanced into the mainstream of re-
search activities.

Delayed funding or discontinuance of viable research programs places oa severe
salary strain on the very meager amount of earned overhead dollars in our budget.
Reallocation of academic manpower to teaching or other research activities becomes

. impossible as the fiscal/ear and the academic year are not congruent ,Thb develop-
ment and delivery of technological instructional pregrams cah be virtually stymied
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by federal pvlicy chaliges that shift manpuwer needs, de-emphasizing energy conser-
vation research and environmpntal control efforts.

Developrrient uf thr very significant poul of scientific and technical talent in our
youth is an effort which deserves priority consideration for direct federal support
Insufficient junior and senior high school preparation in mathematics and the sci-
ences will lead tO a serious and alarming decrease In future scientists. Priority pro-
grams must be designed tu increase _preparation in the sciences at the elementary
,ind secundary school level. Minority youth offers an untapped source of scientific
expertise Specific training programs designed tu concentrate minority yuuth
technical subjects have markedly increased comprehension of those disciplines. The
level of funding required for significant results is relatively low as compa.red to the
potential discoveries anecures made by the scientists derived from these programa.

The scientific and technological problems that must be resolved in order to eradi-
catit_world hungei are also deserving of direct federal support. The breadth of these
probss"exceed those efforts normally made to improve farm operations. They in-
clude research in food preservation and storage, basic and child nutrition, identifica-
tion and production of new food sources and traaportation. The U.S. must take the
leadership role in these research areas, the transfer of new technologies and the
trainmg of scientists from developing countries are essential.

The need for quality, high level research activities has been documentefi by the
advancements the U S has made in space. computer technology, medicine, and nu-
meroas other areas As we begin the next Century, it will Pe necessary for this coun-
try to maintain this leadership role in science and technology Through research at
the colleges and universities across the country, scientific research and training has
facihtated the advancement of knowledge and the improvement of life for the
people oflhis nation and the world.

Through various federal programs, research at minority institutions in the areas
of health ciire, science and technology has significantly Increase. Evenqhougb re-
search and training programc hake expanded, the. representation of minorities at
the Ph.D level in the natural sciences is still less than one percent nationally, Re-
search and training activities at Florida A&M University and other minority insti-
tutions has enabled minority scientists tu reach the mainstream of research activity
and make significant contributions in yarious fields of endeavor.

Mr Chairman, in review of the literature one will find that the NSF spent $17 to
$18 rnl1ion dollars to attract minorities anil women to scientific and technical edu-
cation last ear There must be a continuation of this effort in order to improye this
nation's minority involvement in the scientific and technical fields.

A great emphasis is being placed on the use of business and industry as major
4" boosters of uur R & D efforts. This concept is wholesome. However, we must remem-

ber that private enterprise works to produce a profit as quickly as possible and to
the satisfaction uf stockholders Our national and international interests must not
be left to this approach Government should maintain its present thrust m science
and technology, inclad.trig enhancement of on-going quality programs, toward im-
provinglawstatus nation in the world marketplace for the improvement of
health care, the solutioV of world hunger, the enhancement of space exploration,
the improvement uf our national defense and the reestablishment of our nation as
the world leader in scientific ana technological development. ,

Tovvard this end we must nOt lose our greatest natural resource, our youtIR. They
must be orleoted toward the hard sciences and mathematics, research and develop-
ment Llb well as a senstnaty to national aria international happenings ancrprior-
ities

America must not be awakened to the shock of.another nation having surpassed
our research and development accomplishment as was the case in Octoher 1957. On
that, day nune of us knew exactly what die:launch of Sputnik I meant to the world
of technologic:ill development Our government scrambled to establish new pro-
grams, many agencies and pumped billions of dollars into a catch up effort. Finally,
Commander 'Alan Shepard rode a Mercury rocket into a sub-orbital flight frum Cape
Kennedy, hence-the beginning of the U.S. real cceleration into the space race.
Today, the ,race for space superiority is no longer the question. The real question is
how .can America maximally utilize its full human and financial resources tu main-
tain its world status fur the benefit of 'all its people through meaningful scientific
and technological advancement.

Mr, FINUA. Thank you very much, doctor; for a very excellent
statement. I am going to have to sk Congressman Flippo to take
over the committee. We have a matter that affects our committee
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very seriously before another committee. That is our 'budget for the
coming year. -

I am sure college presidents don't understand that but it has
reached the point of a high priority at this moment and Mr. Winn

cl I must excuse ourselves and go present our budget before the
Mime Administration Committee.

I want to thank all of our witnesses, those that have testified and
those that have yet to testify. I hope we can get back before the
questions conclude.

Mr. FLIPPO [presiding]. Thank you.
I believe our next witness is Dr. Peter Magrath from the great

State of Minnesota.
Mr. WEBER. If I can extend a greeting. I am probably going to

have to leave before the questioning begins but I would like to wel-
come Dr. Magrath, too, particularly given the financial problems
Minnesota is facing, I assume that you arrived here by Greyhound
rather than airplane?

Dr. MAGRATH. DOgsled.
Mr. WEBER. Well, at least we had plenty of snow to get you here.
Since I won'ttbe here for the questioning I want to commend you

for your handhng of the university. I realize all of education is
under great, great stress. Certainly Minnesota has to be under a
great stress as anybody in the last couple of years and I look for-
ward tO your testimony. And I want to thank you in advance for
the-job you are doing there and I hope we don't complicate your
life too much in the next 2 months.

Mr. FLIPPO. Please feel free to summarize and we will include the
entire statement in the record.

STATEMENT OF DR. C. PETER MAGRATII, PRESIDENT,

x UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, MINNEPOLIS, MINNESOTA 4
Mr. MAGRATH. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairmah.
I do appreciate very much Congressman 'Weber's comment and

greeting and I want to tell him that I personally, and the universi-
ty appreciate the support he gives the'University of Minnesota.
And the port we consistently receive from our congressional -
d legatO n is important and it means a great deal to our State and
to ation. /

Mr. Chairman, members of thecommittee, my name is Peter Ma-
, grath. I am privileged to gerve aS president of the University of

Minnesota and I am now in my eighth year there, arriving at a
time when we were recovering from the turmoil of the Vietnam
era. ,

I am pleased to testify at this htraring and I sincerely commend
the committee for the attention it is giving to those important
issues that you have been studying during this week and that you
have in the very recent past. Because, at no time in my memory,
including the national trauma of Szutnik, has there been a greater
need for reasoned discussion of the state of American science.

It is tempting to wish that we could get the public and*our media
to give the same kind Of attention to a state of the science address
as is given to the state of the Union- address, but apparently that is
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not possible. But 1 fear that is such a message were given it would
not be an upbeat message.

. Now, This may seem peculiar to say at a, time when some very
extraordinarily good television programs and increasingly sophisti-
cated publications on the wonders of science and technology have
been prepared for the general public. ,But the fact is that these
presentations are heralding research and development that is sev-
eral years old.

We are bragging about our past in science and technology while
our present and particularly our future is in serious doubt.

We are now beginning, then, in part to this committee, certainly
to see some`public discussion, of our research investments in com-
parison with Germany, Japan, and the Soviet Union. A

But I think it is fair to say -that the warhings have not Sunk in
yet and it is up to political and educational leaders to make and
justify-some crucial investment decisions. -

Late last summer I had the opportunity to see ifisthand what
can happen when a nation's investment. in scientific minds and re-
search efforts are subverted. My university hadeveloped, as have
a few other American universities, some quite substantial educa-
tional exchange activities with institutions in die People's Republic
of China. And I visited the PRC last summer.

Prior to that trip I had, of course, heard about the effects of the
so-called cultural revolutibn on sciences,education and, the arts. But
I assure you in the words of the popular expressien, Smau have to
haAe been there. That culture in China which was once preeminent
in terms of science when our own Western culture had no scidnce,
they virtually destroyed, in China, a full generation of education
and science.

Now, "to be sure, accqrding to their political valu'es at the tinle,
the PRC accomplished some surprising social changes in the past
few decades. Their science, hbwever, became a disaster area, and
for years they failed even to keeP up with other scientific activities
around the,world.

Now, they finally began to recognize the mistakes that_ has been
made, though. That is the key point. My fear is that in our country
our national and State budget problems and all the political flak,
frankly,, that you and others in leadership positions haye to take
because of this could lead our country, America, into a quieter
form of cultural revolution where scholars. and scientists get the
short end because they speak with quiet voices.

The university that I serve is one of the largest in the country
*IA ith 56,000 students in day classes and many more in extension
programs.

Minnesota is probably about as comprehenshe a university as
you Zan find anyw here in(ffie world and we are consistently within
the top 10 universities in Federal funding.

We also raise more private money than any public unhersit) in
the United States. And I can't sit here this.moment in early Febru-
ary and tell y uu specific horror stories about the effects of Federal
budget cuts, at least not in total numbers. Of course, we have had
any number of specific programs that have been cut back and
slare. profoundly,, the concerns that President Bloustein expressed-
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about graduate education and student aid supportl I think do s
the entire education community..

In total dollars, at my university we have ponitinued to h4ve
modest increases that almost, but not quite, keep up with infiati n.

My problem is that I have learned to become paranoid abou he
Federal budget for academic science. I remember a bumpe Ickes,
by the way, that I once said if you are not paranoid, 376u are crazy.

I think that some paranoia is justified because there is some ex-
traordinarily disturbing evidence.

The 1982 budget, I think we must recognize, turned out to be rel-
ativelY protective of many Federal research programs but I am not
very hopeful about some of the proposals "that are out on the table
and that ,are coming forth in fiscal 193.

My guess is that everyone in this room today knows most of the
serious problems that are facing AmeriCan universities. We are
having major problems attracting_anclretaining, the Vest young
minds in many fields.

We are facing substantial shortages of engineering graduates in
Most fiekls. Our facilities and equipment, I assure you, are becom-
ing obsolete and second rate and wearing out at an alarming rate.

We know that basic research is fundamental to applied research
and to advanced training and we know that these effects have
enormous payoffs.

But we also know that the Federal Government has a budget
problem.

The most frustiating pokQt is the fact that the budget problem by
itself virtually overiules aIl the rest of what we know.

With the exception of the defense budget and this is true across
the entire spectrum of the Federal budget, we are not given much
cbance to debate the merits. The bottom line rules regardless.

Few people reallyi wish to argue the benefits of research. That
has been my observation and I suspect yours. The budget con-
straints, though, are accepted as indisputable and much of the
debate turns then to possiblities of other sources of funds, primer-

.. ily industrial and yet to be defined shifts of State responsibilities.
, I mentioned 'earlier, Minnesota already receives good support
from the private sector, both natlonally and within our own State
of Minnesota, in that regard particularlyirom our high technology
companies.

But in terms of increased St&tte support, at least in my State of
Minnesota, and I believe thisvapplies, if not to all States in the

Union, to many ,of,them, to most of them, certainly Neyv Jersey,'
certainly California, certairily Wiscorisin.

In terms of increastd State support for' academic support, don't
count qn it. It is not going to happen. It is not going to happen in
Mi n nesbt a.

T have confronted budget reductions' for every one of the last 2 to
3 j/ears and right now I am dealing with absolute base, not funny
money, not projected increases, I am talking about base reductions
of over, $34 million in the next 17 months.

. I have been through budget cuts and I know it is supposed -to be
good for the academic soul and my soul is in beautiful shape right

- now, I can tell'you that.
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We are lean and A e ar dismantling programs and services that
my State is going to regret losing after it is too late.

Nov*, that is happening in an extremely progressive and forward-
., thinking State where support for research is not a partisan issue.

It is a general civic commitment, a.State that has traditionaly sup-
ported research.

In the health sciences our legislators have been. proud of Minne-
sota's leadership role and they have taken actiow to sustain and
develop that leadership.

Most qcently we have made some quite speculative investments
in energy research, some of the most exciting research into alterna-
tive energy Sources and tlf6 emergence of the University of Minne-
sota in the field of Earth sheltered and underground space utiliza-
tion. But the State of Minnesota cannot do muclimore.

One impoztant point that is often overlooked in discussions of
who can and should pay for research inyestments is.the absolute
need to avoid the fragmentation of the resbiarch enterprise.

Our country has had and has to maintain a broad Multidisciplin-
ary research program. There has to be much involvement by many
kinds of universities as we have heard this morning. But there has
to be also maximum communication and cooperation among all of
the researchers.

If you shift research sponsorship from the ederal Government
to the private sector and the State governme , it is almost inevi-
tably going to lead to an overemphasis on immediate agplied re-
search, research that has immediate economic developm4nt impli-
cations and you are very likely to have less communication among
the Nation's researchers.

The Federal Government has a national responsibility and has
developed a proper role that minimizes these, problems and I
strongly believe this must be maintained.

Even at the Federal level, however, we have ,seen an increasing
tendency to support the quick and dramatic technological fix, the
quick technological project. Research in so6ial sciences, the behav-
ioral sciences and the humanities has been taking it on the chin
lately.

I know that these are the areas where you, andI assur/you I,
too, for my responsibility, get the flak from constituents who
wonder why in the woHd are their tax dollars, whether it is hi the
State Of Minnesota dollars ot Fedeial tax, dollars or, for that
matter, private ino47, why are they being,5Tent for projects that
they think are .flaky?

Well, I have a rejoinder: I would suggest that you consider it.
Ask those critics and ask those constituents who raise legitimate
questions to think of major American problems that are mainly at-
tributable to a lack of knowledge in hard science and technology.
Now there are some. I would suggst perhaps environmental pollu-
tion, energy sources and to some extent productivity.

Ther0 list some of the other ,probleins that we have all been
trying to grapple with lalely and see what kinds of knowledge we
have really been lacking.Wow, we have invested billions of dollars
in the problem of urban America.

, .
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The principal problem is that we' have virtually no knowledge
base. We do not knoW and we have not known much more than gut
level, subjective:impressions of the problems and the solutions

Not long ago., we got ourselves involved in a disastrous war in
Southeast Asia and it certainly' was not a lack of hard science that
kept us or got US into that mess. Our ignorance in the social sci-
eke

We are now watching huge investments in military hard science,
and I am not necessarily opposed to that, I want you to under-
stand.

At the same time we tare struggling to keep an alr*ady inad-
equate budget for international education effonts that Just might
eliminate or reduce the need for all of that hardware.

We are trying, I think, and hope te restore the importance of the
family, improve education and enhance the quality of life and yet
we know precious little beyond the commonsense that happens to
bepopular at the moment.

We all talk about Japanese productivity and how wonderful that
is but we have precious little hard information and a popular psy-
chology book becomes a bestseller on that subject.

Finally, the entire Federal budget issue hangs on an economic
theory and potential public responses. twit. Even those most direct-
ly.adentified with it candidly admit that we know very little frorn
economic or behavioral research and the characterization of it as a
riverboat gamble has it suitimed up well. But we don't even know
enough to understand- the oddS.

Mr. Chairman, this country, as a nation,, needs research and it
needs healthy research universities. We can afford it because we
cannot afford not to have it.

Legislative leaders have known this and have been willing, to
stick their necks out when research spending obviously did not,
command the public's attention and active support.

Educators in my institution and across the country have become
far more aggressive in communicating and responding to the
values.of rese'arch to the general public.

.1 hope we can all continue these efforts because if it works out
that America loses its scientific strength, our constituents will be
unforgiving and they will be right to be-so.

sWe are. dealing with a fundamental national priority question
here. We have had a science system that has paid off and it worked
and it must not be dismantled. It must be maintainea.

, Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, thank you very much
f9r liitening to me.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Magrath follows]

7
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Testimony of C. Peter Magrath, President of the University of Minnesota'
to the

Committee on Science and,Technology
U. S. House ofFleprsentatives

February 4, 1982 g

Chainnan,Bigua, members of the cannittee, my name iPeterMagrath,Irul

an the Presidera of the University of Minnesota. I *arum in nrAVighth

year at Minneadta, arriving at a time when we were recovering fp= the

turmoii of the Mtn= era, and those are already looking Tike the good dld

days.

1 %as vest pleased to be invited to testify at this hearing,,and 1

cannend VW for hOlding this week's series of hearings. AA no time in my

memory, including the national trauma of Sputnik, has there been a greater

need for reasated discussion of the state of American science. 'It is

, .
.

tanpting to wish that wie cnuld get the public and media attention for a

*State of CurScience" address as is given to the State of the Lbion
.

, .

address. but I fear that it would he far Iran an up-beat message. This mav

sound strangm at a time when mqraordinarily good televisionprograms and
i' N,

increasingly Well-developed publications on the wonders of sciefice and

. .

technology have been produced for the general pciblic, but the blunt fact' is
. r

that these presentations are heralding research and developnenk that is

several years old. he are bragging about our past in science ahd

%echnology, %tile our Present and fu e is in serious dmibt. We are just

onlililf

r .

beginning to see publie discussi our research investments in comparison
,*.. ....

with Centany. 1anan,' and the Soviet Union. but 1 think it is fair to say
,

that the warnings hal-7e not Yet sunk in, and it ii-up to Oblitical and

. t
educational 'leaders to make and justify sane crucial investment'decisions.

'4 2 .

V.
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Last,stmmer I had the opportunity to see firsthadd what can happen when

a nation's investments in scientific minds and research effort?re

subverted. The University of Minnesota has developed Very Subdtantial

educational exchange.activities with institutions in the Peeple,s Republic

'
of China, and I visited the PF,Idast,sunner. Prior toAhat trip, I had

heard, of course, about the effects of the CUltural.Bevolutianon science,

education, and the arts, but I assure you, in the Words of theipoptilar
I

expression, "you have to have been there." That culture, once prexemirent in

science when Western culture had no science, viritally destroyed a full

generation of education and science. Tie be sure, acCording to their values

at the time, the PRC accomPlished a number of surprising soicial dhanges over

the last few decades. Their science, hoWever, Was a-distiSter area, and for

years they failed even to keep up-with other scientifieactivities around .

the world. They finally recognized What mistakes they had Made, thiough, and

that is the key point. My fear is that auf national and:State budget
:!

prdbloma -- and-all the political flak you 'have to take because of them --

could lead A:merica into a quieter form of cultUral revolutidn where,scholars

and scientists getithe short end because they speak mdth quiet voices.
. 4

The university-I serve'is one of the largest in the Country, with

f
MOM students in day classes and many more in extension prpgrams.

Minnesota isprobably as comprehensive a university as yekcap find anyWhere

in the world, and we are consistently ulthin the top ten4universIties in

,federal funding. We also raise more private money iium any pnblic

university, in the Utited States. jkt this moment, I cantiof Ail here and tell

vou horror stories about the effets of federal budget ditiv-- at 144ist"v'

in the total ndmbers: Olf courset;he have had any ndtber ispecific programs
k

'e4
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cut back, but in total dollars, we continue to have modest increases that

alroat -- but not quite -- keep up wi,th inflation.

problem is that I have learned to become paranoid about 'the lederal

budget for academic science, and there is growing evidence that we paranoids

may be,right at thit. The .198g budget, I recognize fully, turned out to be

relatively protective of many federal research program, but 1 am pot at all

sanguine about proposals ccming forth for FY 83.

my guAs is that everyone in this Wan today knows most of the serious

problems facing our research universities:

-- We are having major problans attracting and retaining the

best young mdnds in many fields.

--We are facing very substantial shortages of eneineering

graduates in most fields.

-- Cur facilities aind equipment are becoming obsolete and

wearing out at an alarming rate.

4 ,

-- Ise know that basic reiearch is fundental,t6'applied

research and advanced training, and we know that these

efforts have enonnous pay-offs, but we also know that the

federal ernment has a budget problem. '

lbe most frustrating point is the faci that the budget problem, by itself,
.

virtually overrules all the rest of what we kncw. With the exception of the

defense budget, this is true across the entire spectrun of the federal

budget. We are not given much chance to debate the merits;.--the bottom line

rules regmrdless. Few wish to argue 'the benefits of research. The budget

constraints are accepted as indisputable, and ruch of the debate has turned-

to the possibilities of other sources of funds, principally industrial

support and yet-to-be-defined shifts to state responsibilities.

422
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As I mentioned earlier. Minnesota is already:reciOhig goad support

fran the private sector, and thst1W;b0A fhcreasing, especial /ran the

,hightechnoloxy,campanes. The tax incentives you approved laseyear wdll
-

help, but only modestly. and we badly need further incentives.that could be

accamplished with an mem:Went to eNsnOt corporate support of university

research from the'rolling base used to calculate ta2 credits. Research

mniversities are rying to get that anaminent passed this year, and I urge
4

you to give it your support.

:

In terms of increased state supp6rt for.acadtmic suppont, please do not

count on it. In'our part of the country, at lesst, thnt simply won't

happen. I an currently confronted with bmIgetvreductions of over $34 t

million in the next seventeen Aonths. We wmnt thrOugh the budget cuts that
a,

are Supposed to be good for aur academic souls several years ago. We are

plenty lean right now, andiwe are nag dismantling programs and servibes that

our.state ia going to reiiet losing -7 ;liter' It's too late.

And this is happening.fn a state that Mnderstands research and has

traditionally supported research. As you might assume, state support 'fral,

agricultural research has alvmys been strng. Likewise in the Health

Sciences, tegisfators have long been proud ofMinnesota's leadership nate.

and they have takea actions to develoP and sustatii that leadership. Ubst

recently. Minnesota legislators havsbeerkwilling to nmdce some rather.

speculative investments in energy -related'repearch. The result is same

most exciting research into alternative energi sources and'the emergence of

theiDniversity. of Iklinnesotit as the world leader''in the field of
t

earth7she1tered and underground space utilization.',CX/r state: however,

-
cannot do much more.

t'
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,
One importanf point qften disregarded.ln discussions of who can or

should pay for research investuents is the absolute need to avoid the

fragmentation pf the researchrenterprise. This country has had and must

maintain a broad, multi-disciplinary research progran, with maximm

cannmication and cooperation swag the researchers. Shifting research

sponsorship frail the.federal goverment to the private sector and'the state

governnaats ahnost inevitably will lead to an over-emphasis on applied

resehreh with immediate econanic developnent.inplications and less

eanamication among the nation's researchers. The federal governnent has

developed a proper role that minimizes these problans, and it must be

Maintained.

Even at the federal level, however, we have seen an ipereasing tendency

to support the qUick snedrsmatic technological projects. Research in'the

social sciences, the behavioral scienceg, mid the hunanities has been taking

it on the chin lately. I knot+ these are Ole areas where you get the flak
$

fran constituents who wonder why in the world,their taxes are-beimg spent

7

for projects they see as flaky, I have a refoinder that I would sumgest for

you. Ask those constituents to think of major American problems that Are

mainly attributable to a lack of-knowledge in hard science and technology.

There are sare,-primartly in the areas of enVirmxnental pollution, energy

sources, and, to sane extent, productivity. Then- list scue of the other

.prOblans we have been grappling with lately, and see what kinds of knowledge

we have really been lacking.. he have invested billions of dollars infthe

probicow of urban America. the principal problan is that we have had

virtually no knowledge base. We do not know -- and we hnye not

much mpre than gut-level finpresaion§ of the in'koblanilnd the solutiofts. he
-

got ourselves involved in a disa'strotts warbi.Saitthe'ast Asia,, mid it

4.;;`
,4 ,

1,

I
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certainly was- not a lack of hard science,that kept us in.that mess. Our

firiorance in the social sciences did. We are now watching huge investments

in military hard science, and at the same time, we are struggling Ao keep an

already inadequate budget for international education efforts that just

mdEdit eliminate or reduie the need for all that hardware.

We are trying to'restore the hrportance of fhe family, improve

education, and elluince the quality of life, endue know precious little

beyond the common sense that happens to be popular at.the moment. ,Ne envy

Japanese productivity, but we seen to have precious little hard iniormation,

wand a poptilar psychology book becomes a best-seller. Finally, the entire

federal budget issue hangs on an econamio theory and potential pdblic

responses to it. Even those most Orectly identifted with it admit that we

4i'
know very littlp from econgnic or behavioral research,.and the

characterization of it asoa "riverboat gamble" has summed it up vaell. We

don't. even know &cough to understand the odds.

MM. Chairman, thts country -7 as a nation -; needs research, and it

needs,healthy research universities. We cal; afford it, because we cannot

afford not to have it. Legislative leaders have known tiais and have been

vvilling to stitk their necks out when research*lending obviously did not

contend the public's attention and active suppO'rt. Educators in my

institution a*across the country have become far more,eggressive in

communicating the value of resiitra to thheneral public. ,I hope we can

All mantinue"thest efforts, tiecause if it works out tat America'loses its

scientific strength, our constituents will to unforg1vi1g, and they will be

right.

Thank Yoti again for listening. .
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Mr FLIPPO. Thank you very much fur a very thOughtful and out-
standing statement', Doctor. ,

Our last witness today is Dr. Norman Hackerman, president of
Rice University. We are very pleased to have you with us. Please

, feel free to summarize and we will proceed.
Dr Magrath, I- though(that was an interesting statement on the

paranoid Someone else said that just because you- are paranoid
does not "mean they ate not out to get you;

Please go ahead. eo

STATEMENT OF DR. NORMAN C. HACKERMAN, PRESIDENT,
RICE UNIVERSITY, HOUSTON, TEXAS AND FORMER CHAIR-
MAN, NATIONAL SCIENCE BOARD

P

Dr. HACKCRMAN. Mr. Chairman, members of-the coMmittee:
I am pleased to be here. I want yott to know that I represent no

one but myself and my expersience.
I may well come in conflict *Rh my colleagues in what I have to

say but I won't be surprised if I come out with the same conclu-
sions.

I do not agree, for example, with what President Magrath said
about the strength of science at the present time but I will develop
that shortly. .
, I read Dr Keyworth's testimony and quite a lot of the other tes-
timony that has been given before this committee And I have read
Dr Bloustein's and I have heard these others and I see the classi-
cal problem of the purity of policy and the pragmatic pull of de-
mands and needs.

Indeed, I should like to try to develop a way in which one can
regard science and .research perhaps a little differently than it has,
been regarded so far In view of the fact that this committee's title
is Science and Technology, I am quite certain that that is the case.

Science is a vital first step to technology and technology iS obvi-
ously the step to use. It may surprise you to learn that not every-
body believes that, that not everybody believes that science is a
vital first step, not even among scientists and engineers. But I
would say that if one took a poll it would be overv/helmingly .ac-
cepted that science is a vital.first'step. 1

Furthermore, science is a uniyersal .phenomenon. It does not
belong to any nation. It is timeless, hence, what we don'tl,know
today doe not perish. On the other hand, scientists and engineers
are national and are timely and do not persist.

These two things are very important to what I have to say but
first I want to tell . ou that science is wry active at the pke,sent
time and in my opinion has never been better than it is rigift now
on February 4, 1982. That iS the point of conflict I have with my
distinguished colleague.

The fact is that we are now Inge productive and more thought-
ful and more understanding of nature than 'we have ever been. If
one looks at the research output in the journals you will find that
it is burgeoning. -

There are more people contributing. They are contributing with
more incisive instrumentation than they have ever had. In fact,
you can see further into nature than we have ever seen. You can...

I95 0 -$2 -21
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see.so far into nature now that what started diverking following-
Newton has now begun converging again. Science is converging:

The capacity. to' do multidisciplinary thinking, as the buzz word''
goes, in matters of nature has improved tremendously in the last
20 years.,We could not even approachthe carbon dioxide problem
years ago. We could not approach, the questions of oceans; the bot-
toms of the oceans, the way the tectonic plates move, the nature of
molecules, the accumulation of atoms for various short periods of
time. We could not di) that-NOw we cah..

Sq, the reduction .in innovation and productivity is really- not a
function of the low state of science. In this case I agree very whole-
heartedly with President Magrath. It is a function of something
other than that.

Now that would say, if science.is in such good shape why don't
we forget about it? Why don't we. jtist let it rock along while we
solve some other problems?

I think the important-thing is the continuity of the stream of sci-
entists and engineers whidh is one of the highly valued outputs of '1

our system of.support of sthenpe in this country.
If, indeed, science is timeless or we could get it from some other

source, then I guess it miglt be hard to argue against the reduction
and its support. But it is the national value of the scientists and
engineers that is important.

And in our system, we produce ,hoth science and scientists and
engineers simultaneously. And that, I think, is the thing that
should not be allowed to disintegrate.

Now, I have separated science and technology and I think in an-
other forum could make a very strong case for that. I would now
like to ask You to separate research ankdevelopment.

We have the general habit of systematizing on the basis that the
.more things you include in the package, the betteir you understand
the system, the bigger the model the better.

I would like to tell you that research dollars, historically, have
never been simple functions of research and development dollars.
R. & D. can go up or down and R. can go down or up at the same

I urge this committee, if they accept the importance of science
per se, to consider the value of looking at research dollars rather
than R. & D. dollars.

This is not to denigrate development, not at all. This is to say
that while there is, coupling, the coupling between' the two is fluid,
not direct. And in order to get development for technology in the
future, we require brOad support of science in the present, broad,
persistent support of science.

Peripatetic, oscillatory support is really of little value. It is not a
matter of the expectation of the scientist o,r anything elsellike that.
it is a matter of the value of consistent consideration of the prob-
lems that nature faces us with. I think you haye to recognize how
successful our system has been.

There are those who would point to the French system of the
CNRS laboratories or the Soyiet systein Of the laboratories or the
academy and say that'llr those two political systems it is easier to
direct research than it is in our arrangement. I presume that is
right.

427
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But the point is you don't want to direct research. You want to
direct development but not research. Research is something that is
much more stochastic. It is an area in which one should follow, his
or her nose. It is an area where)you doict simply say I don't under-
V.and that-but r don't have time to fiddle with it. The main re-
quirement is objectivity.

lit fact, the good scientific developments of the past have always
- been serendipitous in part and they continue to be. So I repeat that

the one thing this committee might do is to consider looking at re-
search budgets rather than research and development budgets if it
is interested seriously in the continued strength and viability of
U.S. science.

Now, I believe.it is perfectly legitimate to use pooled Money, tax
money, for the support of science. This is so because it produces the
scientists and engineers which are, themselves, the strength that
helped protect the health, helped provide the security, and helped
improve the economy of the country.

That sounds,almost political, and I suppOse it is in a sense. But
the fact is there are economists Who believe that the country is
very dependent on good technology and I believe good technology is

'dependent ofisCience.
Science cannot he done without scientias and engineers and the

scientists come out of the universities so it becomes important to
make sure that the 'universities do not become any more debilitat-

-.edthan necessary.
My friends here won't love me for this but we university presi-

dents have, unfortunately, developed a habit of looking for other
places to blarhe for our problems. For example, in instrumentation,
library books or whatnot. In fact, we are the ones that* are respon-
sible. But perhaps that is for a different committee.

rAt any rate, I would like to make the point to you that persistent
support of science with its concomitant stream of scientists and en-
gineers is what this committee ought to be concerned about in
terms of one part of its title.

There may be a critical lower limit below which the science
system won't function. I really don't know if that is true or not but
if so it ought to be deterMined. It may he that you can strethh out
and not do any permanent damage tnit that, again, is s6mething
that is not inherent understanding. .

I believe that the economic experiment that is being tried now
with such theory as it is based on, probably deserves to be tried. At
Jeast the majority of the people in the country seem to want it.

In that sYstem, We, the scientists and educators, should be as pre-
pared as anybody else, perhaps more so, to take whatever prIblems
it gives us and, try to handle them.

What I havl&ied to express to yoki is the fact that science
should have a Wry high priority in the scheme of things in the
country and that if you see it the same.way' then you will give it
high priority. And if you give us high priority, and if Congress does
the same then whatever we'get out of that process is what we have
to be willing to matte good use of.

I am perfectly willing to abide by the proposition that there is no
future without a present. And, therefore, you have to try t6 solve"
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. the present problems. But you would find very few people, if any,
who would be willing to abandon the future.

-A-HIP/you are not willing to abandon the future, if you think
there is some value in the future, then -certainly science must have
a very high priority. In all of this I have not talked about engineer-
ing problems nor about instrumentation pr9blems-or other current
convention4l thpicS, and I don't ifitend to.

--The only other thing I Would like td propose is that once yoti
have determined that priority and provided the support, you really
Ought to ret it be with the scientist and engineer to determine the
allocation of that support. hi this regard I am in agreement with
President .Magrath's statement on social science. In fact, I have a
lotig statement on that point which I shall not use. In capsule the
one thing we are not ignorant in is how people behai7e and how or-
gani *oils behave gnd the offsprings of those; that is are econom-
ics Ipolitical science.

:for some reason, Federal support of those areas seems to be,
not only nof forthciiming but to induce rather aberrant behavior in
focusing on the kinds of problems that social sciences are supposed
to -encompass.

I simply.want to say again, the distribution, the allocation, really
ought-to-be more in the hands of those who do it and in,the hands
of those who support it.

Thank you, Mr. diainman,_

Mr. PLIPPO. Thank you very much for a very thought-provoking
statemdt. You made some outstanding points. Thank you for that.

If I might speak for :just a moment and I don't want you to, think
that my statements 'represent the thinking of the comniittee neces-
sarily, I am speaking as one member of the committee and other
members of the committee can express- themSelves as they see fit.
But it seems to me that-at this period df time, when we are facing
tiudget cuts, that' it doesgiVe the committee an opportunity to ex-
amine the entire area of research and technology development in
the country and to ask sorrie questions about it.

First of all, if we approach our budget difficulties from a point of
.view of across-the-board 'Cuts, are we saying that ail Federal ex-
penditures have,theSame value or are some Federal expenditures
a part of the*oblem and some a part of the sofution. Science fits
into those categories and thOse are certainly some questions that,
need to be examined.

,
It struck me that as these hearings have taken place, that an

aspect, of these hearings is that we have on the 'one side an admin-
istration whose position is spelled out and whose spokesman is Dr.
Keyworth. He Ivs a position inregard to this.

It seems thatvother academic institutions, you might say, estab-
hshed univehity communitiesseem to have a different viewpoint
The message that I hear 6O-mit* through from most of our wit-
nesses is.that we need more money, not less money.

And the message that I hear coming froin Dr. Keyworth is that,
well, what, are our goals, what have we been spending our Federal
research dollar on? Is there research -gOing on that could be elimi-
,nated without causing us severe difficulties? The committee hear-
ings, I think, have provided a forum fir that debate and I think it
has been pursued vigorously.
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The questions that come to my mind is this, is our present struc-
ture for conducting research and research 'grid development, tech-
nology and development, the ideal structure? Has it changed re-
cently? DO we anticipate changes in the futAre? How should. it
change? When was the last time we had a national study on what
our priorities should be in science, since it saki that we can no
longer accomplish all those things that we can think of to accom-
plish' Is there a precedence In the pit' Have there been national
studies in the last 40 years that attempted to identify those prior-
ities?

When we talk about our present structure and should that be
modified, from my point of view, this committee is obligated to,look
at that and see ,whit is going on. One of the things that I see is at
significant concentration of Federal funds in various institutions.
As you have very adequately pointed out, should that be changed?

You have made some very strong cases that the reason for doing
research is to accomplish some social good and I agume that in-
chides economics I think you could loolt around the Nation and see
that we have significant economic activity associated with the re-
search and development efforts,

think the committee legitimately should look at whether or not
we'-ought to continue that method or is there some other method
more appropriate. And in these changing times is it appropriate to
look at matching funds as you addressed very eloquently, I
thought.

If a State wants to develop in some particular area, would it be
appropriate for us to look at, perhaps, some matching funds from
States in development? I know in some of the prpgrams that we
have had where we were trying to establish regional centers of ex-
cellence, the matching funds concept was utilized to some extend.

Well, there are always more questions raised than we have an-
swers to and your*.perspective and your insight is extremely help-
ful. .

Would any.meinber of the panel cars to com,ment on any aspect
of those observations?

Dr. HACKERMAN. Yes, I would.
Mr. FLirPo. Feel free to do so.
Dr. HACKERMAN. I think it is true that Dr. Keyworth's point was

not so much 'that the budget had to be reduced but that was some
bad science being supported. Not all science being supported.
was good. That is not an improper statement:

I don't think there is any doubt that there is _poor activity in any
field ,of endeavor. The problem is that he may have been talking
about areas of science and that I think is wrong.

If he is talking about individaal Projects of less quality, I would
have no complaint with that. But fields ,of science are, I think,
much more difficult to deal with.

I know that many people don't believe in the taxonomic ap-
proach to biology. By the way, I am not a biologist, I ain not a
social scientist, I am a chemist.

Taxonomy has in disfavor for a long time but it seems to be
returning to some favor. People have new ways of looking at group-
ings, new ideas have fallen out of these groupings and regroupings.
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So I would sny that it is # very legitimate point of view nol to
look in terms of budget (eduction I3ut are you supporting theright
kinds of things and I would counter that with just the one Ptoposi-
tion I tried to make earlier.

It is not so, much the science we get as the scientists and engi-
neers that are important because they are the ones who are going
to translate for us. They are the ones who are going to convert Sci-
ence to technology and technology to use as well as confront our
general ignorance of nature.

Mr. FLIPPO. Thank you. Doctor, please go right ah4ad.
DItsMAGRATH. Thank you.
I would like to comment, if I might, Mr. Flippo.
You really raise, as you vety well appreciate, I am sure, ques-

tions that could form the basis for national study and we could
spend endless hours addressing them because they are very signifi-
cant ones.

Let me try to m'ake a few comments.
I must say, Dr. Hackerman, we agree and disagree in part. I can

document and I will document that our instrumentatidn at the
University (4. Minnesota is in serious trlible, so are our libraries.

I can also document that to the best of my ability and this is a
point that Dr. Bloustein made too, I have tried to set priorities and
make -very tough internal judgments, as a number of us have.
There is no point in crying and wailing.

-

We have to deal with reality and adjust to it and we are all, I
think, appropriately charged with doing that.

I agree very much with Dr. Hackerman's comment that we need
to think in terms of a separation of research and development. We
use those tyro words almost as one and there are important issues
that I think need to be addressed by this conimittee and by all of
us.

I have a couple of baSic points beyond that that I would like to
make. First, by far and by large, our United States has done pretty
well in science, particularly since World War XI. I hate to see a
winning combination taken apart and I believe that the record

Yshows that that is happening.
I think we are pretty good right now in science but ram worried

about the"future and I am not speaking out of personal self-inter-
est. I am damn concerned, frankly, on what is likely to happen.

The question that you raised, Mr. Congressman, about distiiibu-
tion of support and maintaining high levels of training and educa-
tion in science throughout the United States raises issues that are
significant and practical.

I think they were suggested to some extent in some of the testi-
mony that Frank Press gave. I think it is desirable to haVe it that
way, After all, the national centers of excellerice, 'some of the Uni-
versities, are in the business of educating and training people that
serve American industry and all of our _colleges and other develop-
ing universities.

On the other hand, it is perfectly legitimate and necessary in
terms of regions and States to have regional centers that have
their own, missions to perform as the president of Florida A. & M.
very forcefully indicated.

s.
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These things are not in conflict. The cpnfliet happens, of course,
if you start reducing dramatically the ..amount of available support,
which is bad for the Nation.

And the point that I would make is we have two levels of deci-
sion to make One is the kinds of decisions that),Congret will make
within the science and technology budgets. We also have the larger
issue of the total Federal budget and how much goes to pure de-
fense and other choices.

I think there are choices to be made and I think the kinds of
questiorri you are raising are the right ones.

Dr BLOUSTIN. Mr. Congressman, if I may address myself to
some of the questions you had. Many of the questions you raise we
as university presidents address every day in the week.

My colleagues sitting at the table, as I, are faced with some de-
partments in our university that are exceedingly good,6 some that
are bad, some that- are marginal, and we have to find a Way to dis-
tribute dollars.

If any one of hs gave allthose dollars to the best department we
would be killing off a lot Of young talent and I think none of us
want to do that. We now allocate funds to maintain our current
strong departments and encourage the aggressive young faculty in
the emerging departments.

So, I think the point you raise is an excellent one but a we al-
ready have an answer which we apply on a regular basis in our
own allocation of internal funds.
diet me address myself a little bit to Dr. Keyworth's testimony

before this committee. I think a great deal of what he said about
the size and waste in the funding of science and research budgets
may have been true 10 or 15 years ago. .

But I don't think that is true anymore. We have gone through a
period of decline in budgeting over the last 15-year period. It is not
an overnight thing. It is not something that the Reagan adminis-
tration is coming in and bringing to us. -

I agree with Dr. Hackerman. I don't think that Peter Magrath
differs, We have the b6st scientific establishment today that the
world knows. We have a much better scientific establishment today
than it was 10 year§ ago. It is extraordinarly better than it was 20
years ago.

My faculty is better than it has ever been Itt.is doing better sci-
ence than it has ever done.

My question to you iS what is going to happen in 5 years? What
is going to happen in 10 years with the deterioration that we have

,seen and the trend lines-we have seen?
Dr. Keyworth's point, it seems to me, may be 10 years late. Teh

years ago you could have said something the likes of which he said
concerning our funding too much science. avAik

As to his point concerning there being bad science, I go back to a
point that Dr Hackerman made. Monday awning quarterbacks
can tell you what is bad and good science but you.cn't tell it very
easily while you are playing the game.

Obviously, in some fields, again as Dr. Hackerman said, there
are some able peoplp and some peoPle who are not able. but we
don't have very good predictability about great science.

4 3 2
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If we did it would not be basic science and we would send it
somewhere else.

We have to take cerstain risks and that is one of the reasons why
the Federal Government support of basic research is so important
The basic research 'American univetsities provide has a payout
period over 15 to 20 years and American corporations can't be
asked to undertake that risk:

They are in the business of applied and developmental work.
They are in technology. We are in basic science and that is why the
Federal Government has the most appropriate role.

Second, you asked about matching programs for States. The sci-
entists in Dr. Hackerman's university and Dr. Smith's university
and Dr. Magrath's university and my university are not scientists
in New Jersey or in Texas orin Florida or in-Minnesota.

They are scientists in the world of science They don't see State
boundaries and they are, not working along State lines. If I go to a
senator or an assemblyman of my State for support of a research
project, they will support some level of research but they will also
recognize that their funding has as much application for Texas,
and Florida as it does for New Jersey and, as such, deserves nation-
al support.
'Now, the State does support some applied research in agriculture

and pharmacy and a lot of other fields which are also very vital to
U. However, in these areas, there is a direct and immediate appli-
cation within,the State.

Sp, to go back to your point, on whether it would it make sense
to have a Federal and State matChing program, I go to Dr. Hacker-
'man's very valuable distinction between science and, technology.
You might create such a program in technology and applied sci-
ence but in the basic sciences the States simply don't see their own
Immediate inter%t in what the university provides in the basic sci-
ences.

This is a. Federal fUnction that goes across State lines because
the knowledge involved goes across State lines.

Dr. HACKERMAN. Mr. Flippo, may I just insert something here?'
Mr. FLIPPO. Yes.
Dr. HACKERMAN. The fact is the States and private univemities

do match, they overmatch whallthe Federal Government puts in
support. We pay the faculty's salaries.

Mr. FLIPPO. Dr. Smith.
Dr. SMITH. It occurs to me, Mr. Flippo, that several issues must

'be dealt with as we look at how involved the Federal Government
.getS in the whole thing of research.

. I would like to try my hand at research specifically because that
is what impacts my institution and small institutions across this
Nation such as Florida A. & M. University.

As We look at national and international issues, I think it is then
that we determine just how much the Federal Government is will-
ing to invest in pur universities to help reso1ve some of these
issues.

We take the whole thing of space flight which we are deeply in-
volved in with NASA. That certainly is a national and internation-
al issue.

33
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We cannot take the fticulty members that we haie today and
e-xpect them to go on d infmitum to carry out high quality re-
search to aid this Natio in resolving those problems. We have got
to not- only have those scientists but we must have some of our
graduate stude and future scientists even from the secondary
school level . o N d so that, hopefully, the interest will enhance
their en an e into this area.

We 1..k a th roblems of aging, There is great talk about what
should Ise "do in gerontology. Pharinacy, psychology, and other
social sgentists must get deeply involved and, again,Ahe State is
not going to be able to provide the kind of funding that is neces-
sary t6 carry out great magnitudes of research in those areas and,
again, that is a national and international priority that I think the
Federal Government must take a look at.

ArchitectUre is another one that is verY critical. As we look at
problems of energy, again it not just a State problem. It is a 'na-
tional and internat,ional problem and I would just like to cje, °if
you will bear with me for a moment, something thLhapened
with us. Because qf the research that had been done in our school
of architecture, the Federal Government came down t6 Florida and
sent a team of our architects over to Somalia to aid in design and
development oran entire city that would help to resolve some of ,
the'problems of good living for the people of Somalia.

I suggest that as this country continues to reach its ientacles out
to the Caribbean verY close to us in the south and Africa nations
where we have great problems of hunger and starvatiqn as well as
some of our European allies who are having some difriculties, this
Nation is going to have to look at the kind and quality of research
that our colleges and universities can bring to bear on. the resolu-
tion of these problems.

So I think it is here that .you are going to have to delineate the
impact that our reseatch will have on the various'scens, whether
it is local, State, natirmal or international.

11r: FLIPPO. Thank you very much.
Wolpe?

Mr.'"Wca.m. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to pursue the question for a moment of the implica-

tions of increased reliance on corporate support for thelinancing of
basic research and development activity at the universities.

,I think there are two related questions. One is how accurate and
how realistic-are the projections that as the Federal Government's
contribution to R. & D. declines, certainly the, basic ''research de-
clines, that this will be picked up by the corporate private sector.

'And the related issue there, of 6ourse, is the extent to which the
new tax credits that have been built into law will really make a
real difference. I mean will it happen?

Second, if it (toes happen what do you feel about 'that as presi-
dents of in'stitutions What are the implications of that additional
corporate involvement for the kinds of research development and
institutional autonomy of your own universities?

Magrath?
Dr. MAGRATH. Mr. Wolpe, I would like to comment; if I might,

sir.

r"--.
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I do not believe that corporate involvement and contributions ad-
dress the research investment side, and I don't thnk they will.

I do believe that there are good and productive things,that can
be done between American corporations and universities and that
are being done.

There are risks and there are problems that have, to be worked
out, but there are ground rules and guidelinel thar ppn be devel-
oped.

After all, our universities have managect to work out some rather
sensitive relationships with the Federal Government., w4h the De-
partment of Defense and so on and it has worked quite well, gener-
ally speaking.

I think it has worked very well and we have developed traditions
and usages. I think they can be applied in corporate industrial sec-
tors as they relate to universities. On the tax credit investment I
will make a summary comment. I think it is a good and a useful
thing but it does not address the basic issue, of support for research
and, as presently .structured, the incentive is sufficient

That is my opinion. I don't know how my colleagves would re-
spond to that.

Dr. HACKERMAN. I would like to add to that. What the Tax
Credit Act may do is to induce corp,orations to provide funds direct-
ly to universities for support of directed research, of activity which
has a direct relationship to the companies' own interests.

It is perfectly proper. There is not a thing wrong with that at all
but it may reduce the amount of money that the corporations and
foundations will havetavailable to support research in.the way they
have done in the past That is by simply giving to departments or
to universities or to schools and saying do what you can with it
The latter has not been in large amounts individually but has been
enough to make a difference.. I think that will diminish.

Mr. WOLPE. So, in other words, one of the potential implications
would be educt's in funding for basic research and ash inerease

in the oun of sirected research.
Dr. IACKE N. Yes, but I may be considered biased because I

sad at before the Tax Credit Act was passed.
Dr. BLOUSTEEN. Mr. Wolpe, if I may, I think itis slightly more

complicated than that. I think some significant portion of the ap-
plied research budgets, and development of many corporations will
incxease in respect to joint xentures with universities. However,
this is not going to solve our needs in the basic, research programs
at ou'r universities.

The tax credit bill, it seems to me, is going to have some signifi-
cant impadt

We have an example now at Rutgers in the, development of a ce-
ramics consortium..

Thirty-five corporations throughout the United States are joining
together with us for a cooperative research program. In most in-
stances, it is applied research. It is not the kind of pure research
that we need the Federal Government to fund.

I think the strongest impact of the act will be to iperease applied
research at universities.

Let me go back to two questiOns. What will the extent be? Minor
compared to the need. You are talking about very small dollars

.435 /
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compared to the, total need nationwide in universities bnsic re-
search support. --

Second, are there dangers? Yes. There may be too much applied
research and not enough basic research. There may be dangers
that corporations will tend to take advantage of the relationship.
But, we have learned to make our way in even more perilous seas
in our relationship with various agencies of Government who also,
over the years, have put us through the pressure of applied work.
We have found a way to handle those pressures Eind I think we will
handle these new business,approaches.

Mr. WOLPE. Well, I would like to pursue, if I may, just one last
question, Mr. Chairman, and that does relate to the defense piece.

I have a little table here thqt appeared in the Chemical & Engi-
neering News, January 11, 1982. It summarizes the trends in terms
of defense versus nondefense research and development, indicating
that in the year 1980 and 1982, if you hold constant 1980 dollars,
defedse research and development increased by 22.2 percent over
the same period nonresearch and development declined by 16.1 per-
cent.
jThe material mentioned followsd
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TAI1LE FROM CHEMICAL, & ENGINEERING NEWS MAGAZINE

SUBMITTED BY MR. WOLPE

Funding foredefense R&D climbs sharply; other funds decline ,

$ Millions -.AM .16614
''

. 16sob

,. .

, % charwo
Wehange

coestpnt S 1960
1960-62 1061-82 1960-62 1061-62

Defense i $20,596.7 517,321.6 $14,021.1 46.9% 18.9% 23.7% 9.2%

NASA 5,939.7 5,622.7 5,243.4 13.3 7.6 -4.6 -1.2
Energy 5,503.0 5.867.4 5,768.4 -4.6 - -6 2 r19.7 -13.9 ..
Health &Human

Services
3,9136.8 3,971.1 .3,806.0 4.8 . 0.4 , -11.8 -7.8

I ..,,,

." -
NSF 970.0 933.6 911.9 , 6.4 3.9 -10.4 -: 4.6

LISDA 819.0 810.4 714.3 14.2 , 0.7 -3.8 -7.5 ;
Interior 384.6 417.9 410,2 -6.2 -8.0' -21.1 -15.5
Commerce 304.0 355.1 357.5 -15.0 -28.4 -21.4:
Transportation 280.6 398.6 397.1 -29.3

.-44.4
-29.6 -40.5 -35.4 ,

EPA 277.0 363.1 341.6 -18.9 -23.7 -01.7 -30.0
Nuctear Regulatory 231.9 216.2 190,8 21.5 7.3 2.3 -.1.5

Commisslon . .:, .. t. -'
VA 128.2 154.6 135.5 -5.4 -.17.1 -20 3 -23.9
AID 118 8 122.7 122.1 . -2.7 -3.2 -18.1 -11.1 .

Education
. a

197.4 - 129.4 '133.8 -19.7 -17.0 -32.4 -'23.8

Other 310.6 376.0 500.6 -61.2 -17.4 -47.8 -,24.2

-TOTAL $39,955.3 $36,960.4 633,054.3 20.9% 8.1% 1.8°4. ,r-0:7°6

Defense R&DC. 622,393.0 $18,987.6 .$15,430.1 45.1% 17.9% 22.2% 8.3%

Nondefense
R&D " $17,562.3 $17,972.8 617,624.2 -0.4% -2.3% -16.1% -110.3%.

'
a Estunales h Actual c inchraes DOE defense acterthes Note. Flscal years Source. Amencen ASSOC1000 tor the

AtivarKament St 560000 I

C&EN Jan. 11, 1982-

e

.4"
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My que§tion is What are the implications for your institutions of
this growing concentration of R. & D. dollars within the Defense
Department? Are there any specific changes th`at you foresee and
any specific concerns that you have as a consequence of that alter-
ation?

Dr HACKERMAN. Let me say that that highlights a problem I
brought up earlieNThe R. & D. budget for the Defense Department
did go up. The 6.1 research portion of the budget also increased
some but not as much as R. & ,

In fact, some of the 6.1 Money I think is used in weapons syster'n
development which need not be research.

Now, to answer the questipn directly, to the extent that that
nioney is available for supportive science, it actually does not
Matter to sciencefiow it comes out. I am not making a moral judg-
ment here, Just a ptagmatic one.

But to the extent that money was diverted intO the Defense De-
partmeat for research and development and is not used as much
for research qs it might have iwen out of some other agency, it will
have an effecf.

° Dr. SMITH7-4"thiiik this is one point.that I can certainly concur,-
with Dr Hackerman on. It is at this point that I feel th-at thew is a
need to separate research ancrdeveropment.

If you look at the average small university that is involved in re-
search you will fincf that very little of it is going to be R. & D. It is
usuallygoing to be just research.

FOr. example, in our instance, if you were to look at the space age
in terms of tiler future recognizance and combat readiness of this
Nation, there'might *be some applications of the research that we
would do in circadian rhythms that impact manpower as it relates
to defense But it is going to take the industrial giants to dev,elop
the hardware that would deliver the men who will have been re-
searched upon, if you will, in terms of the impact.

So I suspect that the definite delineation betweeb research and,
_development in this instance is going tcr be very critical, +'

Mr. WOLPE. Mr. Chairman, may If without objection, ask 'that
this table be inserted into the record?

Mr. FLIPPO. Ittcertainly will be. Thank you very much.
, The distinguished gentleman from New Jersey, Mr. Hollenbeck.

M. HOLLENBECK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Doctor, I missed your testimony. I am sorry. I was down the hall

for a while. There is a hearing down there that could use some
voices of 'reaSon.

I did look at your testimony, though, -and turning to equipment
you were saying that in' prms of modern scientific equippient for%,,
research, State funds at otir university allow us to replace. only. .
about 1 percent of Our equipinent each year. ,

Going on through your diScussion you mentio*,that industry has
cbmplained to you that we, many times, must retrain smile of our
best students in the use of modern equipme I. am *ondering if
you are able to comment on the similarity of 7jr circuinstances at
Rutgers or dissimilarity at Rutgers and the ot and-grant col-
leges and universtties across the, country?

Dr. BLOUSTEIN, Well, I think, Mr. Hollenbeck, 'that, unfortunate-
ly, Mir' State has been less generous in ita suppor.t of basic scientific

f
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_equipment than nay other states in the Nation but it is a matter .
of degree.

I thMk all of,My colleges in- the Nation will agree that our equip-
ment budgets eurrently,hre,bordering on the totallY inadequate
The veyy cost of .pquipm ient n a variety of fields of the 'hard sci-
ences is beyond our capacity or any single State'rapacity.

I also think it is i false economy on the part of the Government
which is attempting to stimulate economic dellelopment while not
supporting sufficiently' the needs -for modern instrumentation in
the very laboratories that will make that industrial, development
.possible. ' 4114

Mr. HOLLENBECK. Following on that, and if anyone else wants to
commentfjust throwing this out and I really don't know whether it
is feasible or practical beyond even the logistics'of it.

": Are any equipment systems, modern systems that you may need
available to you or 'could they be available to you at the national
laboratories such as Brookhaven, for example?'

Dr. BLOGSTEIN. We currently have many of our scientists work-
ings ut Brookhaven. By the' way, many of our scientists are working
in private labs. A.number of our facultY have joint appointments at
Bell Labs.

We have visited the wonderful facilities of Bell Labs and we are
exploring a lot oftother mays.that uniVersities and coworationS can
cooperate. .

Mr. HOLLENBECK. We have unique situations in New Jersey?
Dr. BLGUSTEIN. Yes, we do. By the way, there are some corpora-

tions, who bepuse they cannot use a piece of equipinent consistent-
ly, will buy the equipment and make a gift of it to the university,
_recognizing the university has a more consistent long-term use of
-that piece of equipment. They, in turn, make use of the graduates
who bave worked on That equipment.

Mr. HOLLENBECK. Thank you.
Dr. MAGRATH. M. 'Chairman; mai I make, one comment and

then I would appreciate it if I could be excused. I have to catch a
plane baok to the frozen. tundra and meet with some legislators
this evening:4.k -

On the equipment question, Ed Broustein answered in a way that
solutely correctly. There is, a point on tny mind. About 2 weeks.

ago I toured some of the development facilities,of Honeywell, which
. .is a major bigh technology lirm headquartered in Minnesota; they

have been very supportive to universities:
They have given us some money fOr basic research in a certain

general area involving rnicrbelectroniâ activity.
I spent some time_ wIth a gentleman, WhO'is the vice president for

their Solid State DevA6PmerifDliiigai:lie.has given Lig a consider,-
able arpount of equipment. We get a lot of hand-me-down or 'sec-
ortdhand equipment now from the high technology industry.

It is useful bur it is the-equipment that they are no longer using'
becatse. it is not at the front lihe of What, is happening. And this
gentleman made the point to ine.that 10 to 15 years ago out col-
leges and universities were training people who were using equip-
ment that they were just beginning to get.:Now it is totally differ-
ent.

3 Li
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Now, when they get them the people may know how to think
and they may be well trained but they have to be trained to that
equipment because our equipment, and I am generalizing, but.
much of our equijament is no longer at the forefront of what is hap-
pening. :41*

I think that speaks a little bit to the question you raised.
Mr FIOLLENBECK. 1. think that tiei in with the point you made

before with regard-to that.
Dr HACKERMAN. I would like to put something more moderate

into the recoTd, if you don't mind.
The fact, of the matter is that one can always use better equip-

ment as it rolls off the design line but university laboratories have
equipment which is not as good lookit bdt it is just as useTul as
the 'equipment that you see in the m. 'or industrial laboratories
where it is reproduced over and over and over again.

In fact, in the laboratory, one expects the ingenuity Of the indi-
vidual research worker to take the equipment and make it do .

things that it wAs not intended to do. And they do it so that it be-
comes the good equipment of the next year. They can't buylt.

I agree with that. There is no question-About that. We don't have
the money to buy it and wq do get hand-ine-downs. But the fact is
thdt the new equipment ideas comes out of the university laborato-
ries. That is an overstatement, of course.

Hewlett Packard would complain abouf that but the ideas do
come out of there. And while I would like the most -up-to-date
equipment in my reEarch laboratory too, I don't find debilitating
the current consortium maybe answering. .

Even the fact that we may be using an NMR that is second order
equiment does not impair a graduate student in getting,used to a
new one. One of our big difficulties is that we tend to train people
rather than educate them.. So I would just as soon that,they not be
trained simply to step right into a job.

There is, however, asroblem in the teaching laboratories. We do
have considerable difilculty,maintaining what would be called rea-
sonably Modern equipment in the teaching laboratories.

But the bi problem with equipMent in teaching laboratories is
maintenance There universities are really having trouble because
it is bard to keep the kind of maintenance -people you should have
to keep the equipment functioning.

So, one 'plaCe where we ought to do something about equipment
replacement is in the teaching labOratories or better rind a way to
provide maintenabce support.

Mr FLIPPO Dr. Smith, did you want to conclude the remarks on
that?

Dr. SMITH. Yes, one relates to. the concept of not haviriE up-to-
date equipment in the laboratory. Oftentimes when representatives
from large. industry, particularly the high technology industries,
visit the campuses, they Will make comments about the antiquated
equipment that is presently in our" research latoratories. And the
recommendations come two ways. Ga new equiPment if it is at all
possible,or provide release time for faculties to go out to the indus-
tries to become familiar with what has been developed out there.
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Either of the procez.ses,iequire additional funds that' are not nor-
mally made available to the institution through. norni'al State ap-
prbpriations,

So that means also, then, that the need for resources at the Fed-
eral level, particularly in those areas where it is a national priority
to allow release time for faculty as well as graduated research stu-
dents to go out into the industry and pend a substantial amount of
time to become familiar with the state of the art,

Mr. FLIPPO. Thank you very much.
I just want to express my personal appreciation to the chairman

of the full committee for the, leadership that he has demonstrated
iii holding these hearings. I think they will contribute greatly to
the debate, and I recognize the distinguished gentleman from Flor-
ida.-

-
Mr. Fuqua. Thank y;ou, chairman Flippo, and I apologize for

having been in and out today add I think I explained to you my
reasons.

I want to thank all of you and say hello once again to my good
friend Dr.11ackerman who I have worked with for in2zuears as
the distinguished Chairman of the Natio 1 Science Doard and.
Walter Smith, who I think is doing an outs ding job at the Flor-
ida A. & M. University.

Dr. Bloustein, I appreciate all of you .being here and I think this
has been very helpful for all of us.

As was pointed out yesterday, our problems in science and tech-
nology did iitt all start with this administration. There has been a
trend that has been going on for some time and I think it is getting
to be a critical problem now that we faced with further budget
stress, particularly in manpower and instrumentation which all of
you have addressed and are very, very familiar with.
- I thank you for your help.

Dr. SMITH. Thank you.
Dr. HACKERMAN. Thank you.
(Whereupon, at 12.10 p.m., the committee was adjourned.f
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